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Preface 

Phenomenology as practised by Adolf Reinach (1883-1917) in his all too brief 
philosophical career exemplifies all the virtues of Husserl's Logical Investigations 
It is sober, concerned to be clear and deals with specific problems. It is therefore 
understandable that, in a phlosophical climate in which Husserl's masterpiece has 
come to be regarded as a mere stepping stone on the way to his later Phenomeno- 
logy, or even to the writings of a Heidegger, Reinach's contributions to exact philo- 
sophy have been all but totally forgotten. The topics on which Reinach wrote most 
illuminatingly, speech acts (which he called 'social acts') and states of affairs 
(Sochverlurlte), as well as his realism about the external world, have come to be 
regarded as the preserve of other traditions of exact philosophy. Like my fellow- 
contributors, I hope that the present volume will go some way towards correcting 
this unfortunate historical accident. 

Reinach's account of judgements and states of affairs, an account that precedes 
those of Russell and Wittgenstein, his 1913 treatment of speech acts, his reinter- 
pretation of Hume and aspects of his legal philosophy are the main philosophical 
topics dealt with in what follows. But his analysis of deliberation as well as his work 
on movement and Zeno's paradoxes get only a passing mention. 

The paper by Karl Schuhmann on "Johannes Dauberts Kritik der 'Theorie des 
negativen Urteils"', my own paper and that by Barry Smith were read at a con. 
ference on Reinach that was held at the University of Utrecht in December 1983. 
I should like to thank Karl khuhmann for organizing this conference. 

A new critical edition of Reinach's writings, Sdmtliche Werke, edited in two 
volumes by Karl Schuhmann and Barry Smith, Munich: Philosophia Verlag, is to 
appear in the near future. 

KEVIN MULUGAN 
August 1985 

Gailiigen, Baden 

Only three photographs of Adolf Reinach are known to exist. Two of these have already 
been published. The photograph reproduced on the precedingpage was taken at the end of 
March 11904 and shows Reinach as a twenty-year old studenl in Munich. At this time he 
was beginning to prepare his dissertation on the concept of cause in the penal law. 
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Abbreviations Employed in the Text 

The writings of Reinach that are discussed most frequently in what follows were 
published in his Gemmehe Schriften (1921). References to these writings in the 
latter, to other editions and to the best English trsnslations are in the following 
style. The Cesommelre Schriften are referred to by giving the pagination after CS. 
- Reinach's "Zur Theorie des ncgativen Urteils" (1911) is referred to as ZTnU 
CS. The translation used here is by Barry Smith, "On the Theory of the Negative 
Judgement" (in &Smith ed. Parts and Moments. Studies in Logic and Formal 
Ontologv, Munich: Philosophia, 1982), referred to as 'MI tnns. 
- Reinach's "Die apriorischen Gmndlagen des biirgedichen Rechtes" (1913) 
first appeared in Husserl's "lahrbuch fur Philosophie und phanomenologische 
Forschung". This edition is referred to as 1. A later book edition. entitled Zur 
Phanome~logie des Rechts (Miinchen: Kosel, 1953) and which is still the most 
widely available German text. is referred to as PdR. The En@h translation used 
here is by John Crosby, 'The Apriori Foundations of Civil Law" (in Alethe% 
111, 1983, 1-142). referred to as lnna,  after references to one or both of the 
German texts. 
- Reinach's 191211913 paper "Die Oberlegung". is referred to as U. 
- Reinach's lecture "Ober Phanomenologie" is referred to as UP. A book edition 
of this Was 1st Phdnomenologie?. Munich: Kosel, 1951 is referred to as WiP. The 
English translation used here is by Dallas Willard, "Concerning Phenomenology" 
(in The Peno~l is t ,  50,1969,194-221), refened to as CP bans. 
Full details of all works, editions and translations of Reinach are given in the 
Bibliography by Barry Smith. on pp. 299-332 of this volume. 



Adolf Reinach: An intellectual Biography1 

KARL SCHUHMANN and BARRY SMITH 

5 I PROLOGUE 

As early as 1741 a Jekel Reinach is mentioned in the Memory Book of  the Jewish 
community in Mainz, and by the end nf the century the Reinachs were already one 
of the most notable and weU-to-do Jewish families in the city.' The Record of 
Names of 1808 lists Salomon (formerly Seligmann) Reinach. Jacques (Mayer 
Herz) Reinach, Marx (Mayer Herz) Reinach, and Bernard Jacques (Beer Jacob) 
Reinach.' The descendants of Jacques Reinach spread from Mainz t o  Frankfurt 
and from there t o  Paris. His grandson Adolf von Reinach (1814-1879). Belgian 
consul in Frankfurt, was created an Italian Baron in 1866, and founded the French 
Banking family of  de Reinach - not to  be confused with the Alsatian barons de 
Reinach - which played a major role in republican circles around t h e  French 
politician Gambetta. In 1850 Adolfs twin brother Hermann Joseph Reinach, then 
already established in Paris, married Julie Biidine from Kassel. Amone the three " 

sons of this marriage Salomon (1858-1932), a prominent archaeologist and his- 
torian of religion, became a professor at the h o l e  de Louvre. He also translated 
Schopenhauer and established a critical edition of  Augustine's De Civitate Dei. 

'The few existing published biographies of Reinach are, if not unreliable (Oerteneichcr 
1952), then at best very ruccinct (AvC-Lallemant 1975, 172-74. Crorby 1983. XI-X). In 
compiling the present essay we have used in particular Reinach'r letters to Husrerl (Hu%Eerl 
Archives) and to Conrad and Dauberl (Bavarian State Libnry. Munich). We draw further 
on Ad-LaUemant'r Cltdogue of the Miinchener Ph~nornenologennoehl6sse. on Sehuhmann's 
Hurrcrl-Chronik (The Hague: Nijhoff, L977), and on the pertinent Vorlenmgsveneiehnim of 
the University of Giittingen. We have also profited from the "Historical Introduction" to 
Brettler 1974, 1-15, References not here given in full are to be found in the Reinach biblm 

; graphy on pp. 299-332 below. 
We should like to thank the Bavarian State Library, the Huserl Archives. Louvain, and 

Oberarchivrat Schutr of the Stadtarchiv Mainr for ~roviding copies of relevant materials. 
Special thanks are due to FrPulein Heriha Schmujlow and to Dr. Eberhard Av&Lallemant. 
executors of Reinach'r literary estate, for their generous assistance and for their pennirrion 

? to quote extensively from Reinach's letten. Thanks aredueatso to the Alexander von Humboldt 
Stiflung, under whos  kind auspices Smith's eontributianr to this essay wen mitten. 
'See P. Antsberg, Die ,%dischen Gemeindcn in Hcsrsn. Anfang, UatergmIg. Neube@h 
Frankfurt: Societits-Vedag, 1971172,vol. 2, 12, 25. ' aAm$berg, vd. 2 , 3 6  &: 
Spcech A n  and Sachvcrhalt. edited hy Kevin Mullignn 
@Maninus Nijh~flPuhlishcn. Dordrechl Printrd in fhc  Nethcrlsnds 



His brother ?ldodore (1860-1923), professor of numismatics at the Collhge de 
France, was a distinguished antiquarian and classical scholar, and editor of the 
works of the Jewish historian Flavius Josephus. The oldest of the three brothers 
was Joseph (1856-1921). a politician who was for some time a collaborator of 
Gambetta and played a major role in the so-called Dreyfus affair. He also wrote 
a book on Diderot. His son Adolphe Reinach (1887-1914) did archaeological 
field work in Greece and Egypt. He was killed as a soldier in the French army 
during the first months of the First World War. 

52 1883-1904: FROM WAlNZTOMUNlCH 

Adolf Bemhard Philipp Reinach was born in Mainz on December 23, 1883. 
Adolfs father, Wilhelm Markus Reinach (1849-1931) owned a factory in Mainz 
producing sanitary and lighting equipment. His mother, Pauline Eugenie (1851- 
1932), was the daughter of the merchant Heinrich Hirschhom and Fanny, nee 
Biiding, of Mannheim. Wilhelds father, the Ceheimer Kommenienrat Hermann 
Reinach (1825-1 W6), was for many years siiidiischer Beigeordneier and honorary 
citizen of the city of Mainz. 

Adolf was the oldest of three children. His brother Heinrich, born on 4 June 
1888, studied mainly law and philosophy, at first in Munich and Gottingen, and 
then later in the University of Giessen, where he earned his Doctorate in l a w  in 
1910. His disserlation - Die Rechtsfihigkeii der Leibesfmchi -was a study of the 
question whether the unborn child has, or could have, legal rights and duties in 
civil law. Heinrich subsequently entered legal practice and during the 1920s he 
published reports on tax and business law. He was imprisonedafter theKristallnachi 
of 9 November 1938, but was able to emigrate in 1939 t o  Brazil. Adolfs sister 
Pauline entered the knedictine convent at Wepion (Namur) in Belgium in 1924. In 
1936 the convent moved to Ermeton-sur-Biert, where Pauline (Sister Augustina) 
died in 1977, having reached her 95th year. 

In the Ostergymnasium in Mainz, Reinach acquired a deep interest in Plato: 

The reading of Plato was, for the average grammar school student, nothing 
more than a translation exercise. Reinach however found himself so gripped 
by the content, that for as along as he lived the love of Plato and for philo- 
sophical analysis was never to leave him. Thus it was for him a matter of course, 
when his time at school was over, to turn to the study of philosophy? 

He entered the University of Munich in the autumn of 1901, when he was still 
only 17 years of age. For three semesters he attended courses in a range of sub- 
jects, including political economy, art history and law. His main interest, however, 
was in psychology and philosophy, which he studied under Theodor lipps. Reinach 
quickly became a member of the Munich "Akademische Verein fir Psychologie", 
the discussion club of lipps' students which was to play so important a role in the 

.Anna Reinach, sketch of s "Lebcnluf ' ,  in the Bavarian State Library, A m  379 D 11 1 

formation of the early phenomenological m o ~ e m e n t . ~  It was almost certainly 
at the meetings of the Verein that he came into contact with Theodor Conrad: 
Moritz Geiger,'Otto Selz,' Aloys Fischer,' Rudolf Hirsch," AlfredSchwenninger," 
and Eduard Schmidt," who were at that time among the most outstanding of 
Lipps' students. 

It was however Johannes Daubert who was intellectually the most important 
figure among the Munich phenomenologists, and it was Daubert who was t o  be of 
most significance for Reinach's later philosophical development. Already in this 
periodDaubert was working on just those topics - positive and negative judgements, 
impersonalia, dispwitions, Sachverhali and Cegensrand - which were later t o  play 
a central role in Reinach's work. 

A letter to Conrad of January 31, 1903 testifies t o  the range of Reinach's in- 
terests at this time: 

I'm reading Wundt's Grundw der Psychologie . . . attending Lipps' lectures on 
Psychology and Aesthetics, and have to write up a paper for his seminar . . . But 
I occupy myself more assiduously with Richard Wagner. . . I have plunged with 
such sympathy into his works and am trying to get clear about his aesthetic 
principles. 

'On the Munich drcle see H. Spiegelberg. 77te Phenornmologicd Movement. 1 6 9 t  (Our 
references to this work are always to the 3rd edition.) 
'Author of Zur Wcsenslehrc der psychiiehcn Lebrnr und Erkbenr, The Hague: Nijhoff, 
1968. 
'Geiger published works in a range of subjects, from aesthetics and theoretical psychology t o  
the rxiomatics of Euclidean geometry. 
'Selz was an important member of the W"rrburg school o f  psychalogirtr around Owald 
Kiilpe and Karl Biihler. His magnum opus, O b n  die Gosetre des geordneren Denkverlmfs 
(2 vois., Stuttgart: Spcmann. 1913, Bonn: Cohen, 19221, contain8 anticipations o f  ideas on 
oroblem-solvine which have since olaved a role in comouter-oriented work in comitive theoru. . . " 
'See Aloyr Fischcr. Leben und Werk, vol. I, ed., by Karl Kreitmair. Munich: Bayerircher 
Sehulbuehverlag. 1950. 
"Author of s review of W. leruraiemk Dcr kti tbehe Ideoiimur und die mine Logik, in 
Zcitschrift P Philosophic und philosophisrhr Kririk. 134, 1909. 266-74. This review con- 
tains a defence of Hussed's Logiml Invrstifltionr against Jerusalem's attacks which ia entirely 
characteristic of the Munich phenomenologi~ts. Husseri'~ suggestion that Hirrch served in 
1905106 as private Secretary to Brentano (see his letter t o  Brentano of 3 January 1905, pub- 
lished in Grazer Philosophisehc Srudien, 6, 1978, p. 7) ir erroneous (Hirsch was at that  time in 
Munich), but seems to be correct for 1906107. He studied in Munich, with some interruptions. 
fxom 1899 t o  1912. In later years he lived in h b  home town of PUsen (now Plzefi, Czeeho- 
s~ovPL~P). 
"The psychiatrist Schwenninger studied in Munich from 1901 to 1907. He wrote a dirrer- 
fation entitled Der SympthicbegriYf bdDavid  Humc, in which he expounds Hume'r treatment 
of the concept of sympathy rn presented in both the T m t i s e  and the Enquiry. Hume is n i -  
t i d e d  in particuiar for his psychologism and for the failure t o  distinguish between perception 
and perceived object. Schwenninger later moved over to the medical field, whcre he was in close 
touch with Ludwig Bimwanger. 
"After studying philosophy and psychology under Lipps from 1899-1901, Schmidt 
b c c m e  an archaeologist. He took his dirrrtation under Furtwingler with a work entitled 
Iauf und Flug in der archZisch-@echische Kunst (1908). 



In  the same letter, Reinach has this to  say about his plans for the future: 

I wdl not hecome a psychulogst, an acs thcl r~an,  a cnttc or the like The fact 
that I stdl lack the capnclty for the ln tenwe work that is rrqutred of a psycho 
lopst probably dues not mean m ~ c h ,  as I am stdl wry young But I am only loo  
well aware that I lack also true sympathy andenthustasm for the subject matter. 
and that  is of greater significance." 

In  the winter term of 1901102 and in the subsequent summer term Hermann 
Kantorowicz, the philosopher of law who was later to  found the Freirechtsschule 
(Free Law Movement), had stayed in Munich, taking some courses on political 
economy, a field taught at the University there by Lujo Brentano, brother o f  

~ ~ 

the philosopher Franz Brentano. In Lujo Brentano's seminar Reinach and Kanto. 
rnwicz seem to  have come into contact with each other. When Kantorowicz. in the ~. . ~~- ~ ~ 

winter o f  1902/03, moved to  Berlin where he continued his work on the history o f  
law, he  probably set Reinach an example which motivated him t o  follow Kan- 
torowlcz. At any rate Roinach spent the summer term of 1903 in Berlin, too, 
where his energies do not, however, seem t o  have been directed towards either 
philosophy or psychology. He apparently studied there mainly jurisprudence, and 
Kantorowicz reported that he was impressed by Reinach's 'considerable talent and 
a~pirations ' . '~ 

In the winter term of 1903104 he returned to Munich, where he stayed for three 
further semesters. working in particular on  Husserl, though his attention was 
caught also by Stefan Witasek's criticism of Lipps' Leitfuden der Psychologie." 
During this period he figured as an experimental subject in a series of experiments 
on  the psychological problem of intensive magnitudes and on phenomenal 
thresholds which were carried out  by  Moritz Geiger.16 Together with Geiger and 

"'On the other hmd'. Reinach gwr on, 
bfe out there attractr mc pouerfully. I feel moved lo rush into it and to act against a11 those 
vile rcroundrclc who arc active there. But for politics one needs political economy and that 
ir why I have chosen this as a subsidiary subject, for the time being at kart. For when sU is 
raid and donc.1 want to earn my doctorate in psychology in the flrrt pisa, on the onr hand 
because philosophy is a good thing for me as a perron, and then also bccsusz I don't exactly 
know whether 1 would not at a later datc like to auiteh onr  to it. 

'+Letter of Kantorawicr to Gustav Radbruch, quoted in Kariheinz Muschcler. Reblivisrnur 
und Freldr. Ein Yemuch iibcr Hemonn Konromvicr. Heidelberg: C. F. MiiUer lurislischer 
vetlag, 1984, 61, "234. Reintch referr in parsing to the Frdreehrsschulc in his uticle on 
W i m  lames: 3e p. 293 in this volume. Kantorowicr later moved to Oxford, from where 
he exerted some innuenoe on AngloJaxon kgal philosophy. On his aetlvitiet in Munich see 
Karlheinz Mudder,  Hermonn U71ich Kanlomwicr. Einr Biogmphie, Berlin: Dunekcr B 
Humblot. 1984.11-23. 
"Letter to Cannd of April 1904. Wilarek's review i3 in the Beih8e rurAll@mcincn Zcimq. 
1904, Nr. 80.33-3s. 
'.See Geiger, "Methodalogischc und experlmcntclls BcilrZc zuf Qurnlitimlehro", in T. 
L~PPS, ?d., P~yehologirchr Untcrruchun@n, 1, 1906, 325-522. In cantnrt to Meinong, who 
~tilised an opporitian hetween 'divisible' and 'indivisible' magnitudes. Geiger Ionnulaled an 
opporition between difference rnsgnltudeli and i n t e n ~ ~ s  magnitudes. This enabled him to 
tats B C C O U ~ ~  e.g. of the fact that disances bctwecn objects are non-intenrive yet also non- 
divisible. 

Conrad, Reinach attended the fust congress o f  the newiy-tounded "Gesellschafi 
f i r  experimentelle Psychologie". which was held in Giessen from I 8  t o  21  April 
1904, immediately before the start of the summer term." 

Most o f  h ~ s  time seems, h u w e w  to  hate been devcttrd to work for h15 doc~nral  
examtnaltons in hmory and penal lam and 111 the prepatdtwn uf lur thcrts ' l h l snnv  
have been the reason why he described the summer term of 1904 as a 'nervous 
and unphlosophtcal s~mes te r ' . ' ~  One problem which caught his attention he 
characterised as follows 

The question: how d w s  the child know that grownup people 'mean'something 
by their words, is answered by Lipps thus: it sees how they point t o  something 
and simultaneously hears a complex of sounds. Tu  me this seems merely t o  be a 
way of getting round the problem. For words and pointing, no  matter whether 
the latter consists in moving the arms. in a play of features. etc.. are special 
cases of expression in general. And the problem was: how does the child come to  
understand an expression, and more specifically the expression o f  words? T o  
this one surely cannot give an answer which involves appeal t o  anuther f o m  of 
expression, to 'pointing'. For then o f  course the question still remains: How 
does the child know that by moving the arms ete. something is meant?19 

This problem has of course a distinctly Wittgensteinian ring, like so much o f  
Reinach's philosophy. It is not solved by Reinach in his letter, but its appearance 
a t  this early stage gives a hint of the acuteness of his philosophical mind. The pro. 
blem arose in connection with Reinach's work on what might nowadays be called 
legal hermeneutics: how are we to determine the intentions of the law-giver,given 
that these intentions are available to  us only in written o r  pnnted words? 

On December 20,  1904, three days before his 2lst  birthday and less than 4 years 
after entering university, Reinach earned his doctorate in philosophy under Lipps 
with a work on the concept of cause in the penal law (Reinach 1905), the first 
section of which is devoted to  the general problem o f  legal interpretation. The 
work did not go unnoticed. It was reviewed by Gustav Radbruch, who attacked 
it for its method of interpreting the conccpt of the law exclusively hy  recourse 
t o  the intentions of the 1aw.giver. He did insert one  word o f  praise for the work. 
describing i t  as a 'Talentprobe'. But Radbmch's negative review of Reinach's work 
caused their common friend Kantorowicz to  write a strongly worded letter to  
Radbruch: 

Now I must really read you the riot act! How could you go down on poor 
Reinach in that way? . . . Someone like him deserves t o  be encouraged, not 
intimidated. And what's most important is that he is sonteone who belongs with 
us with his every inclinati~n.'~ 

"The partieipanb in the eongee included G.  E. Miiller, Benursi, Kiilpe. htarbe. Merser. 
Natorp, Twardowski and Wertbeimer. 
"Lztter toConrad of 16 June  1905. 
"Letter to Conrad of 14 AprU 1904. 
"Murrhrler. Rslorivirmur und Rdheir. 61, n. 234. But Radbruch stuck to his view and. 
on September 11. 1905, answered Kantorowicz' letter: "tn Sachcn Rcinach kann ich lhnen 
heilich nicht rseht gebcn. drr Mann hat mir einsn auDerordentlich syrnpathirhen Brier ee. 
rchiebcn und ich habc deQalb die Rerension nichl gem so abspnchend gcmacht." 

7 



$3  1905-1906: THE MUNICH INVASION OF COTTINGEN 

During the subsequent vacations, which he spent at home in Mainz. Reinach re-read 
the second volume of Husserl's L o ~ c a l  Investigations and 'was very delighted by it'. .~~.  ~~ 

In a letter to Conrad of 16 January 1905 he recommended in particular the 3rd 
Investigation on part and whole. In February he was back in Munich with his 
friends, who now included also Alexander Wander:' Hermann Erhard" and 
Paul Ruff," all students of Lipps. He still planned to  continue his studies in 
Munich, and above all to complete the work for a degree in law, but in the vacation 
after the winter semester he gradually changed his mind and decided to go ta 
Gottingen. He conveyed his reasons in a letter to Conrad: 'The next semester 
is the last one I can spend outside Munich. I can profit much from Cottingen in 
matters of law, and fially I have great hopes in Hus~erl'." So Reinach actually 
took part in the famous 'Munich invasion of Gottingen'" headed by Daubert 
and including also Schwenninger and Fritz ~einmann."  

Once in Gbttingen Reinach's plans undement another shilt. As he explained to  
Conrad. 

r vow utirfied with mv stav in Gdt t in~en . . . Mv scientific ex~ectations "... .-., . ~ ~ ~~~ , ~ ,  ~~~~~ 

have been more than fulfilled. However, t a& badly nidecting my law studies. 
But that is in the end not too great a disaster. I can't say that my  philosophical^ 
convictions have undergone any sort of fundamental change. Like the test Of 
us I had already been pointed in a new direction by Husserl, Natorp, Kant, 
Plato a long time before I came t o  Gottingen; everything I have lived through 
( ice  we have been separated could not but push me further in this direction. 
The most salutary thing which Husserl can offer is his careful and thorough 
mode of working, something Daubert has in common with him . . . For the 
rest I have worked s t e a d l ,  but intensely; 1 have read Husserl, Natorp and 
Cohen, and lead a very peaceful and contented life." 

*'See H. SoLmlberr: and E. Avblrllemant, cda., Winder-Studien, The Haw: Nijhholf. . -  - 
1982. 
22Erh.rd w s  the author of a dissertation under Lipps on Die Rycholodir dl awrbliche 
Cmndlage "on Gcsehichtr und Sotialdkonomie. 1907. 
q a n  (US mspnmbk for a wry p u U . I  dlurrtatian, Zur Asthcrik der Zahl (Munich, 
1907). which deals with such problems sr the chsmcteriatic ~esthetis qualities of prime num- 
bers and fractions, 01 the mmplratin uglinea of the numben 8 and 10. A Cootnote in the 
introduction to the work rcvcah Rafi3 Munich baek~o~nd .  He there defines a Sachvwlmlt 
s follows: 'Sachvc&ll (Meinong'r "Objekriv") . . . a technical expreslion (taken over from 
Hunserl'r logic) for the objcrtud relation sorrclntcd with 1 pritive judgement' (4). 
"Undated letter of Spkg 1905. 
* ThcPhmomnolo~ml Movtmenr, 161. 
"Weinmmn w r  the author of a disxrtation entitled Zur Sfmklvr der Melodie (Lciwb: 
BPrth, 19M), a somewhat PyLagarean treatment of toncrclations and melodic Gestalten in 
the spirit of Lipps. Wcinnunn died in October 1905. 
"Letter of 16 rune 1905. 

Reinach found Husserl's lectures on the theory of judgment and his two seminars 
on philosophy of history and philosophy of mathematics to be very profitable." 
He was also in close personal contact with ~ u s s e r l ? ~  whom he presented with a 
copy of his dissertation o n  July 4, 1905. He would have liked to  continue his 
studies in Gottingen, but he nevertheless decided to return t o  Munich. This was 
not only because he badly missed his friends Conrad and Geiger, both o f  whom ' 

had stayed behind in Munich; he also had to bow to  the need to  further his law 
studies, 'if only for this reason, that I shall then be able to  lecture to students o f  
law and tell them that there is no poorer thing on earth than a jurist who is only 
a jurist.'" First, however, he  undertook with Geiger a two week-long walking tour 
through the Black Forest3' 

Back in Munich, Reinach continued his studies there for two more semesters, 
and as he wrote to  Husserl, 'during the year which has now elapsed since my stay 
in Gottingeo I have had t o  occupy myself very intensely and almost exclusively 
with law.'32 He did however find time in the spring vacation of 1906 to  read 
Der Gegensfand der Erkennfnis by the neo-Kantian Heinrich Rickert: 'Not a 
pleasant experience! Read one day what he has to  say about the theory of judg- 
ment. You won't know what's hit you.'33 

Only in the second half o f  the summer term of 1906 was he able to play a more 
active role among the philosophers in Munich. He gave a paper in the Verein on 
"The Basic Concepts of ~thics"" and also took part in Pfander's seminar on 
"The Concept of Objective Unity" and in a letter to  Huswrl of 27 July. 1906 he 
reported on the 

busy philosophical life in Munich. The Pfinder seminars are extremely stimu- 
lating and fruitful. It is a true joy how penetratingly and haw much without 
prejudice the problems are tackled here. The discussions in the Verein, too, are 
mostly clear and stimulating. 

>. Daubert'a NarhhL? in the Bavarian State Library contains the only surviving record o f  
these latter aminlrr: regarding rhc "Philaxlphiodte Obungen zur Einf"hrung in die Hsupl- 
problerne dcr Mathrmatik" &c DaubcrtQna A 15/71-19. Daubert's notes to the "Ceshichta- 
philasophische Ubungen" arc in his A I 12 (not yet trantc"bed1. Together with the other 
MUnchener. Reinach also attended Robert Vixher's serninm on the history of art. 

I "Husrcd 'ist Jehr nett mil unr Milnchnern, wir kornrnen rehr oft zu ihm' (Letter to Conrad 
of 22 May 1905). 

1 "Letter toConrad of 16 Iune 1905. 
I "This is almort certainly the rersan why Rcinach did not participate in the mcmorsblc 

Scefeld discussions with Huaerl and Winder in August 1905. which were attended by all the 
other members of the Munich group who had spent the semester in Gijttingen. See Schuhmann, 
HurmlubuPflnder, Ihs Hague: Nijhoff. 1973,128-31. i "ktter 27 J U I ~  1906. 
"Letter to Conrad, 10 May 1906. There il also evidence the1 Rcinach attended Pfandcr'a 
Logic lectures of the winter semester 1905/06(PfandcriansB 13. in the Bavarian State Library). 
See GS 102. n.2. 

See pp. 283-285 In thb volume tor a reconstruction of the text of thb lecture, which was. 
&heredon the 6th l d y .  



By the end o f  the semester Reinach undentandably felt exhausted. In August 
1906 he undertook a tour through the Engadin with his sister and brother. It was 
on this tour that he happened to  meet the neo-Kantian Hermann Cohen who was 
vacationing at Siluaplana, establishing that the latter possessed only a dim aware- 
ness of Husserl's work. 

Reinach spent the winter of 1906107 in Tiibingen, mainly in order to  complete 
his studies in law. On the 16th October, while making preparations for the move, 
he wrote to  Conrad: 

Do you know what a Sachuerhalf is yet? The Ztuilproze~ordnang des Deutschen 
Reiches (Imperial German Code of Civil Procedure) speaks aluays of Such. 
verhalm~sse. I i  you wish L can write out the paragraphs for you. 1 know them all 
off by heart 

He attended courses on commercial law by Philipp Heck, formerly a studenl o f  
mathematics (and sometime fellow-student of Husserl in Leipzig). He also attended 
lectures on psychology by Heinrich Maier and a miserable seminar on Spinoza by 
yet another neo-Kantian, Erich Adickes. In a letter o f  Nov. 26, Reinach wrote to  
Conrad paraphrasing Adickes' criticism of Spinoza's thesis that 'a true idea must 
agree with its object' (Ethics, I Axiom 6): 

This thesis cannot be correct, because we know nothing at all about how things 
really are - Kant, too, pointed this out - and the whole world is only in our 
consciousneu, - and outside of consciousness there is nothing, - and in any 
case colours are not really colours at all but only aether-waves . . . 

'Cod forgive them,' Reinach writes, 'they know not what they do.' 
Of much greater significance for his own later development, however, were the 

lectures and seminars he attended on the penal law by the great German legal 
theorist Ernst Beling. As he wrote to  Conrad in the same letter: 

Some of the jurists here reem to be wry clever. The penologist Beling has 
written a quite outstanding book; I guarantee you that there is more thinking 
in that book than M[aierj and A[dickes] have managed to  patch together in 
all their lives . . . I would never have believed that jurists could contrast so 
favourably with philosophers. 

The book in question is &ling's Die Lehre vom Verbrechen [Theory of Crime] 
of 1906.)' an investigation in what would today be called the theory of action. 
Beling is concerned with producing an ontology of criminal actions. His work 
is an investigation of the ways in which, by manifeding groups of characteristics 

 published at T u b i n  by Mohr (Siebeck). 

of specific sorts, such actions may fall, in different ways, within the scope of the 
law. Over more than 500 pages he discusses the various levels and types of analysis 
appropriate to: 

1. the crime considered as an action 
2 ,  the crime considered as a typical case ofa  particular sorl ofocrion 
3. the crime considered as an illegolacrion 
4. the crime considered as an action to which guilt is  altorhed 
5. the crime considered as an action lioble to punishnrenl, and so on." 

He considers the relations of criminal actions of different types to  each other, t o  
the agent o r  agents involved, and to  the processes of law and punishment to  which 
they give rise. And he discusses the various sorts o f  ntodificorionr of these relations 
- the standard and non-standard ways in which a given action can be an instance o f  
its type, the standard and non-standard ways in which subjects can be involved in 
crimes (as accomplices, as accessories, as victims, etc.), the standard and non. ' 

standard ways in which a criminal action can be the object of a legal process, and 
so on." The importance for the penal law of the notion of typicality is clear: 
the punishment lor a crime is a function of the type of behaviour that is involved. 
Beling's work can indeed be seen as an attempt to  provide an account o f  the various 
ways in which rightful or wrongful behaviour can come t o  be demarcated into 
delict-types of different sorts. 

The whole constituted by the different elernenls of a given piece of criminal 
behaviour constitutes a unity, Beling argues, in virtue of some 'unifying schema'. 
In the case of battery, for example, a chain of actions is organised around the 
schema: injuring, o r  wmngfully bringing oneself info contact with, another indivi- 
dual. If battery is to  occur, then 

I. this schema must, as a matter of necessity, be realised in certain actions of 
the offender and in certain consequences on the side of the victim, and 

2. these actions and results must each be accompanied by a certain mental 
state on the part of the individuals involved. It is the unifying schema, according 
to Beling, which brings these two factors together, making of the delict-type an 
independent, integrated whole." Where the schema is absent, or is only partially 
realised, then the delict-type fails to  be realised also, or is realised only in one or 
other modified form. 

'To see the distinction between 2. and 3.. consider, for example, the actions of a soldier 
in a Itlte of war. 
"The notea which CoUow are derived from the summary oi Beiing'r position presented in 
hisDie Lehre vom Totbestand. Tibiigen: Mohr (Siebeck), 1930. 
-More precisely: Beling distinguishes between primary and secondary deiict-types (the 
distinction betwnn, for example, murde? and attempted murder, or between t h e  and &el. 
Ienw o rhiefl. Where instances of primary dclict-types are independent, capable of existinp 
in their own right, instances of secondary delict-types are dependent formations, in need or 
supplementation by instances of corte~pandin8 primary dellct-types with whKh they are ar- 
Socialed. It if from the latter that 'hey gain their unity and it is upon the iattcr that thcy 

i depend for their existence. A similar sort af dependena applies also in relation to the concepts 
nmr, omomplics, victim, etc. See K. Endsch. Die Idee der Konkretisiemng in ~ e e h t  und 
Rcchrwl~smschaft unrcrn Zcir, Helddbcrg: Winter. 1953. 

I I 



Every delict-type rests upon a unifying schema which is 

I .  realised in some objective event, 
and 

2. reflected in some mental act or state o n  the part of the criminal. 

It is, therefore, possible t o  distinguish abstractly within the schema as a whole 
both external elements of action and result, and internal elements of decision, 
deliberation, premeditation, etc. These external and internal moments may con- 
form o r  fail t o  conform t o  each other in a variety of ways, thereby yielding be- 
haviour which falls within delict-types of  the various kinds. 

Only in the  presence of an appropriate schema can the legal processeven begin 
t o  establish that  a given individual is liable t o  punishment of a given sort. The penal 
law i s  thereby in effect a catalogue of delict-types with their associated schemata 
and associated scales of punishment. The legal sphere as a whole is in fact con- 
stituted by a net of  interdependent typical formations, and all other, extra-legal 
concepts ( m i b y ,  do#, poison, etc.) play a role in this sphere only insofar as they 
enter into relations with such specifically legal formations. 

The relevance of Beling's investigation t o  Reinach's own legal theory will be evi- 
dent already from the very style and terminology of Reinach's monograph on  
"The A Ron  Foundations of the Civil Law" of 1913. Reinach indeed mentions 
explicitly in the  introduction t o  this work that:  

Whtlst we have ltmtted ourselves here to  the sctung forth o f  some of  t h c a p n o n  
foundattons of the ctnl law. we ale conwnccd thal the other lenal d~rc tp l~nes  - 
espectally the penal law and constltu@nal and adrmn~strattve law - are capable 
o f a n d  requiresuch a foundation also.'" 

Four substantial points o f  similarity deserve t o  be mentioned here: 

i. Beling's 'schema' (Tatbestand or typus regens) corresponds in a number 
of ways t o  Reinach's legal formation o r  Rechtsgebilde, though i t  lacks some of the 
0 prio" connotations of the l a t t ~ r . ~  

ii. Both Beling and Reinach share the same doctrine of contextualism in legal 

"Gesmtmda Schriflen (= CS), 172n.; trans., 48. 
'@The question which shchematn play s role wilhin the framework of the law is for Beling 
s normative question. He talks of the schema being constitutive or regulative for the delict- 
type. (He also w k r  of the schema sr being logially or conccptvally prior, as being that 
which makes the dciict-type understandable - and he a c s  here an analogy with the relation 
bctwcen r piece of muric and its performance.) He conceives the formnfian of given hiatori- 
Qlly existing .nay$ of iqal schemsts as being also to some extent a matter of external social 
factor% Beling is, hawever, perfectly dear that thc question 8s to which deila types exist 
in s given society and which specific sales of punishment are usoeiated therewith ir not an 
wbitrrry matter - i l  not, e.8. a mere reflection of dcdslans of a law-givn. 

It is lntercsting that Beling, Like Rcinach, mnkerr s elear tnminobical distinction between 
'Torbcsrmd' and 'hchwhdl'. l h u r  in his Gwndzib-e dm Strafiechts. 1930. Bcling distln- 
guishes between the Talberrmd '.Is BeltandtcU des gext.lichcn . . . Rcchtsr~kcr' and the 
SbehvnCdt 'als den konkretcn Lcbcndall, d n  judatisch b e v r ~ n t  werdsn aoll', a u s w  which 
was adopted, inlnalia, by his student Karl Engirch. 

theory (an element has legal significance only within the context o f  a Tatbestand 
or Sachverhalt). 

ili. Both share the recognition of the two-sided nature o f  legal formations as 
entities which manifest both inlernai and external dimensions. 

iv. Both share the recoanition of  the imoortance for leaal theow of the  dicho- - - 
tomy between standard or typical and derived or modified instances of  legal types. 

We shall see some of the consequences of this influence below. For the moment ,  
however, we must reioin our narrative where we left off. 

85 1907-1909: TOWARDS A THEORY OF JUDGEMENT 

Reinach spent the Easter holiday of 1907 in Munich, where he met Dietrich von 
Hildebrand?' During the first half of the summer term of 1907 Reinach was still 
at Tiibingen, where from April I 8  t o  June 6 hc took the First State Examination 
In Law. On June 8 he went t o  Cottingen t o  join Conrad, who was spending the 
summer semester studying under Husserl, and it is possible that  he was able t o  
attend the last part of Husserl's Dingvorlesung At any rate h e  participated in 
Husserl's Saturday afternoon discussions on  themes related t o  the lectures o n  
lhing and space. 

During the three semesters that followed Reinach was again in Munich a n d  h e  
was soon actively engaged in the activities of  the Verein, where works by  James. 
Simmel, hkas iewicz ,  Lipps, Stumpf and Bergson were being discussed." He a b o  
~ar t ic ioa ted  in the reeular discussions a t  the home o f  Daubed, where in the  surn- 
mer of  1908 the concept of  sensation was being discussed. At this time h e  came 
into close contact with Max Scheler and Wilhelm Schapp.- 

" S I C  Hildebrand's autobiographical essay, 1975, 78: In Reinach 'I met the philosopher 
who imperrcd me most deeply with his unconditional love of truth, his intellectual power, 
hlr thoroughnerr, and his quite unique clarity. The many discussions of philosophical ques- 
tions I had with him were a great gift to me. In C6ttingen he came to be my only teacher.' 
Hildrbrrnd bcame known mainly for his work in ethics. In later years he converted to Catho- 
licism and wrote treatires of s rptculative metaphysical kind based on  Catholic doctrine. 
"On 6 February 1908 Alexander Rosenblum spoke an 'Zukdewicr: Analy$Js and Con- 
stitution of the Conapt". On Rolenblurn, a dose friend of Reinach, see Husrerl'r Bn'efe an 
Romm Ingordcn. "Erifuterungen", 143, n.12: 'He was a well-informed phenomenologirt, but 
did not publilh anything. All his manurmiptn wue destroyed in the Jewish revolt against Nazi 
terror in Warsaw in 1944.' 
"Schapp, who earned his daetonte under Hwwrl i n  1909, is of interest here in that his 
m r u  in some rcqcctr runs parallel to that of Reinach. He too applied logical and ontological 
notions - in his case the notion of a Gcrehichrr (story, history) - in the sphere of legal theory. 
Geschlchran, for Schapp, take the plaa of schemata for Beling and of &ehvrrholrcfor Reinach, 
md they may in some respects be compared to the language games ofthe latcr Wittgenstein. 
(See Hermann LUbbc, "'Sprschspielc' und 'Ceschichten"'. Bewufirrrin in Gcsehichren. Frci- 
burg: Rombsch. 1912. 81-114.) In his Die nruc Wisscnrehafl f tm  Rccht. (Berlin: Verlag fur 
Stutwilaensehdt und Gcrchichte. 1930132) %happ states that among phenomenologists his 
position lay clo~ert to that of Rcinaeh, from whom 'I have gained more than from all others'. 
though he is careful to note that both he and Reinach h*d received much of their training 
from Prinder and Daubelf (182). 



At the University Reinach heard Scheler's lectures on the history of Kantian 
and post.Kantian phiiosophy, and lectures on theoretical physics by Leo Cratz. 
He also discussed with Geiger the latter's lectures on the philosophy of mathe- 
matics. It is a t  about this time - in the summer term of 1908 - that Reinach's 
project of writing a work on the theory of judgement was beginning t o  take shape, 
though he had time to  write down his ideas only in the vacation that followed 
the end of the summer term. A first draft of more than 200 pages wascompleted 
in September 1908, and the final version - "The Nature and Systematic Theory 
of l ~ d g e r n e n t " , ~  277 pages long - was ready by October 31, the last day for 
competing for the Munich Philosophy Faculty prize. Reinach rushed the manuscript 
to Theodor Lipps in order to  have it submitted for the prize, but Lipps' poor state 
of health made it impossible for him to adjudicate in the matter and the prize 
was eventually not awarded at all. Reinach accordingly decided t o  submit the work 
as a habilitation thesis to  the University of Tiibingen. It quickly became clear, 
however, that the Tiibingen philosophy faculty would not accept it. Early in 
Ianuarv 1909 he therefore went to  Cottingen in order to  explore the possibility . ~ ~ 

of habilitating there. 
Hussed's spontaneous reaction was highly positive and Reinach spent a good 

deal of January and February in GBttingen paving the way for his h a b i l i t a t i ~ n . ~ ~  
He probably knew that Husserl had delivered a highly favourable report to  the 
Faculty on February 20" and that the report of Julius Baumann had been positive 
also. Thus he returned, contented, to  Munich, where he frequented Geiger's house 
~ n d  ahsorbed himself in music. 'Evening by evening,' he wrote t o  Husserl, 'I listen - . . - . . . - 
to the most beautiful concerts'?' 

Towards the end of March, however, things seemed to  take a sudden turn for the 
worse. The psychologist G. E. Miiller, long an embittered opponent of Hussed's 

..This work was not published s t  the time, but in 1911 Reinash announced the imminent 
of a revised version under the title "ludgcrnent m d  ~ehvrrhol t" 6% his 1911% 

196, n.1). This hole ia not included in the GS, which doer however contain I reference t o  the 
work contdning 'Investigations into the problem of iudgemcnt and the problem of the 

prio"' (6, n.1). At the end of 1908 there must have existed two, if not three copier of the 
but none of them seems t o  have survived. It is all* undeu why the projed of pub- 

lishing the work was n e r e r ~ d i a d .  
"Among the materials he submitted to the Faeully war a short Lcbcnrbul. from which we 
reproduce the fouowing extract: 

I lpcnt the summer t e n  of 1905 in Gbttingen, where I occupied myself principuy with 
logic and theory of cognition under the direction of Professor Huacd. During this time 
I also continued my legal and hirtoriai studies in the conviction thnt it is advimblc for r 
philosopher to muter lome individual xiencc. I dedicated myself entirely to the study of 
jurisprudence . . . I spent the vcond half of the lummer semester of 1907 in G6ttingen. 
in order t o  take prrl in the 'intimate xmimrs' (not announced) of Aofeaor  Husserl. 

I then rtudicd furlher in Munich, occupying myself mainly with investigations in logic 
and the theory of knawledg from out of which the submitted work on Wcsm undSyrte- 
mtik den Urrrilr has flown. In sddition I attended during this time lectures an mnthc 
matics and theoretical physics. (From Rcinach's file in the Univctsitltsarchiv, Gattingcn). 

*See the Appendix to Schuhrnann's essay on Hurrerl and Rcinach in this volume. 
"Lettn of 26 Mach 1909. 

phenomenology,48 submitted a report on Reinach's manuscript which was negative 
in the e ~ l r e m e . ~  As Reinach conjectured in a letter to  Conrad of May 3, 1909: 
Miiller 'beat the sack, but he had the donkey in mind'. That is, he had used the 
affair simply as a welcome occasion to hit out at Husserl. In his attempt t o  tor- 
pedo the habilitation, however, Miiller overstated his case so blatantly that the 
Faculty chose to  follow not him but Husserl and Baumann, and by the beginning 
of May Reinach could once more be sure of the success of his habilitation. 

$6 1909-19 12: WITH HUSSERL IN GOTIINGEN 

Thus it was that, from the summer term of 1909 on, Reinach was firmly established 
in Gottingen. 

After Munich, the town of Vassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, Thomas Mann and 
Stefan George, Cottingen was a somewhat austere and provincial place. Reinach 
referred to  it as a 'dirty nest' and he never felt really at home." Nor could he 
expect much sympathy from the bulk of the faculty members who were to be his 
colleagues. On May 3, 1909 he wrote to Conrad: '1 become more and more afraid 
that habilitating in Gottingen was the most stupid thing I have done in all my  life'. 
He nonetheless began to  develop modest plans for the future. 

I hope that in Gottingen I shall obtain what I aspire to: peaceful scientific work, 
sure of its goal, and a fruitful influence upon a circle of young people - even if, 
as befits my own scientific orientation, this circle should not be so large. (1'11 
gladly do without large audiences enticed by lectures free o f  charge and by an 
'unequivocal liberalism'.) Only in this way can I hold on to the inner concen- 
tration that is necessary to  me." 

Reinach moved to  Gottingen in mid-May 1909, when the semester had already 
begun. He organised an informal seminar on 'the main ideas of the new movement 
initiated by Husserl, with special reference to  their historical c o n t e ~ t ' . ~ '  The topics 

"Miiller war one or thr  last representatives in Germany of the empiricist, arrorialionis- 
tlc approach to psychology. Hur~erl 's  phenomenology war. as far as he was conccrnrd, nothing 
but pure verbiage ('Wartklauberei': see H. Spicgelberg, Phenomenology in Psycholnn. wnd 
Psychiatry. Evsnrton: Northwertern University Press, 1972, 34). Compare however n.53 bdor .  
"Though it did in fact conclude with the recommendation that Reinach should be admitlcd 
to the habilitntian. 
"Portcards to Conrad of 8 M%eh m d  5 December 1909. 
"Letter to Husserl of 6 May 1909. 
"in an undated letter to Conrad of May or June 1909, Reinach giver the theme o f  his 
seminar as "die Hauptideen der neuen, von Husreri eingeleiteten Bewegung". This ir of par- 
ticular interest, since it seems to be the lirrt place where phenomenology is referred to as a 
' B e w g u n ~ ' ,  a manner of speech which would have been familiar t o  Reinach both from the 
German 'Jugcndbrwepng' of the time and also, perhaps, from William Iarnes'f7ogmorisrn of 
1907, Jerusalem's German tranristion of which had just appeared. In his "Markers on  the Road 
to Ule Phenomenoio@mI Movement" Vhilomphy and Phenomrnologioll Resmrch. 43, 1983. 
299-306) Schuhmann hsd traced the term lo the year 1912, when it war used by Husrerl 
and Comd-Martius, and thc fact that the latter war a deroled student of Rcinaeh Lends plausi- 
bility t o  the theti* thnt it is he who war rcqmnrible far ro fntefully bap t i~ ingphenomenolo~~  
as a 'movement' in 1909. 



discussed included the concept of categorial intuition and the problems associated 
with the perception of states of affairs, and among the twenty participants one may 
note the names o f  von Hildebrand, Schapp and the psychologist David ~ a t z . "  

On June 12, 1909 Reinach gave a public lecture on "Problems and Methods of 
Ethics", thus completing the formal requirements for admission as aph'vatdozenf. 
This theme had been chosen by the Faculty from the three titles submitted by 
Reinach on January 30, the two others being: "Intuition and Cognition" and 
"Subjectless Sentences". While the former clearly draws on Husseri's Logical 
Investi@bns, the latter employs the title of a long series of articles published in 
the period 1884-1895 by Brentano's disciple Anton Marty. Reinach's attention 
was drawn to the problem of impersonal sentences ('lt's raining', 'lt's cold', 'It 
hungreth me') by his mentor ~ a u b e r t . ~  Already in his habilitation thesis Reinach 
had interpreted impersonalia as one-membered judgements about one-membered 
states of affairs. Later on he put the point as follows: 'If one demands of states 
of affairs that they be two-membered, then this is to confuse states of affairs with 
 relation^.'^^ In fact states of affairs are divided by Reinach into 'onemembered, 
in impersonalia, two-membered, in normal categorial judgements, and three. or 
more-membered, in relational judgements.'s6 

The impact made by Reinach as a teacher is well expressed by Spiegelberg: 

Independently of each other, the Gdttingen students of phenomenology like 
Wilhelm Schapp, Dietrich vnn Hildebrand, Alexandre Koyri and Edith Stein, 
in their accounts of this period refer to Reinach, not to  Husserl, as their real 
teacher in phenomenology. Hedwig Conrad-Martius even goes so far as t o  call 
him the phenomenologist por excellence. I' 

Reinach excelled through the brilliance and above all through the rlorify of his 
lectures and seminars - a clarity which shines through also in his writings. Husserl, 
in contrast, was notorious for his monologising seminars and for his inability to  
follow other people's arguments. As Roman Ingarden points out. Reinach was not 
only 

a good teacher but above all brilliant in directing philosophical seminan. In his 
"Seminars for Advanced Students" he himself always outlined a central problem 
which was then worked on in the course of the academic year. The most in- 
teresting and instructive seminar in the last year of his activity was devoted to  

"Km war inter to become famom through his book, Die Erschsinungswcisc der Ferben 
und ihn B~rhJTvrnrnd durch dic indiriducllc Erfdhrung (Zeitschrifl jilr Prycholo~-k. Ergan- 

71, the 2nd edition of which was published in an abridged translation u 77tr World 
ofcolour (London: Kegan. hut,  Tteneh and Trubner. 1935). This work was written under the 
direction of G.E. Mllier but ar Kntz himadf points out (see p. 30 of the G m a n  edition), it 
was influenced at- by Hurrd's lectures in GLtingen. 
"Sce the fragment on impersonal sentences in the Grsmnmel~~ Schriftetr, 117-20: 812 of 
Smith's tranr. of "Zur Theoric dcs negativcn Urteils". 
"Am 379 B 11 4.250. 
"!bid.. 292. See atra GS, 92, n.2 =Smith trans. 346. 
"7%. Phcnommologied Movcmcnr. l 9 l t  

the prob!ems of movement. The formulations he gave were clear and sharp, the 
answen he gave t o  the participants in the seminan were precise and crisp, the 
arguments with which he defended his position were decisive, and hc knew how 
to  present vivid and convincing examples. What was especially valuable was the 
fact that he had the capacity immediately to  understand and to see the correct 
context for our often awkwardly formulated questions or assertions. The course 
of the discussions was left t o  the participants, Reinach himself apparently 
functioning simply as custodian, seeing to it that one did not go astray. In fact 
however he was the very heart of our collective efforts, the active spirit opening 
up new aspects and paths of investigation in a creative attilude which never 
rested, never lost its grip in difficult situations. Thus one was brought by him to 
the attitude of creative philosophising and one could enjoy the participation 
in the development of a new philosophy. though one was in fact merely a philo- 
sophical child." 

This is praise of a kind which Husserl never received from any of his students. 
Yet the ability to  convey difficult and complex ideas in a clear form did not 

come easily to  Reinach. The preparation of his lectures not only took up a great 
deal of his time, it was experienced by hi as an almost unbearable burden: 'All 
t h o s  brilliant performances were the result of unspeakable labour and pain.'5q 
Given the high standards which he set for himself, however, it is not surprising 
that most of his published works should have grown so readily out of his lectures, 
almost without revision. 

As was befitting for a newly qualified Privntdorent, Reinach's courses were 
intended mainly for begjnners. In the winter of 1909/10 he gave a course of lec- 
tures entitled "Introduction to  the Theory of ~ o g n i t i o n " ~ ~  and a seminar on the 
philosophy of history, the latter involving particularly discussions of the Lippsian 
topic of empathy. Reinach also seems to have presided over the sessions of the 
Gdttingen Philosophical Society, an association of Husserl-students in GBttingen 
which had been established by Conrad after the model of the Munich Verein. 
For all this. however, he continued to miss his Munich friends: 

The loneliness in Gdttingen is terrible. Sometimes 1 have felt so much out of this 
world that I have thought that I could bear it no longer. Then I do nothing but 
read railway-timetables and run out to the station. Not a nice story!6' 

In the summer semester of 1910 he gave a course of lectures on Plato which seems 
to have particularly impressed those who heard it. The theme of the lectures - 

"In E. Husserl, Bricfe on Roman Inprden, lhe Hague: Nijhoff, 1968, 114. Compare also 

j Hildebrmd's remark in his Momlia, Regensburg: Habbel, 1980, 486: 'Wdch unerh6rter Ge. 
i schenk War es, ein Schiiier des genialen Adolf Reinach s i n  zu diirfen.' 
i 

59 E. Stein, Aus d m  Lebrn cine iudisehen Familie, Lowain-Freiburg: E. Nauwelaerts- 
, Herder, 1965,195. 

'"Einf"hrung in die Erkenntnistheorie": we employ the translation "llt~heory of Cognition'. 
rather than the more uwd "Eplstemolopy" or "Theory of Knowledge", here, in order to draw 
a Iirm line bctwrrn the conception of Erkmntnirthrorie as s descriptive discipline (a eon. - ception to be found sbow di in the work of Rcinach. Sturnpf and the early Hurrert) and the 
view1 of the Neo-Kantinnr, for whom Erkrnnmisrheorie begins and ends with the question 

' l o w  is knowledge possible? ' 
'' Letter to Conrad of 27 October 1909. 



"Plato's Philosophy and its Relation to  Contemporary Problems in the Theory of 
Cognition" - is entirely characteristic o f  Reinach's own philosophical concerns. 
More than thirty students attended and even more participated in his introductory 
seminar on Descartes. One of these, Kurt Stavenhagen, originally a classicist, 'was 
won over t o  philosophy through ~einach'?' 

The subsequent vacations Reinach spent in the hills near Stuttgart. On the one 
hand he was still trying to  tackle the problem of impersonalia. On the other hand 
he was conscientiously preparing for the next term's lectures on Kant: 

I have read 200 pages of Cassirer, 250 pages of Cohen, a fine book Of 766 pages 
on Kant by Chamberlain, much of CNS~US, Lambert, d'Alembert . . . and almost 
all the pre-critical writings of Kant. I have just finished the Critique of Practical 
Reason.6' 

At the same time he wrote an obituary article on "William lames and Pragmatism" 
which was published in the feuilleton of a Hannover newspaper.* 

In the winter of l910/11 Reinach gave a course of lectures on "Kant's Critique 
of ~ e a s o n " ~ '  and also a seminar on the philosophy of law. It is from the former 
that his two critical articles of 191 1 - on "Kant's Understanding of Hume's 
Problem" and on "The Most Basic Rules of Inference in Kant" - are derived. In 
addition Reinach took part in the meetings of an inner circle o f  the "Philosophische 
Gesellschaft" with Hildebrand, Scheler and Alexandre K O ~ ~ C . "  From the winter 
of 19 1011 1 Margarete Ortmann attended Reinach's lectures and seminars. The 
notes she took there, together with those of the Canadian Winthrop Bell, who 
arrived in GCittingen only two semesters later, are the only source for our know. 
ledge of the content of Reinach's lectures. 

In the subsequent vacation he visited Brentano in Florence, calling on PEnder and 
Daubert in Munich on the way. Pfander was at this time laying plans for a Fest- 
xhrift  in honour of Theodor Lipps, to  which Rcinach promised to contribute. 
He submitted his contribution, "On the Theory or the Negative Judgement", 
deriving in part from his habilitation thesis, in the summer term of 1911. During 
this term he gave seminars on "Selected Problems of Contemporary Philosophy" 
and lectures on "Freedom of the Will, Imputation and Responsibility" -awakening 
his old interest in jurisprudence. It was in this period that Husserl embarked, with 
Reinach'r assistance, upon the revision of the Logical Investigations, the first 
edition of which had been out of print for some yean.6' 

"H.  Spicgeibcrg. Scrapbook (unpublished MS. quoted with the author's permission). 
Stwenhagen later pubiirhcd s treatise - Abwlvtr SlrNunpdrncn - applying Rein~ch't idess 
to the philosophy of relUon. 
"Letter to Contsd. September 1910. 
'.Thh text is trmhtcd an pp. 292-298 in lhir volume. 
"An. 279 B 1 I .  
"Koyr(. later bccrmc a prominent hirtotim of and or science, working cs- 

pceially on C&o, Desmtes md Newton. The mecthg of lhc PhUowphhchc DcscUschdt 
were regularly sttended also by the mathematician Richard Courant who, in convwaation 
with Sple@berg, remembered Reinnch a3 'a major figure in the Gtiltingen philo~ophicd circle' 
(Spiegeibrrg. Scmp-Book.) 
<'See the dircursian Ln Schuhmann'a paper on Humrl and Reinach on pp. 248f of this volume. 

The summer vacation of 191 1 was spent by Reinach together with his sister and 
some of his friends, including von Hildebrand, in a village close to Munich. This 
made it possiblc for him to  pay extensive visits to  Daubed. Pfander, and Geiger, 
with whom he discussed not only philosophy but also the plans for an annual 
publication of phenomenologjcal research under Husscrl's general editorship, 
plans which were eventually to  materialise in the Jahrbuch f i r  Philosophie und 
phdnomenolo~ische Fonchung, E. Husscrl (prop.), with Geiger, Scheler, Pfander 
and Reinach as co-editors. 

In the autumn of 1911 Privatdozent Adalf Reinach. Geismar-Chaussee 7, be- 
came a member of the m ant-~esellschaft.~~ In the subsequent semester he repeated 
his course on freedom, imputation and responsibility,69 dealing - among other 
things - with his new notion of social acts. 'acts, which are not complete in them- 
selves' but 'to whose essence there belongs the directedness towardsanaddre~see ' ,~  
These lectures, which included in particular an important treatment of the  rele- 
vance t o  the problem of responsibility of the opposition between judgement as 
acl and judgement as underlying c~nvict ion,~ '  formed the basis of his article on 
"Deliberation: Its Ethical and Legal Significance", which was published in 1913. 
He also repeated his earlier introductory seminar on Descartes'Meditafions." 

Following his custom of keeping away from Gottingen during the vacations, 
he spent the spring of 1912 in Stuttgart, Munich and Vienna. He also spent some 
time in discussions with Paul Kluckhohn, a student of literature who had been 
attending courses by Husserl in G o t t i n g ~ n . ~  

57  1912-1914: THE DISCOVERY OF SPEECH ACTS 

The early phenomenologists, like their predecessors Brentano and Meinong in 
Austria - and unlike the representatives of other dominant philosophical trends 
in Germany - had a special sympathy and regard for the British philosophical 

"Knnt-Studicn, 16 (191 I), 525.  
379 B I 2  and B I1 1. 

'"Aklc, die nichl in sich d b r r  mhen' (Ana 379 B It 1, 3341. See also Ana 379 B I 1, 14 
Dec. 1911. 
" A m  379 B 11 1.308f. 
7, Ana 379 B 1 3. One of the students attending 'many of the l ~ d u r e r  . . . of Reinach. 
arond this time was the psychologist Erwin Sttaur. See H. Spiegelberg. Phenommolopy in 
Ayehobby and Psychiatry, 264 and Scmp&ok. Rcinaeh's influence can perhaps be detected 
in Straw's "Wesen und Vorgang der Suggestion" of 1925 (repr. in his ~ r y ~ h ~ l o ~ i ~  drr 
memchlichen Well, Berlin: Springer, 1960.17-70), especially in his treatment of the H u s r r b n  
theory of meaning and communiation. 
"Kiuekhohn taler enjoyed s distinguished career as a npecialirt in the field of German 
mmmtie litenture, becoming famous as an editor of NovaEs. At this time he was working 
on n book llter published as h 'e  Auffmnmng d o  Lirbc in der Literarur drs 18. Johrhundenr 
und in dcr deutschen Romontik (Halle: Niemeyer, 1922). the neater part of which war written 
In 1912. In the Foreword to the book Kluckhahn writes: 'Denunvergdtiehen Adolf Reinach. 
mit d m  ich mehrerc Abschnitte, die die Geschichte der Philoroohie bctrcffm. noch dnr~h.  . ~ 

qfechen durftc, eneicht cin gedruckter Dank nieht mehr.' (vi). 
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tradition." This sympathy is especially strongly marked in the work of Reinach: 
it can be detected already in the deliberate clarity of his prose, and is clearly in- 
dicated by his choice of subjectmatter for lectures and seminars. These included, 
in the summer semester of 1912, a carefully worked out course on "Hume and 
English Empiricism", which dealt not only with Hume and the problem of causality 
but also with Elacon and Hobbes (on his nominalism), Locke (especially on his 
theory of  ene era lily and abstraction), and Berkeley (on the relation between 
perception and judgement). He concluded the course with a remark tn the effect 
that: 

The English empricirts had many phenomenoloyral insights. And these remain. 
But because no one had the tdea o f  phenomenology these insights were misted 
nvrr throueh the tnfluence of Kant and his awful Successors. Today thtngs are - - - - - ~ - ~  
L e w h a t  different." 

In the same semester Reinach also gave a seminar on "The Philosophy of Civil 
Law", which was clearly s step towards the preparation of his contribution to  the 
first volume of Husserl's Jahrbuch (1913) - "The A R i o n  Foundations of Civil 
Law" -, Reinach's masterpiece on the theory of social acts. 

The investigation of the action of promising and of other speech actions which 
forms the core of this work did not grow out of a vacuum. As we have already 
seen, i t  was influenced in part by ideas which Reinach had absorbed as a student of 
law. But it was also part of a more strictly philosophical tradition in Munich, rooted 
in Daubert's criticisms of Husserl. 

The full extent of Daubert's contribution to  the early history of speech act 
theory in Germany will be established only when his considerableNach!@ has been 
more extensively transcribed. From our present point of view, however, it is suf- 
ficient to  point out that, as we know from his manuscripts, Daubert had demon- 
strated in a long series of discussions with other phenomenologists in Munich that 
there are certain inadequacies in the theory of meaning set out in the Logical 
Investigations. Most importantly, this theory leaves no room for the meanings of 
questions, and of other, related uses of language which are not simply 'objectifying' 
in Husserl's sense.% Daubert stressed in particular the difference between 

*The 2nd of Huscrl's Lo@d InvcrtBrionr is of course devoted to the theories of ab- 
..-A-. ~r the W t i s h  ~moiricists. Theodor Lims was rermnsible for the standard German ,.,*..,".. ". ~ . .  ~. . . . 
ysnrlmon of Hum& Prarire 2nd duertrd dnvrtltlons on Hume not only by Schwcnnlngcl 
(I- n.1 l .bow) but nlso by Anton Fclp (Dlc B r g W  der Exhrmz. Subsram und KouwMror 
b" Humr. 1904). Further, the dhrtaHon of P. F. Linkc on Humc'r conapt of rehUon (D. ~ ~ 

Humtr Lthre w m  W m n  Em Bctrm~ zur Rebtionnhmric im Anrchlu# on Lockc und Humr. 
kip*ig. E n ~ c l ~ m n ,  1901). though submitted in Letpzlg, war in fact prompted by I tpps, under 
whom Linkc b d  studied in 1897 and 1898. (Src CS 21. n I. where Retnreh prarxs Ltnkc.3 
work.) 
" ~ n a  379 B I1 2, 26. Compare HusrcrPs "Nachwort ru meinen 'Idem.. ." (1930). when 
Husscrl deseribcs Hume'a l h r i s c  as 'dm entc Entwurf cine, gwchlosxnen Phinomenologie' 
(HusrcrUms V, 155). 
.'An entire file in Daubert's Noehl.ll is devoted to the logic and phenomenology of ques- 
tions (Daubertima A I 2). This file was written in the period 1911-12, though Daubcrt's 
treatment of the problem of non*bjs*ifyhg a& goel back u fii u 1904. See Ula kttcr 
to Wctnmann in Dnubetiwa A 1 5/83, translated in Smith, "MsterWI Towards a Hirtory of 
S p c h  Act Theory", in A. Elehbach (cd.), Karl Biihler's 7Reory of ilnnyod. (Amsterdam. 
1981). 

1. the question (die Rage) as a purely logical formation, 
2. questionings (das Fragen) as acts occurring within the inner life o f  the sub. 

ject which are, like judgements, directed primarily towards objects in the 
world as a part of the process of gaining knowledge. They are thus distinct 
from strivings, desires and other acts whose primary orientation is toward 
oneself, 

and 
3. questions (Anfmgen) as uses of language directed to  another subject. 

Closely related ideas are then put forward in the sketch of a "Theory of Impera- 
tives" drawn up by Pfander in the summer of 1909," but now in relation t o  
commands and related phenomena (permissions, requests, etc.). Pfdnder is con- 
cerned particularly with the various ways of classifying imperatives, and with the  
range of modifientions to  which they may be subjected - for example when they 
are addressed not to  a single person but to  a (determinate or indeterminate) col- 
lective. But Pfander's work remains a mere sketch, and even the long list of dif- 
ferent sorts of speech actions which is to  be found in his Logik of 1921- is pre- 
sented merely as a classification of the different varieties of 'logical content', i.e. 
in such a way as to  make clear that Pfander is not yet truly aware of the signifi- 
cance of the fact that the uses of language he describesarespecificsortsofactions. 
That is, in Beling's. Reinach's and Biihler's terms, Pfander fails to capture the ex-  
ternal aspects of the structures involved. It is only in Reiuach's monograph of 1913 
that we find both (i) a truly systematic theory of the various different sorts o f  
speech actions and of their modifications and (ii) a clear awareness that the phe- 
nomena in question belong to the world of action, that they have both an in- 
ternal and an external d i m e n ~ i o n . ~  

In September I912 Reinach married Anna Stettenheimer." 

"This hsr now been published in the WhderStudien. 295-324. 
"Halle: Nirmeyrr. I4f. 
7. The next chapter in the hirtory of the theory of rpereh acts belongs rather to linguistics, 
and more preclaly to the wotk on the internal and external aspects of linyistic formations 
('Spmch~cbildr'. 'Sprcchokte') of Biihler. Dempc. Nehring and others. Here, too, there is a 
Munich connection. Thus Dcmpe, whaw dissertation of 1928 restates s Hurserlim view of 
llnylge and its funetionr, inmrponting vviour modifications proposed by BBhler, war a 
shldent of Linkc. Bilhla himrU w u  Exlnordirutiur In Munich from 1913 to 1918, but up to 
now not much is known concerning the nhtlanr between Biihkr md the Munich phcnomen* 
10gilt1, especially Pfindcr. On Linke md Munich n R. Smid. "'Milnehcner Phinomenologie' - 
Zur Friihgerchichte dcs Begrim", Wander-Srudien. 1341. On Munich speech rct theory in 
gcncnl see also Smith. "Phhomcnologie und mgel~lehsirhe Philosophie", Phiiosophischer 
Lircmrumnrckrr. 37 (1984). 400-5, and also his "Materials Towards History of Speech 
A a  Theow". on, eir. . . 
m Anna Strttenhcimcr, born on lunc 21. 1884 in Stuttgart, had studied at Tlbingen where 
Rclnach made h a  acquaintance in the winte~ of 1906107. She took her Ph.D. degree there in 
1907, with a diuertatian - Eine obsolute M m n g  des Zccmnph,inomcnr - on the physics 
of magnetic fields. After Reinach's death she lived on in GBttin~n and then in Munich for 
mme years. In 1942, in order to avoid deportation by the Nazis, she wnt smu&d by friends 
through occupied France into Spnin. She returned to Germany in 1950, where Le died three 
Y U I S  later. 



In the winter of 19lZi13 he was able to  hold only a single series of introductory 
seminars on Kant's frololegornena. dealing among other things with the problem of 
n priori existential judgements and the concept of space?' A good deal of his time 
seems tohave beenabsorbedby the first volume of the Jnhrbuch, of which he was a1 
that stage managing editor. The prooF.reading of Scheler's contribution. in par- 
ticular, caused him trouble. The volume appeared in 1913, containing, in addition 
to the fint book of the Ideos, works by all of Husserl's co-editors, including 
Reinach's work on the foundations of the civil law. 

On the basis of the galley-proofs of Pander's contribution "Zur Psychologie 
der Gesinnungen", Reinach did however organise a seminar on this work, in fact 
his first seminar for advanced students. Reference was made in the seminar also 
to Husser13s Ideen, Reinach insisting, in opposition to  Husrerl, that there is still 
room for a type of phenomenology as descriptive psychology." 

Also in the summer term of 1913 Reinach gave a series of seminars for advanced 
students, where he discussed colour and light and our experience of luminous ob. 
jects. ('Can we imagine colourless geometrical figures?')" He gave also for the 
first time a course of lectures under the title "Introduction to  Philosophy"." 
The latter covered an extremely broad range of subjects, from the theory of sub. 
stance to  eudemonism and utilitarianism. Here we shall have space only to  give 
some hints as to  the flavour of Reinach's approach. External perception in the 
natural attitude is, Reinach says. 'a seeing which goes through changing modes of 
appearances straight to that which appears - the modes of appearance come to 
attention only in philosophical reflection'." It is only with such reflection, which 
in fact destroys the original object-giving acts by dismembering them, that we 
become aware of the evidence or lack of evidence of mgitntioner. Descartes' 
assertion that this sphere of phenomena is marked by an outstanding degree of 
clarity and distinctness is therefore unjustified. There follows a treatment of the 
'ontological problem of the structure of the various types of object', including 
a discussion of the relation between the extension and colour of a material thing. 
'Ontology', Reinach says, 'investigates the thing as thing, the process as procea, 
the state as state.' 'Objects exist or do not exist [existieren] : states of affairs sub- 
sist or do not subsist [bestehenj : meanins hold or do  not hold kelten] of stater 
of affairs, and are accordingly true or f a l ~ e . ' ~  There follows a discussion of gene- 

" h a  379 B 1 4. Among the students attending this sminar was Heinrich Rickcrt, Jr., son 
~ ~ 

of the NeeKantian philosopher. 
**Ana 319 B 11 3, 165-76. One of the prticipnntr in this seminar was lean Hering (later 
Hering), a protestatnnl theologian who later introduced into France with his 
book ~ h l ~ a m d n o l o ~ e  rr philosophie rel&-iarr (1926). In his papa "La ph(.nom6noiadc 
d.~dmund Huwrl il y a trente an$" (Revue intemtionole de phUorophic, 1, 1939, 366-13). 
~erlna wemt to haw attended the mljority of Rcinach'~ courrcs during the pniad from 1909 
utifit6, puce .qu'il ravait, d'une maniin admirable, re mcttre h la portbe dcs d6butants'. (361) 
Hnine seems to hwc attended the majority of Rdnach's murres during the period from 1909 

rality and o f  the a priori, and of Kant's unfortunate identification of the n priori 

The surviving notes of  these lectures reveal that Reinach did not merely present 
results of his own work in the fields of theory of judgement and of ethics: he also 
took up some of the problems discussed by Husserl in the newly published ldeos 
I, and indeed he adopted Husserl's terminology of the 'natural attitude'. Thus it is 
something of an exaggeration to  suggest that, after the publication of  the Idws, 
'Reinach and, following him, the others broke away from the new developments' 
u Husserl had said to  Dorion Cairns in 1931.m Rather, as ever, the Munich pheno- 
menologists adopted a cautious, critical attitude to what was taking place around 

It was at the beginning of this term that Edith Stein arrived in Gettingen: 

. In Breslau Mos(kiewicz] had given me the instmction: when one arrives in 
Cottingen one goes first of all to  Reinach; he then takes care of everything 
else. . . Reinach was above all the mediator between Husserl and thestudents, 
for he understood extremely well how to deal with other people, whereas 
Husserl was pretty hopeless in this r e ~ p e c t . ~  

winter semester of  1913114 Reinach gave a broad historical coune on  the 
of modern philosophy from Descartes to Kant and a further series of semi- 

was a pure joy to hear them. True, [Reinach] had a manuscript before him, 
t he hardly seemed to look into it. He spoke in a lively and cheerful tone, 
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to  stake all my earthly goods on something that is for me great and holy.' With 
this disregard for his own life, however, there went a high estimation of the sig- 
nificance of phenomenology As he wrote, prophetically, to Conrad-Martius on 
September 10, 1915: 

I believe that phenomenology can provide thar which the new Germany and the 
new Europe stand in need of. 1 believe that a great future lies open t o  it, but at 
the same time I see this future in extreme danger . . . We have lost many a young 
@fled worker through the War, and I, too, do  not know whether I shall be 
returning home. 

From his post at the front Reinach continued to  announce courses in the Cotlingen 
~or lesun~verze ichn i s . '~  On November 5, 1915 in a letter to Conrad-Martius he 
describes the retreat of his unit after it had lost its position to the French: 

We are once more in our old position with the battery; my brother and I were 
with two heavy guns on Hill 191. We lost both hill and artillery. But we left 
the guns only after our own infantry were already behind us and so we came 
under threat of being shot at by our own troops. When we were on our way 
back we came upon another German battery which had already been aban- 
doned by the gunners and we ourselves mounted it and shot a t  the advancing 
Frenchmen until night fell. These were often terrible hours, in which one settled 
one's accounts with life. But this is nevertheless the proudest time of my life. 

Such experiences - Reinach was awarded the Iron Cross for his part in the above 
engagement - make i t  perhaps understandable that, while on leave in Cottingen 
in 1916, he was baptised, together with his wife, and received into the Protestant 
Church. 

From November 1915 Reinach was stationed in the supply lines serving the 
Beldan front. From October 1916 he was stationed near Soissons, now as platoon 
commander in the 185th Field Artillery Regimeht. Whenever possible, however, 
he continued with his work on philosophy. Whilst on leave in Cottingen for the 
Christmas of 1916 he looked up his old notes on motion and began to  rework 
them at the front in January 1917.'~' On July 26, 1916 he wrote the fragment 
'On the Phenomenology of Premonitions' and between September 28 and October 
3, 191 7 he wrote three further fragments on the philosophy of religion, announcing 
for the winter semester of 1917118 a lecture coune on the same subject. 

On the 16th of November, 1917, Reinach fell outside Diksmuide in Flanders. 

'O0For the winter of 1915/16 he m o u n d  lcctvrcs on the hbtory of puorophy; for Nmmer 
1916 lectures an ethics, rr well er asm1n.r~ fox bolh bc&neca and d v u l c d  rmdentr; 
for winter 1916/17 leetuns on "Basic Quertionr of Ethics" and "lnboduetlan to Philosophy“. 
as well as a "Seminar for Beginnem on LeibM; for summer 1917 a IccNre course with the 
title "Introduction lo Philosophyu and seminars on pmbkml of cognition. 
lo' GS, 406. 

59 EPILOGUE 

There are not many philosophers whose works were posthumously edited by 
their disciples - Hegel being of coune the most famous example. Reinach's case is 
all the more conspicuous as his academic career - as a merePliuotdozenr - lasted 
only slightly over four years. His CoNecled Writings of 1921, 'herausgegeben von 
seinen Schiilern', as the title page indicates, constitute in themselves a worthy 
testimony to  a philosopher who was described by Husserl, in his obituary of  1917, 
as 'one o f  the few firm and great hopes of contemporary p h i l o s ~ ~ h y ' . ' ~  

On volunteering for the army in 1914. Reinach had given his wife Anna instruc. 
tions t o  destroy his papers in case he should be killed. They were, in his view, mere 
drafts, not fit for publication. However, his widow kept them with her even after 
1917, thus allowing for the posthumous publication in the Gesammelre Schrifren 
of the lecture on phenomenology and of the pieces on movement and on irnper- 
sonalia. When, however. Anna Reinach was herself forced to  leave Germany in 
early 1942 as a result of the National Socialist persecution of the Jews, she flnally 
burnt all of Reinach's papers. Under the signature Ana 379 the Bavarian State 
Library in Munich now houses a small number of surviving letters and other frag- 
ments, including the short curriculum vitae of Reinach by his wife Anna and thc 
notes of Reinach's lectures and seminars taken by his students Margarete Ortmann 

i 
i 

'Wne der wenigcn sicheren und Bascn Hoffnungen der zeitgcn~ssischen Philosaphie'. 
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Promisings and other Social Acts: Their Constituents 
and Structure 

KEVIN MULLIGAN 

51 THE DISCOVERY AND DESCRIPTION OF S O C W  ACIS (SPEECH ACTS) 

One of the reasons why the subject of speech acts is so much fun, is that  you 
don't have to  worw about what all the ereat f w r e s  from the oast said. because ~ ~ ~~ 

most of the great ~hilorophers had no tLeoty a speech acts: YOU can't o and 
find Kant's view on apologising or eongntulating, as far or I know . . . &ark 
1984,25 I )  

me mscovery of what Reinach called social acts (in 1913) and Austin speech 
acts (in 1962) was f i s t  and foremost the discovery of  a type of  l ' i i s t i c  action 
which, Reinach m d  Austin are convinced, had simply not been noticed hitherto. 
It is true that both authors present their discovery within a theoretical framework 
and that they hoped that their accounts of the phenomenon discovered would be 
taken as representative of new ways of doing philosophy. It ia llso true that  there 
are great differences between the frameworks and the hope: of the two phll* 
sophers. But both are emphatic that their primary objective is to bring into focus. 
and fuUy describe, a phenomenon of which promising is their favourite example. 
Other social acts dealt with in some detail by Reinach are requesting, questioning. 
ordering, imparting information, accepting a promise and legal enactment, which - 
except for the last two - are aU at least touched on by i us tin? In all these roeid 

This is an expanded version of a talk given in German a1 Utrecht in 1983. 1 am grateful to 
Gottfried Gabriel, lngvar Johanwn and Wolfgang Kiinne for helpful uiticiuns. 
' A  heavily ~ualificd v c ~ n  of this win1 is made at Scarle 1983. k. 
'~einach's iheory is set out in h;r monograph The Apriori Foundarionr of the Civil Law.  
in particular in I 2  Cloim and Obliprion. $ 3  Tht Soei.1 Acu. 44 The Acr of Promiring a rhr 
Origin of Cloim and Obligorion. P 7 Rtprrrrnrorion. 4 8 E ~ c r m r n u  and the P m p i r i o n r  
which Exprts Enoclmmu. Relerenccs lo this monograph arc always to the Ccsammelle 
Schrifm (= GS). in which lhir monograph runs from p. 166 to p. 350. followed by rsfcrences 
lo the reprint Zur Phlnomrnologie &s Rerho, 1953 (= PdR), followed by references lo John 
Crosby's English translatian (= trans.). References to othcr works by Rcinach arc alwsyr to ihc 
GS and are cueceded bv the abbreviation of the title of the mrk in cluestion and followed bv a 
rclcrcnce lo'thc berl ~"glosh tranrlatton where thrs curls (uc 30011 1hu volume) 

Rcmach mcnteons or desk w h  the follmrng urad scls 

Promix GS 174f.. PdR 211., trans. 81. 

w h  Act and Sachvrrhnlt, sdild by Kevin Mulliyn 
8 Maninur Nijhofl Publishen. Dadrrsht - Rintcd in the N&rh& 



acts we have "'acts of the mind' which do not have in words and the like their 
accidental additional expression". Rather, they "are performed in the very uct 
of spaking" (CS 215; trans. 36 - my emphasis). These cases of doing something 
by saying somethmg are. and give rise to changes in the world. They are associated 
with a variety of different effects. Examples of the effectivity (Wirkurnkeit) of 
m i d  acts are both the obligations and claims to which promises and orders give 
rise and the behaviour. whether a social act or a non-linguistic action, which some 
social acts are intended to bring about (CS 194-6.306.216; PdR 43; trans. 21). 

Reinach and Austin shared the conviction that they had noticed a new pheno- 
menon (as Brenwo and his pupils had noticed the existence of states of affairs 
or perceptual Gestalts). And since both thought dscoveries in philosophy and 
description go hand in hand. it will be useful to begin by looking at what this 
emphasis on derription actually implied. 

Reinach's work on social acts, like his work on mental acts and states such 
as deliberation and belief, is repeatedly characterized by him as being descriptive 
(e.g. CS 90). His investigations belong to descriptive psychology, the term used 
by Brentano and all his heirs up to and including the early Gestalt psychologists. 
The epithet 'descriptive' indicates that clarification and elucidation (aufiliren) 
as opposed to explanation (erkliiren) are in order (CS 381). "Descriptive psy- 
chology ought not to explain and reduce one tlung to another, its aim is to elu- 
cidate . . ." (CS 384; WiP 31) Description is opposed to genetic explanation, to 
the search for empirical regularities, to constructions and to going too quickly. 
A related contrast is also to be found in Wittgenstein. It is to the first half of this 
contrast that Austin is alluding in the well-known words: "The total speech-act in 
the total speech situation is the only actual phenomenon which, in the last resort, 

- 
lcscpuncc of a promise GS 205, WR 56. trans. 29 
command GS 189ff.. 250,301;PdR 38ff.. 110,171; trans 18.65,  106. 
question and answer GS 194, WR 43, tmnr. 21. 
rcq~ .s t  GS 190,194,250,277.  PdR 19ff. 42L, 110, 141, trans. 19 ,21 ,65 ,83 .  
(legal) Vln& GS 117,253,273,282; PdR 24, 112, 137, 146; trans LO, 66 .80 .87 .  
assuming and conveying (an o b b t i o n )  GS 264; PdR 125;tnns. 74  
informing GS 194. 277;PdR42, 141; lrrns 21.83. 
pray@ GS 194; PdR 42; trans. 21 (on the wumption that God exists and can read 

our minds). 
act of wbmiuion GS 309:PdR 178; trans. 111. 
'meeting of the minds' (Mllmrcinisung) wmisting of the nocia1 acts of offer and 

acceptance GS 206; PdR 57; tmns. 30. 
s m t  (confer) GS 212, 273, 290, 302, 3351.; PdR 64, 137, 155, 170, 209f.; trans. - 

34,80,93,105.129L 
allowins (&11encn) GS 323; WR 194-5; tram. 120 
admanih GS 277;PdR 1 4 l ; t n n r  83. 
UDnk GS 277;PdR 14l;tranr. 83. 
advise GS 277; WR 141; V.nr 83. 
waive (a claim) GS 212.213; PdR 61.63;  trans. 32. 33. 
revoke (a prom&) GS 212.213; WR62.63;trnna 32.33. 
enact (rtipuklc. h y  down) GS 297; PdR 165ff.; tram 102 ff 

ms list ir a rounded out venion of a list given by von Baeyer (1969.75). 

we are engaged in elucidating" (How to do Things with Words = HTW 148). 'There 
is", writes Austin, "no short cut to expounding the full complexity of the si- 
tuation." (HTW 38). The numerous attempts to 'explain' - Reinach uses scare 
quotes - the connexion between claims and obligations on the one hand and 
promises on the other hand have invariably led to 'hopeless constructions' because 
the foundation of the theory is wrong, because for example promising is described 
as making known a resolution. But the first task is to begin at the beginning and 
make clear what promising really is (GS 188-189; trans. 17). Reinach's conviction 
of the importance of unalloyed description even leads him at one point t o  claim 
that he is not giving a theory of promises (CS 229; trans. 46). But this should not 
lead us to misinterpret the nature of the enterprise he is engaged in. Descriptive 
psychology, and in parti~ular the descriptive psychology of meaning, yields not 
only description, taxonomies and inventories but insight into structure (GS 380, 
381. 386; UP CS 380ff.. WiP 22ff.) Reinach's theoretical concern M to correct. 
improve and build on the account of mental acts and sign use set out above all by 
Husserl. To this end he employs a theory of structure which Husserl, like other 
'heirs' of Brentano such as Ehrenfels and Meinong, had already employed. Austin, 
on the other hand, is concerned to combat a view of language that, due to efforts 
by logicians to regiment o r d i n a ~  language with the help of bits and pieces of the 
propositional and predicate calculi and of early semantics, had won acceptance 
among many philosophers. Both Austin and the logicians he criticizes accepted 
that the primary unit of philosophical analysis was linguistic. What was at issue for 
Austin war the largely unexamined assumption that declarative utterances were the 
central type of linguistic unit. This is the background to the structure of Austin's 
argument in How to do Things with Wonls. Explicit perfomtive utterances are 
there introduced as a class of utterances alongside the class of constative utterances 
that the logician is assumed to have got more or leas right. Only gradually does 
Austin try to persuade us that in fact the logician has failed to see that both con. 
statives and performantives belong to the category of speech acts, and that a 
proper appreciation of this plays old Harry with the true/falw fetish (HTW 151) 
and with the simple situations envisaged in logical theory (H1W 143). In spite 
of their drfferent theoretical backgrounds and ambitions, however, Reinach and 
Austin come to more or less the same conclusions about the traits of speech acts 
(see 52) and about the need for a distinction between those linguistic (and non- 
linguistic) entities that are capable of being true or false and those that are 'beyond 
truth and falsity' (see 53). 

There is fairly widespread agreement about what the discovery of speech acts 
consisted in. Levinson (1983, 2 4 3 4 4 )  distinguishes three main points. First. the 
recognition that all utterances not only serve to express propositions but also 
perform actions. Secondly, the recognition of a privileged level of action - the 
illmtionary act - which is intimately associated with utterances of certain types. 
Finally, the recognition of a type of utterance that directly express  illocutionary 
force. Each of these three points wasmade by Reinach but the way he makes them 
and the framework in which hi8 account is embedded leu it apart from those of 
Austin, Senrle and their sucfewn. In particular, u we ahd see. Reinrrh't undsr- 



standkg of the type of linguistic action involved in a promise or request is much 
rharper than that displayed by many more recent theories because of his grasp 
of a double contrast: the action of promising contrasts both with other types of 
linguistic and non-linguist action and with what he often calls internal experiences 
and what I shall call mental acts and states. 

Sophisticated philosophical awareness of the category of action in general and 
of linguistic action in particular is by and large a recent phenomenon.~entano 
and his pupils had concentrated mainly on mental acts, although increasingly 
within the Brentanist tradition plulosophers were to turn their attention to action 
and linguistic action. But is to Reinach alone that we owe the discovery of that very 
specific type of linguistic action that he called social acts. Here is Reinach's first 
preliminary formulation of what social acts are, from $3 The Social Acts' of his 
I913 monograph The A priori Foundations of Civil LUW: a formulation I quote 
at some length since many of the contributors in this volume have occasion to 
refer to it: 

A command is neither a purely external action nor is it a purely inner experience, 
nor is it the announcing (kundgebende Aussmmge) to another person of such an 
experience. This last possibility seems to be the most plausible. But it is easy to 
see that commanding d o n  not involve an experience which is expressed but 
which could have remained unexpressed, and also that there 1 nothing about 

'Reimch's scwunt of the category of linguistic action has a quite different wrl of pdigree 
than work that tracer its ori@ns back to Wittgenrtcin. Ryk and Austin. For the dimvery 
of action md lilylittie action in the Brenllllist trsdition see Ehrenfels 1982, HBfler 1897 
$ $77-78, KPnder 1900. Marly (especially in Marly 1908) studiu the role of cerlain fun- 

, 
&mental typu of linguistic action, the uses of signs to W i r  off (ausfosen) and steer res- 
p r c r  in Linyisti~ intaaetion. This led hi to give an account of the wntribution of in- 
firnation (expsrion, Kundgobe) - what . speaku shows or indicates as opposed to what 
he uys  - and of the wmplcx mental acts that sre nested intentions - s speaker's intention 1 

that what he rnyr be rewyilcd as m intenlion that . . . - to  the mechanism of linguistic 
* r ing,  The e f f a  triggered off by uses of signs can be either deliberate or unintended 
but although Muty is acutely awsrc of the difference between intended and unintended, 
convmtiondly produced and nonsonventiorully produced effects he has no notion af what a ! 

lacid ad b ( M a i y  1908 280ff:. 49Mn. StumpTs kgely unpublished work in Berlin on the 
d&p& psycholow of the will and action e m s  to havc been rerponsiblc for the early work 
by the Balin GcsUlt pycholgiat: on thh tropic (cf. Levin 1926.1927/1981). Pfindcr ud 
D.UM p a d d y  m g n i r d  in the flrat decade of the century that the peculiarities of impera- 
tive vtrrnncu and quutionr made it ncceawy to introduce subdivisions into the broad 

of linguifik acton (cf. Smith 1987). s u M i v i s u ~  whkh M a y  had "01 1cWg~SCd. 
In two suprb studies Die Krise drr Rychdode (1927) and 4,rachthroric (1934) the Gestalt 
pyshobgiat and philolopha of language Kad BiiNet, building on Muty, put the problem of 
the relation betwscn action and Ulylistic action on the one hand, and mental acts and states 
on the o tha  hand, squucly in the centre of hi$ invertigationr 
4A uutise on the philorophy of law is only apparently an unlikely setting for an account of 
spcch acts, Austin w u  awne of the way in which problems in speech act theory pose them- 
&u very sharply in the legal domain (ree the quoUtion with which 0 3  begins below). The 
j*did u p c t s  of speech acts havc been most intensively studied by the IingvM Ducmt 
(Dumot 1972, 77ff.). On the comexion betwscn Rciluch'r m o u n t  of spccch a N  and his 
~hi)oaphy of law, po Rubon thi~volumc 145-152. 

commanding wluch could nghUy be taken as the pure announcing of an internal 
experience. Commanding is rather an experience aU tls own, a doing of the sub. 
ject to wluch in addmon to its spontaneity. its inrentiomlifv and its orher- 
directedness, the need to be gmspid is dsdessential . . . conkanding . 1 .  re- 
questing, warning, questioning, informing. answering and . . . many other acts 
. . . are all social acts, which by the one who performs them and in the per- 
formance itself. are cast towards another person in order to fasten themselves in 
his soul. 

The function of social acts whereby they make themselves known (Ku-be- 
funktion) could not fulfil itself among people if the acto were not in some way 
expressed externally. Like the experiences of another person, social acts can 
only be grasped through some physical medium; they need an external side if 
they are to be grasped. Experiences to which it is not essential that they turn 
outwards, can unfold without making any external appearance. But social acts 
have an inner and an outer side, as it were a soul and a body. The body of social 
acts can vary widely while the soul remains the same. A command can be.ex- 
pressed in mien, gestures, words. One should not confuse the utterance (Aus 
smmg) of social acts with the involuntary way in which all kinds of inner ex- 
periences such as shame, anger or love can be externally reflected. This utterance 
is rather completely subject tc our will and can be chosen with the greatest 
deliberation and circumspection, according to the ability of the addressee to 
understand it. On the other hand, it should not be confused with statements 
(Konstutiemwn, constatives) about experiences which are now taking place or 
have just taken place. If 1 say "I am afraid" or "I do not want to d o  that", 
this is an utterance referring to experiences which would have occurred with. 
out any such utterance. But a social act, as it is performed between persons 
does not divide into an independent performance of an act and an accidental 
statement (Konstatiemg) about it; it rather forms an inner unity of voluntary 
act and voluntary utterance. For here the experience is not possible without 
the utterance. And the utterance for its part is not some optional thing which is 
added from without, but is in the service of the social act, and is necessary if 
the act is to carry out its function of making itself known to the other person. 
Of courx there can be statements (Konstatiemgeen) about social acts which are 
accidental to them: "I have just given a command". But these statements refer 
to the whole social act together with its outer side, which should therefore in 
no way be confused with a statement about the latter. (GS 191-192; tram. 
19-20, modified) 

Reinach's discovery of social acts.' as set out in this passage, introduces a number 
of distinctions. First, the distinction between actions and internal experiences 

' R e h c h  had only one prcdecwor. The term 'sods1 act' and roms of the theory of thit 
mi ccnuis type of linguistic action src to be found in the fifth of Thorns Reid's Esuy r  on rhc 
Active Powen of rhc Humn M M  (1788. chapter VI. Of the Nalun of a Cmrmcr). WL;o 
Reinach, Reid is wncemed to distinguish m e n u  acts -which he nicely t m s  'lolimy acts' - 
to which Unyistic cxpmuion and an addressee arc not nccsawy. born 'social acts' o r  '0- 
lions': 

A man may rce, and h a .  m d  ramemba, and judge. and w n ;  he nuy delibuate and 
form purposes, and execute them. without the intervention of m y  other intalliyrnt Mi 
They are solitary acts. But when he u k s  a quation for infomution, when he testifrcr a 
fact, when ha g h l  a w r n m a d  to hh m m t ,  wha. he m.ko 8 promha, o r  anten into a 
contnct, ther us nodal act: of mind. a d  an haw no exbtenco without the intonsnrion 



such as shame, anger, desirings and perception. Second, the distinction between 
two types of action, linguistic actions and "purely external actions", such as 
killings and kissing. Third, the distinction between two types of linguistic action: 
social acts which, "are performed in the very act of speaking" (CS 215; trans. 36; 
cf. HTW 124f.) and require uptake and, on the other hand, all those actions in 
which signs are used but no speech act is performed. Examples of the latter are 
uses of signs in solitary assertings (CS 193; PdR 42; trans. 21)or the verbal mean- 
&rings of children; perhaps also uses of signs to evince emotion or to bring about 
other types of effects in interlocutors (the types of Linguistic action dealt with by 
Marty and Biihler under the heading of Ausldsung and AppeN - the triggering 
and appellative functions of language). Uses of signs to intimate (indicate, an- 
nounce, show, kundgeben) a n  linguistic acttons that may or may not form part of - 

01 some athm intelligent being, who sets a part in them. Between the operations of the 
mind, which, for want of a mare proper name. I havc &d solitary, and those 1 have 
d e d  roe&& them is thir very remprkable distinction, that, in the sa lary ,  the expression 
of them by words,or any othcr sensible sign, is accidental. They may exist, nndbe complete. 
without b s i  expressed, without being known to any other person. But, in the social 
operations, the expression is csrenIbl. They cannot exist without be& expressed by words 
or signs, and known to the other party. (Rcid 1969,437-438) 

Like Rcinach, Reid was concerned to refute the "conmon upinian of philosophers, that the 
rocid opentionr of the human mind are not spccifiully different from the salitary, and thst 
they me only vaIiour modifications or compositions, of our solitary operations, and may be 
resalved into them" (Reid 1969, 438). Hvme is s central large1 of their criticisms, sin= he 
thinks that "a promise is same kind of will, consent, or intention, which may be expressed. 
or may not be expressed" (Reid 1969. 453. cf. Reinach's farmuhtian above 32-33. Reinach 
GS 212-217, Inns. 34-38). Like Rsinach, Rcid argues that sacid acts are not capable of truth 
and fddty. 

Scottish philosophy was tonged to Brcntano and 2U his heirs, including the early rulist 
phcnomenolo&ts. On Hume and Reinach. E e  Dnvie. thir volume 257-274. On the early pheno- 
mmologists' fimiliuity with Rcid, see von Astu 1935, 88 and Peters 1909, a Leiprig dirscr- 
tation on Reid's theoretical philosophy, by a pupil of Husaerl in Giittingrn who had also 
rtvdied in Munich. On Rcid and phenomenology, see Mulligan 1987d. It seems thst it is as 
likely that Rcirueh had -me scqvjnlance with Reid's lheory as it is that Austin had some 
scquainlance with that of Reinach. Aquinar - S u m  Theob&a. Ill, q.60- and Vim - 
Sclnrro Nwvo - anticipate speech act theory only. 

Between Rcinsch and Austin (or Benveniste 195611966) speech acts weredircus*d by the 
linyint Koschmieder (1929, 62-64; 1945; 1952, 28; 1965 223f.) On Korchmieder on the 
linguistics ofprfomativer, see Schopf (1969,207-222). and Contc (1983, 100). Kosehmieder 
adopts the Mnrty-Biihlu dittinction b e w e n  the use of language to represent or assert or des- 
cribe stales of &.in end its use to Uigger off responses in an interlocutor. He then distin- 

' yirhes betwean the use of the present tense to report a state of sffairs and what he calls the 
'KoimidenrNI', the a r c  where the umpk pesent is wed to demibe an action thst coincides 
with the action prfonned by uttering the sentence in the rimple plesent. In the latter but not 
the fomcr a %  the particle bweby' is appropriate. 

the use of the pnscnt to  report . . . belongs to the level of reprcaentation, the ease of 
mincidensc bdongs to the lnel of Aud6Nng (triggefing responses), although it doer not 
dunand a rcrmnw U c  an impenlive but nther 'is' s triggering . . . An I hereby requerr 

social acts.6 (Although it is true that the distinction between what I intimate and 
what I say in asserting p only makes sense if I normolly intimate something to 
someone). Finally, Reinach distinguishes between the linguistic actions t h a t m e  
performed in uttering performative formulae and the linguistic and non-linguistic 
actions that belong to the effects of social acts. Promisings, enactings and orderings 
"are acts which by being performed intend to effect a change in the world and 
sometimes do effect it" (CS 306; trans. 108;cf. CS 314; trans. 114)' 

Reinach warns against confusing mental acts with the new category of lin- 
guistic action he has discovered: 

We have to be careful not to distort this state of affairs by dragging in the 
ideas (or conceptions) to which we are accustomed. A command is neither a 
purely external action nor is it a purely inner experience, nor is it the anqoun- 
cing to others of such an experience (CS 191 ; trans. 19). 

A social act is not a mental act, nor a non-linguistic action, nor just any old lin- 
guistic action - although the "fundamental new concept" required (GS 189; trans. 
17) involves all three. 

Taking advantage of the shared conviction of Reinach and Austin that relatively 
theory-free description of the phenomenon of social (speech) acts is possible, I 
shall set out the main traits of the latter according to Reinach in 982-3, indi- 
cating points of convergence between the descriptions given by the two philo- 
sophers. I shall then set out the theory of dependence on which Reinach relies 
in his theory of how the parts of social acts hang together ($54-5). This is the 
&st of two theories Reinach takes over from Husserl; the second such theory 
enables him to give a unified account of the great variety of social acts (86).  

$2 THE PARTS OF PROMISES AND OTHER SOCIAL ACTS 

There are more and less 'ontologically committed' ways of talking about the parts 
of temporal episodes, in particular of mental acts and speech acts. Austin often 
talks about parts, and even necessary parts of speech acts. But it ishighly unlikely 
that he would have wanted to invoke any general account of constituency in his 
theory of speech acts. More recently. Thalberg makes extensive use of a deliberately 
informal notion of constituency in his account of mental acts." R e i i h  not only 

'Austin 1961 232-233; HTW 3;on intimation see Husserl LI I. Umti 1979 chapten 1.5.6; 
MuUigpn 1980 chapter 2;and the papers in Mullysn cd. 1987. 
'The distinction between acts that do and those that do not havc their u rn  outside thcmrclvcr 
(plaxis vs. poieris) has been much investkated in the wake of Kcnny and Ryle. On the &tion 
between this dittinctmn and speech act theory see Conk 1983. 118f. Cf. a h  Hochc 1973 
Pam I1 and 111. ~. 
'Thalberg 1977. 18. 115. Thalbeu a h  beliem(19) that thenotion of- mmpnarcy 
is ~~ dependent. 



identifies a number of different parts in social acts such as promising, he h, as we 
shall see, takes his part talk seriously. What are the different parts of a social act? 

I The Linpistic Component - The Body of Social Acts' 

A certain type of linguistic utterance is essential to the explicit performative, an 
utterance of which Austin nicely says that it is "a, or even the leading incident in 
the performance of the act" (HTW 8). Reinach describes what has since come to be 
recognized as one of the linguistic marks of explicit performative utterances - 
the fact that they occur in the present tense and can combine with 'hereby'. Here 
is his description of the wial act which occurs when someone accepts a promise: 

An informative utterance can refer to a past, present or future experience of 
accepting. It can therefore be made in the past, present or future tense. The 
social act of accepting, by contrast, adrrits only of the present tense. To the 
'I have inwardlv assented' and the 'I shall inwardlv assent there is on the other ~, ~ ~.~~~~ 
side of the contrast only t h i  '1 hereby accept.' h e  should not overlook the 
distinctive function of the 'hereby'. It refers to a process that is happening 
dong with the performance of theact, that is to the 'accepting' which here as ii 
were designates itsclf. By contrast there IS not the slightest sense in saylng 'I 
hereby experience an Inner assent' (CS 206; PdR 57; trans. 30)' 

Austin. since he wrote in (and about) English, was able to go further and contrast 
the use of the simple present in performative utterances with the use of the present 
continuous in constative utterances (cf. HTW 47,56-58,61,75); German possesses 
no continuous or progressive aspect. Nevertheless Reinach makes a claim about all 
social acts from which the linguistic component of a social act - for all languages 
that mark a rimple/progressive distinction - can be inferred. My commanding, 
my promising, my asking a question are aU punctual events, Reinach claims (CS 
62,126,189 and r e p .  63 below). 

As the long passage quoted in the first section shows, the signs necessary to a 
social act may be no more than mere actions, gestures (CS 205; PdR 56; trans. 29). 
The example of '1 hereby accept (your promise)' is the closest Reinach gets to 
describing what. since Austin, have been called 'explicit performatives'. although 
he is quite clear about the range and variety of implicit perfomatives: 

The same words. 'I want to do this for you', can after all function both as the -~ ~ 

expression of a p&nirc and as the infokative expression of an intention. We 
find in other cases, too. that different w i a l  acts can make use of the same form 
of exnression espcully when the sunoundmg circumstances leave no doubt in 
the A d  of thcbddrc-ssee as to the nature of the expressed social act. One will -- ~ ~ 

n e d y  be certain as to whether there is an act of promising or informing 
Chind the words. (CS 2M);PdR 50; trans. 26) 

'The %odd act of acscpling a promire is often overlooked, c.6 by Austin. It ir not, as Reinach 
points out, cucntid t o  a p o m l c  that it be accepted in a distinct r o d  act. Only upt*c is 
-tiJ (GS 208; PdR 59;trrnr 31). 

In his discussion of implicit performatives Austin points out that from the use of an 
imperative such as 'Go!" alone it is often difficult to tell whether one is dealins ~~-~ - 
with an order or an entreaty. (HTW 33). Reinach makes the same point, even if he 
seems to be less impressed than Austin by the degree of explicitness that is intro- 
duced into a situation by the use of an explicit performative formula such na "I 

I order you to go" and consequently less interested in the linguistic characterization 
of such formulae. 

[Requesting and commandtngl are fairly closely related acts. a fact which 
is reflected in the considerable sunrlarity of their external expression. 'lhe same 
words can be the expression of a command or a request; the difference mani- 
fests rtself only in the way of speakiig, in emphasis, sharpness. and in other 
factors which are dhfficult to capture precisely. (CS 193; PdR 21; t m s .  21. on 
?one of voice, cadence, emphasii', see fWW 74) 

11 Social Act Moments (ForceJ ami Experience 

Social acts necessary involve determinate sorts of experience, even though, aa we 
have sen ,  they are not themselves any sort of mental experience. Austin, too, 
points out that "'mental" actions' are 'commonly necessary' to the performance 
of speech acts (HW 8). This requirement is in fact the content of the rule or 
necessary condition A1 for a happy performantive (HTW 15). according t o  which 
different sorts of feelings, thoughts and intentions are the concomitants of different 
sorts of happy speech acts (HTW ch.lV, 138). 

Reinach writes: 

We have distinguished the social acts as sharply as possible from all those 
experiences which do not necessarily express themselves to others [do not have 
any Kundgabefunktion]. We now have to take note of the remarkable fact 
that all social acts presuppose such internal experiences (GS 194; PdR 43; tram. 
21-22) 

As an heir of Brentano Reinach is much more confident about the taxonomy of 
the experiences underlying speech acts than Austin or his wceessors. One m n  
for this is that speech act theory was part and parcel of the linguistic turn in philo- 
sophy which, amongst other things, had convinced philosophers that descriptions 
of psychological phenomena were at best descriptions of the language used t o  
express or report or ascribe such phenomena and at wont mythological projections 
of such language. Austin voices a common suspicion when he writes that 

. we are apt to have a feellng that them [perfomatrve utterances such as 
'1 promrse'] bemg senous conslsts in thelr bang uttered as (merely) the outward 
and vwble srgn, for convenience or other record or for mformauon. of an 
inward and soiritual act: fronr which it is but a short sten t o  ao on to believe or ~- - ~~~~ . -. 
to assume wi'thout realizing that for many purposes theoutmkd utterance is a 
description. me or fahe, of the occurrence of the inward performance. (HIW 9) 



Whatever the justification for Austin's irony about philosophen who postulate 
varieties of 'fictitious inward acts' (HTW 10). Reinach at any rate saw very clearly 
that social acts are not any sort of description of or statement about mental acts. 
h d  unlike many writers on 'pragmatics' his concern to avoid making the mistake 
of claiming that speech acts are statements about mental acts does not lead him to  
ignore or play down the role of  mental events in the make up of social acts. 

Here are the 'determinate types' of experience presupposed by different social 
acts 

Social Act Experience 

informing conviction 
asking a question uncertainty 
requesting wish 
commanding will 

(GS 194; PdR 42; trans. 22) 
promising 

IGS 199:PdR 47;trans. 25-26) 
will 

enactment will 
(Bestimmung, see p. 42  and p. 71 below;GS 302; PdR 106; trans. 106) 

Of these psychological presuppositions, conviction and uncertainty are always 
states. A will or a wish, however, wiU be episodes, like the social acts of which they 
are parts. 

&cause Reinach distinguishes sharply between social acts, whch are not purely 
psychological, and experiences, which are, and which are constituents of the 
former, he does not assimilate the force or mode of a social act to the force or 
mode of a mental The two referring expressions 'Maria's (present) uncer- 
tainty whether p' and 'Maria's questioning whether p' do not refer to the same 
entity, no matter how intimate the relation between their referents actually is. 
We must therefore distinguish between the force of social acts, their being pro- 
misinp, informings, etc., and the 'quality' - Husserl's term - of their subjacent 
mental acts and states, that trait which makes them intendings, states of uncer- 
tainty, conviction etc. Reinach describes what is now known as "illocutionary 
force" of an act as its 'moment' of questioning, asserting etc. (GS 98, 105, 72). 
The moments of informing, questioning, commanding, requesting etc. all fall 
under the determinable social act which in its turn is a determinate of the deter- 
minable spontanmur acr described in the quotation from Reinach above @. 33). 

"Both writers on the theory of s p ~ h  actr and phenomenologistr qften assimilate the force 
of p c h  acts to the quality or made of mental events (cf. Austin's tern 'mental action' 
quotrd mbac) But mental acts and linguistic actions differ from one another in a number of 
different way& In  particular, vlmc mental acts, such as judging and willing are not subject 10 

the will, whereas actions normally arc. Actions, but not mental acts, u e  constituents of those 
mmpliutrd and irrcversibk orderinga that u c  described by 'by'lcnences. I un terrify MUY 
by promidry to F but I cannot do mythins by judging that p. Judging m y  at best be a pnrt Of . h&hn order maW act or action or the term of P Uutal relation. Cf. Note 42. 

The mode (or quality) of a mental act or experience differs from its matter 
(or sense): I can wonder whether p or see that p. The moment of questioning 
or promising must also be distinguished from itr associated matter. The matter o f  
a spontaneous act is described in some detail by Reinach in his 1911 paper o n  
the theory of judgement and it is this description which he draws on in his des- 
cription of social acts. Such a matter is always a more or leu complex meaning 
(Meinen) by a speaker of some state of affairs (Sachverhalt) and its constituents. 
In order t o  emphasise that he is talking about the particular intention of a speaker 
in using a particular linguistic token at a given moment Reinach consistently 
uses the nominalised infmitive das Meinen, translated h e n  by the gerund 'meaning', 
and avoids nouns such as Husserl's 'matter' - his choice of terms here harks back 
to that of Brentano and Marty and points forward to Austin's talk of a locutionary 
as well as an illocutionary act. If I inform you that Julia loves Jim then my in- 
forming you (social act moment of illocutionary force) and my meaning of a 
certain state of affairs, together with my constituent meanings of Julia and Jim 
must all be distinguished within the original episode. 

Since the meaning involved in any spontaneous act is episodic it is clearly quite 
distinct from the content i.e. state of affairs with which such an act is associated. 
The latter is conceived of by Reinach along Baroque Meinongian lines and may be 
either an obtaining or a non-obtaining state of affairs (in the case of assertings 
and informings), or the questionableness of a state of affairs (in the case of a 
question) or the behaviour ordered (in the case of a command) and so on. If Jules 
and Jim assert on different occasions that Jane is jolly their assertions are made 
true by just one obtaining state of affairs. But there are nuo non-repeatable asser- 
tions with their own constituent assertion-moments, meanings and underlying 
experiences. Truthmaking, however, is only one determinate type of a very general 
relation of fulfdment or satisfaction that can obtain between acts and their con- 
tents; as we shall see in $3  only the social act of informing involves the truth-maker 
relation, which Reinach calls the relation of "fit". Most social acts intend t o  bring 
about a change in the world and it is the relevant "corresponding activities" (CS 
194) which fulfils these "effective acts"." The fulfdment relation between epi- 
sodic meanings and differently qualified states of affairs (contents) is something 
we shall relum to in $5. Here we need note only that since meanings and contents 
are supposed to be correlatives we can read off what Reinach thinks about the one 
by looking at what he says about the other." He makes four descriptive claims 
about the meanings (or contents) of social acts. 

First, they are propositionally articulated. (GS 303; PdR 171; trans. 106). A 
perception of Peter, like my meaning or refening to Peter in a promise t o  the effect 
that I will try to help Peter are not propositionally articulated. But the promise, 
like an assumption or judgement to the same effect are (CS 119; t m s .  349). The 

"Cf. GS 306; trans. 109; Seprle 1983 on the different "directions of fil"between speech acts 
(and mental actr and sutcr) and the world. 
"Reinach, like Huswrl, continu.lly points out that 'content' it sU too easily confused with 
'mesoins' (see especially GS 362ff.) and wmetimcs Wks of 'inlcntiod contenr', 'objcetual 
correlate' to stress the difference. 



distinction between propositionally and non.propositionally articulated acts is of 
course a central theme of Husserl's Logical Investigations, particularly the fifth of 
these. But Husserl had made the distinction only for mental acts and those actions 
that associate both mental acts and operations with signs. Reinach extends the dis- 
tinction to social acts, which involve both mental acts and operations with signs. 
but operations with very specific properties not dreamt of by Husserl. 

Second, social acts presuppose content-restrictions (and so, too, restrictions on 
manings) of various sorts. In other words, not just any old contents (meanings) 
a n  form a social act. Thus the content of a promise, as opposed to that of most 
orders, must refer to the promiser's behaviour. (GS 199; PdR 49; trans. 25). The 
social act of enacting a legal determination must have as its content that something 
ought to be the case (GS 302; PdR 170; trans. 106). These content-restrictions 
resemble the content-restrictions on emotions, such as the requirement that pride 
can only occur where there is a thought or perception concernmg oneself (cf. GS 
190;PdR 39; trans. 19). 

Third, the distinction between the social act moment (illocutionary force) and 
the meaning (or content) of social acts enables Reinach to make an interesting 
point, on which he unfortunately does not expand. 

Commanding and requesting have a content just as much as informing does. 
But whereas with informing it is normally only the content which is supposed 
to be intimated (exvressed. indicated kundeaeben) to the addressee and not the 
i t  of informlnb iuch, with commandmiGd re&rtmg it is these acts as such 
which are supposed to be grasped. (GS 1934; PdR 43; trans. 21 - translatwn 
modified) 

If I inform you that I live in Gailingen then the object of your act of compre- 
hension will be the same state of affairs that makes what I say (mean) true and no 
more than this; you do not grasp, or grasp in the same way, that I have informed 
you that I live in Gailingen. If, however, I command you to live in Gailingen you 
must grasp not only that you are commanded to live in Gailingen, but also that this 
is commanded by me (see p. 44 below) 

Reinach's fourth claim runs as follows: the 'intentional content' of the ex. 
perience necessary to a social act 'is identical with the intentional content of the 
social act or stands in some relation to it' (GS 194; PdR 42; trans. 22; on a parallel 
distinction, see 0, GS 123, 137). Although he gives no example, he probably had 
cases such as the following in mind. I firmly intend to f i ish two papers by the end 
of January and promise the editor interested in the first paper that I shall have it 
ready by that time. Here the content of the will or intention is not identical with 
that of the promise but, if we assume that 'intend to finish papers a and b' just 
means 'intend to fiish a and intend to finish b', then the two contents will stand 
to one another in the simple relation of overlap. I promise to do part of what I 
firmly intend to do. This point about identity or close comexion of content 
wries over to the relation between the matter of a social act and the matter of 
the underlying experience, these are always numerically distinct but they will 

either each instantiate the same abstract proposition (or propositional type) o r  
they will have parts that do so." 

If we combine the third and fourth claims we get the claim, recently advanced 
by Seade, that 

. . . in the performance of each illocutionary act with a propositional content. 
we express a certain Intentional state wlth that propositional content, and that 
Intentional state is the sincerity condition of that type of speech act (Searle 
1983,9). 

In Reinach's terminology, in performing a normal social act I intimate the pro- 
positional matters and content of my individual meaning and of my individual 
experience. The particular meaning presupposes the particular experience. They 
correspond to one and the same content. 

Searle puts his version of Reinach's fourth claim and account of fu l fhent  as 
follows: 

. . . for every speech act that has a direction of fit the speech act will be satis- 
fied if and only if the expressed psychological state is satisfied, and the con- 
ditions o f  satisfaction o f  speech act and expressed psycholo&ical state are iden- 
tical (Searle 1983.10-1 1). 

III Uptake and its Objects 

Social act? are not the property of an individual in the way that his experiences 
are. Rather, they involve groups of individuals, in particular pairs of individuals. 
Frege and Husserl have made familiar the idea that the sense of a predicate ex- 
pression, or indeed the meaningful occurrence of a predicate expre&on is in 
need of  completion. (e~amungsbediirftig) or unsatumted. Reinach argues in paral- 
lel fashion that the content, meaning and linguistic clothing of m y  promise are 
in need of uptake (vernehmungsbedfiftlp) by you if a promise is to occur. The 
social act of promising contains an act of uptake necessarily and is unsaturated 
without it. The necessity of uptake should not be confused with two closely re- 
lated features of social acts. Social acts and mental acts can involve other people by 
being otherdirected (fremdpersoml). The mental acts or states of forgiving or 
envying are necessarily other-directed (and most mental acts can be other-directed: 
1 can come to a decision about you) as are the social acts of commanding, re- 
questing, warning, questioning, informing and answering and many other acts 
(GS 191; trans. 19-20). But this is not, as we shall see, a necessary trait of all 
social acts. What is necessary to a social act is that it be grasped and that it be 
addressed to other people. But although the necessity of uptake and of a social act's 
being addressed are correlatives they arc not identical. Reinach's distinctions here 

''On the identity of what is thou@ or experienced and what is wid in speech acts, x e  Vender 
1972. ch. 2. Vendler, howaver. docs not distinguish bctw-n matter and contsnt. On the 
propo%itionsl lvtwe of the mntcnU of spach a d s ,  see ch. I of the m e  work. 



are subtle and belong to the small group of distinctions he makes that have not 
been rediscovered. Let us look first at the case where necessity of 

uptake, address and other-directedness are all present: 

[Commanding] differs m a crucial point from such other.d~rected acts as for. 
ginng. It is not only related to another subject. it alsouddresses theother. 

m e  act of rurninn forgivingly to another, like the makmg of a resolutron, -..- 
can unfold entirely within [the subject] and can lack any announcement [in- 
timation, expression Kundgabe] to others. Commanding by contrast announces 
itself in the act of turning to the other, it penetrates the other and has by its 
very nature a tendency to be grasped [heard, vernommen] by the other. We 
never give a command if we know for sure that the subject to whom we turn 
with the command is incapable of becoming aware of it. The command is by 
its very essence in need of being h a r d  It can of course happen that commands 
are given without being grasped. Then they fail to fulfd their purpose. They are 
like thrown spears which fall to the ground without hitting their target. (GS 
ton-101 .PAR 79.tranr. 19) , ,"-. , . , . -.. -*, .., 

. . . commanding . . . requesting, warning, questioning, informing, answering 
md . . . manv other acts . . . are social acts, which, in rhe performance itself. are as it weri cast towards another person, by the one who performs them. 
in order to fasten themselves on to his soul. (CS 191; PdR 40; trans. 19-20)" 

As Austin puts it. 'the performance of an illocutionary act involves the securing 
of uptake. . . essentially' (HTW 117,139). 

But what exactly is the distinction between being addressed, which is a necessary 
trait of social acts, and otherdirectedness which, although a feature of many social 
acts. is not common to all such acts? Reinach's answer to this question is to be 
found in a description of a class of speech acts that are often overlooked in the 
literature. Consider the three speech acts: 

waiving a claim, 
revoking a promise 

and what Reinach, following a German legal tradition, calls a Bestimmung 

enactment (stipulation, issuance) 

An example of the latter would be the case where the German Code of Civil Law - 
or rather the relevant law-giver - lays down that the ability of man to be a subject 
of rights begins with the completion of birth. Reinach claims that these three social 
acts are not otherdirected (hemdpetsonai), that they do not refer to any particular 
person, yet like all social acts they are addressed to another person and must be 
grasped. 

14Metsphorr such as 'penetrate' and 'finen on to' are prcnnially ltlrsctive to realists of 811 
praunrionr In his FTincipes de Philosophie Rialisre (1985, p. 158) 1. Lugmult quotes appro*- 
~y the m.1hcmrtid.n and Nnlurphilotoph R. Thorn: 'For there to be a phenomenon, WmE 

Uling must penetrate our eye' ~mbo1.r  el C.lnsrmphes Rrir: Flammation 1983, p. 36) and 
E. Gilron:' that enky of Ihe thing into us that we all unmtbn' (LC Rmlianr MithodiquC. 
1953. p. 82). 

I 

A claim arising out of a promise can be dissolved most simply by the promiser's 
carrying out the action that corresponds to the content of the promise." It can, 
however, also simply be waived. Waiving must be addressed to another person, and 
must be grasped, like any social act. But it is not other.directed since it contains 
no reference to another person (although its content does: I waive my claim on you 

I that you F) merely to that whichis waived, the claim (CS 210; PdR 61; trans. 32). 
Similarly, promises can be revoked - if the claim-holder provides the revoking 
party with the legal power to do so; the 'intentional conelate' of such a social act 
is a promise, the penon it is addressed to is the person to whom a promise has been 
made. (CS 21 1 ;PdR 62; trans. 33). But 1 do not waivelrevoke to you. 

Enactments are the third type of social act that need contain no reference to 
other persons. Although every command presupposes a penon or poup of people 

! who are commanded 

. . . enacting does not have this necessary relation to other penons,jurt as little 
as do acts like waiving or acts are addressed to other 
persons in being performed, their lacks any personal moment. 
Whereas 1 ahvays promise to or command a person, I simply waive a claim or 
simply enact that something should be in a certain way. And in the content 
(Inhalt) of the acts, too, we can see the difference in principle between com- 
mand and enactment. Every command refers to an action of the rson or per- 
sons to whom it is given just as a promise refers to the action o g h e  one who 
promises. An enactment, by contrast, just as it does not include necessarily 
in its content any person at all, does not include any action of a person either. 
(GS 302; PdR 170; trans. 10.5) 

To say that an act is d r e s s e d  must, I think, mean that it involves a second- 
order intention. I want my promise or enacting to be grasped. Quite distinct from 
this are the two cases Reinach seems to want to distinguish under the headings the 
subslance and the content of a social act. We have already come across the idea that 
the contents of social acts may be restricted in various ways. In the passage above 
Reinach is pointing out that the content of an order or a promise but not of an 
enactment must contain a reference to a certain sort of action. But reference to a 
person or action in the content (Inhalt) or matter of m act is distinct from re- 
ference to a person - even if it is the same person - elsewhere in the act (in its 
Gehalf). Consider the social acts performed by uttering (1)-(4) in the "appropriate 
conditions". 

(I) 1 promise [you] that p [= that I shall F] 
(2) I ask you whether p (A form that is perhaps more natural in German than 

in English) 

"Reinach makes en prsn r  the interesling obrrvation that thc fulfillment of I promise need 
not be 'phenomenally chsrscterired as luch', 1 need not bs &ware that what I tm doing i s  urry- 
ins out such and such a promise. 'this ~sr mntrrrls with the sort offulfiiment mhtionr dar- 
mibed by H u w r l  in the sixth lnvestkation, such &a procptual verifiatbn of an ataertion. 
where such awucnerr is required (GS 209; PdR 61; VML 32; ffi llro 0S.6 klow). 



(3) 1 order you to F I= that you F] 
(4) 1 hereby enact that p 

Here the bracketed expressions provide alternative surface realitions of the rele- 
vant structure. In each c~sz there is a secondader intention that the act in ques- 
tion be grasped - this, I suggested, is just what it means for a social act to be 
addrcsxd. But only the propmitionally uticulated content, or that-clause of (3) 
necessarily contains a reference to another person. The propositional content of 
(I), (2) and (4) need not contain any mention of another person. The content of 
(1) necessarily contains a reference to an action by me (at least in the normal, 
unmodifii cax, see p. 85 below), as does (3) to an action by you. (1)<3) wn- 
tain outside the thatclause or propositionally articulated content of the act a 
reference to a determinate sort of person. Only in the cax of (3) must the person 
referred to inside and outside the propositional content of the act be identical. 
In (4) it is a priori excluded that the second argument of the main verb be a nominal 
argument and so a fortiori that it refer to a person. Perhaps instead of 'substance' 
and 'content' it would be a good idea to speak of 'content' and 'content of the 
thatclause' in order to capture this distinction between references to persons 
inside and outside the that4ause of acts. 

The secondader intention that an act be recognized as being addressed, even 
if, as in the cax of an enactment, the intention is merely that the act be recognized 
by somwne, is not the only secondader intention Reinach mentions. As we saw 
above he claims that in ordering I intend both the act of ordering and its content 
to be indicated or announced, but in informing I intend only the content to be 
annwnced. Unfortunately, in spite of the explicitly mentalist components of his 
account Reinach docs not go into the problems raised by complex or ramified 
 intention^.'^ 

Finally. Reinach suggests briefly that although the matter of a spontaneous 
act is a spontaneous meaning the matter of the mental act of grasping or taking 
in a rocial act is essentially receptive. He also suggests that its quality is distinct 
from that of a presenting act, such as a seeing or hearing (GS 73, note I ; trans. 
373. note I I). 

IV Cunfedemte and Successor States 

Romires and other related temporal episodes of the same type are intimately 
associated not only with certain episodic components but also with different 
sorts of enduring states. These may be (i) states in which an actor must be for a 
social act to occur or (ii) states which come into being when soeial acts are per- 
formed and which. typically, outlive the latter. 

One of the best known types of state with which a social act is allied is the 

"ln this neJcct of a wkcr ' s  second orda intentiom Rcinach rermb*. Austin md sands 
ta M y ,  who UUcho: 1 o c l t  d u l  of imporUna to wch intentiom, much u Austin stands 
ta Gria and Strwwn (a Stnwwn 1964171; Gria 1957. Schilfa 1912). On lccond order 
IntrnLiQ~in M.rty.1 work uo the p p r t  h Mullig.scd. 1987. 

1 position of authority in which someone must be if he is to give an order and dosely I related to this is the power a law-giver must have if he i to enact lhat m e t h i n g  is , 
I the case (GS 199,309ff, 234ff; PdR 90; trans. 25.11Mf. 53) or the power t o  ra- 

voke a promise mentioned above. These are all state: of type (ii). Auatin describes 
such states as appropriate circumstances ( H W  IS. rule A2 for happy performative 

! utterances). The conviction on which the social act of informing ia b a d  and the 
uncertainty on which the act of questioning is based u e  states, in particular at- 
rihrdes (dealt with in Reinach 1911b. ZTnU and 1912113 0; cf. HTW 50). Many 
social acts are based not only on episodic mental acts but alsa on belief states 

I 
bound up with these. Thus the intention to do p on which a promising that p i 
based requires in its turn a belief that p i8 not but can become the cwe. 

The two states in which Reinach is particularly interested in his account of aocial 
I acts ire the two results of promising, claim and obligation. These illustrate a hew 

type of effect that social acts may have, distinct from e.g. the non-linguistic actions 
to which an order may give rise. If Jules promises Jim to d o  p then Jules has an 
obligstion towards Jim to do p q d  the latter has a claim on Jules in respect of p. 
Claims and obligations are clearly not experiences or acts, nor indwd any sort of 
episode (GS 174ff. Urns. 8 ; H W  53-54). 

We have now looked at all but one of the main marks of social acts according to 
Reinach. We have found in this account the thrw components of the diDcovery 
of speech acts mentioned by Levinson (see p. 31). Utterances are actions over 
and beyond their function of representing statw of Pffain. Certain u t t e m w s  
are bound up with a trait that Reinach calls the social act moment and which 
has come to be cDUed illocutionary force. A subclass of these utterances directly 
express illocutionary force - those containing "hereby" and a main verb in the 
present tense. Reinach's account u at its drstchiest when he &ah with this l u t  
point. 

I It remains to consider one other mark of social acts - their indifference t o  truth 
and falsity. This criterion provided Austin with his starting point but it doer not 
figure in Levinson's list of the main components of the discovery of speech acts. 
either because Austin himself was sceptical about the criterion's value or because. 
since Austin, a number of writers have argued that a promise, for example, does 
have a truthmaker. 

53  'BEYOND TRUTH AND FALSIIY' 

. . . writers on iurisomdence have constantlv shown themselves aware of the =~~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

~ ~~~~~ 

varieties 2 infe[lcYy and even at times of th; peculiiri&s of the performative 
utterance. Only the still ndespread obrcorion that the utterances of the law 
must somehow be statements inre or fplre has prevenwd many lawyers from 
getting this whole matter much s t w t e r  than we are likely to - and I would 
not even claim to know whether some of them have not already done so (HlW 
19) 

Austin's 'first' theory of speech acts - 'the special theory' that i gradually r e p h d  



in the course of How to Do Things with Words - begin9 with a contrast between 
constatives, which can be true or false, and performatives, which can only be (in)ap- 
propriate. This is offered as the first preliminary descriptive mark of performatives. 
The same distinction is also made by Reinach in the course of his discussion of the 
social act of enactment (stipulation, Bestimmun~). And indeed Marty had al- 
ready noted that, pace Husserl, questions (and by implication other 'emotives' 
such as commands) "can be neither true nor false" (Marty 1908,308). 

The sentence in the first paragraph of the German Civil Code. "The ability of 
man to be a subject of rights begins with the completion of birth" is, he points 
out, not a hypothetical judgement nor indeed any sort of judgement (GS 299; 
trans. 103) but an utterance which, though categorical, "stands beyond the al- 
ternative true and false" (GS 300, trans. 104). Were we to read the sentence in a 
textbook of civil law, or were a jurist to make an assertion by uttering the sen. 
tence then what we read and what the jurist asserts would be the sort of thing that 
"can be true or false" and would in fact be true because of what the German Civil 
Code enacts or delemines. The utterance which is the enactment or "issuance" 
of the Civil Code '%an - in the teleological sense - be 'correct' or 'incorrect', 
'valid' law or 'invalid' law but never true or false in the logical sense" (loc.cit.). 
Just as a command goes wrong if the person uttering the order does not have the 
relevant authority (HTW 18) so too, were it to have been the case that Bismarck's 
state was entirely lacking in legitimacy then the promulgation from the German 
Civil Code mentioned above by the relevant lawmaker would have misfired. 

In the course of HTW Austin modifies his first crude contrast between what 
can be truelfalse and what can be happylunhappy. Statements, he comes to see, 
can be happy or unhappy, and the explicit warning "I warn you that the bull is 
going to charge" can be appraised with reference to the question whether it is true 
or false that the bull is going to charge (HTW 136). Austin is able to say that 
speech-acts such as warnings as well as statings have a truthjfalsehood dimension 
only because he docs not accept any "simple distinction of true and false" ( H W  
147). For he rejects the idea that there is any privileged way in which utterances 
can relate to facts (HTW 149). Facts come into our assessment of speech acts in 
"complicated ways" (H1W 142). Truth and falsity are now a "dimension of assess- 
ment", and so we are presumably to infer that they are not features that some 
utterances have independently of any activity of assessment. 

If enactment is beyond truth and falsity, this is certainly not the case for all 
social acts. The social act of informing someone that p contains, as we have seen, 
the action of asserting and an asserting is the paradigm case, along with silent 
judgings, of what is this side of truth and falsity. Reinach is committed to an old- 
fashioned, realist and univocal notion of truth. And on this view, some social acts 
u e  and some are not capable of truth and falsity. 

The relevance of Reinach's realist commitment to truth-makers to his account of 
social acts is most apparent in his discussion of enactment. He there distinguishes 
sharply between acts that do and acts that do not "fit" states of affairs (GS 304f.; 
trans. 107ff.). JuQngs and assertings are conforming acts, acts of fit (Anpamngs- 
&re); questions and enactments are not. The positing character of an asserting 
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"tries to conform" to the independently obtaining or non-obtaining states of 
affairs." It is true that, as we saw above, a question has asits content or correlate, 
that with which it is concerned, a state of affairs. But there is no obtaining or  non- 
obtaining state of affairs to which it stands in any relation of fit (GS 305; trans. 
107). The assertion that a state of affairs is dubitable is an act of fit but not the 
corresponding question whether this state of affairs obtains. Similarly, in an enact- 
ment something is posited as being such that it ought to obtain but "there is no 
independently obtaining entity which runs parallel to it and to which it has t o  
correspond" (GS 305; trans. 108). 

There are two distinct types of predication that can be made about acts. The fust 
of these applies only to acts that can stand in the relation of fit to the world. 
"Only conforming acts can be logically right (richrig i.e. true) or not right, accord- 
ing as that which they posit as obtaining really obtains" (GS 306; trans. 108). . 

Reinach gives only judgings and wr t ions  (which are actions but do not require 
uptake) as examples but, as we have seen, imparting information (a social act) also 
belongs here insofar as it contains an asserting (cf. HTW 90). And perhaps, too, 
Austin's example of a warning. 

But we must avoid making a mistake which might lead us to think that '?he 
requirement of conforming . . . to the facts" is more common than it really is. 
It is true that so called wh-questions - for example, "Who killed Virginia?" - 
normally rest on a belief that someone killed Virginia (or some other proposition. 
depending on the precise intonation with which the sentence is uttered). And 
since such a belief may fit the fact% must we not conclude that questionings of 
this sort are acts of fit? To draw this conclusion is to overlook the distinction 
between episode (questioning) and state (belief). It is because neither the episode 
nor any part of the episode could fit any fact that Reinach would deny that ques- 
tioning is an act of fit. And as we shall see in the next section, because Husxrl and 
his pupils distinguish sharply between 'taking Virginia to exist' and 'asserting that 
Virginia exists' there is no way in which the act of posing a wh-question, as op- 
posed to its non-propositional constituents, or its statal underpinnings, can fit 
any facts. Questions, enactments, orders, requests, revocations, waivings do not fit 
facts. 

Austin never really explains why he drops the view that "fitting the facts" is 
a univocal notion - a view he seems to defend elsewhere (Austin 1970 123f.) - 
and replaces it by the claim that truthlfalsity is just one dimension among many 
of assessment of performatives. One of his reasons comes out perhaps in the 
following passage: 

Can we be sure that stating truly is a different class of assessment from arguing 
soundly, advising well, judging fairly, and blaming justifiably? Do the= not 
have something to do in complicated ways with facts? . . . Facts come in a8 well 
as our knowledge or opinion about facts. (HTW 142) 

" John C~osby's good lIsndatian of Reinach 1913 tnnslatcs 'bestehen' u 'exist', sr do W u u -  
hton of the 7hxraNi, ratho than 'obtain' 
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. Austin doubts that the 'attempts that are constantly made to effect this dis- 
tinction' are successful. Reinach's description of the second type of predication that 
is applicable to acts is dsigned to go some way towards effecting a clear separation 
between social acts that can and those that cannot fit the world. It concerns the 
predicable "- is grounded" (gegrindet, justified; "is teleologidy right") 

A question is grounded insofar as the state of affairs which it puts into quen 
tion ts objectively doubtful; an enactment is grounded insofar as the norm whtch 
a enacted, objectively ought to be. (CS 306; trans. 108)" 

So social acts are connected in at least two 'complicated ways' with states of 
affairs. First, the intentional correlates of acts are states of affairs. Second, if an act 
is grounded, it is grounded by a state of affairs in which the act's correlate occurs. 
Jim's querying whether p is justified if and only if p is really doubtful. Only states 
of affairs can stand in the grounding or justification relation according to Reinach 
(GS 83; trans 339). But neither of these two connexions with states of affairs 
imply that such acts fit or conform to states of affairs, i.e. are true or false. 

Does Reinach's distinction enable him to overcome sceptical objections of the 
sort that impressed Austin? Is the distinction between fitting facts and being 
grounded or just if~d a clear distinction? It would be necessary to discuss Austin's 
examples one by one in order to settle this matter. But it should already be clear 
that it is because Reinach takes the category of state of affairs so seriously that he 
is able to distinguish between 

(a) the relation of fit between some acts and states of affain 
@) the relation every soeial act has to its content - a state of affairs which 

is commanded, questioned etc. 
and 

(c) the grounding relation between states of affairs. 

Reinach would want to argue against Austin that the latter's willingness in HTW 
(but not elsewhere) to move backwards and forwards between "-- is true or false" 
and "-- can be assessed with respect to truth and falsity" leads him to blur the dis- 
tinctions between (a), (b) and (c). That Jim praised Julia to Jim will turn out to be 
grounded or not if Julia is or is not really praiseworthy, and to assess whether this 
is the tax we must refer to various true and false claims. But this does not show 
that the act of praising someone tries to fit a fact in the way that the act of in- 
forming does. Yet as long as the distinction between an act or its matter, on the 
one hand, and the correlative state of affain on the other hand is not drawn sharply 
Reinach's position is unlikely to convince. 

A number of writers after Austin, from Lemmon and Hedenius onwards, have 
ugued that the use of an explicit performative such as 'I promise . . .' to make a 

"Rcinrh'r unlortu~te reptition of the tum 'right', one  in the collocation 'logically right' 
and oona in the collocation 'tckokgiully ryht' m y  mlleod. 'lhe httw h opposed both to 
the formsr and to PU the diffucnt m~ts of defects or modifiutbm to which act8 u c  subject 
md which we rh.U laok at in 86. 

promise does indeed have a truthmaker. It is made true by the act's o c c u n e n ~ e . ' ~  
Gardies, who defends this view against Reinach, is able to point to one passage 
where our philosopher comes close to this theory. As we have seen, Reinach writes 
about the function of 'hereby' in that social act which is the acceptance of a 
promise that 

'I hereby accept' contrasts clearly with 'I have inwardly assented' and with 
'I shall inwardly assent'. One should not overlook the distinctive function of the 
'hereby" It refers (hinweisen) to an event which is happening at the very same 
instant as the performance of the act, it refen, that is, to the acceptance 
which here as it were designates itself. (GS 206; trans. 30) 

Now 'hereby' is here a referring deictic particle. As we know, social acts have 
components which are propositionally articulated meanings and some parts of these 
may refer. What 'hereby' designates is part of the episode of which its employment 
is a part. And as Cardies suggests, the part referred to is the act-quality or force of 
the whole social act, not its matter. But Reinach distinguishes sharply between 
namings of objects and propositionally articulated positings. And so we may 
say that although part of a social act functions as a name this does not imply that 
its propositional meaning corresponds to or fits a state of affairs." 

$4 MENTAL ACTS AND THE THEORY OF CONSTITUENCY AND DEPENDENCE 

We turn now from Reinach's description of social acts to his account of their 
structure. This account has two main features. First, just as Reinach regards a 
social act as a temporal episode, so too he regards each of the components of these 
episodes and associated states - that is to say, all the features described above - 
as particulars. The social act moment of promising, the linguistic tokens employed. 
their associated meanings -what are nowadays often called mental tokens - the 
act of uptake and the experience on which all this superstructure is erected - 
they all belong to the ontological category of non-repeatable particulars. 

The second feature concerns Reinach's account of the way such particulars 
hang together to form a social act. In setting out the structure of different social 

"Lemmon 1962, Hcdeniur 1963. Grewendorf 1979, de Cornuliu 1975. Cardies, this volume 
pp. 110-111. 
" C u w u ~ y  cnourh, II u Huuwl m hu scmmt of q u c a t t o ~ s  to the L o g ~ ~ t  inuespotlont 
(L I  VI g g67-70). an account he qurckly e v e  up, who fust put f o w d  the ww that qucr 
110nmgs have truthmaken. But he only adopts this vlew because he MI t o w  that questton. 
ings, cornmandings clc. are wcid acts. See in particulu 070 whwe Huwrl formuks the 
thesis that a question u n  be truc or Nrc, and his discuuion of BoLano's very s h h  mn- 
elusion. See d w  M u t y  1908, 369, who Rises wme intcrcsliq questions about Husrcrl's 
view, in particulu the question whether Huued's vicw commits him to the thesis that qucr 
tionings am truc or fdrc dciaic uttennccr On Huuerl's vicw mmmmdings, questianings 
etC. contain rcfcmly cxprclriona t h d  rcfcr to components of statu of aiflira (670) - the 
point that Rc i~ch  makes about 'hwcby'. Unlikc Reimch. Hurwl wnsludo fmm this that 
queaionings have truth-makas. 



acts Reinach draws repeatedly and heavily on the theory of structure set out in 
Husserl's third Logical Investigation, which is entitled "On the Theory of Wholes 
and parts"?' 

&cause Reinach is using this theory, he has little to say about the (many) 
problems it poses. He refers to it in these terms: "Insofar as philosophy is on- 
tology or the apriori theory of objects, it has to do with the analysis of all kinds 
of objects as such". (GS 172; trans. 6). The a priori theory of objects is f o m l  
ontology and not to be confused with the different f m t e ~ l  ontologies that result 
from applying the formal theory to the domain of mental acts or social acts (GS 
431). lust as set-theoretic structures hold whether or not they are applied to 
psychological, physical, ideal or fictive objects, so too the theory of dependence, 
wholes and parts is neutral with respect to the object domain it applies to. It does 
not, however, enjoy the same degree of neutrality enjoyed by set-theory (nor, 
correlatively, is it so completely indifferent to its applications as is the latter). 
It applies primarily to spatio-temporal entities (cf. LI 111 $13, but also 57 (a)). 

Reinach's use of Husserl's theory shows itself first at the terminological level. 
I list some of the more important of his technical terms and give definitions 
for them which capture the way they are used by Reinach and which are simpli- 
fied versions of definitions to be found in Husserl's thrd Investigation. Reinach 
uws two groups of expressions. 

The first group of terms - (necessrry) presupposition, foundation relation 
(e.g. GS 179; trans. I I), a is nor possible without b, dependence - concerns a 
relation which can be defined as follows: 

Dl. a is founded on b iffa is necessarily such that it cannot existiendure1 
go onloccur unless b existrlendures etc. 

m e  four verbs - exist, endure, go on, ocnu - capture the cases where a refers 
to a continuant (a thing), to a state, to a process, to an event. Reinach also refers 
to this relation as a variety of univoca/ d e t e m i ~ t i o n  or exisfentirrl connexion. 
(GS 185; PdR 32-33; trans. 15) but it is only one variety. because determinations 
may also be purely accidental connexions between temporal entities. His favourite 
term for a necessary connexion between temporal entities (it is Husderl's favourite 
too) is essential comerion (GS 185. PdR 33, trans. IS). 

Dl coven two quite distinct cases, which can be captured as follows: 

D2 b is an essential part of a iff a is founded on b and b is a part of a 
D3 a is dependent on b iff a is founded on b and b is not part of a (cf. 
(LI 111 $22.$14) 

axHur~rl here provided in quasi-uiamltic form a theory af existential dependence and wt- 
whole relations which, with the quite different theory of put-whale relations developed by 
B~enuao in his l i p r y  of CQle8oner and Raum. Zeit und Kontinuurn ( S p x e ,  Time andcon- 
tinuurn), ir one of the two great achievements wifhin the Brentrnirt tradition of work on 
analytic metaphysics or loma! ontology. On Husxd'r thwry re Smilh and M u U ' i  1982, 
Sunans1982. 

Independence or self-sufficiency (GS 192. 197; WR 41,47; trans. 20, 24) can bc 
defined as follows: 

D4 a is independent of b iff a does not found b 

Closely connected with the notion of foundation is the notion of necessary de 
re exclusion or incompatibility (ZTnU GS 73. TNJ trans. 330; GS 210, trans. 33) 

DS a necessarily excludes b iff b is necessarily such that there is some in- 
dependent whole which contains it, but not a ,  as a part. (cf. 1 1  111 610) 

One-sided and twesided or mutual dependence can easily be defined: 

D6 a is one-sidedly dependent on b iff a ia dependent on b and b is not  
dependent on a. (L1111 $16) 

D7 a is mutually dependent on b iffa is dependent on band b is dependent 
on a 

Reinach's second group of terms refer to the different relata of these relations. 
He speaks of bearers, findnments, moments. (cf Dl. 03). abstract prrfs (cf. D2). 
Bearers or fundaments are independent of what they support (GS 179, trans. 11); 
in (D6) b is a bearer or fundament ofa ,  which is a moment of b. 

A third terminological indication of Reinach's commitment to Husserl's theory 
of dependence is his reference to independent variation, for example, in the passage 
quoted above (pp. 32-3). lust as colourcan vary whilst extent remains constant and 
vice versa, so too can the linguistic component of a social act vary whilst its force 
remains constant or vice versa. Mutual dependence between determinables such as 
colour and extent goes hand in hand with independent variations of the deter- 
minates of these determinables (cf. LI 111 54). 

Since Reinach's account of social acts builds on Husserl's account of mental 
acts and since mental acts are the domain to which Husserl applies his theory of 
dependence in greatest detail in the Investigations, I shall outline Husserl's appU. 
cation of his theory to mental acts and then Reinach's adjustments to this. We shall 
then be in a position to understand Reinach's further step, the application of the 
theory of dependence to social acts. 

Husserl argues that the psychological episodes we call jud@ngs, wanderings, 
rememberings etc. consist of two mutually dependent features or moments: their 
matter or sense and their quality. Although the matter and quality of mental 
episodes are mutually dependent they are clearly only one-sidedly dependent on 
their bearer, the relevant judger, wonderer etc. Thit analysis can be represented 
diagrammatically as follows: 

i I quality : 

I bearer I 



Here, and in what follows, solid frames indicate that the objects depicted by the 
nominal expressions in the different boxes existlendure etc. independently. Single 
lines running from broken to solid walls of adjacent frames represent relations of 
one-sided dependence, double lines represent nlrtions of mutual dependence. In 
order to indicate that quality and matter u e  elkntial parts of an act (cf. D3) we 
make use of nested boxes 

DMBnun P 
m e  two dimensions of mental acts distinguished by Husserl can be understood 

as a very general version of Frege's distinction between force and sense (or of 
Wittgenstein's mwdlmdical distinction. Hare's neustic/phrastic distinction, or 
of Searle's modelcontent distinction etc.). Hunserl's distinction, unlike that of 
FregeVs and of m y  later philosophers, is explicitly formulated as an application 
of the theory of dependew and constituency to mental ads. In plrticulpr, Hussed 
d e a  thne claims that go well beyond what hor been argued by other philosophers 
writing on the forcelsense distinction. 

mnt rh. nuslitvlmtter distinction applies both to acts that have a proposi- ,.,..., ...- ---.,,. .~ . - 
uonJ matter and to those that have a non-propositional matter - a 'simple' seeing 
of m s  and an 'cpistemic' w ing  that Hans is running, a dreaming of Alice as 
well as a dreaming that Alice is pursuing a flamingo. In other words, what we have 
here are two of the basic dimensions along which whatever is psychological can 
vlry independently. Secondly, the matter or sense of an act is regarded by Husserl 
as an occurrent which, although it instantiates a Platonic entity (Husred talks of 
.'snecics". rather than '\nivenslr") very much resembling a Fregean Thought is -r - -~ . 
not identical with any such entity. 

Third, 'quality' is a determinable rangitlg over not different mental verbs but 
the corresponding mental evenb orsum. see, judge, remember etc. which Husserl 
classifus according to whether they have the feature positing (as do judging that 
p, that p, seeing A )  or not (as in the case of assuming that p, hwgining an 
A). Some idea of the subtlety of this account can be provided by considering one 
of its implications. The diitinctioos just set out imply that from 

(1) Jim has just asserted that Jules loves Jane 

we cannot infer 

(2) Jim lm just asserted that Jules exists 

rain fact b e  relation bctwrcn qudity and nuttcr on the one hand md act on the other hand 
i, smnwr thm that of eucntial constituency (D3) sine not only o n  an a n  not occur without 
thew con.titvmu but no qwlity and matt" juir u n  occur unlu. tome rst occun. On thuc 
distinctions ue Smithmd Mullign 1982.1984. 

Rather, on Husserl's account, the truthmaker of (1)contahs an act which is Jim's 
taking Jules to exist in using 'Jules'. This act, like Jim's seeing or remembering 
Jules, is a positing act with a non-propositional act quality. It therefore differs 
from propositional acts such as assertions to the effect that Jules loves Jane or 
even that Jim exists. 

Husserl argues that mental acts also have a third necesvvy component - in 
the case of perceptions, sensations, in the c w  of assertings and judgings, signs. 
The determinable term for this third component is representatives (LI VI $25; 
V $22). But although Husserl claims that representatives are necessary components 
of acts he fails to say whether or not there are relations of dependence F i g  
signs or sensations on the one hand to quality and matter on the other hand." 

Reinach appears to accept the main lines of this account. He too distinguishes 
between propositional and non-propositional acts, and between positing acts such 
as asserting and non-positing acts such as assuming(CS 108.106; tram. 365,363). 
And, as we have already seen, he too accepts that all acb can vary in at least the 
two dimensions of quality and matter. But in a series of improvements to Huwrl's 
views, mainly in On the Theoy of the Negatfive Judgemenf. Reinach develops hu 
account of spontaneous acts, which will be incorporated into his account of rocial 
acts. He is at pains to distinguish sharply between punctual, spontaneous acts such 
as meanings or intendings of objects achieved by using nominal and sentential 
expressions and the possibly dnwn-out episodes or stater in which we for example 
see Hans, dream of Alice or observe a state of affairs. He suggest, that the punctual 
intending or meaning of objects is always bound up with a used expresion, must be 
linguistically clothed (ZTnU CS 66, 70, 73; TNI trans. 323. 327, 330; GS 360). 
The relevant intending or meaning - 'meaning'. here md elsewhere. it will be re- 
membered, is a gerund, to be read in the same way or 'promising' or 'ju-g' - 
is in turn bound up, as we have seen, with a quality, an act moment such as assert- 
ing or assuming. Spontaneous meaning can be propositionally articulated meaning 
or non-propositional meaning (the former presupposes the latter) m d  it un be 
positing or non-positing." Reinach's advance o w  Hwserl is his recopition that in 
the case of spontaneous meanings what we h v e  is a ihree-way dependence relation 
between signs, meanings and quality. The picture that results looks like this: 

l-rn~~ll~l 
F - J & ~ ~  usad name(s) andlor san tem (positing or 

nonpositingl t 

Diqrarn 3 

'' Hwccrl is ah quiet about the deuiptive qucstbn u to the tuture of tho 'pyehie m e  
Ititucntr' that would play the rune role in silent judynp u o r d i  s i p  in m i w  (St 
Witynrtein's better known den- on the nme hue). His & m a  h u t  the ontolo#d rUtw 
of repruentativcr is probably not unmnncctcd with a genuine worn. .bout the DZln shtion 
between cuwtid oonstitucncy and dependence, Le. bctwwn Dl md D3. 
UReinach does not p into the differen- between pmpodtiaod u d  oon.pmpositio~ulm~ 
in81 in my dcUiL 
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Reinach's account of signs1s implies a threefold classification between: 

- mental acts that are not essentially bound up with sign-uses; 
-mental acts that are essentially bound up with sign-uses - the complex 

unity that results is then a species of linguistic action; 

and 

-social acts, which are communicative in the strong sense that they require 
uptake, and which contain acts in the last two categories. 

Many writers accept only one or two baac categories (Speech Acts or Speech 
Acts and Mental States). Not every act with the structure set out in Diagram 3 
is. as is often assumed today, a speech act. Assertions I make whilst going through 
an argument alone in my study as well as wishes such as 'If only A were B!' (ZTnU 
CS 62; TNJ trans. 319). most uses of Signs for purposes of calculations, inference 
etc. and all acts of writing fall short of being speech acts, except in a derivative 
sense of the term, yet are clearly such as to involve uses of signs in just the way 
suggested by ~ e i n a c h . ~  

There is a second improvement by Reinach of Husserl's account of the structure 
of mental acts, one we have already met with. Mental acts, like social acts, are 
temporal episodes that is to say events, processes, or short-lived states. It is there- 
fore impor~ant not to confuse these with enduring states, in particular with the 
attitude (Stellungnahme) of belief. Beliefs, unlike assertings and dreamings, do not 
occur. Both Brentano and Huserl fail to distinguish the episode which is judging 
hom the state which is belief. And the widespread contemporary use of the term 
poposirional attitude to refer indifferently to both episodes and genuine states or 
attitudes means that the exact conmexiom between episodes and states are often 
overlooked. The most important such connexion is described by Reinach. Every 
judging or asserting that pis one-sidedly dependent on some belief that p. (ibid.)?' 
That is to say 

I 

belief that p t- 

Diagram 4 

"See lu t  footnote; and 8. Smith in this volume pp. 193ff; on tho- 'Icpresentntive%' which 
u r  not signs but senutims, lee ZTnU CS 71. TNJ trsnr 327). 
"On the difference between eslculation and mmmunicstion. x r  Gudies 1985, ch. 11; on 
witing. Mulhpn 1978. 
a r O ~  ou whem Rciruch's distinction is of aucid importsnce is Moore's Psndox: "It's 

but I don? bJjovc it". As Fdkenbeq (1982 p. 124) points out Witlgenstein doer 
oecuiorully dininguirh bctwon 'mcaning what one says' and 'believing what one uyr' (L. 
Witlgenrtrin 1936 6 140) but by no m c m  alwryr. Yet the pculiar type of nohlogiesl w n t r e  
diction to which Moore's pPndox dnectr ow lttentan involver just some such distinction. 
Rdruch would diairyvirh r) m i n g  (an rpiIade) that p and that one b e l i m l  not-p and b)  
tho oxclu"m relation (d. DS) betworn -fling p (I. episode) and believiq not-p (a state). 
He would .Ira distinpilh bctwecn what one rvrru and what one i n t i m t a  or indicates in 
-tin(l. O. Wid that not-p and di,b.licf in Roiruch, us Smith. pp. 203ff. this volume. 

This distinction enables Reinach to take up an interest- middle position 
between two theses about assertion. The Frege.Husserl view that negation attaches 
to the matter of an assertion and that there is no polar opposite or counterpart 
to asserting wch as denying is now widely accepted. Reinach agrees with this 
thesis but points out that it holds only at the level of episodes. The siate of belief 
which is all too often conhrsed with the cpirode of asserting that p or asserting that 
not-p does, he arguer, have a polar oppaite, disbelief (as do striving, expectation 
etc). This is the grainoftmth in the othcnvise mistaken traditionalview thatjudging 
and denying are polar opposites (ZTnU CS 74.99, TNJ tram. 330,356).' 

Can we drnw the quality-matter distinction for the state of belief as we can for 
judging and assuminp? Wnach asserts that conviction, whether it is actual or not  
(see p. 64 below) has neither the matter of a presenting nor that of a spontaneous 
meaning but deliberately kwes this question open (CS 74; trans. 331). 

Let us look at what the rehtion of three-way dependence between sipuse. 
meaning and act-moment involves. Consider an asserting by Jules that Jane is jolly. 
If we assume, as did Frege or the early Husserl, the by now standard syniactic 
analpis of the utterance occurring in this episode, the complete picture looks 
like this: 

Jules 
alcrter 

Diagram 5 

asserting 
Here is to be read as: the token asserting of the species or type 

spontaneous act 
'is jolly' spontaneous act; - 

W 
as the token 'is jolly' of the synuctic type or species 

W etc. Notice, too, that the matter of the actual underlying conviction is numeri- 
cally distinct from the matter or meaning of the spontaneous act and that each in- 
stantiates a type, mention of which is omitted in the dugram 

"An example of the wnflstion of the two levels in what i, 0 t h -  Ule bM auount of 
the Fregc-Hunul the* since H u w l  u Guch 1972. X 4 f .  On judgement, h n m o d H u u a r l ,  
a e  Mu- 1987b. Rcinach'a account of di,bcLcf and -ti= mu,,, )rhld,m u p h t i o n  
of the linguistic phenomenon af 'Ns--R.i.inlb. 



,S HOW TO PIIT THE PARTS OF A PROMISE TWETHER 

$5.1 The Structure of S o c d  Acls 

We are now in a position to see what the connexions are between the different 
parts of a social act and the states with which it is bound up. The general structure 

a social act according to Reinach looks like this: 

speaker +I interlocutor czl 
This is only the bare schema of a social act because reference is made only to the 
highest or most general determinables under which the necessary parts of every 
w i a l  act fall and because the extra bits of structure peculiar to the different types 
of social act, which we shall look at below, are missing. The schema is easily ex- 
tended to deal with higher-order social acts, cases where more than one social 
x t  u e  meshed together, as is the case with question and answer and with the 
acceptance or rejection of a promise (GS 206, PdR 5 5 ,  trans. 30). In such cases 
we have a structure of the following Sort 

where A a question and B is an answer or A a promise and B the rejection of a 
promise. Social acts, then, can stand alone, or presuppose others. But the latter 
w should not be confused with the f u l f i e n t  relation that holds between many 
social acts and non-linguistic action e.g. between a command and its execution 
(Gs 194; t r m .  21). 

There we three differences between Reinach's account of m i d  acts and that 
of Huusrl. First, as we know, Reinach's account incorporates the three-way depen- 

dence relation between signs, meaning and act moment that is characteristic of 
spontaneous acts. Second, it incorporates the feature that distinguishes spon- 
taneous acts that are social acts from those that are not, the fact that the former 
require uptake. Husserl systematically ignores all phenomena that are not ne- 
cessarily bound up with theoretical acts such as judgings, asseriings, assumings. 
And when he does briefly deal with acts such as questions and answers he sig- 
nally fails to capture their pragmatic dimension. At LI V 929 Husserl points 
out that when a question is answered the structure this episode exemplifies is 
that of a phenomenal "Gestalt quality", a term he replaces in the second edition 
by 'moment of unity'. Question and answer are not, he points out, a mere se- 
quence, the latter is an individual relation - this is what the term 'moment of 
unity' means. But Husserl is interested only in the structure of question and answer 
insofar as some arbitrary thinker or theoriser is aware of an answer - this is whst 
the word 'phenomenal' means here. Husserl's view looks l i e  this: 

Diagram 8 

The answer Jules hears (or indeed gives himself) to his question ties him and 
his question together but on Reinach's account response and answer tie together 
both Jules and Jim.'9 

The thud difference concerns the notion of an act's quality or mode. Hussed 
argues for two basic types of force (f positing) and two basic types of matter. 
This provides him with the marks of the psychologicsl rout coun An episode 
is psychological (but cf. LI, V, lS(b)) if and only if it exhibits the three marks - 
quality, matter, representatives (i.e. signs or sensations). A psychological episode 
,e In s remark added to the vmnd edition of LI (IV $14). Huucrl points out that the dompin 

of a prior1 grammatical relations, in conmrt to the numww domain of l o @ d  grammu. in- 
d u d s  'relations of mutual undentmding among psychic subjects'. And Rcinach speaks of the 
importance of a pion !awl of social interaction for r o c i o l o ~  (CS 173; tMr 6; cf. CS 202; 
tram 27). 

B e f m  and ancr Reinech's discovery. Hvsurl did indced ocuriondy wc the term 'social 
acts' e.g. Husvrl 1952. 184. 194; Hua 1. 1973. 858. 1591. At Hua XIV, 1973. 82 .166 t  we 
m d  of 

. . . l o d l  acts, by m o m  of which aU h u m ,  prrorul communication h brou&t about. 
It is an important all; to study thew acts in their different forms m d  from k c  to make 
the eveno of aU locblity Usnlandenally mmprohcndblc. 

But. as so often, the Mu Hulurl ' l  preoccupation with makina sociality m d  cverythin(l e l x  
trmnsccndcnUUy mmprehenibk, (whatever thu mans), m a t  that he nova di4 a c t ~ y  
examine the Wucturcs of mcbl acts. Jun ar he rarely rctumd to the WL. beyn in the In- 
vEili@rlom. The term 'soh1 act' n m r  to have been. common one. It even oeaus in Bren- 
lano (1968. 119). 



may invoke in addtion to one of  the two basic types of act-quality a third type 
of actquality which is supervenient on one of these. Examples are provided by 
the affeerent occurrent emotions, desires, volitions etc. which Husserl baptises 
"non.&jectifying act-qualities" t o  distinguish them from "objectifYing act- 
qualities", a determinable term for the two determinates positing and non-positing 
acts (LI V $ 8 4 1 4 2 ) .  The connexion between matter and the different types of 
quality is, HUSWI v@es, always of the following form: 

objectifying qualihl matter 
, e.g. that P . 

It will be immediately appvent that the matter of a non-objectifying quality 
is ,psi that of the underlying act.quality (this is Hus%d's 'cognitive theory of 
emotions'), it has no matter of its own.ld in Reinach's account of social acts, by 
contrw,  we meet two types of act mode each of which has its own matter (e.g. 
the moment of questioning whether p, and the moment of entertaining P~ )? '  And 
the pair formed by the force of a social act together with its matter is dependent 
on the pair formed by the quality and matter of the underlying experience. The 
mter  pair is independent of the former i.e. trivially, it is de re possible for someone 
to entertain or wonder about p without him asking whether p. There is, however. 

contradiction between what Husserl and Reinach say. The former was con- 
cerned to  delimit the domain of psychological acts, the latter the domain of social 
,b. Questioning, etc. are not objectifying or nonabjectifying acts in 
~ ~ r s e d ' s  s e w .  Indeed precisely because they necsurily involve at least two 
individuals they differ totally from the acts described by Husserl. And in the case 
of those social acts that contain what Husserl describes as noo-objectifyingmental 
acts, nr for example pcomising, which presupposes the will t o  do p, Reinach's 

' ~ h ~  fact th.1 a matter as whole is always bound up with only one obicctihlngqu.lity 1s 
one of ~ ~ r a c ~ l ' s  reasons for denying that to avert that aRb is, amangst other thine. to assert 
that , (- pp. SZ). rhir fact is .lra st the battom of Huserl'8 adhelence to the 
dnciPLc t b l  to do nu r t  p is to say One Thing. 011 the importance of this principle. se . - 

Dummett 1981.36N. 
n.n, b b ~ a l  nhtion of dcpcndena between mttu and is sbwnt from the non- 

popasitiolul theoris of iudgrmrnt of Muty and Brentsno. What sort of an account of s0dd 
.ns one h.ve m give il one denicd, u Brentsno would have, that the mtter of a s d d  

.cl is distinst from that of the underlying expctiena? A rods1 .st would, 1 think, then have 

account can simply incorporate Hurrerl's analysis of their structure (as inDiag- 
I 1  below). 

The meanings that are bound up with the different linguistic components of 
the act, the namings and predicatings together with the total meaning they make 
up are determinates of Husserl's determinables 'propositional matter' and 'non- 
propositional matter'. And Reinach's 'meaning' conesponds fairly exactly t o  
what Austin caUs 'sense' ( H W  92ff.1. Austin also has equivalents of Reinach'r 
social act moment and underlying experience. But Reinach's account unlike those 
of Austin and Searle in Speech Acts is able to  specify a material difference between 
social acts and underlying experiences, the former but not the latter v e  punctual 
as weU as intimately vsociated with uses of signs. The ontological s t p a s  of social 
acts and underlying experiences and of their constituent abstract parts is precisely 
specified. Whereas Reinach transferred Husscd's quality-matter distinction t o  
linguistic actions and in particular social acts, recent philosophy o f  l a n g u a ~  and 
mind has in general gone in the other direction. Thus Searle mites: 'The distinction 
between propositional content and illocutionary force, a distinction fmil iar  
within the theory of speech acts, carries over to  Intentional states" (Searle 1973, 
261). And indeed because of the antimentalism prevalent in exact twentieth 
century philosophy Reinach seems for a long time to  have been the only philosopher 
in this century to have seen that the mode-matter distinction applies both t o  
mental acts and to  social or speech acts?= 

Both Austin and Searle, the latter in particular in his criticism of the former 
(Searle 1973), grapple with the distinctions between complex acts andconstituent 
acts, dependent and independent act parts but both lack the type of theory of  
these notions we find in Husserl and Reinach." 
31 Unlike many philosophers. Sculc systemnticnlly distinguishes between menW states at 

epicodes and speech acts. In Seprle'n ?erminology, the pnrsllcl dhtinctien in the donul. at  
lntcnlionnl states i1 that between '%eprcscntstive content" and the psychob&d m d e  or 
manner in which one has that rcpreaentative mntent" (Surlc 1982. 261. Ssule 1983 ch.1). 
Seule's "mpreuntatin content" cornsponds lo Huucd.8 nmttsr, but H w R  "rep&m- 
tptin content" or "sprerentativer" (L1 V I  $25) refen to the signs or maation, involved in 
acts. One other terminologicnl decision of hrle's needs some mrnmcnt. Ha distinguishel 
between questions about the "ontological category" to which menW rtates below md q u o  
lions lbout their "logid status" (Surlc 1982, 265). By "ontologid questions" Scnrlc under- 
sIands questions such n whether intentional states me neural canftutations, rnodKicationr of 
a Cattesian ego etc. From the stnndpoint of the present papu, which u that of Rehch and fha 
W I Y  Hurserl, questions about the formal features of abler and events, whcthu mcnW or not. 
belons to formal ontology, which has in wmmon with fanal  logic m intuslt in f a d  q- 
tion% but differs from the htta in that it is intuerled not in the fomul propeRie8 o rmc .~ lh s  
but in those of object* What Seprlc d s  "ontological questions" uc in the tuminolqy of 
HusW harden and Reinach, questions of nutcnsl ontotow. But que8tioar of this urn. 
c.B. What us rhe features of social and phydul entities, what arc their intcn&tlanr elc.. 
and in Wticulu questions r a i d  in the discussion about the idcntity theory of mlnd are in- 
timately bound up with formal ontolopical iUu such u tbe NtW8 of identity. minddcnw. 
depcndcna, containment. 
IS Awlin i t  one point wnddos the possibility of splitting sptch acts into two pws. a pa- 

?mati% OBning part and s Uutelause but rejests the i dy l i s  beau= of uttsrvlcea such u 
I liken x to y', 'I analyst x as y' ( H W  90). But it remn doubtful whethu thorc undoubdy 
mnWo~osiUrmal uunplcr u e  in fact explicit pcrlorautivss. (On the Urn& to w N I  Reid 
as we haw men, adhered, that pcrforllutim me away8 propositional, rt mto 13.) 



The posibility of repeated specification of the two moments of mode and 
suggests that the social act moments distinguished by Reinach, such as 

promising, commanding, questioning. enacting, are themselves dcterminables. 
Thus we should perhaps consider enacting as a determinable under which deter- 
minates such as mad, gmde, mle, certify, fall, questioning as a determinable 
under which interrogating, querying faU. informing as a determinable under which 
telling. mentioning, reporting fall. Cros.categorisations that take into account the 
restrictionr on different types of matter would then enable us to develop a more 
fine-gmined taxonomy of social acts. 

55.2 The &sic Social Acn 

Let us look now in turn at the actual structures of some of the different social 
acu according to Reinach. 

Remising. The structure of a promiw differs considerably from that suggested 
by the bare schema in Diagram 6, above all because of the two states of obligation 
and claim with which it is inseparably bound up (CS 174-189; trans. 8-17) 

O i q m  10 

Ro-r and promisee are existentially independent both with respect to one 
mother and with respect to whatever ties them together temporally. The obli- 
gation on the pmmiser to do p and the corresponding claim of the promisee on 
h i  are bilaterally dependent on one another md each Lasts as long as does the 
other. But since claims md obligations m y  have their roots not only in pro- 
misingo but in for example theft (GS 177; trans. 10) promises are only one-sidedly - 

S u r k  write of Austin that he 

still thimks that Laeutionvy and illocution.ry acts arc ~epwate  and mutudly cxdusive 
absV.ctianr The point I am making now i s  that there is no way to  abstract a rhetic act in 
the utterma of a compktc rcntcncc which d o o  not nbstract an iUocutian.ry act 93 well. 
for a rhctic act ha lwaysm illoevtianvy act of vlme kind or other (Sesrk 1973,148) 

S u r k  here d w l y  has in mind samethin# Like the notion of distinguishable but not exbten- 
twly rcpmblc entities ca d m  to Huvcrl and Rainach. But space predudcs any ~~~~~~~n 
of the implicit theory Surk m d  Austin employ in tdkin8 about force md matter (content). 
UlocuUolvry and locvtionuy actr, with the Huuc~l-Reiruch theory. In gcmnl,  we fmd in the 
wort of Austin m d  ScUIc only t r a w  of a recognition that the quite gencrd mutual dcpcn- 
drna  relation between mode and matter yields s swier of spciTkation, of the inland I W C -  

twe of mcnW m d  mid epiICdU. 

dependent on claims and obligations, just as they are one-sidedly dependent 
on people - who would otherwise be in the painful position of pennaently 
promising. The illocutionary force (or moment) of promising, the matter and the 
relevant signs jointly make up the spontaneous action of the promiser. This action 
is one-sidedly dependent on the internal experience peculiar to promisings, willing 
or intending that p. The different subscripts to matter p indicate that what are 
being referred to are numerically distinct m e n d  tokens which are totally similar 
to one another. Since uptake is not a spontaneous act its matter and signs are 
independent of one mother. As it stands, this is still only a Crude picture of a 
promise. For example, the will to do p is itself one-sidedly dependent on a proposi- 
tionally articulated wumption that p. In other words. (or rather picture), 

subject 

matter o . 

Diagram 11 

And matters would become even more complicated were we to take into account 
the relations of dependence that hold between assumings and the states o f  belief 
and disbelief. A different sort of simplification in our picture it that it ignores both 
the restrictions on the meaning in (or content of) a promise such as that it must 
concern a future event, an action etc. and reference to the different types of 
possible linguistic formulae (explicit vs. implicit performatives). 

that 

I 
I 

I I 

, I 

Commanding For the sake of simplification I omit any representation of the 
stwcture peculiar to the episodic will to do p, of the internal structure of uptaks 
and of the states of obligation and claim to which cornmandings give rise (CS 207, 
trans. 31) since these are by now familiar. When a command ia hued but the rele- 
vant "relation of submission" (ibid) does not obtain, then the command only gives 

to an obligation on the part of the addressee if the latter pe r fom the rd- 



ditional social act of promising to do what is ordered (ibid.). Reinach implies also 
that a command requires not only a state of submission or subordination but an 
actual prior social act of submision, which reem an unnecessarily strong claim 
(Gs ,bid, 196; trans. 23). even for Reinach. 

me m i d  act of reauesting something is obtained by eliminating the reference 
~ ~ - 

in this diagram to the relations of authority and subordination and by substituting 
the act-force of a request for that of a command. As we have wen, the structure 
of a request often resembles that of a command as far as its linguistic constituents 
and subjwnt experiences are concerned. A simplified representation looks like 

force: informing signs : uptake 
I -- -- - a - - - -  

I matter: meaning p, ! I 

I 

quality :asserting matter p2 

quality: belief 

speaker a 
info mi^. I t  is not always clear in Reinach's account (CS 194, PdR 42, Uans. 21) 
whcther toinformromeone that p isalso toassert that p. But clearly some subepisode 
t b t  we might describe as an actualization of the belief that p, or as a pasiting pre- 
sentation that p must, on Reinach's account, intervene between the state of belief 
and the episode of informing. 

55.3 wpes of Tempoml Entity 

Reinwh does not simply apply Husserl's theory of dependence and constituency 
to the new domain of social act% Any attempt to apply systematically formal dis- 
tinctions, or a formal theory. inevitably poses problems that are not specific to the 
domain under discussion. Reinach discovered three such issues and in each case has 
me th ing  new to say about the theory of dependence and structure. Reinach's 
f ist  contribution to the theory of dependence is a taxonomy of the entities to 
which this theory applies. Social acts, like all their constituents and associated 
states and beuers are temporal entities (GS 185, 306, 372). that is to say non- 
repeatable entitier This point is of course closely bound up with the fact that they 
u e  and have effects. But Reinach goes further than this and introduces an ex. 
h.ustive three way clurificdtion of all social acts. their parts and associated entities. 

They are all either even4 which he describes as being punctual, or processes, or 
states. Events occur at a point in time, processes unfold or  go on, states last or 
endure. AU spontaneous acts, whether they are simple linguistic actions such as 
assertings, or the making of a resolution, deciding or peterrins, or social actr such 
as promisings are, Reinach claims, punctual (ZTnU CS 62, TNI trans. 320).* 
Utterings of signs and deliberatings, however, are processes. &lief, claim. obli. 
gation and those presentations (Vorstellungen) that are not processes are states. 
AU attitudes, for example the (un)certainty or critical indifference to which a pro- 
cess of deliberation may give rise or the questioning attitude 1 may talre u p  writh 
respect to p. and which should not be confused with the social act of Dsldng a 
qucstlon, are states. The act of asking a question is punctual, the state is extended 
in time (GS 126, 141-42). The three-way classification applies to the descrip$ive 
psychology of mental actr (CS 366. 3 7 9 ,  to actions and physical entities (CS 
415ff.) which is why we must diitinpish between "general forms" such as state 
and process, on the one hand, and "special unities" such as actions, emotions, 
moods (CS 375) on the other hand. 

If Reinach's distinctions are justified this is of quite special relevance to the 
theory of parts and wholes. For mereological concepts enter into the definitions 
3f process. state and event. Thus events have no temporal p m s ,  nates can be wg- 
mented to yield homogeneous temporal parts i.e. every such part falls under the 
same concept as does the entire state. Processes have parts which are non-horn* 
geneous - nor every part of a conversation or a deliberation is a conversation or &. 
liberation. And we mlght add that, on the Aristotelian view of th&s, to which 
Reinach almost certainly adhered, such entities necessarily have no tempord 
parts.= 

But Reinach's views on this matter face two major difficulties. (A) In what 
sense, if any, is a claim or a belief a state and not, for example, a disposition? 
(0) Are there any punctual events and if so why should we describe spontaneous 
acts such as promising as punctual? 

ad ( A )  It may seem obvious that a belief is really a disposition rather than a 
state, and that my being in authority is merely the disposition of a group of people 
including myself to recognize my authority. One of the first philosophers after 
Reinach and Ramsey to clearly distinguish judgmg from belief, I. Hedcnius (1944), 
argues that the latter is a disposition to perform the latter. This objection can be 

"Rcinach's distinction between punaud social acts and pumtupl Linguistic actions reappurr 
in Vendler'a distinction betwetn performative verbs which have achievement (punctual) time 
Jchems and what he u l l a  the non-performative decidc~oup of verbs ( rd ize ,  dkowr, idm. 
rvy, mmmize). The foma  but not the latter can ocmr nomully in the fmt pnon  *ulu 
(Vtndlw 1967 ch. 5,1972 14ff.;CS 189; tnnr 18). 

Reimch mentions praising, blaming and forgivin8 u acts that resemble wution. Just as 
aswrting a n  occur in informing so too a n  forgiving, pni- and bhming o q r  in o m s -  
pondiw wcirl actr But they csn a h  owu alone, without uptake. Thop miom can be ex- 
preued in what Austin u lb  impure, hnlf-desaiptivc fashion and in comt.ti*os (HIW 83ff.) 
" A four-way dirtinction between events, proceuu, sa tu  and thinp along these lines ts 
worked out by inmden (1964, ch*pter V) who may Tmt have mme across the distinction 
in Relnach'r seminu. For wmc appliatioru and dirvuion oT Ute dirtinnion, me M v l l i p n  
and Smith 1986. 



sharpened by contrasting what is indeed a genuine example of a state with belief. 
Consider Sarah's state of complete uninterrupted serenity that lasts, say, an hour 
and is brought to an end by a silly thought. This genuine state makes true the 
claim that Sarah was serene from 6 to I .  But now, the objection runs, belief is 
not (need not be) this narrow kind of state, it normally lasts much longer than 
a state Iike serenity could last, so what kind is it? One weak reply to the ob. 
jection runs as follows. A thing is in a state iff some predicate F is true of that 
thing from 1, through to t,, since "- believer-p" is uue of Jim for a certain 
period he is in a certain state during that period. This is a weak reply, and an 
unacceptable one for Reinach, because it confuses Logical and ontological con- 
siderations. Reinach should be able to tell us what sort of entity a state is, and 
how it differs from and makes true such a predication. 

One way out of this dilemma for Reinach is suggested by some work of 
Meinong's on dispositions. Let us agree that dispositions are not temporal entities, 
they do not occur and they do not endure in the sense in which Lrah's state of 
serenity endures. Nevertheless, every dispositional statement is made true by the 
enduring existence in the relevant substance of a state (in the narrow acceptable 
sense of the word) which cannot be read off from the predication. Salt can dissovle 
in water; that this is true is due not to the continued inherence in the salt of a dis- 
position to dissolve - this is a mere linguistic trick answer obtained by nomina- 
lising the predicate - but to the continued existence of the chemical structure of 
U s  salt. Then we may say that the 'state' of belief is actually a disposition (to 
judp, to inform etc.) which in turn is based on an actual state - in the narrow 
rnse - which does inhere in the believer. This state is the neurophysiological 
trace (imprint) or result of the first acquisition of the belief that p. The 'states' 
of authority and obligation are more complex. They can only be saved by re- 
jecting Reinach's absolute distinction between having authority and being held 
to have authority and by distributing the latter amongst a plurality of subjects. 
I enjoy a position of authority only if some sufficiently large group of agents 
hold me to be in authority. But that I am held to be in authority is a disposition 
of these agents to agree, if asked. hi I have authority, to treat me as such etc. 
Actualisations of these dispositions are mental acts but these in turn are based on 
non-phenomenal. ingrained underlying states that ensued on these people learning 
to attribute authority to me.* 

ad /B) What can Reinach possibly mean when he says that my asserting or 
promising p are punctual? He does not (only) mean thal, as Vendler puts it, the 
time schema of these verbs is punctual (1%7,97ff.), that Jim cannot be said to be 

UReinlch -riondly dirtinpirhcr betwen nctusl md non-actual states (GS 189; trans. 
18) rl. of bdief. An ncturi bdicf that p such a1 l e  belief that hsts as long as my nrrertive 
utcpmoc "lane is jolly" but which muld ouUivc the latter for s tho* period of time k g .  
whilst 1 expatiate on upcU af hn buuty) is a red prychologial state of wecircly the same 
ro* ar Sush't rrcnity. But it is doubtful if Rciruch would leapt that my IS year old mn- 
*iction that p is r r d  neurophyriologid ilste of my body. On Mcinong's theory of dispei- 
tiom roo MdIgm 19810; a common but w r o d t ~ d e d  objsctbn to the u l o w y  of satoh 
prticvluly phyricll sates is that they are actually wmplexss of event. md proears. This 
"to confuse the 4s' of wnstitution wilh identity. 

meaning that p. Reinach is primarily concerned with the structure of social acts 
themselves, and it is for one constituent of these that he claLns punctuality. Of 
course, if he is right the linguistic consequences will follow immediately. If my 
promising is punctual then all references to it and reports of it wiU be made true 
by a punctual event and so cannot be formulated in the continuous aspect. 

There is a claim intermediate between the 'linguistic' claim - perfornative 
verbs in the progressive form cannot be used to perform prom& etc. - and the 
strong, ontological claim to which we shall come shortly. Namely, the phenomed 
or phenomenological claim. This asserts that promising, unlike uttering or delibera- 
ting, seems to the speaker t o  be punctual. Consider the related case of the pheno. 
mend non-locatedness of emotions as opposed to sensations such as pain. Ema 
tions take place mughly where my body is - where else could they take place? 
But they are not given to me as localized. In the same way, the argument & h t  
run, my promisings are such that I cannot be aware of them as having had any 
duration. Perhaps because they are only "loorly linked to time". 

Unfortunately Reinach gives no account of what it means to say thal my promis- 
ing that p or my asserting that p are punctual. The problem js that such evenis 
depend on processes, i.e. on temporaily extended entities, in particular on ut- 
terances and uptake. So the question arises: when does the promise occur? A 
similar problem had worried both Husserl and Meinong: when do I hear a melody? 
After I have heard the last tone, most of the tones . . . ? (Cf. Meinong 18991 
1971, 111; Husserl 1966, 216fS.). Can one say that the punctual promising is iden- 
tical with the end of the last temporslly extended component of the entire process 
of utterance and uptake? In the case of ihe melody this would mean thpt my 
hearing the melody is just (the end of) my hearing the lrst tone of ths tone sequencd 
I have been listening to (notice the different time.schema of  the verbs 'hear' md 
'listen to'). Or to take another related example, my winning the race would be 
identical with reaching a certain point on the race track. 

But a promise is distinct from the fmd phase of the intcrlofutor'r grasp of the 
last sign uttered, winning is distinct from reaching the tape. The very fact ihat, on 
Reinach's theory the production of the moments of act force and meaning and of 
the temporally extended utterances are dependent on one another implies that 
they are distinct. Similarly, the act as a whole and the end of the up* of the 
last word are mutually dependent and so distinct. The occurrence of promising 
depends as we have seen on a complicated relatiod network, just as winning pre- 
supposes a relational network - the winner must be ahead of other competitors 
etc. 

There is an ambiguity in the use of the word 'promise' (or 'command' etc.) 
which may easily mislead and which must be cleared up. When Reinach says a 
promise has occurred and describes its inner structure the promise he is derdbing 
is not identical with any promise any single individual could nuke. To the promise 
which occurs, uptake is necessary, but the promiser is not responsible for the 
uptake. What the promiser does in the narrow, usual sense of the word is to pro- 
duce the trio of sign, meaning (matter) and rocid act moment (force). (He h s  
the relevant underlying experience, or is in the relevant state). This u m eatenbl 
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part of the promise that occurs. When Reinach describes promisings etc. he is not 
in the first place describing what people do but what happens i.e. complex patterns 
of what pairs of individuals think and do and of social arrangements. (The am- 
biguity in the use of the word 'promise' is yet another example of a linguistic 
phenomenon often pointed out by the Brentanists: a psychological or action t e n  

often used to refer to a whole, one part of which can also be referred to by using 
+I.. term. Thus "Jim's regret that p" may refer either to the whole consisting -..- --. .--. - 
of awareness that p and his emotion or to the latter). 

~f we m& such a distinction then we may say that (a) the production of act 
force and meaning coincides with but is not identical with the end of the relevant 

action, and that (b) the occurrence of n social act and ending of uptake are 
not identical but coincident. To be coincident is to occupy the same spatietern- 
m r d  oosition. A promise occurs at the point -- in time which is the ending of the r - ~  . 
process of uptake but these are not identical." 

Thip suggestion means that we must opt for one of three ontological alternatives. 
Either we say that the punctual production of meaning and force precedes but is 
bileterally dependent on uptake. Or we say that the former is bilaterally dependent 
on the latter relative to the whole social act. (cf. U 111 $13). Or that a promise 
is a moment linking my promising and your uptake, where the latter 
depends only unilaterally on the former. 

Whichever option we adopt, some distinction between what 1 do and what gets 
done is needed to overcome a welllnown disagreement in speech act theory. In- 
tentionalist accounts of illocutionary force in terms of speaker's (complex, corn 
municative) intentions argue that Austin was mided about the nature of illocu- 
tionary force by concentrating on institutionally based locutions and the associated 
social amngements (Strnwson 1964). A sharp distinction between the structure of 
the promise that occurs, on the one hand, and the promise 1 perform together with 
its psychological or intentional underpinning, on the other hand, indicates how 
thisdisagreement can be overcome. 

55.4 Dependence 

Reinach's second contribution to the theory of constituency and dependence con. 
e r n s  a distinction he introduces between two types of dependence. 

Dependence can mean different things. In the defmitions dven in 54 all the 

Is 82 I distinguish between philowphers who employ part-whale talk but do not want to be 
to my aerious recount of puts and whole and philamphers who do. A rimillr 

distinction applies to the c~ent /~m~ed~ate /d i spo~ i t ian  clslrification. Wittgenstein's phil* 
mphy mind often makes use of ulch s classification. But we u c  not to think that any 

theory be in the offing. For nw-Wittgenrtcinw scepticism about such a clpuification 
and zcfsrcnas to it in Wittgendein, tee Bskm and Hacker voL 1,19801 597ff. For an eccounl -~~ 

that takes parts of epimdw suioudy, lee Thomplon 1977. 
On the rebtion between punctual events and processas, tee lohanrron 1987, who arguo 

that the former u c  r species of 'non*cnuine ppru'. Coincidcnes ir discussed and employ4 10 
soh a nricty of different ploblems in Simon8 1987. 

variables were nominal variables ranging over spatio-temporal entities?' In Dia- 
gram 5 we referred to tokens instantiating types or species. Both Husperl and 
Reinach thought that dependence relations normally only obtained between 
temporal (or spatio-temporal) instances of universals - 'essences,' or 'species' 
as they called them. I shall use capitalised expressions as syntactically independent 
names of denizens of this third realm. Thus instances of Use of the Negation 
Sign depend unilaterally on instances of Use of Name of State of Affain according 
to the syntactic theory set out in the fourth of Husserl's Logical Inve~ t iga r ions~~  
Or consider a fragment of the structure of a promise, the dependence relation 
between the spontaneous social act of promising and the mental act of intending. 
This one-sided dependence relation would be read by Husrerl and Reinach as 
follows. 

I (A) No instance of the species Social Act of Promising can occur unless soine 
instance of the species Episodic Volition (Intention) occurs. 

For philosophers with Platonist leanings such as Husaerl and Reinach thc step t o  
a reading of the following sort is a mall one: 
(B) the Species Romising depends on the Species Episodic Volition (cf. LI 111 

7(a)). 
Neither of these two interpretations assert that any temporal entity exists, the 
former is a hypothetical sentence in so far as it concerns temporal entities, the 
latter is categorical but contains only names of species. For Reinach and for H w d  
a dependence relation such as that between a particular promising and a particular 
volition - call them Peter and Vera - normally only obtains in virtue of one or 
both of these two claims. Peter actually depends on Vera because at least one of 
(A) or (B) is h e .  Peter actually depends on Vera means that Peter could not 
have occurred without Vera. But this particular dependence relation is, for Husrerl, 
an instantintion of (A) or (B), as the singular sentenos reporting it is an instan- 
of a general claim (A) or the specification of a singular claim about species (8). 
Reinach is quite explicit about how the distinction between particular dependence 
relations and their heavenly counterparts applies to the specific domain of social 
acts. The moment of promising in Pierre's promiae yesterby at midday is an in- 
stantiation of the species Act of Promising which 'realizes' itself in this and that 
promising (GS 303), the particular meaning or wordy thought bilaterally depen- 
dent on this moment of promising is an instance of theSu1.z or  abstract proposition 
hovering above its realizations in Pamela's promise in E n g M  yerterdsy and Pierre's 
promise in French today (ibid). It is true that Reinach does not mention any 
linguistic type of which the uses of tokens by Pamela or by Pierre would be reali- 
zations, but we may be sure that;Wre Husserl, he was committed to them."' 
II Rcinach indicates st GS 372 that some of the entities studied by duoiptirc psychology are 
kmporal but not rpatid. He gives no argument for thir view and it lasml to me to be jurtincd 
anly to the extent that many psychologid entities do notpcimt i h e ~ I w ~ u b e i n g l o ~ .  
*On the difference bctwm the FregcHusscrl view that the togicd eannectives mmbiw with 

of Stater of .flairs and the s t ~ d u d  view. see Gudier 197511985 ch. V11. 
It i: worth notins that Reinach oncn usel the tcnn 'act' to refer to 8 guficvlu nthcr than 

to a species He also sometimes uses the tcnn 'cxpncnes' to refer to a prticvLr social .ct 
Rthu thw the cxpericnec that undediu a lod.l act. 
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Two questions now suggest themselves. Is there a nominalist reading of (A) 
which would back up particular dependence relations such as that between Peter 
and Vera without committing us to Platonic species? (A distinct question: is 
there an Aristotelian reading of (A) committing us only to instantiated species?). 
Are there examples of particular, individual dependence relations which are not 
backed up by general claims like (A) - however it is interpreted - or (B)?" 
Reinnch described some such examples and even seems to have been aware of the 
implications that the existence of such cases have for the theory of dependence. 
Consider the two social acts of enactment and command: 

The two acts can be related in such a way that an enactment founds a command. 
The leader of a group can tell the members of the group that he enacts that this 
or that should be thus or so. He can then give the command to the individual 
members to realize the content of the enactment. In other cases an enactment or 
a command is found by itself. But an enactment can never complete (erganzen) 
a command in the way in which a command can complete an enactment as the 
mans  which realies the enactment (GS 302-303) 

The relation between instances of Enactment and instances of Command is not 
backed up by claims of the same sort as (A) or (8). It is not the case that no in. 
stance of Command can occur unless some instance of Enactment occur. But, says 
Reinach, it is possible for a command to be one-sidedly dependent on an enact- 
ment. Another example of this type of sporadic dependence is the relation between 
convictions and what Reinach describes as presentings (a determinable for mental 
acts such as wing, smelling etc., see Smith this volume, 197ff) which Reinach 
explicitly describes as a relation of possible, not necessary foundation (ZToU GS 
73-74; mJ trans. 330; cf, also the description at GS 210 of the complex case in 
which someone requests that a promise be accepted)?' 

55.5 A Promise is a Gestalt 

n, third and fmal contribution by Reinach to the theory of dependence can be 
dealt with briefly. Social acts are temporal entities yet they are neither purely 
psychological nor purely phydcal entities (GS 172, 178; trans. 6, 10). The same is 

alDistinctionr closely related to thore I have drawn in the last two paragraphs are drawn in 
lqyldcn 1974 18, Simons 1982 84. Smith and MulliSn 1984,lolunuon 1987. 
4'Aaions provide another exrmpk of specific or sporulic dependence relations. Although 
winning is generically dependent on mmpeting, the ~ n r l i t u e n t  actions in Ingo's action of 
.dvmcjng his cuccr by refuting Popper stand in a relation of specific dependence. One a n  
dvanec one's cum without refuting Popper. But notice that the impossibility of refuting 
popw by advancing om's weu is backed up by a generic exclusion relation between in- 
s(meo of Reftiti= Pow and instances of Adwndng One's Career. It is important not 
u, confuse the relation of 'pouiblc foundation' between actions with a) causal relations that 
may .la hold between the rclata of this relation, b) m y  claim to  the effect that actions are 
m m  Uun pattans of  artsin mrtl of bodily movements and mental acts and states, or C) 

pat-whole and ovalap relations that m y  obtain between manifolds o f  bodily movements 
m d  thsir effects. Ssc M u W n  1982. 

true of actions, whether linguistic or not. Reinach, we can say, has raised for the 
first time the question as to the precise ontological status of actions and social 
acts. He gives no explicit answer to this question but from the foregoing account 
it will be apparent that there is an answer implicit in his theory. It would be in the 
spirit of his theory to say that an action is a non-summative whole all of whose 
parts are psychological i.e. mental acts, volitions, spontaneous acts, or physical 
i.e. certain bodily movements and sign-uses. The only obstacle to expounding 
Reinach in this way is the status of the states of belief, obligation, of having a 
claim and subordination in his theory. Although he says they are temporal entities 
it is difficult to see how they can enjoy the status of accidents, that h t o  say of 
non-repeatable dependent particulars, that he accords so much more plausibly 
to mental episodes and social acts. But the modification of Reinach's notion of 
state suggested above shows how the states of belief, obligation etc. can indeed 
be seen to enjoy precisely the status of dependent particulars they need if they 
are to fit into the ontological framework employed by Reinach. 

Above I have used the term 'episode' as a determinable term for events, pro- 
cesses, and short lived states. Here is a table of the distinctions employed: 

To say that a state has possible temporal parts just means, of course, that i t  is 
possible to segment it temporally. 

55.6 How to Get Scrtisfaction 

Realizations of the contents or correlates of social acts stand in the relation of 
correspondenceu (satisfaction or fulfilment) to these acts. &cause contents are 
states of affairs, Reinach thinks they must be ideal objects. As we have seen, he 
distinguishes different types of fulfdment relation corresponding to the different 
types of content that different types of act have. Only the social act of informing 
or the spontaneous linguistic action of asserting (or, we may add. any of their 



determinates) displays what Reinach calls the fulmment relation of fit (in Searle's 
terms the direction of fit is from mind and words to the world) in which the world 
satisfies the act by being the way it is said to be. Other social acts are satisfied or 
fulfilled not through there king any fit between wordy thoughts and world but 
through the execution of the behaviour commanded etc. (CS 306, 194; trans. 108, 
22). The contents of the different social acts are differently qualified states of 
affairs: obtaining and non-obtaining ones, enacted and commanded ones, states of 
affairs requested or in question (ibid.). What is the f o m  of such relations of satis- 
faction? 

In the Logiml Invest@rions Husserl had briefly described the bi.polarity of 
judgemenis and assertions. The latter can be true or false, a true elementary asser- 
tion is made true by an obtaining state of affairs. (L1 IV $14). Most of Husserl's 
efforts, however, are devoted to setting out the structure of 'phenomenal' ful- 
fiiment relations, that is situations in which I am aware that l am verifying (or 
falsifying) a given assertion or aware that a given assumption is illustrated (or not) 
by some other assumption (Li V1). Marty, too, set out a completely general ac- 
count of the poasibk non-phenomenal fulf~lment relations into which judgings, 
preentings etc. (as he understood these acts, and his account differs considerably 
from those of Huserl and Reinach) and variously qualified states of affairs (again 
as he understood these entities) could enter (Marty 1908, W f f . ,  421ff.. 293ff., 
370ff.; 1916, l55ff.). Ln language like that used in the Tractatus, Marty calls 
these relations of 'ideal similarity or adequation'. Marty claims that e.g. com- 
-&can stand in this relation, and this provides us with an important clue. 

Realisations of social acts (cf. Searle's conditions of satisfaction, Searle 1983. 
pssim) are nonphenomenal fulfienrs.  like the truthmaking relation, and unlike 
verification or falsification. I can do what I have promised you without either 
you or I being aware that it is my promise that is being fulfiUed. (Such awareness 
is an optional, if common, extra). In order to see what sort of relation obtains 
between an act and its realisation it is important to see that to say of a promise or 
an assertion that it Ins a determinate sort of realisation is not to give any 'absolute' 
determination of the act. There are absolute determinations of acts, as we have 
seen, e.g, promising. are and must be grasped. But to say of an act that it can be 
fulfdled is to predicate a 'relative' determination of it (Marty, ibid; Husserl 1894, 
554-6). Reinach, however, in addition, hypostasizes in Platonic fashion the con- 
tent of acts. The latter really do actually cany around their abstract conditions 
of satisfaction with them. But if we remember that to be capable of fulfilment 
is a relative determination of acts and if we bear in mind the distinction made by 
Reinach between the abstract content and its realization, between what is corn. 
manded and the execution of this command (CS 306; trans. 108) then we can bring 
together Reinach's account of the structure of social acts with his account of the 
conditions of satisfaction of social acts. We may say that a social act s is de re such 
that it may be fulfied and we may explicate this relative determination of s by 
vying that for any social act s and the realization of its content r, s and r are 
ontologically independent of one another but where both occur then a relation 
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of fulfilment (satisfaction, adequation, ideal similarity) in one of its determinate 
forms necessarily obtains. In pictures 

j fulfilment 1 
Isatisfaction) 

wcial act a \ 
content-realizaton I 

Diagram 1SY 

Here is Reinach's description of the social act of enacting and its content or con- 
dition of fulfiment: 

Every enactment (Besfimmun~, stipulation, decree) as such aims at the 
realization of that which it posits as something which ought to be . . . Only 
that which can be and can also not be, which can have a beginning, duration 
and end in time, is the porsible content of an enactment. We should first of a11 
think of events of external nature and of internal nature, such as actions, omis- 
sions etc. If such an enactment, as for instance the enactment of the director of 
a building company that a bridge should be built, is efficacious for the members 
of the company then tlus state of affairs stands for them as one which ought 
to be . . . If a state of affairs stands for a group of subjects as objectively re- 
quired in virtue of an enactment, then action realizing the state of affairs is con- 
se uently required of these subjects. (GS 306-307; trans. (slightly modified) 
101-109) 

Recent work has highlighted the existence of cases of de re mental attitudes and 
acts in which it is not an arbitrary realization of the abstract content of an act that 
satisfies it but a quite particular realization of an act's abstract content. What 
satisfies my meaning that woman is not a woman who merely satisfies some speci- 
fiable content or description but a woman who in addition is picked out and meant 
in other, perceptual ways?' Reinach mentions in passing the possibility of such 
cases. The passage just quoted continues: "The enactment can of course directly 
refer to this action" i.e. not merely to an abstract content which can be arbi- 
trarily* realized?' 

"I doubt very much that sstisfaction or similarity (whether 'idul' or not) u n  be an indivi- 
dual  els st ion. But Many. Husserl and Reinach &?em to have been happy with thu view. 
a% H u w l  provides the beginning of a theory of luch de re acts in the theory of index id ly  

Et out in LI V; on this see Mullignn and Smith 19868. 
"Cf. Seule 1983, 62ff., on particular vs. general conditions ofwisfsetion. 
"In Mulligsn 1985. 169-70. 1 su~es t cd  that obtaining slates of affairs be x e n  as tempord 
entities like swt ings  and existent complexes, not sr abstract contents, On this Stumpfian 
view, obtsiniq stater of alIDln .re bilaterdly dependwt on ihe o w n e n a  of 8 JUitrbk suer. 
tlng and the exi¶tcncc of the relevant mmplex object. although each member o f  this psL it 
independent of the other. 1.e.: 
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$6 SOCIAL ACTS AND THEIR MODIFICATIONS 

g6.1 How to Shnm and Deviate 

The reader of How to do Things with Wonis is struck by the great variety of speech 
acts Austin describes. And subsequent work has shown that even the many speech 
acts described by Austin is only a small cross.section of the different pragmatic 
possibilities. Reinach, it seems, describes only a small number of speech acts. 
perhaps this is the result of his lack of interest in the linguistic details of speech 
acts, a critic mtght suggest. In fact. Reinach's account shows how it is possible to 
come to grips with a much broader range of speech acts than those we have already 
met. 

Social acts do not always occur with the structure proper to their normal occur- 
rences. Often they are sham or pseudo acts which deviate in various ways from 
the normal case. According to Reinach. a lie, for example. is a sham or pseudo- 
assertion; it is to be compared t o  the sham or pseudoquestions that often occur in 
conversations. In an elegant analysis of lying, Gabriel Fakenberg points out that 
adherents of the view that lies are pseudo.assertions use words such as 'genuine' 
suspiciously often. "If the expression 'genuine' here is not rhetorical padding 
and has some other meaning than 'sincere' . . . then this meaning of 'genuine' 
ought to be specified" (Fakenberg 129). But he has not been able to find any 
such specification in the work of adherents of the view such as Reinach and 
Shwayder.' In fact, Reinach develops and makes use of a theory of modifirotwn 
that will go a long wry towards specifying exactly what 'genuine' means." This 

By substituting commndi#g etr for asxning and cxecurion of slale ofaffairs commanded etc. 
for obl.hM mrr of offain we obtain representstions of all the different types of fulfient 
drtions into which social .ctr a n  enter. 

But why should we want to allow for occurrent if transitory states of affairs if we ue pre- 
pled to dispense wilh abstract or Flatonie stater of affairs (cf. MuUigm, Simons and Smith 
1984)? My own uspieion is th.1 they nre required to do justice to the srpectual and temporal 
divlimhtians with which our access to Ute world suddenly becomes equipped at the senten- 
tid level (dilaiminatianr which nre not necessarily present at the perceptud or nominal level). 
Smith, this volume, pp. 1891f. gives a superb aeeount of ruiovr reasons for wanting to 'save 
transitory states of .Ifairs' and, bui ld i i  on idus of Rcinach. he suggests how this might 
be done. 
4'Shwsyder 1965, 8V.1; opponents of lhc view include Lcwy 1939-40. who refers to Moore's 
Iecturcs. 
HReinsch's account of modiliation is set out in Rcinach 1913, which Falkrnbcrs appclrs not 
to know. 

theory was developed by Brentano, Twardowski. Marty and above all by Husserl." 
Just as Austin was to rediscover most of the descriptive traits of social acts des. 
cribed by Reinach, without employing anything like his predecessor's theoretical 
framework, so too Austin Was to describe as 'abuses' and 'misfires' what Reinach 
had described as 'modifications' of the normal type of &id act. Austin, 1Pe 

, Reinach, was persuaded that there was a system to the different types of infelicity, 
to "the ills to which all action is heir" (HTW 105). one which could be read off 
from the felicity conditions for successful speech acts. But Austin did not employ 
the theory that Reinach was able to apply. What was this theory? Brentano had 

I sharply distinguished in his Rychology of 1874 between two sorts of adjectives, 
determining adjectives such as 'red', 'happy' and modifying adjectives such as 
those in 'dead king', 'painted horse'. 'imagined castle'. Adjectives of the fmt  

, sort do, whereas those of the second sort do not 'enrich' or further specify the 
content of the noun expression. In addition to this type of semantic or meaning 
modification (Bedeufungsmdifikation) Brentano and Marty were aware o f  dif- 
ferent types of syntactic modification, particularly those involving nominalifation. 
Brentano's adoption of a nominalist position around 1900 was bound up with his 
use of a syntactic schema that Chisholm has aptly uUed 'concrete predication'." 
In order to eliminate predicate and relational expressions Brentano nominalises 
adjectives and verbs in order to get sentences containing only nominal expressions 
and the copula. Thus "Roses are red" becomes "Roses are red-things" and "Jim 
judges" becomes "Jim is a judging something (ein Urteilender)". 

In his fourth Logical Investigation Husserl introduces a far-reaching distinction 
between, on the one hand, syntactic and semantic modification, and, on the other 
hand, the two fundamental syntactic relations of constituency and dependence. 
Modifications are operations taking us from a 'normal' to an 'abnormal' function 
of an expression. Husserl'$ examples of transformations or  modifications are: 
the different sorts of suppositw. in particular arpposifio r m t e ~ l i s ,  better known 
as the mention - as opposed to the use - of a sign, the nominalisation of a sen- 
tence to form a name, the transfer of a name in subject-position to an object- 
position in a sentence, the transfer of a sentence occurring as a protasis t o  a po- 
sition in which it figures a apodosis, adjective nominalisation, the modification 
of adjectives that removes them from their predicative role and gives them an 
attributive role; and indeed all cases of the modifying predicates discussed by 
Brentano. (LI IV $11). Of examples such as these Husserl writes: 

We are here dealing with alterations in meanings or, to be more exact, with 
alterations in the act of meaning that have their nmts in the ideal nature of the 

go a. H6n- 1922. 186; Twudowski 1894; 84; ~rentano 1814. 288. Erenuno 1968. 46; 
Marty 1940165, 159, 1916 84. Brcttler 1973, 115, ru~ests that two long additions to the t a t  
of the fourth of the Lo~c(11 bvrsIi&onr, at L1 IV $35 and 838, both of which expand on 
the topic of modification, m y  haw been prompted by Rehch. Kuroda 1973 puts forward 
M u t y  as a candidate. Both may bs right. Meinom and hir pupils wrote sxten8ively on modifii 
ation. in psrticuLr on its rob in setthetic expawnu. For an acmmt of thew appUution6 
of madifiition, lac Smith 1987.. 
"Chisholm 1978182.5. 



meaning-realm itself: They have their roots in modifications of meaning, in a 
certain other sense of 'meaning' that abstracts from expressions, but which is 
not unlike that of arithmetical talk of 'transforming' arithmetical patterns. In 
the realm of meaning there are a priori laws allowing meanings t o  be trans- 
formed into new meanings in different ways while p r e s e ~ n g  an essential kernel 
(LI IV 111). 

The theory of modification has to explain what it is for a modified and an un- 
modified form to have something in common. Husserl's promising attempts to 
develop such a theory turn on the idea that every meaningful use of a sign has a 
specific internal complexity. Not only do sign-uses fall under different meaning 
ategories, by virtue of which they can combine to form higher-order unities 
that stand in relations of dependence, they also exhibit or contain syntactic. 
semantic and morphological features These features in their turn stand in re. 
lations of dependence to one another. And typically modification involves can- 
celling one or more of the features a use of a sign has and/or of the relations in 
which these stand, whilst the remaining features remain invariant under trans- 
formation. (This is Husserl's theory of syntactic forms, stuffs, cores and core- 
forms.)" 

Let us consider three examples of modification. Twardowski deals with the 
semantic modifications brought about by the adjectives in 'artificial limb', 'forged 
banknote' and 'former minister' - a complex function that may also be performed 
by adverbs and adverbial phrases. Determination is a simple function, but modifi- 
cation in these examples involves 

first the function of a partial removal of the content of the idea expressed 
by a given noun, and second the function of replacing that removed part of the 
content - which is a result of combining a given adjective with a given noun - 
by other positive or negative characteristics (Twardowski [I9271 1979. 29) 

'Forged' has the effect of cancelling some of Ule features of 'banknote' but not, for 
example, the feature 'piece of paper' which is common to both forged and non- 
forged banknotes. This sort of modification differs from that performed by 'aboli- 
shing adjectives' - the type of modifier which had most interested Brentano and 
Marty - such as 'past'. 'possible'." Thus we see that with the help of no more than 
the notion of semantic features and the notion of syntactic combination (of an ad- 
jective with a noun) it is possible to understand the transition from an unmodified 
to a modified item in terms of that 'preservation of an essential kernel' of which 
Husserl speaks. The operation that turns an ordinary use of an expression into a 

"Thts theory I, ut out in the first appendu to Husurl's F o m l o n d  ~ ~ n r c e n l e n l o l  Loor In 
t I  I V  I I i and in loplc kctuccr publrshcd u Hururluno XXIV, 1984 t a r  dlrcvrrtonr of the 
thcary, let Kuroda 1913. Kurada, wrm~g w l h m  the f~amcwurk of tlsnlrormallonalgrdmmu. 
full to see that H Y S Y I ~  dtslm~~lshe~ between mod&almnr on the one hand and ryntaLtlC 
and wnuttte I C I ~ I I O ~ I  01 dependen~~ and conrt#turncy un the other hand On Ihh, see Mulllssn -~ - 

1980, ch. 4, md 96.3 below. 
"Aurtln, too, wrote on such modifiers as 'rell', which Twsrdowski calls "restitutive ad@- 
tives". See Austin 1962, 68i.; Ryle 1951, 33, where 'alleged' and related modifiers are dealt 
with as exampler of 'systematidly misleading expressions'; Geach 1956167. 

use of that expression in which it itself is namedY is our second example. Ironi- 
cally, many philosophers now accept, as far as this part~cular case goes, just the 
conclusion to which Husserl had been led by bringing the use-mention distinction 
within the orbit of the theory of modification. namely that a modified and an 
unmodified item have something in common. What Carver calls the Postulate 
of Pure Mention - d fiction beloved of certain logicians - involves overlooking 
that: 

(I)  'cat' 

is really an 'interesting function' - to  use Gamer's phrase - of 

(2) cat 

The mistake arises because of the attractive simplicity of the view that (1) is an 
ordinary name of (2) and so has nothing in common with it." 

As the last quotation from Husserl makes clear, he regarded meaning-modifi- 
cation as something that pertains primarily to meaning acts in which signs are used 
and not to unused linguistic tokens or unusable Linguistic types. S o  i t  should 
not surprise us to leam that Husserl also describes a type of modification that 
pertains to acts in general, whether or not these are meaning acts, and which I shall 
call act-modrfication. 

We have seen the matter of a Linguistically expressed act, for example of an 
assertion can be modified so as yield a non-propositionally articulated matter. This 
occurs when an assertion such as: 

(I)  The rose is red 

is norninalised to yield the nominal component of 

(2) The red rose is beautiful 

If now we drop the restriction to linguistically expressed acts we see that the same 
sort of modification is involved when, for example, a perception that the rose is 
red gives way to a perception of the red rose.' This type of  modification of matter 
or content (LI V §§35-36) diffen from what Hussed calls qunlitative modiji- 
mtion (LI V $ $ 3 8 4 0 )  in which it is an act's quality which is modified. Instances 
of positinpacts can be modified to  yield instances of non-positing act9." If J S s  

" C t  LI IV $11 where Husserl points out that quatation marks as used in this psrticuh fm 
of modification arc deictic cxpresaions; an Hurserl'l theory of dsixis see Mulligln 1987 md 
M u l l i w  and Smith 1986s. Rchch, too. dcdr briefly with quotation mark: a1 deictic sxprc* 
aion.. we r.s -,ah .~~~ 
ss Cf. Carver 1965.231;Anwombe 1959.82-85, Wit@enstcin'sdirtlnction in the l h c P N s  b 

tween indices and arguments at 5.02; MuUigan 1980, ch.2.. and the cxmllcnt account in KUme 
1983,186-196. 
"In some sense thcre is a case for sayin8 that modification does not go in the same direction 
in huistic and non-linguistic u r n ,  what is n o m l  in the one csrc m y  be modilicd in the 
other mrr 

~ 

;Bell 1979, ch. 3 urivcs in an impressive fashion. and independently. at s Frcgun account of 
ludgcmcnt and assumptions like Hurserl'r. This is aU the more rurpri,ing b c u w  he rejects 

Ulcoreticpl value of the dependena relations implied by Frcge'r theory of unse.tuntednerr. 



dates out loud. or to himself, that Jim loves Julia this positing .- act can be modified 
~ 

to yield a public or private wondering to the same effect." 
It should be noted that the fewer components a philosopher a h i t s  into his 

ontology, the less he will be inclined to accept Huucrl's theory of modification." 
IF ., ...rrtinn has no more than a merely linguistic complexity and so no rpecifi. ,, -. --.--.. ..-- ..- .~~ ~ 

. - 

cally psychological complexity a lie will either be seen as an assertion or as same- 
thing totally different (a new speech act) and the intermediate position according 
to which a lie has much but not everything in common with an assertion, and is 
thenfore a pseudoassertion, will be ignored.- 

56.2 Types of Modification 

Reinach's account of modified social acts proceeds as we would expect it to. 
Given the abstract schema of a oocial act (see Diagram 6) we need only subtract 
or replace its different components one after another to obtain a list of deter- 
minde modified types of social acts. Hurperl's account of the modification of the 
q d t y  of m e n d  acts and of their matter wries over to the domain of mia l  
acts. The same is true of Huserl's account of linguistic modification (to which 
reference is made at GS 431). 

In 1911. in the courac of distinguishing between episodic judginp and statal -.. - ~ . 
beliefs Reinlch wrote: 
m ~ i , , ~ ~  juww th.1 p is not subject to  the will, act modification may only work in one di- 
rection. 

The phenomenon of modification is dowly related to  two othcr phenomena: the muked- 
unmuked distinction in Enyistiu and the distinction in poycho lc~~  between optimal or proto- 
typical arsl and non-proto~yphl u r s  ( d e v ~ t a n r  - +c Hoknatein 1980, ?Iff.). And of 
m- a very g e n d  dMinction betwacn atandud and no"-rhn..d.rd cucs is a1 old as AristoUe. 
H-11 hiaelf wrote on pmt+typial~ty (ace Hurvrl 1966 m d  Hoknstcin bid.) When Iakob- 
rn dcsoibcd the way in which unmarked and marked items in a Linguistic system ue ac- 
quired .nd bat, hc uaed the lmguqc and themy of Hururl's theory of depcndcncc to formu- 
Lte his cMma, on t h i  see Holmstein 1975, SmiL and Mulliin 1982 05. Smith, this volumc 
p. 18Wf. brMr together the s t ~ d u d  non~ t .ndud  distinction and rrrllio in~ightr of ReLush 

order to al with the probkm of our knowkds  of the cxtcmsl world. 
'vHuawrl'r theory of act-rtructwe and act-modilication raises a number ofprobkmr: (1) He 
f.ila to makc Reinrch's distinction between episodic judging and bdicf, which is a Ihte. 
Huucrl'a mddition to lhc  text of LI V $38 in the second edition. in which he says he is lcavins 
open the quution whclhcr belief has rubtypa,  m y  be a gesture in Reinach'r direction. For it 
w ~ ~ l n l s h ' s  contention that balicf, but MI judlamult. admits of dqrscr (Sa LU Xunv- 
Ikw XIX/I. 501; FinOky'l ~ a n s h t a n .  639. Vol 11. Set dm Huuerl's worric; about qudi~t ive  
modification at Huworl 1984. Hua XIX12. 894). 2) Huucd is never redly c l m  about the 
rdation bctwem hir two termr 'politid and 'noc-padtiry' and what is described by verbs 
luch .a 'a&, Wonder', 'jud&. Is it a detcrminrbkdetermhte rchtion or is. as I would iug8ul. 
(+ porlting) I fu tvm of juddn6. in the m e  way in which phonolosiul featumr u c  c o n u l d  
in rnmindul rounds? (3) W h ~ t i ,  the rchtbn  between the x t q u d i t y  which atuches to * 
propodtlond content *a vhcak and the a c t q d t y  sttachins to  i u  components. when the 
reknnt  .ctguditks u e  of oppoute &'I On the= queaiona, re Mullign 1987b. 
"We i w  above (p. 66) th.1 psychologid and anion terms u e  often ambiguou: a bet-n 
whokr and puts. We can now idd th.1 nouna such u 'uurtion' am wmetimes used to rcfU 
to normd uurtiona and aomcUmu to madltled rucrtlona. 

. . . one may not speak of lying as a case of genuine assertion a t  all. We have 
to deal rather with a quite peculiar modiftation of assertion, or quasi-assertion 
as it were, lacking proper vivacity, and mmething for which we may find an 
analogy in the quasi-questioning which is a frequent occurrence in conventional 
conversation. Genuine questioning as much rules out a prior conviction with 
respect to that which is being questioned as genuine auertion excludes dis. 
belief in that which is being asserted. A conventiond question, where we know 
all about what we are asking about, is not a genuine question; and a lie, s o m -  
thing which involves a disbelief in that which one purports to assert, is mr. 
respondingly not a genuine assertion. (GS 63, trans. 320) 

The 'not unimportant co~exions '  (loc.cit.) between normal and unmodifmd 
acts are pursued in greater detail two years later. There is 

. . . a certain definite modification of mial acts; b&&s their full performance 
there is a pseudo-performance, a pale bbadess performing - the *adow, as it 
were, next to the bodily thing. One should not think that in such cues  there is 
only the speaking of the words which usually accompany the performance of 
the actt. There is more than that at stake. The acts are performed, but it ia a 
pseudo-&ormmce (~cheinvollrug); the performing subject trier t o  present it 
as genuine. (GS 195; inns. 22) 

Four types of modification of the basic structure of social act can be dirtin- 
guished. 

I .  (1n)cinceriw Conditions The first type, which Reinach has already begun to des- 
cribe in the quotations above, simply cancels the different experiences which uene- 
cesrary componenb of the unmodified m i d  acts. 

Social acts which occur with this modification do not presuppose the inner 
experiences (listed above p. 38); in fact, the very mtm of r pseudo-act ex- 
cludes them. A genuine conviction cannot underlie a prudo-rct of informing, 
genuine uncertainty cannot underlie a pacudoquestion, a genuine wish m d  a 
genuine will cannot underlie a pseudo-request and a paeudosommmd. (CS 
195; trans. 22; cf. GS 203, trans. 28) 

Reinach.8 description of the first type of modification nee& to be supple- 
mented. His point (one also made by Husserl at U VI 570, Flndhy'r trans. 851) 
that sham social acts of this type involve an attempt to deceive remains n o  more 
than a hint. What exactly is the relation between the intent to deceive and the other 
components of the act? Although Reinach and Husserl have the machinery avail- 
able, they do not give us such an account. For detailed descriptions of nested inten. 
'ions and a speaker's non-natural meaning we must turn to Marty and Grice. 
Reinah contents himself with mentioning that the presence of an intent t o  deceiw 

"11 1: interesting to note that Rcinach hem talks of preudDurcrtlonr as involved in Ues. It 
h t  his later distinction betwan luerUon& which me not wcL1 acts. m d  informinpa 

Wirtri*n) whlch u e  and wNch eanllio .rrRinp. has not yet ban d c .  



is distinct from promising on ~tage.~' Which part of an experience is it that must 
be transformed to obtain a modified social act of the first type? The obviws 
answer is: act-qualities of the appropriate sort. The matter of the experience 
underlying a pseudo-request is simply not bound up with the act-quality will. 
But matters must of course always be bound up with some specific act-quality. 
And so we see how important it is to spell out how qualities such as the intent to 
deceive can replace simple wishes etc. 

Reinach's account of the first type of modification in which the experience 
underlying a social act is replaced by another type of experience hides two dif- 
ferent claims. The first claim is that social acts can occur without the type of 
experience they normdy poses. This claim is relatively uncontroversial. But 
Reinach associates with it a further claim that where a modification of this first 
sort occurs we have an instance of insincerity or "social dishonesty or hypocrisy", 
an attempt to present oneself as a genuine commander, requester etc. (GS 195; 
trans. 22). Reinach admils that he is here 'extending' the concept of lying. Now 
it has often been questioned, mth good reason. whether e.g. a command can be 
insincere in the same sense as an i n f ~ n n i n g . ~  It is therefore important to keep the 
two claims strictly separate. Reinach's theory of the first sort of social act modifi- 
cation commits him only to the view that we can meaningfuUy ask about any 
apparent commanding 'Does he really intend what his overt behaviour suggests 
that he intend?', not to the view that we can ask 'Is he sincere? If the answer 
to the first question is negative we have a case of a modified act of the first type. 

56.3 How to Do Things Conditiomlly with Words 

11 Conditional h i a t i o n s  and Syntactic Structure. The second group of modifica- 
tiona described by Reinach faU into two sub-types - condltioml soc~bl acts and 
roedacrs with conditional content. 

A wid act may be unconditioned (the normal or unmodified use) or con- 
ditioned 

There is a simple commanding and requesting and there is a commanding and 
requesting "in the event that". Of course not all social acts are subject to this 
modification; an act of informing ''in the event that" is not in the same sense 
possible. This becomes understandable only when we consider that an efficacy 
proceeds from certain of the social acts. If a command is given or a request is 
made, something is thereby changed in the world. A certain action now stands 
there w commanded or requested . . . Since informing does not have any such 

*'CS 203, footnote I .  (el. b o  the lmporUnC vcond footnote on t h i ~  page); Irsnr. 50, footnote 
24; d. Anrambe's dbtlnctlon k w c m  'rcd prrtanat' and 'mock pcrforrmncc~', in A n m m k  
1958 
* B ~ m n v  1963.219: Hul 1917 ern 199). To be fair to Reinsch it rhould be painted out Ulat ...... ~, . ~ ~ ~ .  . 
he m J l o  at o a  point just lhc didhctlon nmdrd II uc an to  see Ulc uyrnm&y bclvmn r.6. 
lnformk and rornmandmg whlch Is ~spondblc  lor the fsrt that Ulcy -not k uid l o  be 
(Ln)d& in the wne way. Sm above p. 40. 
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efficacy, it is not susceptible of being conditioned. But with the conditional 
commands and requests, the efficacy is made de endent on a future event . . . 
One should not of course confuse this conditionafperforming with the announc- 
ing of a possible later performing. In our cases there can be no question of any 
such later performance. With the occuning of the event the efficacy of the act 
is - without any further contribution of the bearer of the act -just what it 
would be if an unconditional act were now performed. And from the moment 
it is clear that the event will not occur. it la as if no act at all had ever been 
performed (GS 195-196; trans. 22-23). 

Reinach's description coven cases such as the command given by the General of 
a European army to one of his officers: "In the event that the Russian or N. Ameri. 
can army crosser our frontiers, I command you to do p". &haviour p only appears 
to be required to the relevant officer when his country is invaded, only then does 
the obligation to do or omit something begin to endure. &cause the utterance of 
the performative formula and the occurrence of the conditional act, on the one 
hand, and the coming into existence of the state of obligation, on the other hand. 
are xparated from one another in time. we can describe this type of modified 
urial act as a scattered temporal object. In the n o m l  unconditioned case the 
end of uptake and the coming into being of the state of obligationare simultaneous. 
the puts of the episode of commanding overlap or are simultaneous. But "the 
General's conditional command" designates a temporally scattered obect ,  just a8 
"the butter in the kitchen of the Ritz" designates n $patidy scattered object. The 
social act moment of conditional promising ir 1 derivative type of force and not t o  
be confused with any new type of act-mttter or content. Modification of the act 
moment in a social act, of its force, is the analogue in the domain of win1  acts 
of Hussed's account of qualitative modification in the dmnain ofmental acts. 

Act.mndification differs from modifiartion of content or meaning. A perfectly 
normal unmodified commanding may take as its matter or meaning (and so, cone- 
latively, as its sbstrnct condition of satisfaction) a matter (and content) that is 
restricted by being time-bound or by being conditional on gome event occurring. 
Reinach points out that the temporal specification may concern an event that the 
speaker regards aa bound to occur, but it m y  atso concern an event that reems 
merely possible. 

The unconditional command with conditwml conrent immediately makes 
binding the realization of a certain action when (bei, if) a possible future event 
occurs. It immediately produces - under certain preruppositiona [the relevant 
stales of authority and subordination - KMl - the obligation t o  d o  or omit 
something when an event occurs; the occuning of the event simply nukes the 
obligation actual (GS 1%; trans. 23). 

Acts with a normal social act moment (force) but n conditional content (meaning) 
are not temporally scattered objects, the obligation comes into being with uptake 
md persists thereafter. 

The distinction between conditional acts and conditional contents (meanings) 
introduces a subcategorisation into the categories of social act force and of matter 



or meanhg in a social act. We know that ch regarded the linguistic dimension 
of social acts as being interdependent on these two other dimensions. He also 
stresses that the "linguistic modification" of the expression in a modified act is 
distinct from the "descriptive pecularity of the act performance" (CS 277, trans. 
83). Does a syntactic analysis of the linguistic component of our two types of 
modification confirm that they are distinct? Reinach's o m  description of the 
'body' of social acts was limited, like that given by Austin, to a specification of 
certain possible collocations ('hereby') and certain excluded co.occurrences (past 
and future tense). But the theory of dependence and constituency, applied by 
~ u ~ r l  to syntactic problems. should allow us to check whether Reinach's dis- 
tinctions at the level of act-force and meaning can be cashed out syntactically. 

Explicit performatives either contain thatslauses in their surface structure - 
"I promise that IU come" - or syntactic modifications of these - "I order you to 
come". Thatclauses in performatives along with those in expressions of indirect 
speech and thought are determinates of a syntactic determinable whose structure 
is not: 

Diagram 16 

which is the structure of a normal, elementary sentence but rather: 

Diagram 17 

where the outer box now signifies that the enclosed expmsions are modified.* 
Diagram 17 represents part of the structure of: 

(I) Jules said that Jim was jolly 

and, if we vary the quoted expressions, of 

(2) 1 enact that this bridge is to be built 

''This u r  of bores witbin n box to picture the rearlt of modiliation has w intwuting mi- 
lprity with ow ur of the lunc device above to slgnify neceswy contsinrncnt. The uu of a 
dgn doer not contain sny operation of modifying. it contains the result of a modifying; I do 
mt petform my nnW& modl(lution -pcrwmstnosfomltbnrlgunmrNnt - in .rrcnLy 
"tbl red roe In buutiful" but my uvrting fontaim what might have been the result of 
nomidimtion.. Huucrl In led by mnddcntion of arch dMinctions to uy that dSD-us1 thlt 
mntlin the tnu l tc '  of modifyinss mnIain the madiliutions hd'ing to thr r  rc~lts ,  but 
only 'potmti.UY'I On nomirullution, c h + s  and infinitives, rco Gardies 1985 ch. Vll. 

namely the structure of thatclause. The left-hand sides of ( I )  an ~d (2) have a 
very different structure from the right-hand sides, since although syntactically 
dependent, they are not modified expressions. The thatclauses can complete 
# I -  makes me happy" but the lefthand side of each sentence cannot d o  this 
even when provided with a second nominal argument (*I enact this makes me 
happy, *I order you makes me happy). It would therefore be wrong t o  analyse 
each half of each sentence in the same way. The correct representation of e.g 
(1) looks like this: 

'Jules' b 
Diagram 18 

Notice that, since no indication is here given of the syntactic types that the dif- 
ferent tokens instantiate, the relevant dependence relations are specific, not generic. 
Now the (Husserlian) claim that thatslauses are modified expressions (trans- 
formations) is relatively uncontroversial. But Husserl, as we have noted in passing 
above, also thinks that in non-atomic sentences the logical connectives combine 
with names of states of affairs, i.e. with sentences obtained via the modification 
called nominalisation. I shall exploit this view to give a grammatical analysis of 
the linguistic components of the different types of social acts with conditional 
contents (meanings). 

An unconditional enactment with a conditional content such as 

(3) 1 enact that if she comes you go 

hao the structure: 

"On mnditwnll antent: in &I, rco Horlq~z ,  1. 1972; lmhma 1983, 266-267; 
d c c m u l i a  1915; Dummett 198Ia. C ~ . I O .  



The connective 'if depends on two nominalised sentences; every nominslised 
sentences is dependent on instances of a wide-ranging syntactic type - reprerented 
here by '*'- which embraces the connectives, verbs such as verbs of saying and 
thinking and modifiers such as 'is true'. 

A command with a time-bound content looks like this: 

4 : 'order' k 

Diagram 2066 

What is the syntactic structure of an act which is conditional? The structure of, 
for example: 

(4) In the event that she comes I order you to go 

will be: 

Our syntactic analysis. then, confirms Reinach's account of how a social act. 
moment can be performed - in a normal or in a modified fashion - and of what 
it is that is promised, commanded or enacted - a conditional or an unconditiod 
meaning?' 

bgOur notation aUowr us to dirtinguiah betwen the content of an suertion of a wnjunction 
and that of a conjunction of fiumatDn&. On wordination and rubordimtion a1 grammalid 
wnecptr, sea Gardies 1985 ch. VIII. 
.'The notation employed hcro to give an account of syntactic ruvcture sb allowl us (0 

rcprcrnt the structure of c.g. "I ordw you to &o [- thst you go]" in such. way thst only O M  

rrcurnncc of 'you' - in the "deep rtructurr" - is required. (I p a s  over the question w h e l p  
infinitive d w r s  are direct modiflutionr of amteneta or rnodmutio~ of thalslsuur, wluh 

56.4 Beyond the Couple 

III Spmking to the Multitudes and Collective Commands. A mental act is the pro- 
perty of one person and the normal social act is the property of a pair of in& 
viduals. But modified social acts can draw into their nets more than mere pairs. 

Social acts can be performed by a number of persons, and can be addressed 
to a number of persons. This second peculiarity is found only among social 
acts, whereas the first is found also in the sphere of merely external actions 
and merely internal experiences. 1 can direct a command to two or more per- 
sons together. A single social act then has several addressees. The effects of ruch 
an act are then necessarily different from the case where there are just as many 
social acts as addressees. Whereas in this case there are as many obligations ar 
there are addressees - even if the social acts have the same content - there 
is only one obligation in the case of a social act with several addressees. and thia 
obligation is shared by them. I command A and B together to get something for 
me. Then there arises only one obligation. the content of which is getting the 
thing, and A and B are together bound by this (CS 197; trans. - last clauae 
modified - 24). 

Reinach's point that only social acts can have a multitude of addressees provides 
yet further confirmation of the distinction between social acts on the one hand, 
and other types of linguistic action as well as mental acts, on the other hand. 
Collective social acts bring with them a further level of complexity. 

More difficult and more interesting is the case where several persons together 
perform one social act. Each of the persons p e r f o m  the act, for instance, 
commands, and in each case the performancefmds external expresJion. But 
each performs the act "together with the other". We have here a very distinctive 
kind of 'Toaethernesa". It should not be reduced to identitv of content or of 
addrcsset, and even less to the deliberate simuluneous perfokance of the act; 
In these cases we would always have several independent acts. We have here to 
do with the case where each of the persons performs the act "in union" with the 
othen, where each knows of the oirticioatbn of the others. k ts  the others IMI- 
ticipate. and participates himself:, we Gave one single act which is perfo&ed 
by two or more persons together, one act with several subjects (ibid., tram. 
modified) 

Since only one act is performed only one claim and one obligation are thereby 
effected.b8 - - I 

P .----.. 
py-f=?J 
But the pria for such an snnlysir is that the distinction bctwkn nomlrullxd and non-n0mh- 
Livd conrtituentt is no longer msrked. 
"Hwurl, we have scen, clnimr thst when I makc m aucrtion there is only One thfng I U Y  - 
n above Note 30. Rehch'l theory maker n limk polnt about thc way compbx wd.l lctl 
md confederated states form One Done lblhing.  



Reinach's point is that the different performances fonn not a heap but a single, 
whole performance - the modified act - which has properties the sum does not 
have, e.g. the property of bringing about one obligation. Each of the different 
performances is, strictly speaking. and pace Reinach, independent of the others, 
though not of the uptake of the whole they belong to. They are not minimid 
acts in the sense that their bearers have to stand in relations of uptake to one 
another. The only nonindependence these acts enjoy apart from their relative 
dependence qua constituents of one whole is that their matters overlap: I am 
aware of all the other cocommanders, so are you. Reinach, however, seems to 
imply that that the different cocommanders are somehow linked in an even more 
intimate fashion. But apart from mentioning an example of a linguistic action that 
has the structure in question, those actions the criminal law deals with under thc 
term "complicity", he throws no more light on the question. 

In a fw analyrir of the grammatical structure of person which sets out the 
different combinatorial possibilities open to the p e r ~ n a l  pronouns, 1.L. 
Gardies has indicated just what the extra restrictions on the matter or sen= of 
cocomrnandings or coactions must be. The example Gardies uses is the linguistic 
action (no speech act) of choral singing in which the singers all sing together. 

Nous entremns d m  is cadre quand nos ainfs n'y semnt plus . . . 
(La Marseilhisc) 

The choral MitJWen here and in similar cases is, he argues, incomprehensible 
unless what is meant in each utterance of nous is me and (an) other me(s), rather 
than simply meand them (Gardies 1985, ch. V, $1). In the latter case, although thr 
group of persons mentioned in each utterance of "nous" would always be the sunr, 
the senses of each utterance would differ -would fail to he in harmony. in contrast 
perhaps to the music. In the case of cooperative social acts, then, I suggest that I 
component of the meaning in each constituent performance will be s token ofnu 
and (an) orher rne(s). The structure of the linguistic component of this type of 
modified social act is: 

'I and the other I's' 'you' 

Diagram 22 

If A, B, C etc. together address a command to E each sub-act a, ,  a,, a, m u g  U P  
the modif~d cocommand will have the linguistic structure set out in Diagrsm a. 
And the act as a whole will look like this: 

Diagram 23 

 he meaning of every constituent performance in a co-command (at least as far 
u its conceptually expressed content is concerned - 'I' is after all a deictic ex- 
pression) resembles completely that of every other performance. Gudies' analysis 
puts Rdnach's intuition on a sound basis. 

$6.5 Represenrution 

IV Represenfarive Social Acts. Reinach's fourth type of modified social act is the 
use where an act is performed by a proxy, where I command or promise "in 
the name of another" (CS 198ff.. 275-297; trans. 25ff.; 82-98). This type of 
episode is, of course, peculiar to social acts; I can promise for you but I cannot 
be md for you. Representative modification is described and discusred elsewhere 
in lhtr volume by 1. Brom (pp. lI9-13l). 

$7 CONCLUSION 

Reinach's account of modified acts gives us much more + h n  the happines con- 
ditions of normal. simple social acts; it provides us with a theory of happy families 
of modified acts. He is able to treat in zoological fashion the different types of 
deviation from the norm to be found in the domain of social acts. Each major 
type represents an adjustment to the basic schema for mial acts as set out  in Dia- 
gram 6. He is able to come closer to his ideal of retting out the different patterns 
or structures of which different mental acts, sign uses and bodily movements are 
the constituents. Each new type of social cement - Hume's term for the institution 
of promising - he describes is more comprehensive - spatially, temporally or 
Uructurally - than its predecessors. 

We started with the monadic mental act or experience of one individual which 
u, at least locally, independent of all other acts and individuals. We moved then t o  
the prototypical social act which I i r h  a plir of individuds in a particufar spatio- 
[emporal location. Some such acts - promising, ordering - by virtue of the states 
they bring into being ensure that individuals continue t o  be linked to one another 

a period of time: I am obliged to do this and you have r corresponding claim 
me to have this or that done, and claim and obligation can endure. Moditi- 

ations of wcial acts mean multiplying the number of actors and addressees in- 
v h d  in a single act or they introduce social acts which are temporally mttered, 

puts occur at intervals throughout the lives of different individuals, whilst 
'Vet bring their status as parts of single complex unitiec. The structure of re- 
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presentative acts, finally, shows how e.g. promising can tie together two spatially 
and temporally separated individuals, the penon in whose name the promire h 
made and his representative (cf. GS 287). Representative acts have an importance 
that extends well outside the legal sphere (GS 277). At this level of complexity 
we begin to get some idea of how m e n d  acts can trigger off complex social struc. 
tures, of how linguistic and non-linguistic a c t i~ns  can serve as relays for mental 
events in the network of aociety. And our picture of society, which began by 
lookjng very bare, since it seemed to be populated only by isolated mental act$ and 
bodily movemenu, regains some of the density posesessed by our ordinary (and 
mast theoretical) pictures of or ways of talking about society. Yet this density has 
not been regained by postulating mysterious social entities but by successfully 
adopting and applying a structuralist account of social acts and related temporal 
epis&and states?* 

A feature of Reinach'r account of speech acts that strikes any one familiu ~ 

with more recent work on the subject is the complete absence in it of any appeal 
to the notion of a rule. The Nle.rhetoric characteristic of philosophy of language 
since Wittgenstein has as its counterpart in Reinach a pervasive use of essence. 
rhetoric (cf. GS 397). Reinach might have wanted to make the following point, 
about contempornry appeals to rules as a theoretical device. 

Not all the components of a social act involve rules. Intentions, like all purely 
psychological items, are not rule-followings. But whenever a public item is mani- 
pulated, whenever a rule is followed then we have a ~le-following, which can of 
course be the foUowing of many other rules. Rule-followings are one and aU tern. 
poral episodes, unlike rule-followen and rules. A trivial enough point, it would 
Hem. Marty and Huserl never tire of stressing that uses of words, functioningr of 
s i p s  are occurrences (See e.g. L I  1 810). But then, is it not posDible directly lo 
describe the relations between rule-followings, actual and possible, in such a why 
that thew relations form a wall easily surveyable family including: reguiar cW 
occurrence in contexts CI, CZ etc., containment (necerrary, accidental etf.). 

dependence (unilateral, b i i t e r l ,  multilateral etc.), phenomenal fusion? If there 
u e  constitutive ruler. Reiiach might ask, are not the followings of these rules 

"Rewch make, urc of the notion of modirtcation at a number of placer in his writings: It 
ZTnU GS 98, TNJ trans. 356. whe~c the conelate of an apprchcndon is A d  to be modlW 
when we psu from this punctual act to the corresponding act of lasertion whlch is made upof 
a wries of punctual acts; although at ZTnU GS 62. TNJ trans. 320. the conelnlu of I M  
acts are dcacrlbed as identical. On the modifications of the vnlue of projects depending a 
the different drcumnmccs in which thew sre envisaged or arc to bc realized, ree GS 140-111. 
One of the marks of the distinction between punctual cpont~ncous acts and prcwnIfW i~ (hr 

presence or abmcc of a type of modlflution deadbed as "bein8 capabk of being lttmdrd 
to", it ir impouibk to pkk out and eoncenlrate an am of the objects I m a  in the c o w  of 
makin8 an arrcrtion but if 1 sm looklng at a landsfspe I can pick out and conccntnta mY 
attenth on.one or more features of the l a n d u p  whbt having pcevntatian of the imd 
rup 8s a whok (ZTnU GS 67; RI1 usns. 324). On 'prclcnution' (Vontelluy) a1 a r n d w  
ation of rnvrry acts, w Relnnch'i review "Paul Natorp, Allgemrine Psyehalogia. mch hi* 
=her Methodc", CS 360. See. too, Rclnnch'~ brief amount of the type of modifiitioa d d  
by quotaion marks refencd to in Nore 54. 

episodes that constitute temporal wholes? But then why not  simply describe 
thew and their parts and their interconnections for what they are? And if un can 
do this does not the appeal to rules become superfluous? The belief that direct 
&scription of this sort is possible underlay the programme that emerged when 
Brentano and his heirs applied their theory of structure and relstionr t o  descriptive 
psychology and the theoly of language. T o  the more successful resultr of this 
tradition belong Husserl's account of categorial grammar, Marty'r accountr o f  non- 
natural meaning, inner form and linguistic change, m e t ' s  theory of phonology 
and deixis, the phonology of Jakobson -and Reinach'r ~tructuralist prygnatiu, 
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Reinach and Searle on Promising - a Comparison 

KLAUS HOFFMANN 

Was man verspricht, das sollst du rein geniesen, 
Dir wird davon nichts abgezwackt. 
Doch das ist nicht so kutz zu fssfen. 
Und wir besprechen das zunachst; [. . .] ' 

If one is to believe Mephistopheles, even the devil seems t o  be bound t o  keep a 
promise and the explanation of this state of affairs requires more than just a few 
words. 

In the twentieth century various well-known philosophers have gone into great 
detail in order to clear up the question why promises can give rbe t o  obligations. 
The works of Adolf Reinach' and John Searle3 are two outstanding cxnmples of 
attempts to analyse promising. In what fnllows I shall compare their accounts M 

precisely as possible in order to provide arguments for and against the view that 
the famous analysis by John Searle was already anticipated by Adolf Reinach in 
1913. 

I begin with an examination of  the relation between Reinnch'r (category of) 
social acts and Searle's (category of) s?eech acts in which I concentrate on tho 
relations between entities and laws on the one hand and institutionrl fact: nod rules 
on the other. Finally, 1 scrutinize the different conception of 'obkation' in the two 
accounts. 

6 1 SPEECH ACTS AND SOCIAL ACTS 

Whenever a speaker gives a promise, e.g. with the words "I promile t o  visit you", 
he performs a linguistic act according to Searle. More exactly, he performs an utter- 
ance act, a propositional act and an illocutionary act (SA 23/24). m a t  io to  any. 

' that L promised shall delight thee purely; 
No skinllint bargain shalt thou re. 
But thm is not of tvifr conclusion; 
Well talk about the matter mon. [. . .) 

J.W. Coathe: Fmu 5 3. Ed.. Rob& Hemon File, h h k y  H. Thamme. 
* Molf Reinseh: The A p m d  Fouod.thm of Ulc Civil Law; in: AhthoL. Volume nI; 
Irving, Teur 1983, cd: lovf  Seiren and others. = "yw:' 
Adolf Reinach: Die apriorirhen Crunmen dcr blu(mllchca Rshtt .  
1) Habe a.d.S. 1913, in: hhrbuch liu Philosophle und phimmmdo@&r Fonchuw. 8.nd 1. 

Teil 11, HI%: Edmund Huvcrl u... = "I". 
'1) Hue a.d.S. 1921, in: b m m d t e  Sehrfim. H q :  H e d e  Comd-Mutius YJ. = YCS: 
'John SWk: Speech Acrr. C.mbrlpae 1969. = "SA". 



words are produced by a speaker A, who addresses a hearer B, an action is pre- 
dicated and by the linguistic use of the illocutionary force indicator of the illoculion- 
ary role (the so.called performative verb "to promise") a promise is given and in 
this way an intention to do the thing promised, a psychic state, is expressed (SA 
105-107). By means of this sentence not only is a promise given, but a promise is 
said to be'givin (SA 108). 

Accordine to Reinach. spontaneity is essential to promising as a social act ....- 
(trans. 26; J 715; GS 199). it is an experience (Erlebnts), an "inner acting" or 
' 'doing (Tun) and "punctual experience" (punkhtelles Meben)(trans 8; J 705; 
GS 189). 

As far as the psychic component of the act of promising is concerned, the 
following differences between the two views can be noted. 

While a psychic activity is essential to Reinach's social act (trans. 26; 1 715; 
GS 199), Searle's speech act of promising involves a psychic state (SA 65). The 
first kind of experience is "punctual", the second one "exists in us as a state" 
(is1 rusrirndlich) or is "active" - in the terminology of Reinach (trans. 18; J 7051 
706; GS 189). They are both deliberate (willkurlich), conscious acts (trans. 20; 
J 708: GS 192;SA 57). but while the psychic aspect of the social act is not possible 
without the utterance (trans. 20; 1 708; GS 192). the speech act's psychic aspect is 
possible without the linguistic expression: 

"To promise, vow, threaten or   ledge (that A) counts as an expression of in- 
tenrion (to do A)", (SA 65). 

So the act counts as a bringing-to.expression of an intention and a person may 
possess intentions without making them known. 

Reflection upon these accompanying experiences reveals, I think, some problems 
for Searle's point of view, because not only the utterance of a promise but also the 
utterance of an intention is supposed to be accompanied by a speaker's intention to  
do the thing intended. Searle only mentions by name the degree of the assumed 
obligation as a distinguishing feature (SA70). It is questionable whether it is possible 
to specify exact, unequivocal criteria of quantification for obligation. 

As the second characteristic of social acts Reinach mentions intentionality 
(Inlentiomlit~t), the being-related-to the content of a promise (trans. 18, 22, 25; 
1 705, 710, 714; G 189, 194, 199) to do x. Searle also takes the content of a 
promise for a central characteristic of the act. A proposition - that, which is 
nromised with a ~romise - is expressed in the propositional act as a part of the r~ ~~~ ~ 

speech act of promising (SA 29). 
However, while Searle restricts the subject who will perform the action to the 

promising person4 Reinach mentions representative promising in place of another 
person (in Vertrenmg) as a modification of promising (trans. 27; J 717; GS 202). 
In this way a speaker A can make a promise to  a hearer B that C will do something 
for B. What is decisive in determining the subject, who is to  perform the action 

promised, is, according to  Searle, the promising person (SA 57); according to 
Reinach the one who bears the obligation (trans. 11 ; J 796: G 179) is the subject. 
However, there is agreement concerning the point that this action, the promised 
action, has to be a future action (trans. I I ;  J 697: GS 179; SA 57.63). 

In the performance of social acts which are otherdirected (fremdpersonole) 
acts, the subject referred to and the referring subject are not identical, that is to 
say one cannot give a promise to oneself, except ' ' 1 .  . .] by artificially putting 
myself over againsf myself as something other and somehow foreign.", (trans. 49: 
J 706; GS 190). as Reinach mentions in connexion with the example of ordering. 

Searle, at the beginning of his analysis (SA 57), talks about a speaker, who is 
giving a promise, and ahout a hearer, to whom it is given. However, his conditions 
and rules do not exclude rhe possibility that they might be identical. While Reinach 
excludes a promise to oneself, Searle's theory allows this. 

The most important characteristic of the social act is its standing in need of 
being heard or grasped (Vrmelrmungrbedurftigkeif)(trans. 19; J 707; GS 191). In 
performing this act a speaker not cnly refers to but also addresses a second nerson 

r~~~ And the promise must be heard (wrnommen) to bring claim (Anspruch) and 
obligation into effect (trans. 91, 94.95; J 792, 796, 798; G 288, 291, 294). Gener- 
ally, this addressing a person consists of my using a language and of my telling some- 
thing to the addressed person. 'The addressed person has t o  take in the ~ romis ine  

" itself consciously (mu0 des Versprechens innewerden) so that the obligation, which 
comes into being through a promise, becomes effective. A mere hearing of the 
words will not do (trans. 28; J 718; GS 204). 

Thus Reinach does not only demand a simple understanding of the words by the 
addressed person, on whose grasp the efliciency of the relation of obligation (des 
oblixnlorischen Verhdlmisses) depends, but also a grasp o f  the promise itself. This 
last requirement, in my opinion, asks too much of the addressed person and leads 
to strange consequences. For Reinach himself mentions only two ways in which 
we can grasp or apprehend the things themselves or the essence of things and also 
a promise itself (ein Versprechen selbsf): either by essential insight (Wes~nsrchou) 
due to analysis of significations or by direct essential insight' (CP 210; WiP 50; 
GS 394). ,~ 

Reinach himself stressed the effort needed to obtain essential insight (CP 220: 
WiP 71/72; GS 405). So one can take it for granted that not everyone, before or 
at themoment when he hears a promise, has or has had such a difficult cognition and 
in this way recognizes or has recognized the promise itself. Whenever the addressed 
person lacks this cognition, he simply hears that his interlocutor says some words 
to him and then the promise, or the relation of obligation does not become effec- 
.live. In other words, if the efficiency of a promise is made dependent upon the 

'Adolf Reinach "Concerning Phenomenology" in me ~ m n d i s r .  ~~~~l~~ 50. 1959. 
194-221, "CP". "iiber Phlnomenotogie.'. 

...I promi= to havc done something, and I cannot Prod= that *omcorn do 1) in: "Was i r t  Phinomenologie?" Miinchen 1951, Hrsg: Hedwig Comgd.~artius, - ~ i p . . ,  
(dthou& I un to se. that he will do it"). (SA 57). 11) in: ~ m m l t e  Schrilren. Halte r.d.S. 1921. Hrsg: Hedwig C o n r a d - ~ ~ , t i ~ ~  .-~y. 
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grasp of essences then the number of those who are able to  "see" will not be very 
large due t o  the demands addressed to  the recipient of the promise. The same goes 
for the number of effectively performed acts of promising. 

In Searle's theory, too, the hearer is supposed to  understand the promise in a 
certain way. However, here cognition of the meaning of the words of the utter- 
ance does not involve grasping or seeing any essences. It is the intention of the 
person making the promise that is recognized - the intention to  commit oneself 
by means of this utterance (SA 60). This understanding of the meaning of the 
words and the resulting grasp or apprehension of the speaker's intention constitutes 
one of the aims of the act of promising. According to  Reinach, the understanding 
of the words' meaning and the grasp of the ersence of a promise, which may result 
from this understanding is an essential characteristic of the act of promising itself 
(its need to  be heard). 

This last way of characterizing promises shows that in Reinach's opinion the act 
of promising itself includes much more thvl the speech act. In addition to  the 
linguistic dimension a psychic aspect is essential to it (trans. 26; 1 715; GS 1991 
ZOO), which according to Searle is only a condition, a basis and not a necessary 
accompanying circumstance of the performance of the act (SA 51). In addition 
to  this understanding a conscious taking.in or cognizance by the person addressed 
is, in the case of a social act, included in the act itself. Since other-directedness 
and the need to  be heard or grasped are essential to a social act, it is a single act 
involving the person addressed and the originator of the act. 

A speech act also originates in a person and is directed to a hearer. It should 
only be performed if the hearer has a certain relation to the content of the promise 
(SA 63). but all this is only a basis for the act-performance and on Searle's account , . 
understanding is intended only as an illocutionary effect. In other words, it does 
not belong to the act itself. The speech act is only an act of the addressing person. 

5 2  INSTITUTIONAL FACTS AND RULES. ENTITIES AND LAWS 

According to Searle, a speech act is a kind of rule-guided behaviour (SA 12, 16, 
37). Such rules not only govern but also produce and define new forms of be- 
haviour, e.g. promising (SA 34). Speech acts are logically dependent on rules 
(SA 34). They have got a certain characteristic form: 

X counts as Y in context C. 

The something called Y has certain consequences (SA 37) such as punishment, 
success or failure (SA 36). These rules are realized by conventions such as for 
example those governing the use of the expression "I promise" (SA 41) and a 
speaker has to know those rules, has to have internalized them, before he can per- 
form the speech act successfully (SA 42). 

In Reinach's theory, on the other hand, it cannot be said that certain rules or 
laws are the prior conditions for the utterance of a promise. 

Searie's formulations of conditions and rules are guided by his own use of a 

language (SA 13), by behaviour, by external and empirical facts (SA 178). Reinach 
hopes to bypass questions of this sort by trying to grasp the essence of a promise, 
of which certain apriori laws hold: 

But the essential laws which we understand with certainty are not grounded in 
the fact that these men or that some men or other perform the acts and hold 
the rights and obligations, but are rather grounded in the essence of  the acts 
and in the essence of relations of right, no matter when and where they are 
realized. (trans 138; J 846; GS 348). 

The first difference between Reinach's laws and Searle's rules lies in their relation 
to the promise. One can only speak of the speech act being a promise at all because 
of rules (SA 51/52), they are the conditions presupposed by the act (SA 61). In 
Reinach's view the relation is just the ather way round. It is only because there is 
such a thing as the essence of a proniise that one can speak of essential laws. The 
essence is presupposed by the laws. 

Of these essences laws hold, laws of a peculiarity and dignity which distinguishes 
them absolutely from all empirical connections and empirical uniformities. 
(CP 200; WiP 3 1 ; GS 384). 

Secondly, all rules are primarily valid for the utterance of a linguistic means of 
performing a promise (SA 62). 

Essential laws are valid not only for the linguistic utterance of a formula or 
something similar, on which in Searle's opinion the promise depends, but they 
refer to the promise as a whole as a social act and not only to its external aspect. 
Law-governed utterance is not rule-governed behaviour in need of a conventional 
formula (SA 40). It is not determined as this or that sort of  behaviour simply on  
the basis of certain laws or formulas (SA 33). but is a necessary and essential aspect 
of the social act (trans. 19; J 707; GS 6911, which can also be performed without 
being based upon rules and laws and which remains independent of any definition 
as an act of promising (CP 210; WiP 51; GS 394). 

Here it becomes evident again that the main emphasis in Reinach's account is 
laid not upon the linguistic aspect of promising, upon the utterance, the semantical 
rules of use or the conditions set out by a theory of communication as in Searle's 
work. The emphasis is rather on the whole phenomenon of promising with all its 
internal, psychic as well as external, other-directed and linguistic aspects. 

In Reinach's theory no mere linguistic formula or convention by itself could 
make an utterance into an effective promise. Whenever a social act is performed 
a linguistic formula or its equivalent is necessary to perform the act, but the effec- 
tiveness of the social act follows from the essential laws connected with the act 
(trans. 43; 1 736; GS 224). Therefore there is no need for a preceding conscious o r  
unconscious internalization of rules or laws by the addressed person as in Searle's 
account (SA 42). Instead of this a cognizance of the promise itself is needed (trans. 
28; J 718; GS 204) as we have already seen. 



The next difference concerns the relation between man and rules or laws. The 
totality of rules, theinstitution, isa "humaninstitution" (SA 51). So i t  i s  dependent 
on humans, societies and real social processes. 

I n  opposition to this, the pure laws in which Reinach i s  interested are valid 
"independent[ly] of human knowledge, independentfly] o f  the organization of 
human nature, and above ail independent(ly1 of the factual development of the 
world" (trans. 139; 1 847; G 350). Moreover they are d i d  for "any conceivable 
world" (trans. 138; J 846; CS 348). They are "eternal laws" (trans. 6; J 690; C 
172), neither "higher" laws (trans. 135; J 842; C 344) nor "right or valid" laws 
(trans. 136; 1 844; GS 346), but laws o f  being (Seinsgesetze)(trans. 135; 1842; 
GS 344) which are based upon the essence of acts (trans. 138; 1 846; CS 348). 
Reinach objects i n  strong terms to attempts to base essential laws on "1. . .] cul- 
tural institutions which themselves can be clarified and explained only by those 
same essential laws.", (trans. 132; 1 839; C 340). Thus one can say that in Searle's 
theory the rules found the state of affairs of being obliged to do something because 
of a promise whereas, i n  Reinach's theory this state of affairs founds the institution 

sentences such as "I promise I didn't betray you" are to be accepted as promises. 
In this case. for Searle, a rule would have to be adapted t o  the use of the majority. 
On the other hand, in Reinach's theory such an innovation would call into question 
an "eternal law" and one would have to try again to arrive at an intuition of a new 
essential law. 

I f  one examines Searle's five rules for the use of the indicator of a promise i t  i s  
obvious that only the essential rule (R 5) has got the characteristic form o f  a con- 
stitutive rule. The other four rules set up by Searle have got the form: 

Pr 1s ta be uttered only i f  X (SA 63) 

Their content corresponds to the content of  conditions 2 to 7. 1 do not want to 
\iscuss the question whether a certain means for the performance o f  a speech act 

should only be expressed if the contents o f  these rules are valid, though lhis point 
of view seems to me to be in need of criticism. 1 shall however criticize R5.  As i s  
well known this constitutive rule rum as follows: 

of promising. 
Another difference concerns the necessity of rules and laws. Searle regards his The utterance of Pr counts as the undertaking of an obligation to do A (SA 63). 

rules as necessary as does Reinach his laws. However, while the necessity of the 
rules is just that they are the necessary basis fcr the successful performance o f  an This i s  a thesis of John Searle's which i s  open to criticism. 

act (SA 12, 16, 37), the necessity o f  the laws is a necessity for matters to be such I n  another passage he amrms that i t  belongs to the notion of a promise that in 

and such: promising one undertakes an obligation (SA 189) and that this i s  a logical conse- 
quence which involves no valuation in so far as every valuation as to whether the 

The laws in question hold o f  the essences as such, i n  virtue o f  their nature system of rules is good or bad is an external valuation of the institution. 
(Wesen). There is no  accidentally-heing-so in essences, but rather a necessarily- 
having-to-be-so, and an essentially-cannot-be-otherwise. (CP 210; WiP 51; CS 
395). 

Tounderstand thispoint, we need to make a distinction between what is external 
and what is internal to the institution of promising. I t  i s  internal t o  the concept 
of promising that in promising one undertakes an obligation to do something. 

The next difference concerns the general validity (~ILgemeingultigkeil) peculiar But whether the obligations undertaken in promising are overridden by other 
to rules and laws. According to Reinach the apriori relations which are expressed outside considerations are questions which are external to the institution itself 

i n  laws "have general validity at mosl in this sense, that everyone, who wants to 
judge correctly, has to accept them.", (WiP 55; CS 397).6 In this sense I want to 
call the general validity of an apriori law, which is based upon ontologically necess- With this argument Searle triestomakeit seem impossible touse the word "promise" 

ary apriori connexions, "ontological general validity". honestly to give a promise without undertaking an obligation. Such an utterance 
According to Searle there are no different rules underlying English, French or counts by definition as the undertaking of an obligation and anyone who makes a 

German promises, but "the same underlying rules" (SA 40). I n  this sense they are promise at any time has t o  accept this demand in order t o  be able t o  promise at ail. 

general, and I want to call the generality they enjoy "linguistic general validity". because language follows this rule. 

I t  is possible that, for example, i f  the meaning of the word "promise" changes 
a little, the content of rules changes too, because the contents of rules are depen. When we [do] use a word literally and unreservedly we are indeed committine 
dent on the existence of human beings, societies etc. (SA 13). The content of ourselves to the logical properties of that word. (SA 194). 

Reinach's laws remains conslant, because the contents o f  laws are independent of 
the existence ofhuman beings and societies. However, even if Searle's speech act theory starts From valid presuppositions, 

 or example a majority of speakers could arrive at the view that a bygone namely that certain rules underlie a language and even i f  speaking means accepting 

of the speaker might be expressed by the utterance of a promise and that the logical consequences of a word, then i t  does not follow that even i n  only one 
language all speakers base their use of a word on the same rules. The rules set up 

 hi^ sentence has not been tmmlatedat CP. 212. by Searle remain the rules of the honest use of the word "promise" by John Searle 
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and talk about "internal aspects" or "logical properties" cannot change this fact. of an act of promising as such we find additional features - apart from the already 
Searle's announcement of his way of proceeding confirms this: mentioned essential features of spontaneity, intentionality, other-directedness. 

the need to be heard and its foundation in an internal experience - that are com. 
I am a native speaker of a language. I wish to offer certain characterizations pared to  Searle's theory below, namely, irrevocability and the moral duty t o  keep 
and explanations of my use of elements of that language (SA 15). a promise. 

"As such the promise is iuevocable. (. . . j  .", (trans. 33; 1 725; CS 21 1). is an 
The questionable element of this theory is that he gives no explanation why the essential law, whose content does not have to be taken into consideration in speech 
rules which he gets from his individual mastery of a dialect that is guided by those act theory, because, in contrast to  obligation, irrevocability is an external aspect uf 
same rules guarantee generality as he asserts (SA 13). He himself sees the possi- the institution of promising (SA 189). On this view it is possible to  annihilate a n  
bility of divergence from his rules: already existing obligation by virtue of certain considerations (e.g. the anarchist 

1t is possible (equals not self-contradictory) that other ~ e o p l e  in what I suppose conviction that obligations impede self-fulfillment). Searle does not say if this 
to be my dialect have internalized different rules and consequently my linguistic could be done by considerations which stem from the addressing person alone. 

characterizations would not match theirs. [. . .] That my idiolect matches a However, one can assume that if the irrevocability of an obligation belonged to  
given dialect group is indeed an empirical hypothesis (for which I have a life. the notion of promising, this would have been taken into account in one of the 
time of 'evidence'), but the truth that in my idiolect "oculist" means eye semantic rules, because the meaning of a notion is determined by the rules: 
doctor is not refuted by evidence concernlug the behaviour of others (though, if 
I find that my rules do  not match those of others, 1 shall alter my rules to  
conform)(SA 13). 

It is those rules that give the word "promise" its meaning. (SA 186). 

Certainly, "promise" means "undertaking of an obligation" according to Searle's in Searle'S theory irrevocability cannot belong to  the notion o r  

subjective idiolect, but the assertion that the rules guarantee gmerality of the The last point o f  comparison concerns the question whether Searle's rules or 

linguistic characterizations seems untenable to  me, because, as he himself admits. Reinach's laws require the fulfillment of a promise t o  be a moral duty. Reinaclr 

they can differ already within one dialect-group. Differing characterizations are emphasizes that a duty to  do the thing promised exists. "[. . . I  which really is 

possible, because rules can differ and therefore the so-called general validity of rules inseparable from it ,  even if i t  has to be distinguished as sharply as possible from 

and linguistic characterizations remains valid only for John Searle. the obligation. Where a promise has been given, there is a moral duty to fulfil 
Searle could try to counter this criticism that the essential rule R 5  is valid only it" (trans. 45; 1 739; GS 227). The moral duty to keep a promise is founded by 

for one person by referring to his opinion that e.g. the judgement whether a rule 
the ProPosition that it is morally right to fulfill obligations (trans. 45; J 739; GS 

applies to  another person is a judgement concerning the institution and an external 227); the moral duty tu fulfill a promise exists, because an  obligation exists. 

aspect of the institution which does not affect the rule itself. 
However, hero we have to  distinguish between two kinds of judgements. The This ptinciple, like all essential laws in general, holds with absolutely no ex. 

ception. (trans 45 ;  J 739; GS 227). 
first kind is a judgement about whether the institution can be called "good" or 
"badm; the second kind is a judgement whether the predication which is made 
about certain states of affairs in an institution is true or false. The judgement in the In the eighth chapter o f  his book Searle attempts to  give a proof that the obli- 

first sense is the one mentioned by Searle and it is a moral evaluation o f the  insti. gation that one ought to  do what one has promised arises once a promise has been 
tution which leaves the latter untouched: I can call an institution "bad" and at the 8iven; he deduces an ought from an is. At the moment it is not important whether 
Same time accept its content as true or valid. However, a judgement in the second this attempt can be called a success or not. The question which is more important 

sense concerns the institution itself which, if I reject the states of affairs exprcmd 
now is whether Searle, like Reinach, thinks he is dealing with a moral duty. The 

in the rules, is put in question because of its form or content. answer to  this question is a clear "no", because 'We are  concerned with "oughtm, 

11 is not my task t o  set up criteria for deciding about the validity of the pre- ! not "morally ought", (SA 176); and furthermore: 'I think, incidentally, that the 
djcations included in the rules. I t  is sufficient to  state that the rules and character. obligation t o  keep a promise probably has no necessary connection with morality 

izations and the logical properties based on them are relative to  the subject who 
formulates and user them. Therefore the traditional m s e  of "generally valid" In his opinion it is the importance of the action promised that determines 

cannot be relevant here. The utterance of a certain word to  make apromise does not 
whether its performance or non-performance can be called moral o r  immoral 

haye to  count aa the undertaking of an obligation in every case, on Searle's under- (SA 188). From this it follows that one would have t o  set up criteria o f  "impor- 

standing of the nature of rules. ,(mce" in order to  be able to  decide about the morality o r  immorality o f  an action 

If we turn now to  a more detailed examination of the essential laws that hold 
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$3  OBLIGATION 

In order to compare the two conceptions of obligation to  which promising gives rise 
in the two works 1 shall look at what our two authors understand by the notion. 

In Searle's theory there is no clear distinction between commitment and obli- 
gation. Thus he speaks both of a commitment to  do the thing promised, 

I say if a person promises he is committed to  doing the thing promised [. . . I  
(SA 191). 

and of the obligation to do it: 

All promises are acts of placing oneself under (undertaking) an obligation to  
do the thing promised. (SA 179). 

Nevertheless at one point Searle exp!icitly distinguishes between commitment and 
obligation: 

[. .,.I commitment (though wider than) is a member of the same family as 
obhgation. (SA 191). 

However, most of the time Searle uses "commitment" lo mean the acceptance of 
the logical properties or consequences of a word as in the following sentence: 

When we [do] use a word literally and unreservedly we are indeed committing 
ourselves to the logical properties of that word. In the case of promise, when we 
assert "He made a promise" we commit ourselves to the proposition that he 
undertook an obligation. (SA 194, see also SA 190). 

Searle's arguments lead to the claim that everyone who uses the word "pron~ise" 
to  give a promise accepts a certain meaning of a word, a constitutive rule and 
therefore accepts that he has undertaken an obligation. His ambiguous use of words 
hides the fact that he is dealing with two different bonds or links: in the case of 
"commitment" the speaker is bound to  a certain meaning of a word, in the case 
of "obligation" he binds himself to  the performance of an act. I want to  advocate 
the thesis that an obligation does not follow from the undertaking of a commit- 
ment, as Searle claims in Chapter 8 $1 of Speech Acts. 

In his famous derivation of an ought from an is it is, I think, clear where Searle's 
mistake is to  be found. He there claims that 

3. Jones placed himself under (undertook) an obligation to pay Smith five 
dollars. 

follows "straight o f Y  from 

2. Jones promised to  pay Smith five dollars. (SA 1771178) 

ifone takes into account the premise 

It is important to notice that in connection with the introduction and justification 
of premise 2a Searle refers to his analysis of promising in chapter 3: 

What is the relation between 2 and 3? It follows from our analysis of promising 
in chapter 3 that promising is, by definition, an act of placing oneselfunder an 
obligation. (SA 178). 

Searle's error is ta say that, by definition, the act of promising is an act of a certain 
sort. It is no! this act but only counrs os such. ("The utterance of PI counts as 
the undertaking of an obligation to do A,", (SA 63)) 

That means that Searle's starting point is only apparently a justified premise 
and ought really to  be 

All promises count as acts of placing oneself under (undertaking) an obli. 
gation to do the thing promised. 

From this the conclusion 

lones placed himself under (undertook) an obligation to pay Smith live 
dollars 

cannot be deduced. At most it follows that Jones used a linguistic means which. 
by definitiun, counts as the undertaking of an obligation. From the fact that the 
use of the indicator counts as the undertaking of an obligation it does not follow 
that this undertaking is also the undertaking of the obligation. That is t o  say, from 
the acceptance of the logical properties of this use of words no obligation can be 
deduced. The point can be illustrated by an example. From my using certain 
clothes which generally count as the clothes of a certain profession one  cannot 
deduce that I have this profession, but only that, for instance, I am wearing an 
overall which generally counts as the dress of car-mechanics; it cannot be  deduced 
that I am a car-mechanic. Searle would have to introduce an additional premise 
of the form "Every X which counts as Y is Y" if he wanted his derivation to  go 

Quite apart from these considerations it should be kept in mind that we basic- 
ally have l o  do with two quite different bonds or links which are supposed to  be 
involved in the performance of a speech act in Searle's theory. On the one  hand, 
the commitment to  accept the meaning of the rules of a word and, on the  other 
hand, the obligation to  do the thing promised, an obligation that proceeds from a 
(supposed) logical relation to  the commitment. The commitment is therefore a 
necessary condition for the possibility of undertaking an obligation by performing 
the speech act of promising. 

But even if we cut ourselves loose from the terminologies of both authors and 
cull whatever it is that an act of promising gives rise to for the speaker, and  which 

e undertakes (in Searle's theory a "commitment", in Reinach's an "obligation") 
"bond", then further differences and similarities can be noticed. 
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According to Reinach the bond is brought about by the act of promising as such. 
Here, too, it is a bond to do the thing promised and, as in Searle's account, it is, in 
the first instance, not a moral but an extra-moral obligation, which forms the 
foundation of a moral obligation (trans. 14; 17W1701; GS 184). 

A bigger difference between the two views becomes obvious if we examine the 
accounts of how a speaker's being bound by a promise comes into being. On the 
speech act theory a speaker is bound by the utterance, because his use of a certain 
word or indicator is based upon a rule which defines an utterance of the indicator 
as bound in a certain way (SA 178, 182. 193). Therefore the bond's source is to  
be seen in an element that is prior to the act of promising - in the institution 
(SA 5 1). 

On Reinach's phenomenological view it is not a definition or determination on 
which the bond brought into being by an act of promising is based but an apriori 
lawfulness (Wesensgesefrlichkeii) rooted in the act of promidng itself: 

The obligation is grounded in the nature of promising as an act [. . .] ., (trans. 
45: J 739; GS 227). 

Here the source of the bond lies in the act of promising. In the first case the bond 
brought about by the act is explained by a man-made and linguistic institution, in 
the second case the institution is explained by the coming into being of a bond 
(trans. 132; 1 839; CS 340). 

A hmir difference between the two views is that the speech act theory starts . . 
from the act and tries to explain and found the bond (SA 53). while the phenomen- 
ological view starts from the act, too, but doesnot try to explain the bond. Accepting 
it as given, this interpretation only tries to  capture it in an apriori law (trans. 46; 
J 741; CS 229). 

So it seems that only the interpretation by Searle attempts togive an explanation 
for the bond brought about by promising, Reinach claims: 

Strtctly speaking we are not proposing any rheory of promaing. Fur we are only 
putting forth the stmple thesis that promatng as such produces claim and ubli. 
gatton. One can try, and we have in fact tried, 1,) hr~ng out the tntelligibility of 
,his thew bv analysis and clarification To try to rxplain il would be lust like ~~~~~~~ 

trying to  exilain the proposition, 1 x I = 1 (trans. 46; 1 741; GS 229). 

But what does Reinach mean by "clarification"? What is the difference between an 

The notion af  obligation is closely tied to the notion of accepting, acknow~. 
e d g w  recognizing, undertaking, etc., obligations in such a way as t o  render 

"explanation" and a "clarification"? 
: the notion of an obligation essentially a contractual notion (SA 189). 

me difference can, I suggest, be characterized as follows. In an explanation we 
attRnpt to give an answer to  a question about the why of a state of affairs. In de+ :In other words, whether I come t o  be bound by an act of promising depends on 

criplive clarification we attempt to  give an answer to a question about the how of a ,my having internalized certain rules and having accepted them by behaving ac. 

state The explanation by Searle sets up hypotheses about a state of Cording to  them. The bond is part of the semantic content of the "promise" 
and it is itself such a notion, too. 

affairs and Reinach's clarification does the same, because, even though he is con. 
cerned with essential laws, a false intuition is possible (CP 220; Wip 71/72; GS 40% .;. If we are to  believe Reinach, the bond is produced quite independently of any 

FCePtanCe, there is no contract from which such a bond originates: me difference between them is based upon different opinions about the state of 
=flairs under examination. Searle takes the bond produced by a promise aJ a 'b this point I have to refer to theoriginal text. see J 701 GS 184. 
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product of linguistic agreement, that is as a matter of fact. Reinach does not take 
it as aproduct ofthis sort but as something given, an ultimate datum (Lerrronschau- 
liches)(trans. 46; J 741; GS 229). where a question concerning the why is not 
ODDortUne. . . 

Nevertheless one has to  point out that Reinach does not confine himself to  a 
description of the fact of promising, of the obligation or bond engendered by a 
promise. He does give an answer to the question concerning the why, he gives a 
reason and so he provides an explanation. This becomes obvious in the lollowing 
sentences: 

We must now undertake a closer analysis, limiting ourselves for the  time being, 
according to  our plan, to claim and relative obligation. We begin by putting 
forward as a general and self.evident apriari law: no claim and n o  obligation 
begins to exist or is extinguished without some "reason". (trans. 14; J 701; 
GS 1841. 
A "caise" which can generate claim and obligation is the act o f  promising. 
(trans. IS; 1 702; GS 185). 

This is no mere description, no clarification of how promise and bond are consti- 
tuted. Their being-so is not analyzed, but frsr (zuersr)' a general law is put forward 
(wird oufges~ellr),~ and putting forward an apriori law has la be distinguished from 
describinn it. - 

Until now I have been dealing with the way both authors interpret the produc- 
tionof the bond by promising: on the one hand, by definition or logical connection, 
on the other hand, by existential connection (Exisre~~z~lverknupfung). 1 want now 
to compare these bonds themselves. 

In Searle's theory "obligation" is as much an "institutional concept" as 
"promise" (SA 56). So the bond is a notion whose use is based upon certain rules 
and conditions, which determine its meaning and successful use. Hence the bond 
of obligation is an institutional fact which has physical and psychic aspects (SA 
51). Its performance presupposes an institution which alone makes the realization 
possible (SA 50-53). The bond a speaker enters into in an act of promising is, as 
a linguistic institution, a conventionally tied, human construction which is closely 
related lo its being accepted: 



claim and obligation are grounded in promising as such. [. . .] There seems to  
be no need for any acceptance in any sense (trans. 31; 1 722; GS 208). 

Rather, the bond is a quite special product of a promise (trans. 8; 1693;  GS 175), 
it is no physical (trans. 9; I 693; GS 175) or psychic (tians. 10; 1 695; GS 178) 
entity, it is no experience either (trans. 10; J 696; GS 178), but a temporal object 
of a special kind (trans. l I; 1 694; GS 176) which comes into the world as a result 
of a promise (trans. 9; J 693; GS 175). It does not belong to  the content of a 
notion or to  the definition of a promise itself, it comes into existence as something 
new only because of the social act. It is a purely legal objectivity (rein rechtliche 
Gegenstandlichkeit)(trans. 138; I 846; GS 349) which necessarily and generally 
presupposes a bearer ('Deer) (trans. 11; J 6961697; GS 179), it is temporal, 
proceeds from a social act and disappears when it is fulfiiled or revoke (trans. 
14/15; J 7011702; GS 184/185); and fially,  it cannot be grasped independently of 
its source (trans. 15; 1 702; GS 186). 

On Searle's theory the bond is certainly no objectivity in Reinach's sense, but 
it too presupposes a bearer, who undertakes it: 

[. . .] speech acts are performed by speakers in uttering words, not by words. 
(SA 28). 

Searle's bond, unlike Reinach's, does not come into existence as a result of the act 
of promising itself, it already exists in the institution which is prior to  the act, it 
exists in the rule as a semantic part of the notion "promise". The bond is only 
undertaken by performing the act of promising. The obligation to  do the thing 
promised and the undertaking o f  this bond are linguistic institutions and therefore 
they proceed, like all linguistic institutions and institutional facts, from linguistic 
agreement or definition, from rules which are prior to the act (SA 51). For these 
reasons it is possible to grasp or apprehend the bond independently of grasping 
the act of promising. Because of his ability to master the English language of his 
rule-guided use of the notion "obligation" it must be possible for Searle to  express 
the conditions and rules of this notion without recourse to institutional notions 
such as "promise" which again are based on the use of the institutional notion 
"obligation". 

However the rules of "obligation" are not the subject of Searle's investigations. 
And they cannot include the institutional notion "promise", because in that case 
the notion "obligation" would appear in the semantic rules for "promise" and this 
notion itself would be based upon rules which would include the notion "promise". 
That is to say, if it is institutionally def ied,  the act of promising would be based 
upon the bond and the act of binding or becoming obliged would be based upon 
the promise. Nevertheless I think in Searle's theory a grasp of the bond is possible 
without recourse to the act of promising because of the reasons mentioned above. 

As Reinach asserts in his lecture "Concerning Phenomenology" rules and defi- 
nitions distort our view of the things themselves (CP 204; WiP 39/40; GS 3881389). 
According to him it is not the aim of an analysis to positively determine or define 

an entity (CP 220; WiP 70; GS 404) but to see its nature, its essence and to  bring 
to light the valid connections which hold of these. However, he starts from "en- 
tities" and "apriori laws" which simply "are", just as much as points and straight 
lines: 

There in fact are such things as points and lines, even if they do not exist as real 
things in the world (CP 203; WiP 37; CS 387). 

Introducing Reinach's lecture Hedwig Conrad-Martius expresses thls paint of view 
unequivocally: "Entities are given". ("Wesenheiten sind Gegebenheiten."), (WiP 
1 I), and Reinach also asserts in his "Apriori Foundations of the Civil Law": 

Ihe pos~l~vc law finds the legal concepts whlcl~ enter inlo i t  m ahcl,lutely ,a, wo, 
d m  11 producr them (tlans 4 ,  J 688, GS 170) 

This is where Reinach's standpoint becomes problematic. By assuming that legal 
formations such as "obligation" and "laws" are independent ~f the way they are in 
their being-so, independent of all positing, creating and aU cognitive subjects 
(trans. 139; J 847; GS 350), he removes those entities to  a mysterious super- 
natural Level whose existence seems to be confirmed only by assertions of  Adolf 
Reinach like the following: 

We only assert one thing, though on this we lay great stress: the basic concepts 
of right have a being which is independent of the positive law, just as numbers 
have a being independent of mathematical science. The positive law can develop 
and transform them as it will: they are themselves found by it and not pro- 
duced by i t .  And further: there are eternal laws governing these legal entities 
and structures, laws which are independent of our grasp o f  them,just as are the 
laws ofmathematics. (trans. 516; J 690; GS 172). 

The assertive character of this statement concerning the being of obligation and 
apriori laws is apparent. So the question must be allowed: what is the basis of this 
assertion and how is it to be verified? 

We are referred, for an answer, to essential insight or the intuition of essences 
. (Wesensschau). However, Reinach mentions no criteria by which we might decide 

whether the essence of an objectivity such as obligation, or of a law which is 
founded on it, is correctly or incorrectly seen. 

The last point of comparison concerns the grasp or apprehension of a rule or a 
law and the rule- or lawguided behaviour of humans. 

In both interpretations rule- or lawgoverned behaviour is possible even if the 
acting person does not recognize or is not aware of the underlying rule o r  valid 

[. . .] - they understand even when the development in uestion first con- 
fronted them, they were guided by essential connections. this is not voided 
by the fact they perhapsneverhave, or that they even could not have, formulated 
the essential connections involved. (CP 217; WiP 65; GS 402). 
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nlc agent's knowing how to do something may only be adequately explicable 
on the hypothesis that he knows (has acquired, internalized, learned) a rule to  
the effect that such and such, even though in an important sense he may not 
know that he knows the rule or that he does what he does in part because of the 
rule. (SA 42). 

With this apreement between our two philosophers I would like to  bring my c a n -  . . . .. . .. - 

parison to a conciliatory end. 
In the light of the similarities and differences, critical questions and reflections 

sketched above, one might be tempted to ask the obvious question whether, on the 
whole. Reinach should be called Searle's predecessor and whether his analysis 
should be preferred to  Searle's better known analysis. 

By way of an answer I can do no more than refer the questioner back to  the 
foreaoinp. pages and to the words of the no.saying gl~ost, whose eloquence I have - -. - 
already made use of: 

I. . .I 
Doch jetzt bitt' ich hoch und hochst, 
Fiir dieses Mal mich zu entlassen.' 

(Translated from the German by Kevin Mulligan and E k e  Hofbnann). 

'I. . . I  
~ n d  now. I do entreat this boon - 
L C ~  to withdrrr from my intrusion. 

1.W. ~oethc:  F a n  1, 3 Edr. Robert Heman Flfs, A&ky H. Thorndlke. New York 194t.5 

Adolf Reinach and the Analytic Foundations 
of Social Acts 

JEAN-WUIS GARDlWS 

31 REINACH'S INTUtTlONlST STYLE 

One of the most interesting contributions to  philosophy in Adolf Reinach's work 
The A Biori FoundatiDnl of Civil t?w, is the analysis the author puts forward of 
what he generally calls social acts. This analysis is extended to deal with such 
specific types of social acts as promises, orders, prayers, requests, communications 
(mitteiIen), questions, the particulars of which are all gone into by Reinach. 

When, much later, Anglo-Saxon authors such as Austin and Searle discovered the 
quite special character of speech-acts it is almost certain that Reinach could have 
had no influence on them, for they knew nothingofhis work. Even if they had had 
some indirect acquaintance with the work it is by no means certain that they could 
have profited from its analyses. The intuitionist style that marks the work, which 
appeared in 1913 as part of  the first large wave of the phenomenological move- 
ment removes it almost totally from the purview of the analytic approach o f  the 
Anglo-Saxon tradition within which the new theory of speech.acts was to  fid its 
natural home. Since the two philosophies use quite different languages it would 
have been difficult to see that there was a shared subject matter and that some at 
least of the conclusions were the same. 

What we have called Reinach's intuitionist style has certain advantages from 
which we hope t o  profit in what follows and mrtain disadvantages that we shall 
attempt to overcome. Reinach affirms at the beginning of his work what is t o  be 
the Leitmotiv of his treatment: "Das So-Sein griindel hier im Wesen des So- 
Seienden." (that a thing is so is grounded here in the essence of the thing which is 
so - GS 170; PdR 15. trans. (modified) 4). 

I )  Thus, he excludes all attempts to provide the objects ofhisinquiries with  a 
social or psychological genesis. He confines himself to  a simple description that  
proceeds, carefully and scrupulously, at the levelof essential necessities and possibil- 
ities. It is for this reason that the rigorous program of  research he has set himself 
constitutes an irreplaceable contribution, no matter what reserves one may have 
about the interpretation of his analyses. 

2) Reinach's approach has the disadvantage that it leads to  a presentation of its 
results as irreducible deliverances of intuition; in other words, it siniply hinders the  
task of  discursive analysis which, were it to take such deliverances as its starting 
point, could provide us with justification for them. 

Speech Act and Sachrcrhsll. cdiled hy K w i n  Mullignn 
Q Msrlinvx Nijhorr Publisher., Dordr~~hl- Prinlcd in ,he Nclherlmd$ 



The agent's knowing how to do something may only be adequately explicable 
on the hypothesis that he knows (has acquired, internalized, learned) a rule to 
the effect that such and such, even though in an important sense he may not 
know that he knows the rule or that he does what he does in part because of the 
mle. (SA 42). 

With this agreement between our two philosophers I would like to bring my com- 
parison to a conciliatory end. 

In the light of the similarities and differences, critical questions and reflections 
&etched above, one might be tempted to ask the obvious question whether, on the 
whole, Reinach should be called Searle's predecessor and whether his analysis 
should be preferred to Searle's better known analysis. 

By way of an answer I can do no more than refer the questioner hack to the 
foregoing pages and to the words of the no-saying ghost, whose eloquence I have 
already made use of: 

I. . .I 
Doch jetzt bitt' ich hoch und hiichst, 
Fur dieses Mal mich zu entlassen' 

(Translated from the German by Kevin Mulligan and Eke Hoffmnnn). 

'1. . . I  
And now, I do cnlrcst this boon - 
Leave to withdraw from my intrusion. 

I.W. Gocthe: Fana 1. 3 Ed:. Robert Hemon Fife. A h k y  H. Thorndike. New York 1941,57 

Adolf Reinach and the Analytic Foundations 
of Social Acts 

IEAN-LOUIS CARDIES 

! 8 1 REINACH'S INTUITIONIST STYLE 

One of the most interesting contributions to philosophy in Adolf Rtinach's work 
The A Riori Foundarions of (Svil Lclw is the analysis the author puts forward of 

I what he generally calls social acts. This analysis is extended to deal with such 
specific types of social acts as promises, orden, prayers, requests, cammunication~ 
(mitreilen), questions, the particulars of which are all gone into by Reinach. 

When, much later. Anglo-Saxon authon such as Austin and Searle discovered the 
quite special character of speech-acts it is almost certain that Reinach could have 
had no influence on them, for they knew nothing of his work. Even if they had had 
some indirect acquaintance with the work it is by no means certain that they could 
have profited from its analyses. The intuitionist etyh that marks the work, which 
appeared in 1913 ar part of the first large wave of the phenomnologicd move. 
ment removes it almoat totally from the purview of the analytic approach of the 
Anglo-Saxon tradition within which the new theory of speechacts war to fmd its 

I natural home. Since the two philosophies use quite different languages it would 
have been difficult to see that there war a shared subject matter and that some at 
least of the conclusions were the same. 

Whst we have called Reinach's intuitionist style has certain advantages from 
which we hope to profit in whnt follows and certain disadvantages that we &all 
attempt to overcome. Reinach affirms at the b e g i ~ i n g  of his work what ia to be 
the Leitmotiv of his treatment: "Dns So-Sein griindet hier im Wescn des So- 
Seienden." (that a thing is so is grounded here in the essence of the thing which is 
so - GS 170; PdR IS. trans. (modifid) 4). . 

1) Thus, he excludes all attempts to provide the objects of his inquiries with a 
social or psychological genesis. He confies himself to a simple description that 
proceeds, carefully and scrupulously, at the levelof essential necessities and possibil- 
ities. It is for this reason that the rigorous program of ruearch he has u t  himself 
constitutes an irreplaceable contribution, no matter what reserves one may have 
about the interpretation of his analyses. 

2) Reinach's approach has the disadvantage that it leads to a presentation of its 
results as irreducible deliverances of intuiti0n;in other words, it simply hinders the 
task of discursive analyais which, were it to take Such dcli~rancea u its starting 
point, could provide us with justification for them. 
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82 STATES VERSUS TRANSITIONS AND LINGUISTICVERSUS NON-LINGUISTIC ACTS 

Reinach does not say a great deal about social acts in general. In 53. entitled Social 
Acts, of his monograph he simply sketches some features common to all such acts 
and quickly proceeds to a comparative analysis of the specific features of each type 
of such acts. The difficulty he has in giving a general characterization of social acts 
in general is, it seems, connected with the fact that his attention is oeeupied by a 
topic that cannot really be clarified without fust making a double distinction 
which,in 1913,had not yet been put forward. 

The rust distinction strongly resembles that made by Gilbert Ryle in The 
Concept of Mind' between tasks (taskverbs) andachievements (achievement verbs). 
Verbs expresdng tasks such as "looking," "hunting something," "treating some- 
one," to stick to Ryle's own examples for the moment,stand for an activity of the 
subject, but an activity that the subject may carry out for a certain period of time 
even if the length of this period is quite vuiable. These verbs of action, differ from 
state-verbs only in the degree of activity we attribute to the subject. This is not true 
of achievement verbs such as "seeing," "fmding," "healing:' which sometimes 
s e m  to concern inslantaneous events, at least at the level of a very nalve analysis, 
simply bemuse their meaning cannot be reduced to the expression of activity or 
states (of a more or less active state, we nhould say) and because they seem to refer 
essentially to a tmnsition from one state to another. Let us. therefore, ignore the 
somewhat ambiguous criterion of activity and let us also replace the distinction 
between task and achievement by a distinction that is more general in that it is not 
restricted to the domain of human actions, that between state and transition. 

1) Regret. Imtred, being resolved, to use Reinach's examples, are states. It is 
of little imporlance that they are more psychological or more passive than the state 
of the subject who bob, hunts something, treats or mismmm someone as in Ryle's 
examples (cf. GS 189; PdR 38; t m .  18). 

2) hhking a resobtion, forziving. asserting, commanding, questioning - the 
examples are, again, Reinach's - no more express states than do xeing,fiding, 
healing (in both the active and the passive senses of this verb). 

Reimch, who talks initially, and somewhat clumsily. of activity (ibid.), tries to 
avoid the ambiguity inherent in the term due to the fact that, as he point's out, it 
can be applied equally well to indignation (which in terms of our clwsification is 
quite defitely a state). His solution is to replace activity by spontaneity (ibid.). 
But the example he gives is more illuminating than the terminology he introduces. 
It is the difference between being resolved, on the one hand, and resolving or 
making. resohtion on the other hand. 

But we distinguish the Imving of a resolution, whether actually or inactually, 
from the making of the resolution, we distinguish what exists in us as a state 
from the punctual experience which precedes or at least can precede it (ibid.) 

The social acts studied by Reinach, then, belong quite defiitely to the category of 
punctual phenomena which are transitions or ruptures, rather than states; in our 

' Gilbert Ryle, The Concept ofMnd, Middkxx: Pcquin. 143-147. 
, * ,~ 

last examples we have a transition from a state in which a person is undecided t o  a 
later state in which the person is decided or resolved. 

Let us look again at the example of decision. (Reinach discussea this act in "Die 
Oberlegung; ihre ethische und rechtliche Bedeutung" in GS 121-165). Is decision 
essentially a social act? Only if we considerably widen the scope of the expression 
social act. To see this it is necessary only to note that a decision can be taken in 
silence and in private. Even if one wanted to describe decision as a social act one 
could not describe it as a speech act. At the very most, a decision, once taken, may 
become the object of that fundamental type of speech act which is communication 
(mitteikn, impart). Thus, we may now introduce a further distinction within the 
class of acts of those ruptures or transitions due to the intervention of a subject. 
'Ihe supplementary distinction, nowhere fully developed by Reinach, is thqt 
between speech acts such as asserting, questioning, commanding and other acts such 
as xeing, fiding, deciding, haling (in the active sense) or killing to which speech 
is not essential. 

If one bears in mind this double distinction -between states and transitions and 
between acts that do and do not require speech - i t  becomes apparent that the 
social acts described by Reinach are transitions or ruptures and, although not all 
the acts he mentions are. strictly speaking, speechacts,' those he analyses in detail 
under the heading Social Acts - promises, communication, intermgation, com- 
mends, and requests - belong almmt without exception to this category. 

By applying these distinctions to ReitUch'~ analyses we shall perhaps be in a 
better position to see how close he gets to a suitable description of speeehacts. 
whos special features had, to our knowledge, never previously been recognized. It 
seems that no one had even gone as far as Reinach in anslysing the connection 
between a speechat and the perfomrive proposition io which the former ia 
accomplished. 

The social act . . . is not divided into an indeoendent act-achievement and an -~ 

accidental statement about it; it rather form in intimate &ty of voluntary act 
and voluntary utterance. For the Inner experiena here is not possible wtthout 
the utterance. And the utterance for its part is not some optional  thin^ which is 
added from without. but is in the service-of the social act. h d  i~ neces&w if the 
act is to fulfi  its in&ating (kundgebende, ind~calive) function. Of cou& th& 
can be statements about social acts which are accidental to them: "I have just 
given a command." But these statements refer to the whole social act including 
its outer side. which should therefore in no case be confused with a statement 
about itself (GS 192; PdR 41; trans. (modified) 20). 

Little needs to be added to this remarkable analysis if we are t o  have a complete 
account of the essential features of performative expressions. And the addition that 
is needed is not one supplied by Austin when he presents the perfonnative as a 
speech act disguised as an assertion or what Reinach calls a statement (Konstatie- 
mngh 

'Thh is the car. with decision and for@vh#, providing one admit1 that tho latter c m  occur 
in a completely private fashion, without the person who h being fo=iven knowing anything 
about it. These two cxsmpks uc to be found st GS 189; WR 38; trans. 18). 



Performative expressions are simply what they seem tc be grammaticaUy, namely 
statements belonging to the level of apophantic discourse, which are true or false. It 
is for this reason~that they are in the indicative mood. indeed everything indicates 
h t  this mood is essential to them. 

I order you t o .  

is a statement just aa 

I have just given you the order t o . .  . 
is a statement. The difference between the two statements is due only to the fact 
tlvt the second is about the stating of an order that t w k  place at a prior point in 
time and is thus a statement p11M and simple, about an external fact, just as the 
statement 

It is raining 

concern the externai fact that it is raining. The fust statement, on the other hand, 
concern not iuelf - a statement can only be about a fact or state of affairs, not 
about itself - but the stating (hJmdtion) of this statement (4nonce), given that 
thc stating of such a statement is eonatitutive of an order. 

$3 PERFORMATIVE STATEMENTS ARE TRUE 

Reinach's analysis, remarkable though it is, fails at the last moment to isolate the 
essential wait of perfonnative statements: the reference to the act of stating. This 
trait renders performatives infallible since once the forms and conditions of the act 
of stating have been respected (an important restriction, especially aa far as the 
jurist is concerned), the statement can no longer be false. the fact it states being 
simply the fact of its being stated. The infallibility of certain statements, the fact 
that they can no longer be false has miskd some philosophers (Austin in particular) 
into thinking that they therefore no longer belong to the domain of apophanlic 
discourse. But for something to fall outside the domain of apophantic discourse 
it would have to be the care that it can be neither true nor false. Now the perform- 
ative statement, unlike the act of stating(which is simply m l  or unreal, takes place 
or does not take place) is indeed true or false, with the proviso that it can only be 
true, once the conditions of the act of stating have been fulffied. 
The following ppsrage shows that Reinach came very close to the above analysis. 

Reinach is dealing with the socmlact which is the acceptance of a promise. 

"I hereby accept" contrasts clearly with "1 haw inwardly assented" and "I shall 
inwardly went!' One should not overlook the distinctive function of the "here- 
by!' It refers [hinweisen] to an event which is happening at the very same 
imtant as the performance of the act. it refers, that is. to the acceotance which 
here u II were designates itself. By contrast there IS no sense at ail m uymg. I 
kreby experience an went  (CS 206; PdR 57; t m .  30). 

Reinach here almost certainly hy in mind what he called in the passage quoted 

above, an intimate unity of achievement and utterance. The only criticism to which 
he is open is that he did not pursue his analysis by going beyond the observation 
that there is an intimate unity between expression and act to clarify the essential 
nature of its modalities. For, as we have seen, the way in which the atatement 
expressed states an achievement, which is just the act of stating this statement. 
belongs to the very nature of a speech act. 

I $4 HOW TO DEFINE A PROMISE 

l e t  us now attempt to free Reinach's conclusions of their intuitionist trappings and 
give them the form of an ordered argument without betraying the genuine anti-. 
reductionism on which his thought is based. Reinach observes that apmmise brings 
about an obligurion on the part of the promiser and a claim on the part of tho 
person to whom it is directed, whereby claim and obripafion can be cancelled in 
three different ways: 

I 
I 1. If the content of th# promise is carried out. 
! 2. If the person to whom the promise was directed waives his claim. 

3. If the person who gave the promise revokes it (CS 209-10; trans. 32-33) 

All we need to do in order to isolate these traits, Reinach tells us, is to consider 
clearly what a promise is and to see how the ways such an act generates claim and 
obligation and can later be cancelled Lie in the essence of such an act. He concludes: 

I "Thus, it is by no means experiena (Erfahrung) which instructed us about the 
existential connection of these entities, nor did experience contribute indirectly; 
we have rather to do here with a seU+rident and necmary ssrential relation" 
(GS 185; PdR 33; tran. (modified) 15). 

i 
I 

A pmmise immediately creates a correlative claim and obligation holdlng respec- 
I tively for the person the promise is directed to and for the penon who maker the 

promise. That this is so due to the fact a promise is deflned as an achievement (in 
the precise sense we have given to the term) in virtue of which two subjects X and 
Y pass from a relation in which X was not obliged tomurdr Y to do P, to a relation 
in which X is henceforth obliged towrds Y to do P whilst, without this achieve- 
ment X would not a t  the present moment be obliged tonwds Y to do P. Thus, it ia 
possible to provide the entity which is a promise with an extendmal semantics 
based on the tmthrahK that the proposition Xis obliged r o d s  Y t o d o P b  in 
the three worlds: 

1. The wodd prior to the achievement, for which the proposition is fake. 
2. The world subsequent to and consequent on the achievement, for which 

the proposition is true. 
3. The world as it would have been had the achievement not occurred, for 

which the proposition would have remained false? 

' This analysis maker ur of thc basic feature' of the lo& of action of G.H. von Wright but 
modirks md adapts theme in the ways rusesled in J..L. Gardies. "Logiquc dc iaction (ou du 

i c h a ~ m e n t )  el lasiguc dbntiquc." in Lqfquerr ~ a l y u .  101. 1983.71-89. 
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If therefore, a promise ersentially bring about a relation of obligation between 
two subjects, the reason for this, one that can be set out in a discursive fashion, is 
that the concept of a promise is constructed on the basis of the concept of obliga- 
tion. As for the fact that it brings about simultaneously, on the one hnnd an 
obligation for the author of the promise and, on the other hand, a claim that the 
addressee of the promise has, this is due simply to the fact that such obligations 
and claims, although fundamentally correlative. are only distinct from one another 
existentially, i.e.. in the minds of each of the two subjects who experience them 
separately. Our starling point must be the relation of obligation between X and Y, 
the obligation of X towards Y and Y's claim on X being merely converse forms of 
one another. Whether X Or Y is put in subject position is logically insignificant, 
even if it is not existentially insignificant. 

Just as we said that a pmmise is essentially an achievement so too we shall say 
that the content of a promise may be either an achievement or a smre (to stick to 
the terminology, however clumsy it is, introduced at the beginning). We shall 
consider each of these two cases by reference to the following two examples. 

1. achievement: X promises Y to give him a hundred dollars; 
2. state: X pmmiscs Y to work for him (for a specific period of time)? 

If the content of the promise is a state no reference to any achievement is 
involved. It is not because X has worked for Y today that he has in any sense 
completed what he has promised Y. One might at most speak of his completing 
what he has promised at the end of the period agreed on. If, on the other hand, the 
mntent of the promise is an achievement there is only a pmmise in virtue of rhe 
fact that and insofar as this achievement is deferred. As soon as it ceases to be 
deferred, at the moment the prombe is carried out, the claim and obligation to 
which the promise gave rise cease to exist as such. Thus, it is possible to explain 
discursively how the claim and obhgation to which a promise gives rise can 
essentidly be canalled by the achievement which is the carrying out of the 
promise's content, provided, of course. the promise's content is capable of being 
carried out. 

Let us turn now to the two other ways we have mentioned in which the claim 
and obligation to which a promise has given rise can be cancelled, the case where 
the penon to whom a promise has been made waive his claim and the case where a 
pro- is revoked by the person who has given it. 

Whcreas the abllity to waive lies m the essence of the clum, the ability to revoke 
in no way lies in the essence of promising. As such the promise is irrevocable. 
just as irrevocable as for instance the revolung itself and the waiving are . . .only 

'Thii cumpk gins 1 goad ihltration of the way we interpret the word #;ate. Far it is 
obviwr that what dirtinguihrs achievement from state is not 1 grater or leucr degree of 
uthity. T h w h o u t  the pried b qucNDn X will be workin$ for Y. Uli, is 11t.tc in which he 
&Ids hhnrll. Only after tbb period uo one nY that he h u  wid out or lommplished th. 
mntent of his pmmk b Y s  rr*iro. Thus d w  his ysu of mUiury -mice X is* mkikr; at 
the end af this ycu he is conridered to havepnished his military xrvicc, although he had not 
done u, on the fun, nor on the rmnd etc. &Y of this year. On each of lher days hc simply 
ui.aldin. 

the holder of a claim who waives can eliminate the obligatory relationship by 
his act the holder of the obligation who revokes cannot simply do this without 
fulfiing any other conditions (GS 21 1 ; PdR 63; trans. 2 11). 

Why is the possibility of waiving a claim written into the very essence of a promise? 
The answer is that the recognition that the holder of a right originating in a promise 
has the right to waive it does not by itself destroy the relation of oblrgation: the 
latter will last as long as the holder of the right has not made use of his right to 
waive. It is therefore essentinlly possible to leave room. in the.concept of a right 
originating in a promise, for a future waiving by the holder of the claim. On the 
other hand, an obligation coupled with an unconditional right to revoke i t  would 
no longer be obligation. There is only an obligation to the extent that one cannot 
in any way disengage oneself from it. Is it therefore essentially inpossible to 'gmt  
a right to revoke to the person bound by an obligation? It would be more exact to 
say that to recognize such a right would be to legislate about obligations denuded 
totally of all moral or legal reality. Promises, then, it must be admitted, cannot be 
revoked unless restrictive conditions apply to revocations, such as ingratitude 
(provided this can be objectively ascertained) on the part of the holder of the claim 
originating in the promise. 

What can it mean to say, as does Reinach in the pasage just quoted, that revok- 
ing and waiving are themselves Lrevocable? Consider &st of all the case where 
the holder of a claim originating in a promise waives the claim, cancelling the 
promise's effects, freeing the author of the promise from his sell-imposed obliga- 
tions. If the waiving of the claim were revocable, would it still be a wiving of a 
claim? Here it is important to distinguish the cases where what the author of a 
promise has committed himself to do is a state (to stick to the terminology we 
have suggested) and the case where this is an achievement. 

In the first case, if the holder of the claim to which the promise has given rise. 
by waiving this claim, were to keep the ability to revoke his waiving of the claim, 
his action would be equivalent to exempting the person on whom he has a claim 
from carrying out the promisecontent (which is here a state) as long as the holder 
of the claim regards this as desirable. You had promised t o  work for me; I had the 
right to demand that you work I waive this claim, but I keep the nght to revoke 
my waiving of this claim; this revocation, were it to take plnce, would put me 
back in the position of having the right to demand that you work for me. It  is 
enough to point out here, against Reinach, that a situation of this sort is not 
inconceivable and that we therefore hesitate to speak of the essential irrevocability 
of waiving a claim'. But consider now the case where what has been promised is 
what we have called an achievement. You had promised to give me a hundred 
dolhvs; I waive my right to demand these of you but I keep the right to revoke my 
waiving of this claim. It must be admitted that the right to revoke the waiving of 
this claim is a simple equivalent of the right to demand the hundred dollars when 
I want to demand them. In such a case a revocable waiving of a claim has absolutely 
no effect, it is much ado about nothing. Does thia mean then the waiving of a claim 
umceming an uchievement is essentially irrevocable? It would be more exact t o  say 
that one cannot see what sort of goal or interest a revocable waiving could ham. 



1s a revocation irrevocable, as Reinach claims? You had made such and such a 
promise, on condition that I do not display any ingratitude;my ingratitude is plain 
for all to see, and you have therefore revoked your promise. Essentially, nothing 
prevents you from revoking your claim, bringing back to life the previously sup. 
pressed effects of the promise. At most, the jurist will doubt the usefulness of 
introducing the notion of revoking a revocation into our legal customs, when a new 
promise with the same content as the f ist  pmmise would reestablish the effects of 
the revoked pmmise in a much simpler fashion. 

It will have been noted in the course of the preceding analyses that to present 
the essential characters of institutions in the style and vocabulary of a Wesenser- 
& U U ~  brings with it the risk of masking the difference between traits that are 
escentmlly necessury or essentially imposcible on the one hand, and those that are 
only esscnfiaUy poscibk, on the other hand.' Reinach's phenomenological in- 
tuitionism risks hidig another point: within the domain of what is essentially 
impossible, shall we add to the totality of what is logically contradictory, and so 
impossible, those institutional combinations which lead to a sort of annihilation of 
the institution under consideration, such as the right to revoke, which, applied to 
the waiving of a claim would empty the latter of all content? Here what we have is 
not something which is logkally impossible but rather an institution without any 
purpose, we are in the domain of the pragmatically useless. 

We do not want to multiply examples here, the more so as Reinach's analyses 
provide such remarkable and fascinating starting points that one is invariably 
tempted to try and give them the last word, either by attempting to give a 
theoretical justification for his conclusions, or by modifying these to a greater or 
h extent. 

Consider, for example, his claim that the relation of ownership is essentially 
indivisible,' even if the owned object can be divided, each of its parts then being 
capable of entering into distinct relations of ownership; and even if several subjects 
may participate in one ownershiprelation. One may well wonder whether it is not 
really necessary to refine further the analysis of the structure of ownership. The 
fact that something comes to belong to someone, that it becomes his,' means that 
it enters into a relation with this subject such that it cannot stand in this relation 
with any other subject. It is for this reason that not all objects (we employ the 
word "object" in its widest possible sense) can be owned in the same way. It is not 
enough to know a truth to own it, for the possession of a truth (insofar as the 
word "possession" is suitable here) does not prevent an indeterminate number of 
other people possessing it. The only way to make a truth one's o m  private 
property is to protect it by keeping it a secret; whence the peculiar essential traits 
of what is called intellectual property. 

But our characterisation of the relation of ownership provides an immediate 
explanation of the impossibility - stressed by Reinach - of dividing this relation. 

compare I.-L. Gardies, Emi IW b fondements 0 priori de b mt io~ l f td  mw& etjurid@c. 
Patk Librairie G6nCrS dc Droit et de Jwisprudence. 1972.220ff. 
'Cornpro: "that the relation of ~~ an be divided k c*idsnUy imposdbk" (GS 239; 
MR. 96; trmr 56; ue slra CS 239ff.h 
' Compare Gatdies 1972,202ff. 

Were it divisible there would be no ownership since the object would no longer be 
in this necessarily exclusive relation to the subject. This of coune leaves intact the 
possibility of fragmenting the object (when the object naturally allows itself to be 
fragmented) so that each piece comes to stand in a distinct relation of ownership; 
in the same way a single ownership relation may link co-ownen to one object, or a 
group of accomplices and their secret, since the object or Uhe secret may stand to 
the group in a relation that excludes all other subjects. 

As soon as we insist on theoretical justification we fmd (rarely, it is true) that 
some details of Reinach's conclusions are false. Why should cornmunicatwn 
(imparting information) essentially presuppose (wesensgeserzlich.' writes Reinach) 
a conviction of the same content? Why should aquestwn exclude sucha conviction 
and imply an attitude of uncertainty with respect to its content? Why should a 
request presuppose the wish that its object be realized by the person it is addressed 
to? Why should an order be inseparable from the will for its content to be carried 
out by the person it is addressed to? Can one, fmally, say that a promise itself 
presupposes the will that its content be carried out, in this caue not by the person 
to whom the promise is made but by the promiser? Does the question set by the 
examiner really presuppose that the person examined knows more than the 
examiner? Is it not the case in certain situations that the person who gives an order 
or makes a request wants the one to be disobeyed, the other not to be grmted? 

Reinach, of course, had seen this objection? in view of the existence of 
rhetorical questions, hypocritical requests, insincere promises, etc., he claims that 
these are not genuine (echr) questions, requests, promises, but sham or pseudc- 
questions, requests and promises. He means by this that they are not completely 
experienced (voUerlebr) since they do not involve the experience - uncertainty, 
wish, will - that, according to Reinach, the concept and essence of such acts 
presupposes. But to adhere to this assumption of Reinach's simply multiplies the 
number of false problems it brings with it: how can one possibly give genuine 
answers to pseudoquestions? Is one to say that a pseudopromiss, that is t o  my an 
insincere promise, creates neither an obliption that the person who pranirsr has, 
nor a claim that the person promised to ha?"  

Reinach here, it seems, confuses the real posibility of giving as a psychological 
justification for the claim that a social act has occurred the oceurrenca of a defmite 
type of experience - in the case of the act of communication (or of imparting 
information) a state of conviction; in the c w  of a question, uncertainty; in the cats 
of a request, a wish, in the case of an order or promise, a volition -with the project 
of giving the necessary condition$ for something to be a communication, a request, 
an order or a promise. It is the latter project which should be adhered to. 
F'aradoxically, the intuitionism which inspires the atyle of Reinach's derriptions 
here leads him indirectly to conclusions that do not wholly eacaps the charge of 
p~chologiun. In order to take into account the indubitable fact that certain lockl 

'GS 199-200; PdR 44-45; tram. 25-26. 
'GS 195;PdR 43-44; bnnr 22-23. 
'%inrcb mentiom UIL p r o b h  at GS 203; WR 5% Vlcu 2 8  but dosr not mlvo it. 



acts do not involve the Erlebnis (experience) which he gratuitously assumes to be 
essentially necessary, he is obliged to introduce the notion of an apparent per. 
formance (Scheinvollzug) which hns the paradoxical tralt of producing effects 
which are as real as those to which a senuine performance gives rise. 

The way Reinach asserts the irreducibility of certain legal propositions to any 
historical or empirical considerations deserves to be compared to analogous claims 
made by Frege about vithmetical propositions. 

We shall show that the formations which one has generally called specifically 
legal have a being of their own just as much as numbers, trees, or houses, that 
this being is independent of its being grasped by men, that is in particular 
independent of all positive law. It is not only fiLv but ultimately meaningless to 
caU legal entities and formations creations of the positive law. just as meaningles 
as it would be to call the founding o i  the German empire or some other historical 
event s creation of historical science (CS 169; PdR 14; trans. 4) 

. . . formations which are independent of our grasp of them, just as are the laws 
of mathmutics (CS 172; PdR 17; trans. 6). 

The only difference, but it is a big one, between the epistemology of law according 
to Reinach and the epistemology of arithmetic according to Frege concerns the 
appeal to a Wesenserschauung that is so typical of the former. For Reinach we owe 
our knowledge that a prombe gives rise to a claim and an obligation as weU as our 
knowledge that 1 x 1 = 1 (the p a d e l  is drawn by Reinach himself) to the evidence 
of intuition. 

Similarly, Reinach does not hesitate to propm enlarging the Kantian sphere of 
s y n t h e t i c a p ~ r i  judgements to include, alongside the propositions of mathematics, 
those of the pure theory of law: 

In the orowaitions of the a orion theow of law we should recoenize svnthetic a ~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  -~~- .  ~ , ~ ~ ~ . . ~  
&ori fid&ments in the sen& of Kant, io t  otherwise than in the propositions of 
pure mathematics and pure natural science (CS 339-340; PdR 214; t r m .  
(modified) 132;cf. PdR i7-la; trans. 6) 

Since Frege we have learnt to appreciate the point that the properties of the number 
12 (e.g. divisibility)cannot be deduced from the properties of the numbers 7 and 5, 
although the addition of 7 and 5 yields 12. Reinach points out (CS 175; PdR 22- 
23; trans. 9) that the law according to which "a claim to have something done 
dissolves as soon as the thing is done" is clearly synthetic since it is by no means 
part of the concept of a claim that it must dissolve or disappear under certain 
circumstances and that the contrary of this law, fake though it is, would not con- 
tain any logical contradiction. Our suggestions tend to show that a claim to have an 
achievement carried out necessarily refers to an achievement that has not yet 
occurred, ro that the occurrence of this achievement abolishes the semantic 
possibility of the existence of the claim that refers to it. 

Reinach's merit is to have given superb demonstrations of the a priori character 
of the pure science of law. He has annihilated psychologism, sociologism and 

historicism in the legal sphere as surely as Frege had annihilated them in the realm 
of mathematics. It remains to provide each of his remarkable analyses with its 
theoretical explanation in order to establish that, m the last instance, the a priori 
judgements whose existence at the basis of civil law he has reveahd, are themselves 
analytic. 

(Translated from the French by Kevin MuUigan) 



, ~~ ~ ~ 

views (sections 1 and 2). and then discuss some issues which they raise, in particular 
that of sincerity (sections 3 and 4) then that of prior empowerment for  repre- 
rntative acts (section 5). 

indication to the contrary is biven, page refetcrences are to John F. Crosby'r English 
(= 'trans'.) The Apriori Foundations of the Civil Law', of Rehach's 1913 Johrbuch 
hted in his Gcsnmntclle Schriftm. This tramlation is h Alerhei. VoL Ill,  1983, 
. Repre=ntntion ia dealt with by Rcinseh in 8 7  of this essay (GS275-297; PdR 

interest in Reinach's work h due to its baring on the thesis that objectivity-claiming 
1s - such as tho= in which speakers purport to say how things are or to attribute 
value to things rather than just expressing personal view or pfeferenoes - are caws of 
for sU persons. But I shall not defend that thesis here. 
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Reinach on Representative Acts 

JAMES M. BROWN 

I do not perform [someone else's] act ofbetting, which only he can perform: . . . 
I do my own betting and he must do his own. Similarly an anxious parent . . . 
may say "he promises, don't you Willy?" but little Willy must still himself say "I 
pron~ise" if he is really to  have promised. (Austin 1962, p. 63.) 

On the face of it, these words of J.L. Austin's flatly contradict something that 
Adolf Reinach took to be a manifest truth: 'one cannot doubt that there is a 
requesting, an admonishing, an informing, a thanking, an advising in the name of 
another.' (Reinach, "The Apriori Foundations of the Civil Law," 83)' But I should 
make clear straight away that these quotations do  not betoken a gladiatorial con- 
frontation; they only indicate that Rcinach explored something which others have 
overlooked. 

Austin is certainly the founding father of speech act theory as we have known it 
in recent decades, and one reason why Reinach's views on social acts are worthy of 
attention is the extent of their anticipation of Austin's work and their contribution 
to the understanding of human communicative action. Another is their bearing on 
the thesis that fundamental concepts ofcivil law are found, and not introduced, by 
positive law. A further reason is that, apart from anticipating the work o f  others, 
Reinach explores a kind of social act which appears to have been neglected by sub. 
sequent speech act theorists. I refer to representative acts, where one person acts 
for or on behalf of or in the name of another.' I shall first trv toset ou t  Reinach's 



5 1 SOCIAL ACTS IN GENERAL 

Reinach's views on social acts are set out most fully in a long paper entitled 'Die 
apriorischen Gmndlagen des burgerlichen Rechtes'(in the Jahrbuch f ir  Philosophie 
und phirnornenologische Forschung. Vol. I. Part 11, 1913, pp. 685-847). He indi- 
cates at an early stage that he wishes to  show the inadequacy of a view of things 
according to  which, positive law aside, there is only nature and human beings with 
their needs, desires, wishes and deeds (trans. 3). His aim in investigating social acts 
is to make way for a proper understanding of the nature of positive law. He stresses, 
as Austin was later to do, that theses of positwe law (posiliveRechfssirlre) are not 
j u d p e n t s  or propositions (Urleile; cf. trans. 5 and Austin 1962, 19). And he seeks 
to establish that the basic concepts of positive law are not creatures of legislation 
but that positive law requires anterior concepts even where it radically reshapes 
them (trans. 5-6). Without any help from positive law, he claims, persons are able 
to create claims (Anspriiche) on one another and obligations (Verbindlichkeifen) 
to one another. It is by performing social acts that individuals are able to  create, 
change and dissolve prelegal or extralegal claims and obligations. When A success- 
fully makes a promise to  B that A will do  something, A acquires (given B's co- 
operation in accepting A's act as a promise) an obligation to  B and B acquires a 
claim on A. Claims and obligations are like numbers in being neither physical nor 
mental; but, unlike numbers, they are temporal objects in that they come about, 
have duration and cease (9). As well as being objects of a different kind from 
numbers, they are also distinct from moral rights and duties, for the latter cannot 
be altered by free choices (13). After a social act is performed, the claims and 
obligations of the person issuing the act and the person addressed are normally not 
the same as they were before; and an important part of the study of social acts is 
the study of their effects on claims and obligations. 

As a step towards his characterisation of social acts, Reinach draws attention 
to what he calls 'spontaneous acts' or active doings of the self. Examples of these 
are making a resolve and addressing oneself to some thing. They contrast with 
those episodes in conscious life where the subject is passive and something - a 
sound or a pain, perhaps - comes upon him. They also contrast with enduring 
states - even where these are not best thought of as passive - as when one is sad 
or cheerful or has an aspiration or purpose. To decide or to  make a resolve is to 
perform a spontaneous act; to have a resolve is not (18). 

Now, Reinach goes on, some spontaneous acts of a subject are such that they 
cannot occur unless they are perceived to  occur by another subject. I have not 
succeeded in commanding if no one but myself knows about it. Acts of this kind 
contrast both with deciding (which need have nothing to do with anyone else) and 
with enwina and forgiving (which, whilt they have to  do with others, do  not need 

forgiving can occur without its occurrence being expressed or divulged, an act o l  
commanding cannot. Ccvnmanding is neither purely a matter of external behavionr 

~ ~ 

nor a purely inner occurrence nor the divulging of something that could have 
occurred without being divulged (19). To understand it correctly one must take 
account of both inner and outer aspects and appreciate that the inner aspect is 
not something complete (as would be a certain feeling) which could exist even if i t  
failed to find expression or to  come to  external fruition; we might express this by 
saying that the inner side is essentially incomplete. 

Here it might be asked whether the incompleteness which Reinach altributes 
to the inner side of a social act is any more remarkable than the incompleteness 
of the activity of preparing for a picnic which, because of unexpected bad weather. 
never takes place. I think specifying what the difference is helps to  make clear 
what Reinach is saying. In the picnic case there are complete actions (e.g. making 
sandwiches) such that it is through or in carrying out those that the agent is pre- 
paring for a picnic; but in the commanding case there is no experiential event 
or process through or in which the inner side of commanding occurred, o r  through 
or in which there occurred what would, in the event o f  a successful commanding 
taking place, have been the inner side of that commanding. Something that might 
remain if the observable bit of an act of commanding were removed is the  intention 
Or the decision to issue a command. But Reinach would not accept either of these 
as identical with the inner side o f  the social act in question. Again, the occur- 
rence of a social act can be reported (and, as Austin later pointed out,  the words 
Used in the report might even he the same as the words used in the perfor- 
mance); but then the report is a f  the whole act, and not just of its inner aspect 
120). 

Although without the outward aspect a social act cannot occur, a particular 
social act's outward side could have been different. The outward side o f  a social 
act is not la be confused with the non.arbitrary outward expression o f  such ex- 
periences as shame, anger and love (20). We might put this by saying that social 
acts, whose outward expression is indispensable but arbitrary, contrast with ex- 
periences whose outwardexpression isdispensable (or repressible) but non-arbitrary. 
This point is worth making; if it is not made, the fact that different societies can 
have different behavioural procedures for, say, thanking or promising could be 
taken to  indicate that thanking and promising (by contrast with anger and love) 
re themselves conventional or society-specific. 

Oespite his insistence that the inner aspect of a social act is not something that 
exist in the absence of the outer aspect, Reinach also holds that it is essential 
ry social act that it have a basis in a particular sort of inner experience which 
exist without being expressed and whose intentional content is identical 

. - . . that of the social act or at least somehow connected with it.3 Examples are 
to be noticed by others). Social acts are characterised as those s@ontaneous acts of conveying information, asking a question, requesting and ordering, the 
that cannot without coming to the notice of others. ExamPlesare 7 of these acts being in states of, respectively,conviction, uncertainty, wishing 
ordering, tequesting, exhorting, asking, telling and answering. 

Such an act has both an inner and - given that we have no direct access to  One Uanr 2 2 .  The last phrase makes the claim hopelessly weak, but how to strengthen it in 
inner life - an outer aspect (20-21). Whereas an act of deciding or Wklt of Reinach's theory is not easy to see. 
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He grants that there can be instances where the appropriate underlying states are 
absent - for exampie, hypocritical requests and merely conventional questions. But 
he maintains that these are only sham questions, requests, etc., and are pale, blood- 
less shadows of the real thing.' 

A condition of sincerity is likewise among Austin's conditions for felicitous 
speech acts: 

Where, as often, the procedure is designed for use by persons having certain 
thoughts or feelings, or for the inauguration of certain consequential conduct 
on the part of any participant, then a person participating in and so invoking 
the procedure must in fact have those thoughts or feelings, and the participants 
must intend so to conduct themselves . . . 

Breaches of this condition are called insincerities (Austin 1962, i8 ,39 ,  50). 
It seems to me a mistake to insist on such a strong sincerity condition. Suppose, 

for example, I assent to  some statement because I can find no flaw in - nor any 
balancing counterarguments against - the arguments in favour of that statement 
even though, in my heart, I do not really believe it. Or suppow L condole wlth or 
congratulate someone and duly conduct myself in an appropriate way although I 
can find in myself no feeling of sorrow at his bereavement or of pleasure a t  his 
success. Such acts of asserting, condoling and congratulating are certainly f e l i c l t~us .~  
In general, i t  does not seem that nonconforming feelings etc. can render a speech 
act defective if they do not significantly affect conduct.' 

There are several sorts of consideration which may be thought to  make a strong 
sincerity condition plausible. There are consideratlonswhich are akin to Moore's 
paradox: the supposed incoherence or logical oddity of carrying out an ordinary 
speech act procedure but appending to  It a disavowal of the corresponding mental 
state? However, what these considerations arguably show is not that, in general, 
part of the point of a speech act is to express a mental state but rather that the 
point of explicitly avowing or disavowing a mental state is often to  perform an 
indirect speech act; saying that one does not want something done can be an 
excellent way of ordering the addressee not to do it, an uttered wish can be a 
command (cf. Searle 1975). Secondly there Is the consideration that, Ideally, 
communication would involve a meeting of the participants' true selves. (Cf. 
Habermas 1976.) Where our actual social acts fall short of this ideal, however, what 

$The lets wrformcd, but it is I prcvdo.plrfomtonce' (22). Rcinlch mdrca dear that he 
does not here mean a r s  where the speaker intends hb request, question, etc. not to be taken 
rcrioudy; cf. trans. 50, note 24. Nor, plainly, does he man  cases where, in compliance with 
social convention, one might go through the motions of thanking elc. without intending or 
expecting to be understood nr actually thankine etc. 
'Austin writes at 18f. of his 1962 as thoqh he might accept this; but not at 40. 
'It h tcmptii to concede a little more to Reinach and Aurtin by spying that a speech act is 
infelicitous if thoughts or feelings at od& wlth the appropriate o n e  are lurboured and dwelt 
on in the heart even if they are never manifeat. But it may be that even thb dirhaxmony be- 
tween the mal r l f  and the outward show it no imperfection of the acts but rather an impr- 
feetion of the agent. 
Icx Seule 1983,9f.;Mayo 1973; Austin 1962.50. 
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we have are rather non-ideal persons than defective acts. Thirdly, there are consider- 
ations of a sort whichmight beillustrated by the unsatisfactoriness of, say, someone 
chuckling with his cronies about everyone being better off without the deceased 
just after ostensibly condoling with the bereaved. But such of our intuitions about 
this as do  not concern moral turpitude are, as we shall see, readily accommodated 
without a strong sincerity condition. Fourthly, it may be held that speech act types 
whose tokens did not generally include the corresponding mental states would not 
exist. But justice is done to what is sustainable in this view by the condition that 
people grasp how a person with a mental state corresponding to a given speech act 
would conduct himself 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . . . .  
So I do  not think there remains any good reason for a strong sincerity condition. 

In Speech Acts, Searle suggests something weaker. The example which h e  discusses 
in most detail Is that of promising. When a speaker S si~~cere!v promises t o  d o  same- 
thing A, the strong sincerity condition - that S intend to  do A - is satisfied (cf. 
Searle 1969, 60). But this is replaced, in the conditions for promising in general, 
by the condition that S intend that his utterance will make him responsible for 
intending to do A (Searle 1969, 62). Searle does not give us the corresponding 
relaxed condition for any other speech act type. However, it is fairly easy to  see 
how we can get such conditions if we are given sincerity conditions: for an" civen 

~~~ , -- --. act type we replace the sincerity condition by the condition that the speaker intend 
his utterance to  make him responsible for its being the case that the sincerity con- 
dition is fulfilled. Equivalently, in the place where a sincerity condition would be 
we put the condition that the speaker intend by means of his utterance t o  take 
responsibility for his having the mental slate corresponding to the speech act type. 
Thus speakers performing acts of various types will be intending to  take responsi. 
billty for wanting things, believing things, being grateful, etc. (See the chart headed 
'Types of illocutionary act" at 66 f ,  of Speech Acrs) 

I think this is a move in the right direction. It  is a move from talking about the 
psychological state of the speaker to talking about responsibilities. However, in 
every instance the responsibility in question is a responsibility for something's 
being the case. And, while what one is taking responsibility for in the case of 
promising - viz. having an intention -is unproblematic, it is not at all clear what it 

t o  take responsibility for believing something or for having feelings of pleasure, 
itude, etc. I therefore suggest that we should take a further step in the  same 
ctlon and say that a speaker intends to take responsibility, by means of his 
rance, for his subsequent conduct being that of a person who now has the 
opriate mental state (and, we should add, who is fairly rational and not unduly 
e). For speech acts whose corresponding mental states are intentions and whose 
sratory conditions are satisfied, taking responsibility for having an intention is 
the same as taking responsibility for conducting oneself as though one had that 

ntion. Reinach places far more emphasis than do  Searle and Austin on social 
as Introducing or otherwise affecting claims and commitments. To this extent, 

esent proposal is in the spirit of his theory. 
t Is suggested, then, is that, for speech acts with corresponding mental states, 
of the presence of the mental state being a condition for the felicitous 
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performance of a speech act it is rather part of the nature of the act that the 
speaker, in successfully performing it, be taking responsibility for either having the 
state or conducting himself subsequently as would a person who now has that state. 
 hi. is +he mmk of what 1 wish to  call a proper act (where a person acts in propria -,.."."" ~~ ~~ ~ . . 

perrow). Proper acts belong to a more general kind where successful performance 
involves a speaker's taking responsibility for someone's either having the state or 
subsequently conducting himself as though he now had it. This suggests the possi. 
bility of other acts belonging to  that same general kind but where successful per- 
formance involves a speaker's taking responsibility for someone else's either having ~ 

the state or subsequen-tly conducting himself as though he now had it 

$4 SINCERITY AND REPRESENTATIVE ACTS 

The quotation at the head of this paper is taken from a section of Austin's 1962 in 
which Austin is discussing the asymmetry between the use of the word 'bet' in 
making bets and its use in reporting bets. To emphasise this asymmetry. Austin 
exploits the fact that a central use of 'I bet' is in betting whereas a central use of 
'he bets7 is in reporting betting; he similarly exploits the corresponding fact 
about 'I promise' and 'he promises'. The way Austin chwses to formulate this 
point does not I think reflect a considered rejection of the possibility of proxy acts. 
for there are no indications that that possibility engaged his attention. But if 
Reinach has not found something which is actually denied by Austin, he has found 
something that others exploring the same ground have overlooked. To take the 
belting case, it is not hard ta imagine a screen gangster maintaining a threatening 
silence at the card table while a sidekick makes his bets with a commissive use of 
the third person. There is, to  be sure, the possibility that the other players will 
decline to take Lou's utterance as the making of Al's bet. But this is no objection 
to  the possibility of proxy betting. For the analogous possibility occurs in the case 
of proper betting: those who know Woody Allen's films can readily imagine a 
Woody Allen character's hearers declining to  take his utterance as the making of his 
own bet. Yet this does not show that there can be no betting in proprin persono. 
Another possibility that might be advanced as an objection is the possibility that 
the sidekick at the card table is only a messenger whose act is not one of betting 
but one of informing the other players of his ~rincipal's wishes or intentions (cf. 
p. 90). In this case, the act of betting is done by the principal; it is not done by the 
sidekick - any more than the voting in a postal ballot is done by the postman. 
However, the betting case need not be of this kind. To ensure that the sidekick is 
not just a messenger, we may suppose that the principal does not fully understand 
the game's bidding conventions or that his mastery of arithmetic is shaky. Then the 
bet is the principal's but, since the principal is incompetent to make the bet, the 
person who does the betting (for him) must be the sidekick. (This does not, of 
course, entail that proxy betting can occur only where the principal is incompetent.) 

It seems plain, then, that there can be proxy betting. Examples can be found of 
proxy promising as well. But betting and promising are particularly difficult cases. 

They may involve substantial sums of money, irksome commitments or legal consc- 
quences. So, since there can be proxy acts even o f  these rather difficult kinds, we 
can be optimistic about the possibility of proxy acts in the cases of other act types. 
We saw that being performed in the name of others is introduced by Reinach as 
one of several modifications to which social acts are susceptible. The other modifi- 
cations are being sham or insincere, being conditional, and having several authors or 

: addressees (22-25). This suggests that representative or proxy acts do  no t  belong 
to  a new act type with its own sincerity condition, etc.; it suggests rather that one 
way of performing acts of types already familiar is to  perform them reoresen~otivehz~ 

, . 
other ways being to perform them itkncrrely, lo pirfonn lhem condiriomlly, and 
to perform them joinrly. Thus one might expect the doctrine to be that, when an 
act of a certain type is performed representatively, each condition for a proper 
(or unmodified) act of that type is satidied either by the representative or by his 
principal, there being onc or two extra conditions called fur by the bifurcation. 
Then a possible distribution of conditions would be that the representative do the .~~ 
talking, that the principal have the underlying inner experiences, and that the 
effects on'claims and obligations b? on the principal's claims and obligations. If  
the additional condition(s) Ibr one person to be another's proxy were so formulated 
as to  be trivially satisfied in  the proper case, the latter would then - pleasingly - 
be a special case of a person A acting for a person B (viz. the case where A is B). 

But this is not the way Reinach's account develops. He treats representative 
acts rather as though they belonged to a distinct act type in that there is a sincerity 
condition for representative acts as such. The condition is that the representative 
will that the consequences, effected by the act, for claims and obligations (i.e. the 
impact on one's own claims and obligations were one to  perform the act inproprin 
persona) be consequences for the claims and obligations of his principal. 

Now. for a given proper act-type let us call E the normal effects on the speaker's 
claims and obligations of performing an act of that type, and M the inner ex- 
periences, whose presence is required for a non-sham performance o f  that act- 
type. Then we can say that the conditions proposed by Reinach for performing an 
act of that type in the name of another person are nor these: that the representative 
do the talking, that the principal have M, that E be on the principal's claims and 
obligations, and some condition(s) regulating the relation between princioal and 

I 
representative. Rather, the conditions proposed by Reinach for performing an act 
of that type in the name of another person are these: that the representative do  the 
tdking, that the representative will E to be on the principal's claims and obli- 
gations, that E be on the principal's claims and obligations, and some condition(r) 
regulating the relation between principal and representative. 

I 
" Reinach emphasises that the underlying experience necessary for a proxy act is 
not any knowledge of the principal's intentions.' And, given only that the principal i 

I 
has - or would, in the representative's circumstances, have - certain intentions 
relevant to action in the representative's circumstances, a proxy act need not be in 

8ss 84. Rcimch is evidently referring to knowledge on lhc part of the rcprcrcntative. The way 
ha expresser himself here suggests that either he did not even think of the distribution I have 
M a t e d  or else he did not think it worth mentioning 
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Now take a case exactly like the one just described except for such differences 
as are entailed by the Sunday marital discussiun taking place on Tuesday instead. 
(That does not entail that there is deception. so there is no deception.) What I do 
on the Monday in this case is exactly the same as what I do on the Monday in the 
previous case. In both cases, by Wednesday, l have issued an invitation in the name 
of myself and m y  wife and I have been empowered to  do  so. (Indeed, the possibility 
of the second case is a good reason for setting aside the suspicion that in the first 
case I am on Monday not issuing an invitation but only being instrumental in 
securing the addressee's perception of an act initiated on Sunday.) In general, our 
felicitous invitations are created by us. Their creation involves (a) the endorsement 
by each of us of their being issued (in 'our' voice) and (b) their being issued (in 
'our'voice). The temporal order of (a) and ( b )  does not matter. 

Of course, it may be that issuing the Monday invitation before consultation is 
less prudent than issuing it after consultation; for there is a risk of infelicity (in 
particular, of non.efficacy): if my wife does not - cannot be persuaded to -give 
me afterwards her back-dated endorsement of the Monday performance, then it 
becomes the case that that performance was infelicitous, in particular it is non- 
efficacious. (In general, (b) of the last paragraph is non-efficacious if it occurs and 
(a) does not.) Since it is then the case that my inviting was out of order, I must 
either let this not.being-in-order persist or else try to  restore order - in this case 
by trying to  cancel the invitation, i.e, offering for the acceptance of the invitee a 
revocation of the invitation. 

It is, I conjecture, because or this element of risk in acting for another without 
being beforehand clearly empowered to do so that some scrupulous individuals 
cautiously refrain from conveying congratulations and other good wishes on behalf 
of spouses, friends and so on, and instead say things like 'John will be delighted to  
hear the news' or 'I'm sure John would send congratulations too.' But many of 
us - and not only the shameless conformists - go ahead and speak for others in 
such cases, taking the risk as part of the bargain. The desirability of performing 
such social acts as congratulating, condoling, inviting, etc. when the momenl is 
right and the opportunity presents itself very often outweighs the undesirability 
of risking infelicity. (Reinach might have regarded my use of this consideration a9 

an error analogous to  that of reading expedient features of positive law - such as 
strict liability - back into the a priori foundations. If this were offered as an ob. 
jection, I should have to  reply that the necessity of prior empowerment is not 
intuitively apparent to  me.) Moreover, we should not forget that, while acting 
proleptically on the strength of a hoped-for retrospective empowerment involves 
some risk for the would.be representative, a plain granting of the power of proxy 
(unless it is very narrowly circumscribed) involves some risk for the principal; and 
it is a risk which, like the other, may be worth taking for the sake of some advan- 
tage (such as convenience, larger enterprises or a greater diversity ofaclivity). One 
party's risk is, of course, the other party's assurance: in !he case of a presump- 
tuously representative act, the intended principal usually knows or can find out 
what the consequences of his granting the power of proxy are, for they have 
already come about and it only remains for him to  associate himself with them 
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or refuse to  do  so; in the case of clear previous empowerment the representative 
knows, as exactly as f u z y  boundarics permit. what possible acts he can credit to 
his principal. 

The advantages of representative acts without prior empowernlent may be 
greater than just the social pleasingness of putting in a word at the golden moment 
instead of afterwards by telephone. To take an unlikely example, if m y  life were 
unusual in such a way that prior marital discussion was never possible, l might well 
prefer making invitations wilh risks to never having dinner parties. And speaking 
for all is something one is never empowered beforehand to  do; but it is, l suggest, 
central to  moral, scientific and evaluative enquiry. 

However that may be, Reinach's discussion of social acts and in particular 
representative acts, with its bearing on 'the apriori of social intercourse' (6). is a 
fascinating part o f  a very challenging essay." 
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Demystifying Reinach's Legal Theory 

STANLEY L. PAULSON* 

Adolf Reinach has not fared well at the hands of writers and commentaton in 
jurisprudence and legal theory,' critics who= mystifcation of Reinach's view 
often has been disguised in claims to the effect that Reinach is the one doing the 
mystifying. One major writer sees a connection between Reinach's theory and 
nineteenth-century Begr$fs]urisprudenz or legal conceptualism? Another writer, 
a legal philosopher, points to Reinach as offering a theory of the Namr der Sache. 
from which, as it happened, other developed a species of natural law t h ~ o r y . ~  
A leading historian of legal theory, drawing on Reinach's talk of "apriori essences", 
relegates him to a never-never land: 

Having thus established to their own satisfaction that it i5 a vain delusion t o  
look for a purely empirical solution of the problem of the nature of law, the 

*My special thanks to Bonnie Rulson. B m y  Smith. Herbert SpiegelbelL Cu l  Wellnun. Ken- 
neth I. Winston, and Daniel E. Wucstc. 
'Without restricting himself to legal theory, Herbert Spiegelbwg nude essentially the same 
observation fifty yean ago; up until very rccendy, little had changed. Scc Herbert Spicselberg. 
CIserr undSitrc~ererr. Ziirich: M u  Niehanr Vcrlag (1935). 24.38. 
'Karl Engisch. "Form& Logik. Begifl und Kanrlruktian in ihnr  BcdeuNng und Trwweite 
far die RcehuwiucwhlTt". in: Fcrrschrifr fiir Wich Klus rum 70. Gebwrsrq. Giinter Kohl. 
MM. cd.. vol. I .  Coloene: Petw Deuhner Verlac (1983). 33-54. bt 38. To be sure. in " .  ~ . . ~ ~  ~ 

A u l d t r  &he mch dercrrrchrrg*etr. Munich: R. Piper & Co. ~ e r ' ~  (1971). at 223-227. 
kwsch oflcrr a far mate sympthrtic sUlcmenl of Rehach'r phenomcnologrol lhcory of law. 
'Guatav Rndbruch, ~mndzu& der Rechrrphilomphic, ~eipzk: Ver@ von Cluck & Msyw 
(1914). 35". Writing only s year aftw the appearance of Rcinach'a "The apriori Foundations 
of the Civil Law" (cited s t  note 9). Rndbrveh asserts that Rcinach's "a priori foundations" 
r e  "nothina othw than the 'Ndw d u  Schc"' (or "nature of the thing", whore prorronsnts . . ~ . . 
ugue that certain valuer arc inherent in the Ul i  itself and that norms reflecting these values 
arc thus derivable from the thing). Othws, much later, have traced the dmeloplnent in Germany 
Of one s~eciw of natural Low theory from the eonccpt of the NCNI der Soche. and they s d d r e r  
the quehon of Reinseh's influence on that devcipment. Sos the helpful atstomenis in plrt 

One af B e  oonlolo~schr Begriindu~ ddn Rcchls, h t h w  Kaufmm,  ad.. hrmrtadt:  W L . c n  
rhaitliche BuchgerUIchPlt (1965). in particub, A k w d m  Bmtta ' l  plpa. "Natur der 
Sache und Natunecht", at I M  -163. 

Specch Art and Sachverhdt. cdited hy Kevin Mulligan 
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metaphysicians begm the search for some op t ion  concept existing independently 
of all poss~ble expertence . . . Perhaps n o  one has cut hunself off from the facts 
o f  ehpenence w sharply as Reinach, for whom the foundattons of positive law 
belong t o  a realm wluch IS no1 only dtstincl from the world of Nature but also 
ondependent of  human tondentanding, of  human organizations, and of all the 
actual course of  human or  material occurrences.' 

More interestingly, a major commentator regards Reinach as a proponent of  
nonnative reductionism, albeit a proponent with a phenomenological bent. Nor- 
mative reduction is for many purposes a standard doctrine in modem legal theory; 
its proponents adduce arguments t o  show that the unwieldy material of  the sta- 
tutory enactment is ultimately t o  be understood in terms of some fundamental 
normative modality, that of  command, the  most popular view,' o r  e m p ~ w e r m e n t , ~  
or - Reinach's alternative - the legally issued norm.' The doctrine is attributed to  
Reinach by no less a figure than Karl Larenz, one of  the deans of  the academic 
law establishment in West Germany, in a major paper and in his treatise Methoden- 
lehre der RechtnvissenschaftfB Aa Larenz reads him, Reinach sets the  problem 
of normative reduction in Section Eight of his treatise 'The a priori Foundations 
of the Civil Law". 

On first glance, i t  seems so obvious: Legally issued norms [Be~t immun~en]  are 
commands, that is, prescriptions and proscriplions addressed to  legal subjects or 
perhaps t o  officials charged with enforcement. But it goes without saying that 
we cannot remain at such a distance from the things. Legally issued norms are in 
truth not commands at all, and thc distinction between the two is the indis- 
pensable basis for understanding the issues a t  hand? 

'I. Walter lona. Hisroriml Jnlnducrion ro the 7 % ~  of L w ,  London: Clarendon Reu 
(1940), 212-213. 
'See theorists cited at notes 11-12. 
'Hans Kclm, Rcine Rechrslehn. Vienna: F r m  Dcuticke V e r b  (2nd cd. 1960), OB5(d. 
6(d), 18,28(b). 
'Adolf Reinach (cited at note 9) as interpreted by Karl Larenr (cited at note 8). 
'Kul Lsrenz, "Der Rechtrsatz n)a Bcrtimmungssntz", in: FestschriJl lur Karl En&h zum 
70. Gebunsrb. Rul Bockclmann, Arthw Kaufmnnn, and Ulrich Klug, edr., Frankfurt am 
Main: Vittoria Klastcnnann (1969) lhercinnfrcr cited as "Larenz, 'Bertimmungssati"], 
150-160; ffid Lsrenz. Methodcnlchre dcr Rechtnvirrcnschaff. Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 
Tokyo: Sprinpr-Verb (5th cd. 1983) [herri~frer cited as " h e n z .  Merhodmlehre"], 240- 
146. 
'Adolf Reinach. "The a priori Foundations of the Civil Law" ["Die apriorirhen Crundhgcn 
dsr burgerlichen Rechtcs"l. Jahrbuch P Philosophie und phlnommolo~sche Fomhun6. 
vol. I (1913). 685-847, at 804-805; reprinted in Reinach. Gerommeltc SchriJren. HnUe: 
MuNimcvw (19211: new critiuledition, in wovolumes, Simrlichc Werkc eds. K. Schuhmann 
md B. Smith. Munich: PhUomphia Vwlw (forthcoming), 166-350, st  301-302; reprinted 
under the title "Zur Ph~amenalogie des Rechts", Munich: Kasel-Verlag (1953). 226 pp., 
at 170; and translated by John F. Crosby under the title "The Apriori Foundations of the 
Civil Law", in Akthdo, Val 3 (1983), 1-142, at 105 Iherei~JIer cued or "I" for the printing 
of 1913. "GS" for that of 1921 h a n d  printing forthmming), "PdR" for the printing of 
1953. and "Uuu." for the Crolby trandation]. CTRndations from the Gemun are my own 
Uucuphout.) 

Why does Reinach place such great weight on the distinction between t h e  
legally issued norm or Bestimmungto and the command? He does so, Larenz 
suggests, as a means of highhghting his correct reductive argument as against t h e  
mistaken argument of the tradition. In short, as Larenz sees it Reinach a n d  
the command theorists are simply engaged in an intramural squabble. Nothing 
t o  be alarmed about. Reinach may differ with the command theorists over t h e  
details of the argument - and therefore over the details of  the  reduced entities, 
the ultimate constituents of  the  law - but the programme of  normative reduction 
does no t  come into question a t  any point. 

This view of Reinach, which Larenz develops in his influential treatise, is, I 
think, mistaken. Reinach, in challenging the command theory, challenges the  under- 
lying doctrine of  normative reduction just as vigorously as Jeremy Bentham a n d  
John Austin in England" and Karl Binding, August Thon, Emst  Rudolf Bierling, 
and others in Germanyn had defended it. Larenz fails t o  appreciate Reinach's 
challenge to  the tradition and thus, regarding him as still another normative r e  
ductionist, fails t o  convey the radical character of his work." 

To  show the mistake for what it is, an exercise in demystification is in order. 
Addressed to  Larenz's tnterpretation of  Reinach in particular, the  demystification 
provides, en passant, a case against other misinterpretations too. 

My strategy in the paper is to  set the stage with an examination of  traditional 
normative reductionism in legal theory and then t o  argue that  Reinach's critique 
of the tradttional view, far from being still another variation o n  a familiar theme, 

"As P rendering of "Brsrlmmung" in legal contexts, "legally trued norm" is, to be sure, ksr 
than ideal. Still. the expreacion doer avoid mme of the probbnu cnstad by more obvioua 
candidates, e.g., "enactment" and "rub". "Enactment", useful thou@ it may be, b t W  to 
the legislative context and will not do when R e h c h  speaks, infer alia, of arbiuztors' Beslim. 
m a e n  (See J 804-805; GS 301-302; FUR 170; trans. 105.) And "rulc" will not 
do either. Ruler are by deiinitian general, but the Berlimmurizen of abitntors, judges. and 
other officials ire mlim@, mnimcd, strictly speaking, to the puticvlar c p u  giving ti= to the 
decision. Ideally, the English-language expreuion would be systcmsticaUy ambiguous in all the 
ways "B~srimmunb" is; given this slandud, "legally trued norm" or. whex appropristc. h p b r  
"issued norm" (lee 86 at subsection iii, below) is a more apt choice than other candidates 
"lererny Bentham. Of Laws in General, H.L.A. Hart, ed.. London: Athlone Rers (1970); 
lohn Austin. Lectures on Jurisprudence. 2 vols., London: lohn Murray (5th ed. 1885). 
"Karl Binding, Die Nonnn und ihre libmmrunb, vols. 1-2, Leipig: W. Engelmann (1872, 
18771; August Tnon, Rcchtlnorm und sublecn'res Rceht. Weimar: Hemunn B o b "  (1878); 
Ernrt Rudolf Bierling, Jurisrische Plinzipknlehre, voL 1. Freibuxg im Brehgau L hipzis:  I.C.B. 
Molu (1894). 
"See, however, h e m ,  Methodenlehre. op. cir. (note 81, pp. 108-111: Karl Larctu, "Ow 
nUe Rcehtunehnrhalle". in: Phl*lomenolon'e. Reehts~hhilomnhie. Jurfspnidnz. Frrtrchrlft . 
f i r  G'nhorr Huuerl 2um 75 Geburrsrog, Thomat Wwtmbugcr, d.. Frankfurt m M u n :  Vit- 
tono Klonermlnn (1969). 132-151, at 136- 146. Hers henz ' s  r u d i q  of R c h c h  u unprob 
kmatic. The diifukicr arise. as 1 ague in the second and third sections of Ihe p a w ,  when 
he tries to spell out a normative red&lon in term of what he lakes Rcliuch to~bc doinn tn 
the m e  of8crrimmun6en ork*gally usucd norms. 
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represents a complete break. Specifically, I begin in the second section of the 
paper by considering the nineteenthcentury theorist August Thon, a leading 
representative of the tradition Reinach rejects, and I look there a bit more closely 
at the doctrine of normative reduction. I turn in the third section to Larenz's 
construal of Reinach, and I reply in the fourth section, arguing that even if Reinach 
were engaged in normative reduction, Larenz's argument would not show us how. 
Then,adopting a moregeneral vantage point vis-a-vis Reinach's enterprise,l consider 
in the fifth xction his own stagesetting, a dismissal of traditional or reductive 
legal positivism and I turn in the sixth section to his theory of social acts and, 
in particular, to how his distinction between the act of legal issuance and the act of 
commanding represents a radical departure from the tradition. In a brief closing 
section, 1 offer some reflections on the significance Reinach's work has for legal 
theory. 

Before getting under way, one remark: There is. I know, far more to be said 
on Reinach'r theory of social acts than I offer below. Others writing in this volume 
examine the theory at length!' however, and my examination of Reinach's legal 
theory complements those efforts. Together, I believe, our arguments serve to iden- 
tify Reinach's p h  in legal theory. 

52 REDUCIION WITHIN THE NORMATWE SPHERE 

A good part of the history of legal theory pver the past century is reflected in the 
positions taken on two altogether diffcrent sorts of reduction. There is the question 
of reduction to fact, whether, in a word, the putatively normative material of the 
law yields to an analysis in terms of concatenations of facts. Examples include 
"law by position" (where position is determined by power)," psychological 
recWition,l6 and patterns of judicial behaviour." 

"See the plperr by Mullignn. PoUok, Gudks, and Brown in this volume. See slro John F. 
Cmsby, "Reinrch'r Dimvery of the Social Acts", Alcrhcb, voL 3 (1983), 143-194; 
&ury Smith, "Introduction to Adolf Rcinach. On the lheory of the Negative Judgement", 
in: Parts and Momcnts. Studie: in Lo@ and Form1 Ontob6y. Bury Smith, ed.. Munich & 
Vienm: PMolophh VnLg 11984). 289-313. at 297-303; Barry Smith. "Materink Tow& 
a History of Speech Act Theory", in: Xnrl BuNcr'r T h w  of Lo-. A. Eschbsch, cd., 
Amsterdam: Benjamins (forthcoming); Herbert Spiegdberg, The Phenomcnolo~cal Move. 
mcnr. The Hague, Boston, London: Nijhoff(3rd ed. 1982). 197-198. 
"On "law by position", see, rg.. John Austin. Lectuws on Jurispmdmce, op. eit (note 11). 
"01. 1, 81, l l l ;  Edwin C. Clark, FTactimI Jurispmdencr. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
P ~ e s  (1883). 131-132. Important for Continental developments in the genre is Karl 
Bergbahm, JurirpNdenz und Rechrsphilorophie, vol. I., Leipug: Duncker & Humblot (1892); 
Bergbahm is for some purpmes a German apologjst for Austin's legal positivism, and he is cited, 
d b i t  in by Reimch (we J 842;.GS 344; PdR 219. tnnr. 135.) 
"Bicr l i~ ,  Jvrirrirehr Rinripienlchre, op. ciL (note 12). 
"For an American representative. see, rs., Jerome Frank. Low and the Modern Mind. New 
York: Tudor hblishing Company (1930); and for a Scandinavian representative, rg.. Vilhelm 
Lundrtcdt. "Law and Justice: A Criticism of the Method of Justice", in: Intcrprctnrionr of 
Modern L w l  Philomphies. Esmys in H o r n  of Roscoe Pound. Paul Soyre, ed., New York: 
Oxford University Prcu (1947).450-483. 
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I Reduction to fact, however, is not directly at issue here (although I touch on 
i it in the fifth section, below, in connection with Reinach's statement and dismissal 

of traditional or reductive legal positivism). At issue is a second, distinct species 
I 

! 
of reduction, alluded to in the introductory section as normative reduction. an 
inquiry into the basic forms or categories of the law within the normative sphere. 

I Suppose one sorts through the 'taw materials" of the law," asking how these data 
I 
j ought to be organized, what categories ought to be employed, and the Like. Ln the 

end, one would come up with those modalities, those fundamental norm types. 
that capture what is ultimately distinctive of the law -or,  more precisely, of laws. 

I Jeremy Bentham states the problem in a characteristically penetrating way: 

What is a law? What are the parts of a law? The subject of the questions, 
it is to be observed, is the logical, the idml, the intellectunl whole. not the 

I physical one: the law and not the s r a r ~ t e . ~ ~  

Bentham's own answer? Every law is a prescription, addressed to the legal subject. 
concerning an act to be performed." The normative reduction culminates in such 
a prescription. The reduction, carried out within the normative sphere. leaves open 
the question of whether a reduction leading to a concatenation of facts would 
also be appropriate. Normative reduction and reduction t o  fact are, in other word% 
independent. 

The theorist August Thon was one of those whom Reinach had in mind in the 
lines from "The a prion Foundations" quoted above," and Thon's fairly straight- 
forward nonnative reduction, in Rechtsnom und subjektives ~echf." serves to 
illustmte normative reduction generally. Drawing on examples from the criminal 
law, Thon looks first to imperatives addressed to the subject and then t o  those 
addressed to officials. As an example of the former, he offers the imperative, 
"Thou shalt not ki~l!"'~ The subject's failure to comply therewith triggers the 
application of a second imperative, addresvd to an official and requiring the 

"The exprerrion is Roroe  Pound's. See Pound, "Law and the Scicna: of Law in Recent 
Theories". Yale LovJoumal. "01. 43 (1934). 525-536.11 526. 
"Jeremy Bentham, An jnrmducrion to the Rinciplcr of Momlr and Lcgidalbn. J.H. Burns 
& H.LA. Hart, eds., London: Athlone Reu (1970). 11 429. 
"See Joseph Raz. The Concepr of a Leml System, Oxford: Clnrendon Rcu (2nd cd. 1980), 
70-77; Ctow Hem& "on Wright, Norm m d  Action. London: Routkdgm & K e g n  Paul 
(1963). 35-37.70-74. 
"See text quoted at note 9. Although not u p m d y  cited by Reinach - indeed. "Thca priori 
Foundations"  onl la in ins only a handful of references to source nuter8I in legal theory - Thon'r 
treatise, like Binding's (cited at nato 1% w u  a rundud nineteenthantury lource on the 
imperative theory. and the treatise w u  widely discused in the litcmture (see, r&, Hans Kclsen, 
Hauprpmblrmr drr Sraarschldehre. 7Ubiqen: J.C.B. Mohr [1911), 299-308,586-591). 
"Op. cir. (note 12). 
"Thon,Rrchtrnorm undsubjektiwr Rrcht. 8. 
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official either to impose a sanction or to suspend the application of imperatives 
that otherwise protect the subject by imposing duties of forbearance on  other^.^ 
In every instance, the imperative represents the fundamental norm type; it is the 
characteristic form of the legal norm. As Thon puts it in a summary statement: 

The entire law of a community is nothing other than a complex of imperatives 
that are linked and bound ur, with one another insofar as failure to comply with 
the one often serves, for othe'rs. as the condition of a ~ommand.~' 

In drawing on the criminal law for examples of the normative reduction, Thon 
for the most part follows a scheme developed by Karl Binding in Die Normen 
und ihre Ubertrerung " Thon, however, goes further than Binding, adopting the 
Enme scheme for the more complex cases of the private law, where he moves from 
the lawyer's categories in which private law material is actually couched - claim, 
power, and the like - to prescriptions and proscriptions addressed to private law 
parties (the primary norms) and to legal officials (the secondary norms)." What, 
however, of material that does not lend itself in this way to normative reduction? 
Thon has the courage of his convictions and argues that where the pattern does 
not apply, then the material in question, appearances to the contrary notwith- 
standing, is srricio sen= not legal in nature after all." The following examples 
illustrate some of the possibilities. 

An individual receives a loan.* From the beginning, he is obligated to repay it, 
and the creditor has a corresponding right (mbjektives Recht) to repayment. It is 
not until such time as payment is due, however, that a claim (Anspmch) to re- 
payment actually vests in the creditor. If payment is not forthcoming at that 
time, the creditor can bring an action to enforce his claim. That move triggers a 
number of imperatives addressed to officials in charge of the ensuing civil pro 
ceeding. Should an official fail to carry out directives addressed to him, that will 
trigger directives addressed to h i i e r  officials, prescribing, say, disciplinary action 
against the recalcitrant official. Since, Thon argues, the norm expressing the private 
party's claim "contains an imperative",% the latter - the "contained imperative", 
representing the more fundamental modality - can be drawn from it. Thus, given 

=+1bid. 
"Ibid. (emphasis omitted). 
"Op. cit. h o l e  12). For the view that imperatives in the criminal law are addressed only to 

officials, r e  Thomas Hobbes, The Elemrnlr of l a w ,  Ferdinand Tonnicr, sd., Cambndge: 
Czmbridm Univcnilv Resr (1889). 187: "Now in those law, which arc simply laws, the cam- - 
mandmcnt a addrewd to every nun, but in pendl k w  the Eommnndmcnt a addreswd to the 
mserlrste, who ts only guilty of the breach of it, whcn the pcnalt~rs ordalned are not mflrcted. 
to the rest a~wrIaineth nothing, but to take notice of their danger." Compare Hobbes, lk 
Civr, ch. xiv,t23, to which  ind ding, foe. eit.. vol 1 st 3931, refern. 
"'ll~on,R~chtrnorm undndbjekrivclReehr, 59,132,181,211.et psrim. 
"lbid.. 291-292. 
"lbid.. 228-235. 
"lbid.. 13. 121, rt Favim 

a private law norm to the effect that a party has a claim against a second party, 
one can move straightaway to the conditional imperative addressed t o  the official. 
The example illustrates what is, for Thon, an unproblemrtic normative reduction. 

Suppose that a legal norm confers a legal power instead of "containing m im- 
perative". The conferral of a legal power, Thon argues. serves as one condition of 
a hypothetically formulated imperative or "conditional command". For example, 
a private party exercises a legal power by bringing a civil action, triggering im- 
peratives directed to officials.3t While the power-conferring norm does not itself 
"contain an imperative", it is "attached" t o  the hypothetically formulated im- 
perative or command in that it serves as one of the conditions specified in the 
protasis of the imperative. 

And what of a norm that simply grants a permission? Thon asks us t o  imagine 

l 
a legal system enacting a statute to the effect that every individual'may deter- 
mine for himself, by his own lights, the course of his life." We should assume, too. 
that before this permissory norm was issued there was no statutory language 
bearing on the matter at all. The permissory norm, then, is "pointless and idle":) 
for what it permits is permitted in any case It would have a point only if it sewed 
to abrogate a preexisting directive interfering in some way with the individual's li- 
berty to order his own life, but there is er hypothesi no such preexisting directive 
here. The result is that we have, strictly speaking, no  legal norm at all (and there- 
fore no normative reduction either). The gratuitous permissory norm changes 
nothing in tne law. as we see when we attempt to carry out the reduction. 

Thon's own starting point is not, of course, the only place to start. He begins. 
in the private law, with the lawyer's categories of right, claim, and power, but 
these arz themselves the result of an expres or a tacit normative reduction that has 
as its starting point other legal material. One might begin there with the normative 
reduction. Or one might take as a starting point Thon's end point, the imperative 
itself. Hans Kelsen does so." And Reinach - on the view of his work under con- 
sideration - does so too. 

The end point of the normative reduction is also open. Kelsen's end point, on 
one reading, is the empowerment?' Reinach's - again, on the view under con. 
sideration - is the legally issued norm or Bestimmung. H.L.A. Hart's celebrated 
normative reduction culminates in two logically distinct types of legnl rule, duty. 
imposing and p~werconferring.~ To repeat, starting points and end points in 

" lbid., 28. 
"lbid.. 291-292. 
"lbid.. 292. 
"Kelrn, Rcinc Rechrrlehre (2nd ed. 1960). op. cir. (noto 6). 6 628(1)-30(b). 
13 Kelren, op. eit. (note 6). See, on the readin& Stanley L. Paulion, "Stellt die 'Albemeint 
Thcorie der Normen' einen B ~ c h  in Kelsenr Lehm du?" in: Die Rtinc Rrchtrlrhre in wirrcn. 
rckfrlieher Dirkusion ("ScMtenreihe &I Hans Kc--InUkuU", voL 7). VimNu. H.nt 
(1982), 122-141,st 129-130. 
$4 H.L.A. Hart. ThcConceptoflaw. Oxford: Clvendan Press (1961). 



the normative reduction will vary, though Thon's model, with only superficial 
refinements, remains the dominant one." 

The material sketched here is familiar. I know. to those acquainted with the 
tradition in German or English legal theory, and 1 offer it simply as a means of 
setting the stage. Before turning to Larenz on Reinach, I want briefly to restate 
the doctrine of normative reduction, this time with an eye to Larenz's argument. 
Tidying things up a bit, 1 shall speak not of the norms themselves but of statements 
of norms, commonly dubbed nomtive stutements.' Legal theorists who present 
a normative reduction may well appear to be defending a thesis about translation, 
that is, the notion that the meaning of a statement of a party's claim can be pre- 
served without remainder39 in, say, a statement of a legal command directed to an 
official. Legal theorists also defend a weaker position to the effect that the truth 
of statements in the reduced claw (say, a statement of a claim) depends on the 
tmth of statements in the reducing class (say, a statement of a command directed 
to an official). And, the steps in a reductive argument are determined by the di- 
rection in which the theorist would have one travel. Given the promised explana- 
tory power of the end point of the reduction, an imperative, theorists such as 
Thon expressly or tacitly argue that the steps of their particular reductive argu- 
men1 are appropriate. 

83 LARENZ'S VALIDllYSPEClFYlNG PROVISIONS 

Looking again at the lines quoted from Reinach in the introductory section, it 

"See, rs . ,  Karl Engirh. EinFhmw in &r lurirrirche Denken. Stuttgart, Berlin, Cologne, 
Maim: Kohlhammer (7th ed. 1977); h a  Weinber8er. "Die normenlo#sche Basis dm Rechts- 
dynsmik", in: Cc~~tz~cbun@thmric, Jurlrrirche Lodk. Zivil- urul Pmzc#mcht. Gsdachf- 
ainch,if~ J%, J W n  RGd& UMch Klug, rr 01.. cds.. Bcrhn. Heidelberg, New York: Springer- 
Vcrlq (1978). 173-190, s t  182-183; 01. Weinbcrgcr, Notmenthwrie 01s G m d &  der 
J ~ e n r  udEthik .  Berlin: Duncker & Humblot (1981). 64-62, a pssim. 
"See generally Eugcnio Bulygin, "Norms, normative propoaitianr, and legal rtacemcntr", 
in: Conrcmpwory Philosophy. A New Survey. Gunorm F l ~ b t a d ,  ed., voL 3, The Haue,  
Boston. Landon: Nilhoff (1982). 127-152. Credit for the distinction between norms and 
normative proporitions (or statements) is often given to Georg Henrik "on Wright m d  in 
k d  theory to H u u  KeLcn, with reference to h n  more recent writing& i t  ir, then, of arm 
m k m s ~  to note that Rcinach, much sulicr, wies the dbtincfion clcmly and ulcs it t o  g w d  
d v m l s l c ;  see 1 802-804, 817-818; GS 299-300, 316-317; W R  167-168, 187; trans. 
103-104, 116. It ir wmetimer Puumed that the dhtinction trsckr on the German-hwuagr 
expressions "'Rechtmorm" and "RrchIsmrz". and Kelsen in his hlcr writings introducer it in 
exsctly this way; however. many writers (Reinrch among them) use "Rechrrmtr" for, infer 
dh, a s t la tory  formulation of a norm. but s norm nonetheless In shon, Reinach draws the 
modern diatinctlan but not in the terms fan i l ia  from l h o s  who me a i d  to have dirorered i t  
 c clan, for one, somelimel Ulks as though he had a lrsnslalion thesis in mind: "I ought not. 
or I am obl ' i ted not to steal, 01: 1 o&t to, or  i am obl'ited to repay such s loan, munr 
in the positive b w  nothins other r k n  (bedruler positiv mhrlich nichts mdcrcr dr]: If I 
nd.  I ought to be punished, if I fail t o  pay back a loan, a Uen ought t o  be taken an  my pro. 
petty." Hans Kelsn. "Die Ides des Natumehtes". Zeitrhrifr fir 6ffentliches Rccht, vol. 7 
(1928), 211-150, &t 116 (my emphasis), reprinted in Die Wiener R~chrslhcorrfirehc Schule. 
Hans Kleutsky, Red Marcic, and Herbert Schambeck. cds.. vol. I,  Vienna: Europa Verly 
(1968). 245-280. at 251. 

might be argued that he, too, is engaged in normative reduction, first, by attaclting 
what Thon and others do in its name and. second, by adducing a reductive argu- 
ment leading to his own normative category, the legally issued norm or Besfim- 
mung, in place of Thon's imperative. Indeed, Karl Larenz argues in just this way" 
drawing on Reinach's analysis to arrive at a normative reduction that yields validity- 
specifying provisions (Geltungwnordnungen) er the fundamental norm type, the 
characteristic form of the legal norm. 

Larenz begins by arguing that the imperative theory, as developed by Thon. 
Bierling, and more recently Karl ~ngisch,'~ cannot be nght. The problem, how- 
ever, lies not with a logically faulty normative reduction. Rather, it lies with the 
upshot of the reduction, which may prove not to have the explanatory force it 
purports to have. And Larenz easily shorn that the imperative, as the end point 
of the normative reduction, explains nothing at all in some contexts?"What, he 
asks, are we to make of the imperative if the o w  is simply that of a private pariy 
granting to another private party a right of access to land? What if a private party 
merely empowen another to act on his behalf! What about the legal situation at 
the time a loan is granted? Can cases such as these, Larenz asks, be usefully re- 
presented in t e r n  of the imperative theory? More specifically, is it helpful in 
connection with such examples to say lhat there is a distinctly Legal component, 
an "independent norm", only at the point at which an imperative plays a role? 

Or. Larenz might have shown the lack of explanatory force of the imperative 
by using examples where the imperative plays no role at dl. Take, almost at ran- 
dom. a statute from public law. say, the Emergency Relief Appropriation ~ c t *  
of Roosevelt's New Deal, conferring power t o  build, intnulia, hydroelectric dams. 
The norm confen power in order to make possible, legrlly speaking, a certain 
facility, and that is it. The facility has no further directive or punitive function. 
IS anything gained, Larenz might properly .a(. by insisting that this conferral 
of power is, for want of a command as its terminus. a mere "dependent norm"? '* 

If the imperative theory cannot do justice t o  such exampks, what might take 
its place? Drawing expressly on Reinach, Larenz sketches a normative reduction in 
which hypothetical validity-specifying provisions represent the fundamental 
norm type." Suppose one wishes to transfer, say, an automobile title. There are 
of cou& no legal regulations commanding the transfer, but there are legal norms 
specifying what must he done if the transfer is to be valid. if - in legal parlance - 
it is to be "legally recognised". Here, Larenz says, 

"See h e n z ,  " B e s I i m m ~ O n ,  op. =it. (note 8); Luelu, Methodcnlehrc. op. cir. (note 8). 
Lsrenz's rtatement in the article b &hUy more d e a d  Uun in hkMelhodenlehrc. and I have 
therefore relied primarily on it, with cross referenos: to the statement in the fluthe. 
"Cited at note 37. 
"Lsrem. "Bcrtimmunputz", 151-153; hrenz,  Mrtkodenlehre, 243-245. 
"Larenz. "Beaimmun-Ow. 152-153. 



the norm links a legal consequence - the transfer of the properly - with a 
certain state of affairs (namely agreement and delivery) in such a way that the 
legal consequence comes about (always and only) if the state of affairs specified 
is present.' 

More generally, the protasis of a hypothetically formulated legal rule spefifies 
the conditions to be satisfied, and its apodosis specifies the result or consequence 
of satisfying them. 

Larenz makes the most of this pattern. "All legal norms", he writes, 

are structured in the same way, whether the legal consequence be the formation 
of an obligation to perform or to forbear from performing a certain act, whether 
it be the inheritance, the loss, or the transfer of a right, the conferral of a certain 
"legal power" (power of disposition, power of representation, power to take 
legal action), or the acquisition of a legal capacity (ability to enter into a legal 
tnnsaction, ability to assume legal lhbility), or the validity or nullity of a legal 
transaction or an administrative act. 

The upshot? 

Since the emergence of a legal consequence means nothing other than that 
the consequence is '\slid" from now on, all these legal norms have the same 
sense, namely that of a "validity-specifying provision" ["Geltungsonord- 
nung"] " 
Is this normative reduction, leading to the validityspecifying provision, a view 

Reinach would endorse? I think not. In the following section, I argue that Larenz's 
example of the transfer of title is different in significant respects from Reinach's 
o m  example, such that even if Reinach were engaged in normative reduction, 
larenz's example would not show us how. (later I go on to argue, more generally, 
that Reinach is not engsged in nonnative reduction at all. and in my concluding 
section I say something about why thir is significant.) 

REINACH ON SECnON ONE OF THE GERMAN CIVIL CODE 

Consider, then, Reinach's own example. In the course of introducing the legally 
issued norm or Bestimmung, Reinach draws on Section One of the German Civil 
Codc ( ~ e r l i e h c s  Gesetzbuch). It is a familiar view, he writes, 

that legal norms are designated as hypothetical judgements. A glance at the 
very first section of the Civil Code shows that this view is untenable. The norm 
[found there, namely,] "The legal capacity of an individual begins at birth", 
ia no more hypothetical in character than the proposition "Man is mortal".* 

The key here is Reinach's c l n i  that the norm drawn from Section One of the Civil 

" I ~ ~ c n r ,  " B e s t i m m ~ u " ,  154. 
"Ibid. 
"1 803; GS 299; WR 167; trans. 103-104 

Code is not "hypothetical". He does not mean that this norm cannot be formulated 
hypothetically. Obviously it can. Rather, he means that the norm is definitional, 
a point best understood by comparing this definitional norm with the hypotheti- 
cally formulated norm of Larenz's example. This latter norm, the transfer of title, 
would have the prospective transferor do certain things in order thereby t o  satisfy 
the conditions required for the transfer. Not so, however, for Reinach's definitional 
norm, where one is not required to do anything at all in order to satisfy con. 
ditions of the protasis. Rather, the protasis simply spells out a certain description. 
and the apodosis says that whatever answers to that description enjoys a certain 
status - here, the capacity to enter into legal relations. 

Of what significance is the difference between these two examples of legal 
norms - Larenz's respecting the transfer of title. Reinach's on legal capacity? To 
show that the difference is one that makes a difference, I turn to Reinach's own 
view. He begins in 'The a priori Foundations" with a statement of traditional 
legal positivism and contrasts with it his o m  view on legal structures and social 
acts; 1 look at these matters in the newt two sections. 

$5 THE PROBLEM WITH TRADITIONAL LEGAL POSITIVISM 

Reinach invites spaial attention to the traditional legal positivist's conviction that 
all features of the law, not only its norms but also its very concepts," are pro- 
duced by those in positions of power - thus, "law by pasition"!' On this familiar 
view, the law - to repeat, every legal norm and every l e d  concept too - is a con- 
trivance of human beinp. 

To highlight this notion of the law, Reinach asks:" What if the positive law 
were set aside? 

There would remain . . . for legal consideration nothing other than nature itself 
and man with his needs, his grasping and wanting and acting. Certain things 
might be subject to man's control. Perhaps his strength and powers have helped 
him to attain what mastery he has. But the strength of the individual con never 
reach far enough to secure h i  from all the dangers and attacks with which his 
greedy fellows threaten him. 

Legal norms are a hypofhesi missing here, and - Reinach's point - where they 
are missing, so likewise the legal concepts associated with them aremissing. Reinach, 
in a highly encapsulated statement, goes on to reenact the scene where man eman- 
cipates himself from the lawless state of nature. 

'*Slating the position of, inter ol*. Ernrt Zitebnn. Imum und R r c h l ~ t c k i ~ ? .  Lciprb :  
Duncker & Humblot (1879). &in.eh wiles: "U w mnlidet $pcificllly ic8.l urncepl:, pro. 
perty, ch in ,  obligation, lgency [Vmrenw]. and the like. tho hw h u  not found thelo .nd 
hkcn them over. but hu h r U  created them, produced U1~1." J 686-687; GS 168; WR 12; 
tmnr. 3. 
"See note 15. 
"3687; GS 168; WR 12-13; trans. 3. 



Man, in the aggregate, now faces a new task, that of delineating and rotecting 

its appearance. 
fa for each individual a sphere of dominion over things: the positive w makes 

Legal concepts are themselves products of this convention, man's means of eman- 
cipation. Take, for example, property. 

Man's dominion over a thinn. a dominion orotected bv the oositive law, is 
termed property Both, thenrare a product 61 the posttke 1aw:both property 
ttsell and also the norms governmg the condtltons of  properly formdtton and 
governmg the manner of  exerctslng properly nghts. 

Reinach rejects in toto this view, traditional legal positivism, but he does not 
replace it with some version of the traditional natural law theory. Rather, as we 
shall see. Reinach's view is a departure from the tradition altogether. Specifically, 
he introduces legal structures (rechtliche Cebilde) that, in virtue of being governed 
by a priori laws,u have a character of their own, quite apart from the positive 
law. The point invites closer attention. If u priori laws are certain and unchange- 
able, if they are, as Barry Smith puts it, "prior to any human convention and would 
obtain even though never actually recognised by any thinking ~ u b j e c t " , ~  then legal 
structures, to the extent that they are govemed by apriori laws:' are independent 
of human contrivance too. Take, for example, the concept of obligation in the law 
of contract. Given, as Reinach writes, one party with an obligation t o  do x, there 
is a second party with a claim respecting x. 'Thus, there exists a distinctive corre- 
lativity [Konelntivitat] between claim and obligation, that is, an identity of 
content and a relation of reciprocity between the claimant and the obligated party, 
and this according to strict [a priori] laws."" Here Reinach addresses the familiar 
correlativity thesis, that - in modern parlance - a statement ofA's right is logically 
equivalent to the corresponding statement of B's duly." The correlativity thesis 
is not new, but Reinach's claim respecting its origin and logical status is. He argues 
that the legal structure of correlativity is governed by u priori ontological laws; 
the positive law can and will adopt this structure but. far from creating it, the 

"On Reinach's eonespt of the a Priori, we, in particular. Edmund Hurrerl, Lo@sche Unter- 
ruehungen 111, in: ibid.. Bd. 2. Tubingen: Max Nicmeyer Vcrlag (6th printing, 1980). 225- 
293. English UanrLtion by I.N. Findlay, Logic01 Invest&ations. voL 2, London: Routkdgc snd 
Kegan Paul (1970). 436-489. See a h  Barry Smith, "On the Theory of the Negative Judge 
mcnt", op. cir. (now 14); Herbd Spiegelbwg, ntefienomcnologie.IMo~emenr, op. cir. (now 
14). 194-196,198-2M. 
" h n y  Smrth, "On the Theory of the Negative Judgemenl", op. cir. (note 14). 297. 
"The qualitiution ("to theextent . . . ") invites attention la deviation8 (Abweichuwen) in the 
positive law - dcvuLions, th.1 is to say, from Ute pttcrnof s m t i d  kgslrelntions. See J 804; 
GS 301; PdR 169; tnns. 104. 

698; GS 180; WR 17-28; Inns. 12. 
"Podtionr rkmming from the mrrclstivity thesis have not, howcvor. gone unchallengad: 
ue, rc., Neil MacCarmick, "Rights and Legislation", in: Law. Morality. and Socicfy: Esuyr 
in Honow of H.L.A. Hatl. P.M.S. Hacker & J. Rsz, edr. Oxford: Clarendon Rcu (1977), 
189-209. 

positive law lights upon it, finds it. "These legal structures exist independently 
of the positive law, which, however, presupposes and employs them."" 

If the claim stands, namely that legal structures are govemed by a priori laws, 
then one considerable virtue of Reinach's view is the explanation it provides for 
the fact that very different legal systems share a common conceptual structure. 
They do so, Reinach would argue, because legal structures are governed by general 
laws independent of any and all particular systems o f  positive law." The legal 
pmitivist, for his part, offers no systematic explanation. Indeed, as Reinach arguer, 
the positivist cannot have a systematic explanation. not when he sees legal norms 
and legal concepts alike as stemming from the contrivances of individual lawmakers. 
The problem with traditional legal positivism is deep - and irresolvable in itsown 
terms. 

Reinach rejects traditional legal positivism, then, in favour of a view t o  the effect 
that legal structures are govemed by a priori laws. But, one might ask, what d w s  
all this have to do with the controversy as t o  whether Reinach might not  be just 
another normative reductionist, whether his quarrel with the traditional legal pas- 
itivbts, more precisely the imperative theorists, might not be  intramural in nature? 
To reply, we need to take Reinach's own theory a step further. 

f@ REINACH'S THEORY OF SOCIAL ACTS 

Legal structures (rechrliche Cebilde) are brought about by means of what Reinach 
terms sock1 acts (sozkle Akte), comparable in some respects to the speech acts 
analysed by J.L. Austin and John S e a ~ l e . ~  Introducing an idiom that will be help- 
ful in underscoring the challenge Reinach puts to the normative reductionists, 
we might say that legal structures arc products, and social acts, the corresponding 
processes To be sure, the familiar process-product dichotomy would mislead if 
it were offered as a scheme for analysing Reinach's theory generally. The social 
act giving rise to a particular instance of, say, the obligation-right relation of cor- 
relativity unfolds as it does only becauw the legal structure of correlativity is 
governed by a priori laws. Thus, while the process-product dichotomy suggests 
that the structure (qua product) issues from the social act (qua process), on 
Reinach's view the structure. in virtue of being governed by apriori laws, antedates 
and exists apart from the social act. Still, a particular instance of the correlativity 
relation - understood in the positive law as an individual legal norm -*I is properly 

"1 691; GS 173; WR 18; tram 6. 
"1690-691: GS 172-173; PdR 17-18; tnna. 5-6. S e c h  Herbert Spigebag. TkrPhmo- 
rnenolo#kd~vemmt, op. cU. (note 14). 198-200. 
"I. L. Austin. How to Do Thingr with Wwrlr. Oxford: CLrendon Reu (1968); John Swk, 
Speech Act*, Cambridge: Cambridge Univcrlty Reu (1969). For mmp.rmns oT Reinsch 
with Austin and h k ,  we John F. Crosby, "Reinneh's Discovery of tho S o d  Acts", op 
cit. (note 14); B u r y  Smith. "Mstcrids Toward a History of Speech A d  Thmry", op. cU. 
(noU 14). Scc dm Barry Smith, "Phhomcnabgk und mpeWMrhe Phrbrophb". Pltib- 
ophlreherLlrwmm~~e&w, vol37 (1984). 387-405. 
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considered an end result, the product of a social act. Thus understood, the process- 
product dichotomy does not, I think, mislead. 

The nonnative reductionist, in looking to product alone, considers the legally 
issued norm rather than the act of legal issuance, the command qua directive 
rather than the act of commanding. Reinach, however, invites attention to the 
social act, the process giving rise to the product. He argues that the legally issued 
norm or Bestimmung is brought about by a social act different from the social 
act giving rise to the command. The difference, as we shall see, is spelled out in 
terms of different requirements for different kinds of social acts. 

I Vpolow of Spontaneous ACN 

Reinach begins by introducing the idea of a spontaneous act." The distinguishing 
mark here is neither intentionality nor mere activity. One's regret over something 
is intentional in virtue of referring to some object, and the venting of one's rage is 
indeed active; neither act, however. is spontaneous in the sense familiar from the 
Latin "spontaneus", meaning fieiwillig or voluntary. Neither, that is to say, orig. 
hates from within, from the self. And, as Reinach puts it, it is the self as the 
"phenomenal source of the act'* that marks an act as spontaneous. The making 
of a resolution is an example. There are many others. Reinach mentions "deciding, 
preferring, excusing, praising, blaming. asserting. questioning, commanding, and the 
like" .? 

Among spontaneous acts Reinach distinguishes inferno1 acts from wchl  actsS6' 
and with respect to each of these types of act, he distinguishes further between 
acts related in a particular way to another person or persons (fremdpemmle 
Akte) and acts having no such necessary relationship to another. Generally, the 
typology looks like this: 

SPONTANEOUS ACTS 

"I 7OS;GS 189:PdR37-38;~sns. 18. 
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An internal act can take place, as it were, wholly within (rein innerlich) the 
acting person.66 The acts of making a resolution, say. and taking a decision pre- 
suppose only one person, the actor; they need not be communicated in any way 
and they do not necessarily involve others either. 

Compare another internal act, that of forgiving. Again, it is not necessary t o  the 
act that anyone learn of it; forgiving can take place wholly within the forgiving 
person. It is, however, necessary that the act of forgiving have an object, that 
there be some individual who is forgiven. Forgiving necessarily involves another 
person or persons. 

Like the act of forgiving, the act of commanding requires "a second subject, 
related in a particular way to the act of the first subject"?' Similarly for the acts 
of requesting, admonishing, questioning, informing, answering, and so om6' Unlike 
the act of forgiving, however, these acts are social acts;it is necessary that they be 
communicated, that they be heard, registered, taken in(vemehmungsbadiirft&) by 
those to whom they are directed." One would not give a command at all if one 
knew that the commandee was pot in a position to learn of it, for in such a case 
there would be no prospect of realising the purpose of the command. "Of course 
it will happen that commands are given without being heard. Such commands. 
however, miss the mark. They are like spears that, having been thrown, fall t o  the 
earth without having hit their targetm." 

The requirements for the act of commanding - and for the acts o f  requesting, 
questioning, and so on - reflect a purpose for which the act is performed, not a 
purpose realised through performance of the act. Reinach makes his point well 
with the metaphor of a "circuit".?' To complete the circuit in commanding is for 
the first subject to command and then for the second subject, the commandee, 
to bring about the intended effect. The act of commanding opens the circuit 
(and therefore counts as a command act), without assuring that the circuit wiU be 
completed. 

Compare, on this point, the act of forgiving. As we have seen, it is like the act 
of commanding in that it involves another penon, but unlike commanding in that 
it need not be communicated. The actor's purpose is realised through performance 
of the act, and there is no occasion to wait on r further act from someone else. 
Here Reinach would say: The circuit is direct; once opened. it i s m  ipw completed. 

Thus far, we have looked briefly at internal acts that involve a "second subject" 
and those that do not. Also, we have looked at social acts that involve a second 
subject. There are, in addition, social acts that do not have this necessary con. 
nection to another person. The prominent example in "The apriori Foundations" 
is the act of legal issuance, yielding the legally h u e d  norm or Bestimmung. 



11 The Acr of Legal Issuance 

Reinach argues that the legally issued norm or Bestirmung does not necessarily 
involve a "second subject", related in a particular way to the norm. Nevertheless, 
the act of legal issuance is a social act in that it must be communicated and under- 
stood;n in the legislative context, this feature is reflected in the familiar require. 
ment of promulgation. assuring publicity. 

Reinach's point here leads to the important distinction between the command -~ 
the personal command" - and the legally issued norm. "To begin with", Reinach 
writes, 

we have to see both as [products of] socurl acts. Ne~ther commands nor legally 
rssued norms [Bertunmungen] ever proceed purely Internally; rather, both 
alwavs have aodrcat~on to other persons, and the requirement of publtctty is 
esential to bdih. But while commindinn is at the same time necessdv an-act .---- ~- ~ 

involving other persons. the issuance o i a  legal norm is not. Every command 
presupposes by its very nature a person or group of persons who are com- 
manded; likewise for a promise, say, or a concession. The legally issued norm, 
however. does not have this necessary connection to other persons, any more 
than a waiver does, say, or a revocation. These acts, in being performed, are 
indeed addressed to other persons, but the content of these acts has no personal 
element [personales Moment]. 

Continuing, Reinach directly contrasts the act of issuing a legal norm with the act 
of commanding. 

While it is always a person whom I make a promise to or command, 1 simply 
waive a claim or I simply issue a legal norm to the effect that something ought 

To issue a legal norm, Reinach is saying, is to set down or establish that something 
is hereby normatively regulated. The intended effect of the legally issued norm is 
realised simply through the act of issuance itself; a state of affairs heretofore 
unregulated is now normatively regulated." 

Compare, again, the command. To "complete the circuit", as Reinach puts it, 
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is for the first subject to command and then for the second subject, the com- 
mandee, to bring about the intended effect. The legally issued norm, on the other 
hand, requires no second subject to bring about the intended effect; that a situation 
be normatively regulated is all that was intended, an effect realised through the act 
of issuance itself. 

We can perhaps now appreciate the care Reinach exercised in choosing his 
example. Had he. gone with the sort of example Larenz offers, we might well 
have looked to a circuit completed only by satisfying, subsequent lo issuance 
itself, the conditions specified in the protasis of the hypothetically formulated 
norm. Ln other words, Reinach's example from Section One of the German Civil 
Code is exactly right for the point he is making; the circuit there is completed as 
soon as the norm is issued. Legal capacity at birth is established as a normatively 
regulated state of affairs as soon as Section One of the Civil Code is promulgated. 
and nothing further is required. 

It might be argued, against Reinach, that for some purposes his distinction 
goes too far. After all, Larenz's hypothetically formulated norm and the legal 
command also establish normative regulation through issuance itself. This ob- 
jection, however, misses Reinach's point. Neither the hypothetically formulated 
norm nor the legal command brings about the intended effect simply in virtue 
of being issued. Bringing about the intended effect requires, respectively, satis- 
faction of the conditions specified in the protasis of the hypothetically formulated 
norm or compliance with the command. By contrast, Reinach's example - the 
legally issued norm - shows that it is possible to bring about an intended effect 
solely through issuance. Returning to Reinach's figure of speech, issuance itself 
completes the circuit. 

There is more. Reinach not only effectively contrasts the iasuance of a norm 
with the act of commanding, but he also expressly denies reduction of the product 
of the latter, the command qua directive, to the product of the former, the issued 
norm. Still, there may be a relation between them. Reinach sketches the inter. 
locking relation here by looking to one species of issued norm, namely, the general 
legislative provision, and showing how it serves as the legal foundation of the per- 
sonal command. To follow his work here, we need to see how he extends the "act 
of issuance" model to general legislative provisions. 

111 Extending the "Act of 1ssuance"Model 

Beginning with the corresponding acts, norm issuance and commanding. Reinach 
writes that 

[tlhe two acts can be related such that [the product of the former, namely,] 
the norm serves as the foundation of the command. The ksder of a nrouo can 
lnform the members of the poup that he tr !wmg a norm to the effec? t h i  (ha 
or that oughl to be so And he can gtve a command to l n d ~ r d u d  members of 
the group to realrse the content of the norm he has rssued." 



In this nonlegal example (a point to which I return below), the issued norm serves 
as the foundation of, and thereby "interlocks" with, a personal command act. It 
may appear that the example thus represents a shift away from the "act of is- 
suance" model introduced earlier, for there the intended effect of the legally 
issued norm (Bestimwng) was brought about through issuance alone. There were 
no interlocking relations to other norms. The uxamplr here, however, represents 
not a shift but rather an extension of the "act of issuance" model, with the im- 
portant result, as 1 shall argue, that the model is seen clearly to reach t o  general 
legislative provisions. 

One part of the example, the personal command act, is analysed exactly as 
earlier; the circuit opened by giving the command is completed by compliance 
therewith. So far, so good. What, however, of the norm issued by the group's 
leader? Does not its interlocking relation to the command undermine the idea 
that the issued norm both opens and then completes the circuit through issuance 
itself? 

Not at all. The circuit here is opened and completed exactly as earlier. What is 
different is that the regulation established thereby, in that it interlocks with the 
personal command act, prepares the way for a second circuit, one opened in the 
familiar way by the personal command act. The difference in the present context 
is owing, then, to the nature of the regulation established by the issued norm and 
not to a shift in the "act of issuance" model; the peculiar feature of the circuit, 
both here and earlier, namely, that it is opened and eo ipso completed through 
issuance, is unchanged. Here, however, the normative regulation sets the stage for 
further acts, required if this particular regulation is to be realised, whereas the 
normative regulation established by a definitional norm, say. Section One of the 
German Civil Code, requires nothing beyond issuance itself for reoliation. 

To repeat, the normative regulation in the present context, exemplified by the 
group leader's node@ norm, sets the stage for further acts, which may themselves 
be social acts. And. as Reinach writes, where they are social acts, they presuppose 
othn m i a l  acts. For example, the social act of answering presupposes another 
social act. that of 

In the legal context, the same analysis applies. Reinach ofiers a number of 
examples: 

Legally issued norms (rechtliche Bestimmungen) as such have as their content 
that something ought to be [the case]. In this respect they are all on the same 
level. Alongside the legislative provision that claims generally can be assigned 
by the claim-holder to a third party without notice being given to the obligated 
party, there is the provision of the criminal code that the premeditated killin of 
a human being be punished with death. Neither provision is a statement be- 
houpiung) of what u the case and neither is a command (Befehl) to behave in 
a patticular way; rather, both are genuine legally issued norms (Bestimmungen) 
to the effect that something ought to be a certain way (SowinsoUen).* 

Neither provision, in other words, is a definitional norm or a personnl command. 
And, Reinach goes on to point out, neither can be realised through issuance alone; 
each requires further acts to realise its intended effect. 

The general legislative provision, which, characteristically for legally issued 
norms or Bestimmungen, "refers quite generally to the fact that something ought t o  
be [the case] "," may interlock with personal command acts that - in lawyer's 
parlance - "apply" the general provision. And the general legislative provision. 
then, like the group leader's nonlegal norm in the earlier example, serves as the 
foundation of these personal command acts, which, in turn, presuppose the general 
legislative provision. 

The extension of the "act of issuance" model from the definitional norm of 
Section One of the German Civil Code to general legislative provisions is a siMfi- 
cant move, and for several reasons. First, it serves clearly to distinguish between 
general legislative provisions and personal commands. Cenenl legislative provisions, 
far from being a species of command -under the alltoo-familiar rubric o f  "general 
commands"" - serve in the law as the foundation of the command o r  directive. 
Unbke the circuit of the command, which is completed only if compliance is 
forthcoming, the circuit of the general legislative provision is completed upon 
issuance. Second. Reinach's extension of the "act of issuance" model maLes clear 
that his analysis applies directly to the most representative sort of legal norm, the 
general legislative provision, and not simply to definitional nonna, one tiny comer 
of the field. 

Again we can appreciate the care Reinach exercised in choosing an example 
from the German Civil Code for his earlier analysis. Had he chosen as his example 
a general legislative provision, a so-called "general command", we might have 
looked to a circuit completed only by applications of the general command, arguing 
that the general command is "incomplete" apart fmm its applications. And t o  have 
seen the matter in this way would have been to miss Reinach's point, namely, that 
the general legislative provision or "general command" is one species of tho legally 
issued norm. Like the waiver or revocation, the general legislative provision requires 
that other persons be in a position to learn of it, but it need not be related in any 
particular way to a second subject. A second subject. that is, a personal element, 
need not turn up until the general legislative provision is "applied" by means of 
another act, here, the personal command. 

In passing, Reinach denies the normative reductionist's thesis. In some instances, 
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ss in the example of the group, the issued norm and the command will be related, 
but they are not reducible, one to the other. In other instances, he writes, the 
issued norm and the command will be found alone, bearing no interlocking relation 
to one another. But whatever the case, he adds, this time without pursuing the 
circuit metaphor, "a norm can never augment a command in the way jmt seen 
[that is, in the example of the group], where a command, as the means of realising 
a norm, augments that norm"6' 

$7 A ROLE FOR REINACH IN LEGAL THEORY? 

Drawing on Reinach's lines in Section Eight of 'The a priori Foundations", quoted 
in my introductory section," I put the question: Why does Reinach place such 
peat weight on the distinction between the legally issued norm or Bestimmung 
and the command? We can now answer that it is because he wants sharply to dis. 
tingukh his radical view from the received opinion, a normative reduction cul. 
minating in the imperative. For Reinach, the legally issued norm and the command 
are not reducible, one to the other, at all. 

Reinach's is a radical view, I say, for his argument, far from simply calling 
for the rejectinn of one particular normative reduction or another, undermines 
the basis of normative reduction generally. It does so by recasting, in terms of pro- 
cesses or social acts, the distinctions traditionally made in terms of products. And. 
whereas the emp- on products leads to a characteristic modality. for example. 
Than's imperative, Reinach preserves the integrity of processes by pointing, in 
some instances, to their independence, in other instances, to the "interlocking 
relations" between them. 

To thw familiar with Reiach's realist phenonlenology, this thoroughly now 
reductio&t stance will come as no surprise. One thinks in this c o ~ e c t i o n  of his 
debt to Husxrl's Logial invesr@tionr - especially, here, in opposing the psycho- 
Iagm of Thcodor Lipps and in applying the ontological theory of foundation 
relations developed by Husserl in lnvesfigations 1 1 1 ~  - and of hi roots in the 
MunichGiittingen Circle too.* Reinach's wholesale rejection of the "reduction 
to fact" in traditional legal positivism (briefly considered in the fifth section 
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of this paper) and his clear arguments against the view that claims and obligations 
are to be understood i r ~  terms of "something bespeak a non-reductionist 
stance - a rejection, as Herbert Spiegelberg has put it, of "legal psychologism".' 
And I have argued that Reinach's theory of social acts is the key to his attack on 
the legal theorist's normative reduction. Finally, Reinach's non.reductionist stance 
in legal theory is of a piece with the effort, in realist phenomenology, t o  break 
with reductionist theories and constructions generally, t o  return "to the things 
themselves"6' 

What now can be said in a positive vein on the question of  Reinach's s ip i f icanu 
for legal theory? Does he, particularly in light of the theory of social acts, have a 
role to play? I want to close with a brief and, to be sure, highly speculative 
response. 

Let me begin by suggesting a perspective on the law very different from the 
doctrine of normative reduction and the theory of legal positivism behind it. 
I have in mind a theory whose foci are the legal processes themselves - for ex- 
ample, legislation, adjudication. mediation, administration, and private ordering - 
and not, as with traditional theories of law, the products, that is, individual legal 
norms, stemming from those processes. 

A process-oriented perspective speaks effectively to a whole range of issues 
that are beyond the pale for the traditional theorist. Consider, for example, the 
legal process of adjudication. A leading proponent of the process-oriented view 
writes that "the distinguishing characteristic of adjudication" is "the fact that it 
confers on the affected party a peculiar form of participation in the decision, that 
of presenting proofs and reasoned arguments for a decision in his f a v ~ r " . ~  And 
the adjudicator, the judge, must play a complementary role, lest the affected party 
have no opportunity to participate in this way. 

We mlght take the matter a step further and ask: Why this particular form of 
participation? And why is it characteristic? The answer, s t r i k a y  like Reinach's 
own, is in terms of purpose - hen, the purpose reflected in the process of adjudi- 
cation itself, namely, arriving at an impartial decision based on the material facts 
and applicable legal a~thorities.8~ In short, while the form of the parties' putici- 
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pation characterizes the process at the surface level, the case for saying that that 
particular fonn is characteristic of the pmcess rests, at a more fundamental level, 
on the purpose or purposes of the proces. The negotiations characteristic of the 
process of mediation contrast so stuldy with the activities characteristic of adjudi. 
cation precisely because, it can be argued, the purpose of mediation - recon. 
ciliation or accommodation - is so different front that of adjudication. 

I have sketched the process-oriented perspective largely in sociological terms. 
The philosopher goes on to ask: What exactly are these processes? The answer that 
the processes are socio-normative structures is met by a further question: But what 
u e  socio-normative structures? Reinach, I thmk, steers us in the right direction. On 
a nurower reading of the process-oriented perspective, the legal process comprises 
an aggregate of social acts; that these acts ale collected under the rubric of the legal 
process is explained by appeal to the purpov or purposes of the process, which in 
turn u e  arrived at through the interplay between the parties' own expectations 
and purposes on the one hand and the institutional constraints of the procesr 
on the other hand. On a broader reading of the proceworiented perspective, 
in which, inter alia, peculiarly legal values (the Rule of Law or Rechfsstaat, for 

are spelled out as one source of institutional constraints. the legal 
process coma to a good deal more than an aggregate of social acts. And here, too. 
~emach's theory of social acts may well lay the foundation. Its special appeal, I 
think, is that it can pmvide, for institutionalized aggregates of social acts, that is, 
legal processes. an account of why they behave the way they do, just as it provides 
that account in the case of less complex social acts. 
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Verpfichtung und Verbindlichkeit. Etbische Aspekte in 
der Rechtsphilosophie Adolf Reinachs 

6 1 EINLEITUNC: UBER DEN ORT ETHISCHER FRACESIELLUNGEN B U  RELNACH 

Die Philosophie Reinachs versteht sich als Versuch der Entwicklung einer "apriori 
when Rechtslehre". als pMnomenologische Analyse rechtlicher Handlungen und 
Relationen oder, weM man es n i t  Reinach selbst noch deutlicher berchrciben 
will, Ziel der Phanomenologie des Rechts, wie sie in den "'apriorischen Crund- 
lagen den burgerlichen Rechts" (GS166-350) entwickelt wird. ut cs, sich in & 
Wesen der rechtlichen Gebilde zu '>ertiefedS und dort zu "erschawn [. . .], 
was streng gesetzlich von h e n  gilt" (GS 170; PdR IS).' Diese phinomenologische 
Wesenoschau mu0 sich im rechtlichen Bereich nach zwei Seiten abgrenzen, um sich 
als selbstandige Sphiire zu behaupten: gegen die Setzungen des positiven Rcchts 
und gegen die Gesetze der Ethik. Allen dn i  Bereichen aber ist die Bescllftigung 
mit Rechten und FWhten gemeinsm. Die Fragc wird also scin, wie sich be1 
Reinach die SpMre der apriorischen Rechtslehre hinsichtlich der Entatehung und 
Aufhebung von Rechten und POichten ak eigenstiindiger Untersuchung- und 
Seiisbereich ausgrenzen M t .  Umgekehrt kt  aber auch nach den Beziehungen &r 
Sphrren zueinander zu fragen, denn etwa das Verspmchen - alr Prototyp und 
Musterbeispiel eines sozialen Akts - bringt sowohl in der apriorirchn rls auch in 
der positiven Rechtssphare jeweils spezifwche Wirkungen hemor und ist anderer- 
*its ohne ethische Fundierung gar nicht denkbu, weil die durch es generierte 
Verbindlichkeit zum einen ah Kausalitat zu seiner Erfiillung de in  noch nicht 
ausreichen und weil zum andem die durch ein Versprechen etablierte Verbind- 
khkeit selbst gegen ethische Rinzipien ve r s thn  kann, die seine Emillung ver- 
bieten. Eine Abgrenzung zur positiv-rechtlichen Sphare mu8 rich vor allem mit den 
Frlgen auseinandersetzen, auf welche Weise eine von der apriorischen abweichende 
rechUiche Sphare iiberhaupt moglich und wie sie duiiber hituua gcgenilber dicasr in 
monlixher Hinsicht zu nchtfertigcn sein kann. 

&i der Abgrenzung der apriorischen Rechtslehre von den beiden lnderen 
Wiren treten also in jedem Fall ethische Kategorien in den Blick. Im folgenden 
r t  &r zunjichat die von Reinach vorgelegte Phanomsnologie der Rechta einer 
Cnlueren Untersuchung zu unteniehen, wobei & fundamentale Verhlltnis von 



Begriffe gebildet, aus denen sich analytische Schlrisse herleiten lassen. Weil sie 
vorausgesetzt werden, kann es so erscheinen, als seien ihre lnhalte in sich notwen- 
dig. Sie sind es aber nur f!lr uns, die wir so zu denken gelernt haben und sie allen 
Urteilen zugrunde legen. Das phanomenologische Aprion ist die konventionelle 
xmantische Brille, durch die wir unsere und andere mdgliche Welten sehen. - 
Dieser Einwand gndert freilich nichts an der gmndsatzlichen Richtigkeit der 

Reinachschen Analysen, die die Sprechakttheorie - ohne dies auch nur zu ahnen - 
weitgehend kopiert und so bestatigt hat. 

The Intentionality of Thinking: The Difference Between 
State of Affairs and Propositional Matter 

WOLFGANG KVNNE 

Repone,: How do you see the chances for a 
suspension of hortilitie~? 

Kirsinpr: I'm fairly optimirlic. For example, we 
shrro the cunriction that it would be a 
good idea far the other side to retreat. 

$ I THE IDENTITY OF WHAT IS THOUGHT 

When is what one person thinks the same as what another person thinks, or the 
same as what he thinks on another occasion? That is the question that I want t o  
discuss: the question of the identity of what is thought, and in particular the 
identity of what is thought in the case of thoughts that are expressed indexically. I 
use 1heexpression"thinking" insuch a way that it applies both to  acts of judgement 
and to beliefs - the states activated or instigated by such acts. 

The following two quotations point to one quick way of answering my question, 
a way that is perhaps too quick. David Kaplan writes: "If you and I both say t o  
ourselves '1 am getting bored', have we thought the same thing? We could not have, 
because what you thought was true while what I thought was false."' The assump- 
tion here is that identity of mth-volue is a necessary condition of the identity o f  
what is thought. Tom McKay writes: "If each of Jones and Smith had a belief that 
he could express by 'I am being attacked by a bear', then Jones and Smith would 
have distinct beliefs. Jones would have a belief about Jones, and Smith would have 
a belief about Smith."' Here the presupposition is that it is identity of reference 

j that is a conditio sine qua non of the identity of what is thought. 
What Kaplan and McKay assume here is, 1 think, not simply false but only so t o  

speak half the truth. But surely, one might object, we must accept unreservedly 
) their answers to the question about the identity of what is thought. For do not 

Kaplan and McKay simply apply Leibniz's Principle, according t o  which if x has a 
property that y does not have (e.g. the property of being true or of being about 
Jones) then x is not identical with y? This does indeed seem to  be the case; but 
perhaps appearances are deceptive. For after all one can interpret the formulation 
Kaplan finds so unacceptable - 'The same thing is true and not true' - as an  
elliptic formulation: one and the same thing is both true, for person A at time t, 

k ' D. KaDlan. Demonstratives, un~ublnhed manuwri~t .  ,977. o. 60:cf. S. Stich. "Autonomous 
Psychology m d  the Belief-DcsireThcsit".Monisr, 61.1978.578 (but see the appendix 586 f.). 
' T. McKay, "On Proper Names in  Belief Ascriptions", Philorophicol Sfudies, 39, 1981,289: cf. 
C. McCinn. 'Tharity, Interpretation and Belief', JoumoI of Philosophy, Vol. LXXXJV. 1977, 
527-533. 

s ~ c c h  Act and Sachrerhall, cdiled hy Kevin Mullignn 
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and not true, for person B at time 1. Similarly one cay say, without any contra- 
diction, of what is uttered, e.g. 'I am getting bored', that it is true as uttered by 
person A at time t and not true as uttered by A at some other time, or as uttered 
by some other person. What forces us to regard what is thought as something of 
which it holds that, if it is true (false), it is true (false) always and everywhere? 
Why not follow Aristotle and Aquinas here rather than Bolzano and Frege? 
Aristotle asks us to  consider "the statements that the diagonal of a square is 
commensurable, or that you are sitting. Of these one is false always and the other 
sometimes"3 (my emphasis, W.K.). Again, one can take the formulation to which 
McKay objected - 'one and the same thing is about A and is not about A' - 
as an elliptic claim: one and the same thing is about A, namely when A thinks it 
and not about A, namely when someone else thinks it. Similarly, one can say, 
without any contradiction, of the English sentence 'I am being attacked by a bear' 
that it is about A when A utters it and not about A when uttered by someone else. 
The somewhat hasty arguments of Kaplan and McKay are therefore not as decisive 
as these authors seem to assume. 

tomorrow" and two days later he thinks: "Mary gave birth to  a child yesterday." 
Does he think the same thing on both occasions? My answer, as will soon be 
apparent, is a loud and clear yes-and-no. 

In recent discussions of our problem within analytic philosophy the category o f  
singular propositions, originally introduced by Russell and Whitehead, has been 
reactivated. I shall explain this category in Section 5 3. In 5 $ 4 4  1 shall argue that 
the singular propositions that are represented by indexically intimated or manifested 
judgements and beliefs are to be distinguished from the contents that such judge- 
ments and beliefs have. In $ 7  1 shall then try to  show that this distinction 
corresponds to  a large extent to a distinction made by Husserl and, even more 
clearly, by his pupil Adolf Reinach' (a distinction often systematically overlooked 
in the recent literature on Husserl): the distinction I have tn mind is that between 

a the Snchverhalt or state of affairs intended in an act o f  judgement and the matter 
(Moterie) of this act. Finally, in 5 8 1 shall attempt to bring out the critical 
potential of this distinction. 

5 3 A RUSSELLlAN CATEGORY REDISCOVERED 
52 SKETCH OF THE ARGUMENT 

If a sentence contains an indicator, that which the indicator denotes in a given 
with the help of two examples I should like now to  indicate the nature of the context is a "constituent" of the proposition expressed in this context. ~h~~ if 
answer I want to give to our question. The foUowing sentence is ambiguous: someone refers to  Socrates with "the person over there" in an utterance of 

(CJ) on the evening of the election Harry thought he would win the election and 6 2 )  The person over there is snub-nosed 
his opponent John thought so 100. then Socrates himself(who belongs to the category of is a component 

of the proposition expressed. The other component of this proposition is the  
Property of being snub-nosed (a "universal"). This is the way ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 6  and 
Whitehead' describe the structure of a singular proposition. ~ ~ i t h  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~  
adheres to this view when he writes:" 

What I see as the natural pre-theoretical view might be captured as a certain way 
of representing what proposition is expressed.. . If someone were to say to 
Socrates, 'You are snub-nosed', or Socrates were to say about himself, '1 am 

in the passages quoted above. 
In the ~ i d d l ~  ~~~s the io!lowing question frequently gave rise to  controversid mub-nosed', the proposition expressed would, in each case, be represented by 

the same ordered pair (consisting of Socrates - the actual man.. and t h e .  , 
discussions: b the belief of the Ancients (anriqui), the Old Testament prophets; Property, being snub-nosed). Propositional identity, given the same predicate, 
the same as that of the so called Moderns (moderni), the Christians? The prophets would be a function simply of what individual is referred to. 
believed that the Messiah would appear (Christum nasciturum esse); the Christia 
believe that the Messiah has appeared (Christum natum esse)? Now the phi! 
sophical question which interests me in this discussion is bound up with' 
theological question to which the Jewish contemporaries of Aquinas wo 

certainly have given the same answer as Thomas. I shall therefore alter 

e, A N .  Whitehead The ConccprofN~rurc. Cambridp: university press, 1964, 
dRmfil~.Carnbridgc: University Prerj 1929, part 11, 3 I 

Ari,fotlc,~et.physics,~,~h. 29, Loch cfarsicd LibmrY. 287. 
~ q u i m ,  Lk Vcrirole, 9. 14. a. 12. 
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John Perry calls such propositions "de re  and David Kaplan, like 

Whitehead, calls them "singular propositions".'" 
We can assign to the singular proposition, that is expressed by (S2) when part of 

the latter denotes Socrates, the ordered pair 

(Socrates, snub-nosedness) 

And we can assign to the singular proposition expressed by 

(S3) This is smaller than that 

when the first indicator denotes Socrates and the second denotes Simmias, the 
ordered pair 

((Socrates, Simmias), the SMALLER-THAN relation) 

whose first element is an ordered pair of particulars and whose second element is 
the relation expressed by the twoplace predicate in (S3). 

To every singular proposition there corresponds exactly one ordered pair whose 
first member is a particular or an ordered n-tuple of particulars and whose second 
member is a property or an nplace relation. But it is not the case that there is a 
singular proposition corresponding to every such pair. Thus we cannot for example 
assign a singular proposition to  the following sequence 

((Socrates, Simmias), the SQUARE-0F.relation). 

$4 ON REPRESENTING THF SAME SINGULAR PROPOSITION 

One way of classifying judgings and belief-stales is by asking which of them 
represent the same singular propwition? A thinking intimated or manifested" by 
the indexical sentence S represents the same singular proposition as a thinking 
intimated or manilested by S' if and only if the indexical counterparts in S a n d  
S '  denote the =me entity and if the same thing is said about this entity.  On one 
interpretation the ambiguous sentence (SI) identifies the singular proposition 
that is represented hy John's thinking with the singular proposition represented by 
Harry's thinking. Both think about Harry that he will win the election. 

And if Joseph makes a judgement about a future event and then makes a 
retrospective judgement about it each of his acts of thinking represents the same 
singular proposition. In (his sense, then I would take the side of those who, in the 
medieval dispute about whether what the Prophets believed is the same as what the 
Christians believe, say that they believe thesome thing. 

But sometimes it is not possible to assign m y  singular proposition t o  the sincere 
asserloric utterance of an indexical sentence. Suppose Macbeth hallucinates and 
cries: 

(S4) That is a bloody dagger! 



hove the same meoningsonlenf. Judgings or belief-states have the same meaning 
content if and only if they can be intimated or manifested by declarative sentences 
that have the same lexico-grammatical sense." 

The ambiguous sentence (SI) identifies, an  a second interprelotion, the meaning 
content that lohn's thinking has, with the meaningcontent that Harry's thinking 
has. Each thinks he himself will win the election. 

And if Joseph makes a judgement about a future event and then makes a retro- 
spective judgement about it his first act has a different meaning-content than his 
second act. In lhis sense I would take the side of those who, in the medieval dispute 
about whether what the Ancients believed is the same as what the Moderns believe, 
say that they do not believe the same thing. Thus Aquinas argues: 

The following ordered pair corresponds to the singular proposition which is 
represented by lohn's thinking at t :  

(Uohn, t), the property of being in danger) 

What singular proposition would John's thinking have represented if he had judged 
at t that he himself was in danger? The proposition that (S6). had he uttered it at 
t, would have expressed -and that is the very same proposition! l f w e  now assume 
that John is interested in self-preservation and i fwe  want to  explain, by reference 
to  his belief-states, why he makes no attempt at t to protect himself, it is not 
enough to  know which singular proposition his thought-act reorerents at t Inhnb - ' ~~~~~- -. .. --..,," 
behaviour only becomes comprehensible when we recognize that, although he 
would describe the situation he is in in the third person, he would not describe it in 
the first person. And this difference is o f  course a difference in meaning-content. 

Often a richer notion of content is required than that of meaning-content. If 
someone points to Harry and, without moving his finger, says: 

(S7) That is the same man as that, 







without eo ipso knowing that it is false that p. If 'p' satisfies this condition then no 
one con believe or judge that p. The lexico-grammatical sense of 'p' cannot be the 
meaningcontent or matter of a belief-state or an act of judgement. Sentences that 
satisfy this condition are '2 is a prime number and 2 is not a prime number', 'all 
bachelors are married' and 'this i sno t  identical with itself. But a sentence 'p' can 
also express something that cannot possibly be the case, if it is nor trivially false 
that p. And then someone can indeed believe or judge that p. 

If in an utterance of (S7) both occurrences of the indicator denote Harry then 
the thinking indexically intimated or manifested by (S7) represents something that 
is necessarily the case. (On this Barcan Marcus and Kripke are right.) And if, in an 
utterance of 

(S9) That is a different man than that 

''That this" - the  speaker hears Harry - "is the same man as thisw - the speaker 
sees Harry - "is necessary; but I know it a posteriori."  hi^ argument 

is confused. In the situation described the expressed singular Pmposifion or state ,,f 

affairs is the bearer of the modal property necessir,, - as &inach saw - whilst the  
bearer of the epistemological property of being recognised posrP,jori to be t rue  
is something quite different, namely the conrent or matter 

[,is thought.act. 

(Translated from the German by Kevin Mulligan) 

both occurrences of the indicator denote Harry then the thinking indexically 
intimated by (S9) represents something that cannot possibly be the case. But if the 
indexical reference to Harry is bound up first with an auditory Harryperception 
and then with a visual Harryperception then (S9) can indeed be used lo intimate 
an act of judgement or a belief-state that represents something impossible. lf, in an 
utterance of (S9) Harry is referred to  then the thought-act intimated represents the 
same singular proposition as 'this differs from itself; the following ordered pair 
may be assigned to this state of affairs 

((Harry, Harry). Difference). 

But the sense of (S9) may be what the sense of 'this differs from itself cannot be, 
namely the meaningcontent of a belief-state or act of judgement. 
(b) Are there indexically expressed thoughts that are contingent yet nevertheless 
a priori? Are there indexically expressed thoughts that are necessary yet aposteriori? 
(If "indexically expressed thought" is replaced by "thought expressed by using 
proper names" then we obtain two questions to which Saul Kripke has given 
positive an~wers.)~' 

"It is contingent that I am here now; but" -someone might argue - "that I am 
now here is something I know apr ior i"  The argument is confused. Everyone who 
understands the English sentence 

(SIO) I am now here 

knows that (in its standard use, unaccompanied by gestures)u it is always used to 
say something true. 1 understand (S10); thus I know apriori  the truth-value of the 
content or matter of the judgement-act I now intimate with (S10). But it is in fact 
not necessary that I am now here. I could also havc stayed in the t o m  I was born 
in. The singular propmilion or state of affairs that my judung represents is con- 
tingent. The epistemological property of being recognized a priori t o  be true and 
the modal property of being contingent do not even havc the same bearer. 

<' S. Kripke,Namlngnnd Neeersity, Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1980. 
*' If someone points to a map and at the wme time utters (S10). then he can of courr make a 
false assertion. 



On the Cognition of States of Affairs 

BARRY SMITH' 

PART ONE: NAMES AND OBJECTS 

$1 STANDARD AND NONSTANDARD INSTANCES 

The theory of speech acts put forwad by Reinach in his "The A Priori Foundations 
of the Civil Law" rests on a systematic account of the ontological structures associ- 
ated with various different sorts of language use. One of the most original features 
of Reinach's account lies in hls demonstration of how the ontological structure of, 
say, an action of promising or of commanding, may be modified in different ways, 
yielding different sorts of non-standard instances of the corresponding speech act 
varieties. The present paper is an attempt to  apply thisidea of standard and modified 
instances of ontological structures to  the realm of judgement and cognition. It  is 
hoped that it will also do  something to justify the author's belief that Reinach's 
writings have a more than merely historical interest. 

I t  will be presupposed in what follows: 
(1) that there are certain core situations in which knowledge is gained or secured: 

principally situations in which objects and states of affairs are directly given in 
perception; 

(2) that these core situations are surrounded by a periphery of what might be 
called natural deformations: modified, derivative or non-standard cases. These 
are either cases where things go wrong in standard ways, or they are cases 
involving greater complexity. for example as a result of the intervention of 
inference, memory or the testimony of others; 

(3) that there may occur also isolated cases of unnatural deformations (we might 
also call them unnatural instances of natural kinds). deoar t in~  from the relevant ,. & 

standard instances in irregular ways. 
Aristotle, too, distinguished in his philosophy of nature between regular non- 

standard instances, instances which deviate from their kind in a law-governed way 

'1 should like to express my thanks to the Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung for the award of 
a grant for rewrch in Lowain and Erlangen, where this paper was written. An earlier version 
war prewntcd at the eollaquium held in Utreeht in December 1983 to commemorate the cen- 
tenary of Reinach'a birth. I am gntcful to John Oosby for his comments on this urlicr version. 

speech Acl and Sachverhalt. edited by Kevin Mulligan 
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(as woman deviates in a law-governed way from the kind man), and irregular non. 
standard instances, which deviate from their relevant kind in purely accidental ways 
(as for example in the case of a man with six toes)? Effectively the samedistinction 
is dealt with also by Reinach in his ontology of legal formations, and Reinach was 
here able to  draw on a certain tradition in German legal theory in which, entirely 
in the spirit of Aristotle, the characteristics of the various different dimensions of 
non-standard instances of kinds of actions had been carefully i n ~ e s t i ~ a t e d . ~  

Much recent American work on epistemology can also be said to  have embraced 
a similar distinction, though the influence of Aristotle is now more difficult t o  
detect.' This is because this more recent work has concentrated overwhelmingly on 
the invention of irregular non-standard caws - on the 'science fiction examples' in 
category (3) - as a means of calling into question assumptions about knowledge 
and belief that have hitherto been taken for granted. The present paper is conceived 
both as a complement and as a corrective to investigations of this kind. Its goal is 
the description of those simple and straightf ~rward acts of perceiving, judging and 
asserting, and of the associated cognitive slates of belief, in which we are directed 
towards objects and states of affairs in the real world. 

It  is not our purpose here to provide a general ontological theory of instances 
and kinds. We shall rather simply lay down certain marks by which the standard 
and non-standard instances o f  specifically cognitive kinds may be distinguished, 
emphasising the provisional character of the distinctions which result: 
1. Srandard instances are first of all prototypical:5 these are the instances which 

come tomind when we reflect on the meanings of terms like 'judgement', 'doubt', 
and so on; 

2. standard instances are prior to  non-standard instances in the sense that they 
belong to  earlier stages of cognitive development; capacities associated with non- 
standard instances (for example with dissimulating) will therefore presuppose 
capacities associated with standard instances; 

3. standard instances of the kinds which here concern us are associated with 
successful processes of gaining knowledge of the real world; non-standard 
instances are associated with cognitive deadends, or with processes which have 
nothing (directly) to do  with gaining knowledge (such as are involved, for 
example, in reading fiction). 

The distinction between standard and non.standard instances in the sphere of 
cognitive acts and states is therefore not merely a matter of developmental p s y  
chology. Indeed, the privileged status of standard instances of cognitive kinds turns 
most importantly on the fact that such instances have especially close affinities 

"mom 1978. 
'Cf. Smith and MuUigan 1982, 51.3, and also !he brief dircuasion of Brling in Schuhmsnn and 

Smith's biography of Reinach in this volume. The framework of Aristotelian ontology survived 
in German legal theory even in spite of the influence of Kant. 
*See r.g. Part I1 of Davis, ed. 1983, ssp. the essays by A.I. Goldman. 
'Perhapa in the scnv of Roxh, rr 01. 1976. One presupposition of the present approach is that 

the opporilion between standard and nonHandard or prototypical and "on-prototypicd 
instances of co&nilive kinds is itwu a cognitive universal. 

with those - ideally - more sophisticated processes of gaining knowledge of the 
world which are grouped together under the label 'science'! 

Standard instances are privileged also, as we shall see, by the fact that they satisfy 
essential laws in the sense first clearly described by Husserl in the Logical Investi- 
gations. More precisely, they satisfy -both as regards their internal structure and as 

regards their relation to  other objects - certain conditiorral necessities, for example 
of the familiar form: 

If as a matter of empirical fact an instance of kind K exists, then as a matter 
of necessity an instance of the kind K '  exists also. 

Entire families of such conditional necessities are provided by Reinach in  his theory 
of speech acts, for example: 

If as a matter of empirical fact an instance of the kind promise occurs, then as 
a matter o f  necessity there begin to exist enduring states of claim and obli. 
gation. 

Principles of a similar form play an important role in current work in linguistics, 
where they express what have been called implicational universals(a term introduced 
by Jakobson).' Part of our task. In the present essay will be that of laying down 
similar principles obtaining in the sphere of cognition. 

$2 LOGIC AND STATES OF AFFAIRS 

It  is Reinach's paper "On the Theory of the Negative Judgment" that will serve as 
our principal guide in what follows. We can gain some initial idea as to what Reinach 
is about in this paper if we examine his account of lngic. Logic, Reinach says, is a 
'theory of states of affairs'. Even those propositions which are traditionally called 
'laws of deduction' are 'nothing other than general principles expressing relations 
between states of affairs'. There are 'profound implications for the construction o f  
logic which develop out of this insight' (339183'). though unfortunately Reinach 
gives us only an inkling of what these implications might be? He tells us that 

the fundamental principles of traditional logic . . . have normally been relaled to  
judgements, for example: two contradictory judgements cannot both be correct. 
This principle is certainly incontestable, but it is a derived and not a primitive 
~ r i n c i ~ l e .  A judgement is correct if the state of affairs corresponding t o  it sub. 
dsts; ana two contradictory judgements cannot both be correct becouse two 

'Science may have lo do with untypical objects or situations (with 'vexed nature'), but not with 
untrpical (deviant. cmteric) cognitive capacities. 
'Cf. e.9. Holenstein 1976 1 PRO ~. 
'References in this form are to my 1982 English trandation and to the 1921 German version 

of Reinaeh's "Zur Theorie des negativen Urtciis". respectively. The word 'positive' on  lines 11- 
I2 of p. 372 of the translation should be ehsnecd to 'negative'. 
'He almoat certainly went further in his Habilitationsachrift. Wesen und Syrremorik des UrreNs. 

of 1909, but the manuscript of this work has unfortunately been lost. 



contradictory states of affairs cannot both subsist. The law pertaining t o  judge- 
ments thus obtains its foundation from the corresponding law relating to states 
of affairs (3761 1 14, n.40).I0 

Clearly, however, if Reinach's new logic is supposed to be simply a matter of sub- 
stituting the term 'state of affairs' for terms like Tudgement' or 'proposition' as 
these occur in traditional formulations of logical principles, then there would be 
little reason for devoting our energies to  the study of his work. 

There is however a more fruitful reading of "Zur Theorie des negativen Urteils". 
a reading which suggests itself when we reflect on the context in which the work 
was written. It grew out of a long collaboration between Reinach and his Munich 
colleagues on the one hand and Husserl on the other, a collaboration which was 
directed to  the clarification and extrapolation uf ideas sketched by Husserl in his 
Logical Invesfignfions. The most important of these ideas was that of providing a 
non-psychologistic foundation for logic in a way which would not, as in the theories 
of Bolzano and Frege(and in almost all subsequent writings on logic in the analytic 
tradition), simply detach logic from the empirically existing thinkings, deducings 
and inferrings in which logical structure is somehow embedded. Such a foundation 
would both allow us to affirm the necessity of logical laws and show how such laws 
are applicable to empirically occurring cognitive performances.tt And now I should 
like to suggest that Reinach's contribution to  providing such a foundation lies not 
simply in his having put forward the idea uf a 'logic ofstates of affairs'. It consists 
no less importantly in his having presented the outlinesof a theory ofthe ontological 
structures in which not only states of affairs but also the associated cognitive acts 
and conditions of consciousness and the relevant objects in the world are bound 
together in different ways. The very title of his lost work on logic. Wesen und 
Systemfik des Urteils, as of its projected expansion, Urfeilund Snchverhalt, reveals 
that the reconstructed discipline would have to do not merely with states of affairs 
but also with judgemenfs. 

R e i n a ~ h ' ~  logic has important implications, therefore, for the ontology of 
cognition, and he himself provides in "Zur Theorie des negativen Urteils" a detailed 
account of the structural interconnections between: 

(1) acts ofjudgement on the part of the cognising subject. 
(2) his states or conditions of belief, 

and 
(3) the states of affairs with which he comes into cognitive 

~*CI. Meinong3 imer Annohmen, e.g. p. 175f.. (trans.. p. 129) whcrc r similar conception of 
logic is defended. 
I n  rt was D~ wiuard who flrn clearly nrcsxd this aspect of Huaurl'r ertthwc of pryrhol- 
ogism. Scc his 1972 and 1984. 
'*From this p in t  of view the common conception of Munich phenomenology sss 'phcnomcn- 
010gy of the ~bjcct' - as contrasted with Huscrl'r of the act' - is arn to be 
erroneous: Reinach, md Daubert, and also Pfindcr wcrc concerned not with object$ for their 
own uLe,  but rather with the way act- and object-structures arc rclrted together. On the con- 
nections between (1). (2) and (3) in Huscrt and Witynrtcin see Mulligan 1985. 

He tended, however, to divorce too radically the realm of states of  affairs from the 
realm of objects - anticipating Wittgenstein in the view that states of affairs are set 
apart from objects by the fact that it is only the latter which can be named. One 
task of the present paper, therefore, will be to  extend Reinach's ontology o f  
cognition to  embrace also: 

(4) the objects towards which the cognising Subject is directed, for example in his 
acts of perception, 

- where 'object' shall be understood as embracing not only continuants(substances, 
things), but also for example conditions, processes and events. 

Philosophical investigations in semantics and cognitive theory have tended to  take 
for granted the thesis that an account of the meanings of judgements, whether in 
semantic or in psychological terms. can take no account of the distinction between 
judgements which are true and judgments which are false. An investigation of the 
standard instances of the kind iudgemenr wUI however unavoidably find itself 
awarding a special place tothosejudgementswhich are true, and indeed our  principal 
task in what follows will be to examine the relations mejudgements  bear, both to 
the states of affairs which make them true and to the various things, events and 
conditions associated therewith. 

Such properly cognitive relations are established only on the basis of  more 
immediate and more primitive relations involving acts directed not towards states 
of affairs but towards objects. To follow Reinach's account of judgement we shall 
therefore need to  spend some time at this more basic level. We shall begin by look- 
ing a t  his treatment of acts directed towards objects through the mediation of 
language. 

Suppose, Reinach says, 

I am counting off the mountains of Germany, either by calling out their names 
t o  someone else or by reciting them to myself. In doing this I utter a large 
number of names, perhaps very quickly one after the other, but obviously there 
is much more involved here than mere utterances; in uttering the words I mean 
something by them, i.e. precisely the mountains which they designate . . . who. 
ever utters the words understandingly thereby aims - with them or through 
them - at something other (323165). 

Normally, of course, we use names not in isolation or in succession but rather in the 
company o f  expressions of other sorts. Consideration of the somewhat artificial 
case of the list will, however, enable us to bring into prominence certain issues 
relating to  the intentionality of language which are too often skated over in the 
more usual, sentence-based accounts. For Reinach's account of what is involved in 
reading a list seems on the one hand to  be a perfectly reasonable description of a 
phenomenon with which we are all familiar. Yet on  closer inspection the idea 



that in merely reading offa  list we should succeed thereby in aimingtowardsobjects 
- towards mountains scattered across Germany -begins to seem like some form of 
magic. The subject executing the acts may be unable to  make any substantive con- 
tribution of his own in achieving this directedness. He may be directed, in going 
through the list of names, to  mountains in Germany of which he has no knowledge 
and of which he has never even heard. Reinach himself comes close to  grasping how 
this feat is accomplished when he lays stress on the fact that acts of Meinen (of 
meaning or intending) must be 'tied up with the utterances of words' (343166). 
For as we shall see, it is in a certain sense language which does the work in effecting 
that 'spontaneous directedness' which is here at issue. 

$4 THE REPRESENTATIVE THEORY OF NAMES 

How, then, do  names lend objective directedress to acts of intending (Meinen) of 
the given sort? How are names, as these figure in standard varieties of language-use, 
connected t o  the objects which they name? Some initial light may perhaps be 
thrown on this question if we reflect on a remark of Wittgenstein's to  the effect 
that 'Die Mijglichkeit des Satzes beruht auf dem Prinzip der Vertretung von Gegen- 
standen durch ~eichen.'" But what is this 'Verrrehmg'? Suppose that some person 
X is the Vernerer or representative of some other person or body Y, and puts him- 
self forward as such?' Having once satisfied ourselves of the  validity of X's credentials, 
we tend thereafter -quite rightly - t o  accept him at his word, and to  have dealings 
with him, without concerning ourselves too much with the principal for whom he 
stands proxy. It  seems that something analogous holds also when we have to  do 
with names. Having once established that the credentials of a given list, as a list of 
(names of) mountains, are in order - that the list is derived, say, from a reputable 
encyclopedia - we tend thereafter to treat the names as directing us towards 
corresponding objects willy nilly, without going to the trouble of ascertaining the 
precise nature or reliability of the directedness in each particular case. It  is for this 
reason that, when we are reading through a list, we normally do  not need toconcern 
ourselves in any special way with the successive objects listed. And what holds for 
lists holds also for names taken individually. There is a sense in which the name is 
something which goes proxy for, serves as a representative or substitute of, the 
named object. 

Two sorts of questions can be asked about thls name,object relation: concerning 
its origins in any given case - how does the relation get established? -; and con- 
cerning its intrinsic nature - in what does the relation consist? The distinction 
between standard and non-standard cases would have to  play a role in the answer to  

"The poa$ibility of the proposition is baaed on the principle of the representation of objects by 
sknipnr: nmtalur. 4.0312. 
S4Scc the discusion of the nature of legal reprewritation in 97 of Rcinaeh's "Die apriorisehen 
Grundllgen der biugcrlichcn Rechts" and the papcr by lames Brawn in this volume. 

both sorts of question, though we shall concentrate here on the latter only." We 
note, first of all, that a human being can be  a representative only if there exists 
some person or body for whom he stands proxy. Should the principal cease to 
exist, then the representative goes out of existence (or rather h e  ceases t o  function 
in his capacity as a representative: the representation becomes 'ineffective', as 
Reinach says)." It seems, however, that a name can do (standard) du ty  a sa  name 
not merely in case the object which it names exists: it can continue t o  stand proxy 
for its object even when this object has ceased to exist. Indeed certain varieties of 
temporal object. for example battles and natural disasters, are in general baptised 
only in times after they have already occurred. The name-bearer relation is there. 
fote distinguished (in the standard case) at least in this, that name and object stand 
in the relation of one-sided existenrialdependence expressed by: 

(PI)  A name cannot exist unless the object which it names exists or hasexisted 
in the past. 

The relation in question is 'one.sided', rather than 'mutual', since the  principle 
(PI) does not hold in reverse. An object can perfectly well exist o r  have existed 
without being named. 

The term 'dependence', here, is used in the sense o f  Husserl's 3rd Logical Investi. 
gation (Husserl speaks also of 'roundation' or 'Fundienmg')." Relations of exist. 
ential dependence, both one-sided and mutual, mediate and immediate, will play a 
sizable role in what follows. One virtue claimed for the approach here adopted is 
indeed the economy with which it can deal with a wide range o f  superficially 
heterogeneous phenomena in terms of the single framework of the theory o f  depen. 
dence or foundation relations between real objects. Both Husserl and Reinach apply 
the theory of dependence relations throughout their work. Neither, however, 
explicitly applies the theory to  the relations between language and objects in the 
way suggested here: a use of language or (indeed any mental act), for them, may 
stand at most in a relation of co-existence to  its object.'' 

The principle (PI), so far as it goes, does indeed seem to hold for standard cases 
of the name-object relation. But it holds for other varieties of expression also. At a 
later stage in our inquiries we shall find that there is a sense in which even certain 
sorts of verb may, in given contexts, stand proxy for their objects. Here, however, 
it will be sufficient to  note that the category of uses of language satisfying (PI) 
includes also those varieties of referring expression that are created in  siru by a 
speaker who associates some occasional expression ('this', 'that', 'this bat', 'that 

"Theorkin of the representation relation.at least for certain typtr of object, rtandardly occurr 
in social actions of baptism,actions in which the bapti~ee himself (passively) takes part. objects 
may however acquire their names in obsentio, and through various sorts of institutionally more 
or less respectable procedures, or indeed by accident. 
' 9 e e  GS, p. 280 (Ens. p. 85). A moment's reflection will show that thin is so even where he, or 
those with whom he dula, are unaware of the fact that his principal has ceased to exist. 
"Cf. the papers by Mulligan. Simans, Smith (and ==regates thereof) in the list of references 
below. 
"See Mulligan and Smith 1986 and compare Smith (forthcoming). 



cup') with an object that is present to  him (and to his audience) in perception. 
Here, too, we have a relation of one-sided dependence between utterance and 
object, and what we have to  say about uses of names in what follows will be seen to 
apply, ceteris paribus, to utterances of this type also. 

The family of non.standard cases of the name-object relation is very large. It 
includes, somewhat paradoxically, those cases where a name calls itself to the 
attention of its user in its function as a representative, for example where it is used 
as a symbol in a religious rite. For it is standardly the case in our use of names that 
the names themselves play only an oblique role: no sooner are we directed to  them 
in consciousness than they bow off the stage in favour of their objects. Other non- 
standard cases are those where, through slips of the tongue, we mean one object 
despite the fact that we have used the name of another. Such cases can only occur, 
however, where there is some independent knowledge of or reference to  the object 
meant on the part of the subject in question. A more problematic variety of non. 
standard case is provided by so-called empty names such as 'Pegasus' or 'Sherlock 
Holmes'. These are, from the point of view of the representative theory, mere 
pieces of language masquerading as names - much as an insincere utterance of the 
words 'I or 'I apologise' may masquerade as a social act of promising or 
apologising in certain contexts. An empty name, according to  the present coo- 
ception, is rather like a forged signature or b.mk-nnte: it is a 'name' only in a 
modified sense. Reinach himself seems to take a Meinongian view of this matter, a 
view according to  which empty names are in fact standard names of so-called non. 
existent  object^.'^ We shall however ignore this aspect of Reinach's philosophy 
here, since we are seeking to  show how his ideas may throw light on our cognitive 
access to  what is real. 

$5 WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

How, now, do  name and object relate - in  the standard case - t o  the mental acts of 
meaning or intending with which they are associated? This is a complex problem, a 
fully adequate treatment of which would involve consideration - at the level of 
both species and individual instance - of the name as used physical sign (as a 
phonological or gmphologic~~l stmehire) and of the name as sign meant and under- 
stood by speaker and hearer. Further, it would involve a consideration of the 
question how the same name can be used both in an overt linguistic utterance and 
in silent speech. For the sake of simplicity, however, 1 shall here ignore these com- 
plexities and talk somewhat loosely of the name as used. The remarks above on the 
one-sided dependence of name and object should be adjusted accordingly: not the 
name, but ths name as (standardly) used on some particular occasion of utterance, 
is such that it cannot exist unlea its object exists or has existed in the past. 

'.See c.8. 3401./851. See however Reinach's discussion of the phantasy-mdication and 
~ ~ h ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~  (320/62f., and also in "Die apriorischen Grundlagen", P. 195. Eng., P. 12)- 

How, then, does the name as used relate to  the act in which it gets used to  mean 
or intend an object? An act of meaning or intending must be linguistically clothed: 
it is 'tied up with the utterance of words'. (323166) But equally, a used name, if it 
is to  be more than merely a complex of graphic or phonic marks, must be associated 
with an act of heinen.  Here, too, i t  is relations of existential dependence which we 
have before us. More precisely, there is a relarion of two-sided dependence between 
name and Meinen, and the whole nructure of mediate dependence between act, 
name and object may be depicted somewhat as follows: 

Diagram 1 

In such a picture the elements of the picture are representatives ofobjects. A solid 
frame signifies that the object depicted exists independently (does not require any 
other object in order to  exist).'"ingle lines connecting broken to  solid walls of 
adjacent frames represent relations of one-sided dependence; double lines connect- 
ing adjacent broken walls represent relations of two-sided or mutual dependence." 
Discrete frames connected neither directly nor indirectly by lines of dependence 
represent discrete objects. Such frames behave exactly like the ovoids of  Venn or 
Euler diagrams. Objects represented by connected frames, however, may overlap, 
or indeed stand to each other in a relation of (proper) part to whole, even though 
the frames themselves appear discrete. Taken in isolation, therefore, the  diagram 
above tells us nothing as to  the mereological relations between the objects depicted 
by its respective frames. 

This diagram is of course greatly simplified: thus for example an act of  Meinen 
will normally stand in dependence relations to  other, adjacent acts and conditions 
of the relevant subject, and all of the depicted objects will have a more o r  less com- 
plex internal structure of their own, not here depicted. These simplifications will 
however be eliminated, to some extent, in the course of our  discussions. 

66 PRESENTATION 

It is not only that sort of directedness which involves what Husserl calls 'unfulfilled' 
or 'purely signitive' uses of language which enables us to reach out to  objects in the 
world. We can be directed to  objects also in such a way that the objects themselves 
are present to  us - as, most obviously, in cases of acts of perception. Such direct 
presentation is indispensable to  cognition, at least insofar as cognition of  realia is 

"The diagram would clearly haye to be adjusted vhne the abject named lr itself a dependent 
entitv. 
"See Smith and Mulligan 1982, 86. for more details of such diagrams. 



concerned. A consciousness whose dlrectedness to  real objects was restricted to  the 
mere intending of names might indeed havesome sort o f  knowledge of these objects, 
but if it were incapable of being somehow cashed out in terms of knrwledge that is 
not merely signitive, then it would be knowledge of a very inferior sort. 

The various sorts of acts in which objects are presented - as opposed to  being 
merely meant - are called by Reinach Vorstellungen, a term here translated as 
'presentation'.n As we have seen, an act ofMeinen is mediately dependent upon its 
object. (See Diagram I .) An act of presentation, on the other hand, is characterised 
by an immediate dependence: it is of its object in the strongest possible sense (cf 
328171). We see and hear, at least in normal cases, the things themselves, not inter- 
mediary images, pictures or sense data, and we are brought into contact with the 
things themselves in our acts o f  perception in such a way that we do  not have to 
call in aid linguistic proxies?3 The relative proximity to  its object of an act of 
presentation is manifested in the fact that, as Reinach points out: 

Anything which is presented is such that we can turn toward it with a specific 
interest, raise it up out of its surroundings, concern ourselves with its specific 
traits. In the sphere of meaning, in contrast, there is no possibility of such 
modifications. (324167) 

Given that an act of presentation is itself dependent on its subject (on the rele- 
vant perceiving organism). this act may be considered as a relation between this 
subject and the object presented thereto, somewhat as follows: 

Diagram 2." 

Here, however, we are interested only in the dependence relation on the right- 
hand side. This relation is not analytic: it is not a mere reflection of our conceptual 

"The term was of course used also by many other philosophers in the AuatroCerman tradition. 
though not always in the =me rcnx; thus it war quite often employed sr a trandationof the 
Britim empirki~t term 'idea'. 
"AS Reinach himself points out. 'if I want to convince myself of theexistenceof themouemmt. 
then lonly need to open my eyel.'($2 of "apriorisehcn Gn~ndlagen": GS, p. 186. Eng., p. IS.) 
,'Again, neither Husserl nor Reinach applied the theory of dependence to the relations between 
acts and objects. The relational theory of acts which is here &rafted onto their work isslaborated 
further in Smith I984 md also in Mulligan and Smith 1986. Further. there is more involved 
in ~einach's account of the opposition between Meinen and VorzIeUm than b captured 
in uiagrsmj 1 and 2 (diagrams which, it mul l  be rcmcmbercd, depict only relations between 
,MI things, procases or events), This ia because for Rcinach the contrast between punctual, 
linguistic Meinen and enduring, noniinpuistie Vorrrcllrn is absolutely general; the two kinds of 
directedneu can be distinguished not merely in our eagnltive accerr to rwlb but also, for 
example, in our accerr to non-real objects such at  numbers and values (see c.g. 34-7/88]. 
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stipulations (a charge which can very easily be levelled against dependence relations 
of the sort that are depicted in Diagram I). This is shown by the fact that the act of 
presentation is sensitive in its internal structure to  (among other things) the struc- 
ture of the presented object, as would become clear were we t o  take account in our 
diagram of the internal structures of the objects depicted. As Reinach himself puts 
it, there exist 

essential connections which correlate of necessity the various types of object 
with corresponding types of presenting acb. Colours can after ail only be seen . .  . 
One sees immediately that a quite different situation obtains for the case o f  acts 
of meaning an object. We speak understandingly of colours, tones, values, num. 
bers, physical things . . . but there are no qualitative differences on the side of 
acts of meaning which would correspond to the qualitative differences among 
the objects (325168). 

Yet meaning acts may clearly be accompanied by intuitive images of various sorts. 
Reinach however insists that our understanding of language is independent of such 
images. His rejection of the idea that linguistic meaning is to  be explained in terms 
of ideas or images is in fact no less vehement than that o f  the later Wittgenstein. 
Associated images are for Reinach still more remote f ron~  the object than is the act 
of Meinen: the intuitions accompanying - and sometimes outlasting - an act of 
Meinen are 'mere schemata', having 

only an insignificant influence upon the steady succession of acts of meaning, 
like ripples on the surface of a river . . . They do  not 'exhibit'or 'present' any- 
thing - for of course in the sphere ofMeinen there is absolutely nothing t o  hand 
which is presented. Rather, they partake of an existence which floats quite free 
from the object that is meant (328171). 

Or again: 

I hear the sentence 'Orange lies between red and yellow', and I understand this 
sentence. I can understand it without it being the case that I have the intended 
state o f  affairs before me in any way. The understanding can be entirely non- 
intuitive; and even in those cases where images and schemata of ail kinds rise to 
the surface, this activit should not be confused with the state of affairs standing 
before me intuitively? Y 

There are also however those cases, already mentioned in passing above, where 
the intending use of a name - or mare commonly of an indexical expression like 
'thls' or 'that' 1s connected logcthct in a smgle consslnusncw wlth a prrwnrnrron 
of the mended ob~ect  13231166) Thls results in a structure o f the  sort demcted in 

> .  . . 
Diagram 3. Each such indexical Meinen is founded upon an  associated presentation 
it exploits this presentation to gain its objectual directedness (as when, looking up 
into the sky, I say 'that birdis flying high'). A normal (and non-anaphoric) use of an 
expression like 'that bird' stands not merely in need ofgrammatical campletion (in 

""Die l?berlegunp", GS. p. 129 





presentation 
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Diaprnm 3. 

such a way as to  yield a sentential utterance); it must be completed also by some 
sort of heterogrammatical phenomenon, normally by acts of perception on the part 
of both speaker and hearer.'6 Something has gone wrong, or very special contextual 
conditions are in force, if I say 'that bird is flying high' in the absence of an associ- 
ated perception, either on my own part or on the part of my interlocutor?' 

This last examale should alert us to  the fact. discussed by Mulli~an in his contri- .~~.. ~~~~ - 
bution to  this volume, that dependence diagrams of the sort here illustrated can be 
used not only as a means o f  setting out the structures of standard cases. They can 
be used also as a means of gaining an overview of different types of candidate non. 
standard cases: we need only imagine specific elements depicted in a given diagram 
to have been eliminated, or somehow modified. The case just mentioned is that 
which results when we imagine that there is lacking an appropriate presentation. 
Another such case is yielded when we imagine that the object is missing(as when I 
say 'that bird is flying high', but I have been deceived by a trick of the light and 
there is no bird), and further cases come about when we imagine various different 
sorts of mismatch between the elements involved. 

PART TWO: JUDGEMENTS AND STATES OF AFFAIRS 

97 WHAT IS A SACHVERHALT? 

Reinach himself is reluctant to  answer this question. He lists certain characteristics 
of states of affairs: 

the" are that which is believed and affirmed, which stand in the relation of ~ . ~ .  , 
ground and consequent, which possess modalities, and which stand in the relation 
of contradictory positivity and negativity (341/86),m 

and he tells us that these determinations are sufficient, that is, every entity to  
which they apply is a state of affairs. He clearly thinks that they are sufficient also 

"Hunerl. LU IV 81 I. Cf, also Reinach. "Die oberrten Rqeln",GS, p. 48. 
"Cf. Mulliin and Smith 1984. 
'%feinane, in his h e r ~ n w h m e n ,  (pp. 80f.. 93f.; tnns. pp. 63f., 71) offers aJimilaraceountof 
his 'Oblekrive'. 
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in the sense that through them the reader is sufficiently informed about what a 
state of affairs is. But he recognises that they do not strictly speaking constitute a 
definition of the term 'state of affairs'. He argues, however, that it is 

questtonahle, for such most prltnltlve ohjeclual f o r m ~ t ~ o n t  ac ctates of affaln 
thmgs and processes. whether definlt~onsale pusstble at all. and uhcthcr ,  11 they 
were posstble, we could achteve anythtng utth theu atd (3411Rb) 

Yet in the absence of a positive determination of the nature of Sachverholte and of 
the connections between Sachverhalte and objects (or 'factual material': uttrer- 
liegende sachliche Tatbestandsmaterial), Reinach cannot be sure that the character. 
istics of states of affairs which he lists are or even could be satisfied simultaneously 
by any entities at all." 

We are offered something in the way of a more positive account, but this is within 
the terms of a Platonism which Reinach shared with Husserl and Meinong. We are 
told that 

(a) Sachverhalre are independent of any judgement or cognition on our part; 
(b) that they constitute a special 'realm', distinct from the realm oiobjects;  

and 
(c) that they enjoy an eternal existence: objects (realia), for Reinach, may 

i come and go, but Smhverhalre are immutable (a view which is o f  course 
almost exactly the reverse of that embraced by Wittgenstein in the 
'Dacrarus).' 

There are, however, some passages in "Zur Theorie des negativen Urteils", 

! passages almost certainly reflecting the influence of Reinach's other mentor, 
Johannes Daubert, which suggest a different, ontologically more modest approach 

: to Sachverhalre - one which can allow at least some Sachverhalte a place within the 

! real, material ~ o r l d . ~ '  Thus Reinach tells us, in relation t o  the Sochverhalre picked 

: out by the judgments 'this rose is red', 'redness inheres in this rose', 'this rose forms 
the substrate of this redness', that 

i it is the same factual material which lies at the basis o f  each, but they compre- 
hend this factual material in quite different ways and in quite different directions 
(336179). 

"Cf. Multiyn 1985. 
; ''Reinach's theory would therefore allow us to conceiveSochverhdre as the locus of existence 
k of the past and of the future, that is, as truth-makers for our present judgements about objects 

which have cased to exist or have yet to come into existen=. me view that Sachverhalte enjoy 5 PO eternal existence ir denied by Marly in hit theory of Llrteilsinholfe, a theory u,hich is in 
other respects very similar to t h a t  of Reinach - c t  Smith (forthcoming) and Mulligan (forth- 

"A similar duality ir present also in the ontology of legal formations put forward by Reinach 
in his "apriorirhcn Crundiapcn". See, for example. p p  170ff. (Eng. Sff.), where Reinach 

; weals an the one hand of a 'new realm'of 'legal formstionr'govcrned by 'eternal laws', but on 
the other hand of 'particular legal formations which really exist at  some time'. 



And similarly: 

The red ruse exists, the rose is red, a specific instance of red Inheres in this rose; 
the rose is not white, not yellow. etc The red rose, th~sdlmlkh~Einheirskom. 
pier is the factual materm1 which underlies each and every one o f  these states of 
affairs. (340185) 

Such Sachverhnlte, then, are somehow founded on a certain factual material (a 
certain complex of rose and colour-instance), and the differences between them 
have to  do with tho ways in which this material is 'comprehended' [a~f~efassrl  in 
associated judgements. It is this account of  Sochverhalre which we shall elaborate 
below. Of course, when Reinach himself says that a certain complex of objects 
'underlies' a state of affairs, he himself could not have had explicitly in mind the 
idea that the objects are such that the state of aflairs is founded or dependent on 
them in the precise sense of Husserl's theory of dependence relations. For to say 
that a foundaiion relation obtains betweena and b is to  say, in the simplest possible 
cnw. that o is necessarilv such that it cannot exist unless b exists. The existence o f a  ...., ~ ~~ 

is somehow tied t o  that of b. Clearly if either a or b exist necessarily, then such a 
relation cannot obtain. Foundation relations obtain exclusively between contin- 
gently existing entities, and a view of Sochverhnlte as contingent entities would con- 
flict with Reinach's Platonism. 

In fact it seems that Reinach is unable, within this Platonistic framework, to  give 
any very satisfactory account of the relation between objects and states of affairs. 
Why, then, was he attracted by the Platonistic idea? First of all, because he had 
formulated his conception of logic as a theory of states of affairs in order to  solve - 
in a Husserlian spirit - the problem of psychologism. He therefore held that, in 
order to  guarantee the necessity of logical laws, it was necessary to  grunt loSachver- 
halfe a special, extraterrestrial status of just the sort which was granted to  propo- 
sitions by Bolzano and by Frege. The applicability of logic to  human cognitive 
performances would then be guaranteed by showing how mental acts and states 
may relate, in different ways, to Snchverhalte thus conceived. Reinach adopted a 
Platonistic position also however because he held - with Meinong and Marty - 
that in order to uphold the correspondence theory of truth in its full generality it 
is necessary to suppose that to  each variety of judgement there is correlated an 
appropriate variety of truth-making states of affairs." This applies, in particular, to  
negative judgements, which would becorrelated with 'negative statesof affairs'. And 
now, whilst it may be possible to conceive a positive state of affairs like this rose is 
red as some sort of real complex, no such view is possible for negative states of 
affairs like this rase is nor yellow or unicornsdo nor exist, for the latter cannot be 
counted as denizens of the real world alongside things, processes and events. 

"On Meinong'r treatment of the  correspondence theory 8ee his h e r  Annohmen. esp. ch. 3. On 
Malty tee Smith (forthcoming). 

Both Wittgenstein's 7tactatus, which embraces only positive states of affairs, and 
Ingarden's critique of Reinach's theory in Der SReir urn die Existenr der Well, 
which sees negative states of affairs as enjoying an inferior (merely intentional) 
status, show that it is possible to  develop a correspondence theory within a non- 
Platonistic hame~ork.'~ Our task here, however, is the more modest one of provid- 
ing an account of the structures of the simplest and most straightfonvsrd varieties 
of positive states of affairs and of the cognitive acts and states bound up therewith. 
And we shall see that it is possible to develop a non-Platonistic conception o f  such 
states of affairs by making use of Reinach's idea (336179) that Soehivrholte are 
entities in which given real objects are 'comprehended . . . in different ways and in 
different directions'. Details of this conception will follow shortly. At this stage we 
need point out only that it will involve the thesis that states of affairs stand in a 
relation of foundation to  the objects they comprehend. 

58 JUDGEMENT AND BELIEF 

What, now, about the properly cognitive relations ofjudgement and belief - relations 
which are directed not towards objects but towards states of  affairs? How are these 
relations built up on the basis of the different sorts of object-directedness treated in 
Part One? Here it will turn out that i n d e x d  phenomena have a particularly 
important role to play, for it is such phenomena which mediate between the direct 
access to  objects which occurs in presentation and the indirect access to objects vio 
states of affairs which is characteristic of cognition in the strict sense. In order to 
do  fulljustice to these matters. however, we shall have to  deal not only with: 

( I )  the meaning or intending of an object by means of a name, 
(2) the presenration of an object in perception, 
(3) the indexicai meaning of an object which comes about when meaning 

and presentation operate in consort with each ~ t h e r , ~  

but also with three further sorts of relation (with three determinates of the  deter- 
minable 'cognition'): 

(4) theapprehension that such and such is the case, 
(5) the conviction that such and such is the case, 

and (6) theasserrion that such and such is the case. 

Quite special difficulties are raised by these last relations. As will soon become clear, 
the structures involved are woven together to  such an extent that it is difficult to  
deal with any one without dealing simultaneously with all the others. 

"See Smith 1978. Mulligan. Simons. Smith 1984. 
=Cf. Mulligan and Smith 1984. 



59 APPREHENSION (SEEING THAT)" 

Apprehension is something like the reading offof a state ofaffairs from the perceived 
surface of reality. 'Whether one is speaking of what isvisible, of what is audible or 
of what is smellable,' Reinach tells us, 'the corresponding state of affairs will not 
itself be seen, heard or smelt but rather apprehended' (342187). Apprehending is 
like Meinen in being temporally of a completely punctual nature and in admitting 
of n o  gradations of certainty of the kind which lead from conviction t o  doubt 
(334190). Apprehension is unlike Meinen. however. in that it is not essential to  it 
that i t  be Lineuisticallv clothed. Reinach's theorv im~lies.  in fact. that it is not the 

~ ~ . . 
act of  apprehension which is brought to  expression in language, but the state of 
belief or conviction that is founded thereon. An apprehension does not need to  
call in aid the help of language because in every case it gains its directedness to  its 
object through a presentation. Indeed we can assert the principle: 

(P2) If an instance of the species apprehension (seeing that) occurs, then as a 
matter of necessity one or more instances of the species presentation 
(seeing, hearing, etc.) occur also. 

The dependence in question is one-sided: the majority of our presentations are not 
accompanied by acts of apprehension - if only for the reason that presentation 
manifests a foregroundlbackground structure, and only that which belongs t o  the 
foreground of any given presentation can serve as object of an apprehending act. 

Apprehending, we can now ray, is the core act in which we are related to  states 
of dlairs in the world of what happens and is the case. There are also however 
derivative acts in which we are so related, acts not founded wholly and directly on 
presentations of underlying objects but rather, for example, on memory. Thus 
there is what Reinach calls the 'bare bringing to  mind' of a state of affairs: 

I can bring to  mind from memory the being red of the rose, without needing to  
perceive the rose itself. Just as the apprehension of the state of affairs rested 
upon a genuine presentation of the thing, so this bringing to  mind of the state of 
affairs rests on a mere bringing to mind of that same thing. (343188) 

There is also a variety of bringing to  mind of states of affairs which involves the 
essential mediation of language, for example as occurs in our use of written or 
spoken testimony. Here there may be lackingeven the mediate connection to  reality 
which is vouchsafed by memory. And then of course the mediate seeing that which 
is involved, e.g. in the reading and taking in of a newspaper article, is essentially 
different from the immediate apprehension which is involved in hearing that the 
explosion has occurred or in seeing that the peach before me is red. 

"When Reinach talks of apprehension ['Erkennen'], he sometimes lsemr to conceivc thin 
- in conformity with his Platonistie conception of states of sfrairs - 11 a apccial 

vlrt intuition. Since nothine in our orernt account will rest on any ~ D V E ~  to this Platonlstlc .. - . .. 
u d c  of Rsinach's philosophy, horcrrn, i t  wall du nu h a m  i f  we simply idcnlify apprchmnon 
with pcrfcol) eammonplaec acts of rreing thor (and ufcou!se with cor~$pondmp phenomena 
in other v n r o r y  modabt~as) Cf. the pnmgc quoted at the heginnmp 01 the next section. 

The bringing to  mind of states of affairs can be, within given boundaries, an 
almost ad libimm affair: 

t o  a given thing as body of factual material [za dernwlben Dingrarbestattdj there 
belongs a plenitude of states of affairs. Thus on the basis of the bringing to  mind 
of the rose, I can bring to  mind the being red of the rose, the being non-yellow 
of the rose, and so on (343188). 

And of course this freedom in bringing tn mind slatesolaffairsextendseven further, 
for example to those kinds of acts with which we are familiar in our  exneriences of 
fiction (experiences which involve ako the use of name-like expressions where there 
is no right.hand relatum of the resulting act). 

510 CONVICTION 

The origin of conviction, in the standard case, is described by Reinach as follows: 

Imagine that there has arisen a question between myself and someone else con- 
cerning the colour of a particular object. 1 step up to the object and I see that i t  
is red. The being red of the object is here given to me, and as it comes to  be 
given to me there develops within me the relevant conviction o r  belief that the 
object is red (317159). 

As he points out, the conviction that is immediately founded in an act  of  apprehen- 
ding may endure even when appropriate reconfirming apprehensions are no longer 
available. It is also necessarily such that it is able to find direct o r  immediate 

! expression, i.e. become linguistically clothed in an assertion (317159: see 5 1 2  
i below). 

We are using the terms 'belief' and 'canviction' interchangeably, as translations 

I of Reinach's 'Uberzeugung'. Reinach employs this term to designate something 
/ which he describes as 'actual', cognate with phenomena such as conjecture and 
: doubt, and contrasted with dispositions, which are merely latent." Reinach thereby 
/ distinguishes between states of belief, and what results when such states pass away 
i t o  'leave behind . . . inactual knowledge', for example in certain sorts o f  memory 
i 
; (355197). The state or condition of belief is actual in the sense that. at all times 

during the period for which it endures, we can become immediately aware u f i t  in I reflection. It is not actual, however, in any sense which would imply that it could 

[ be identified with sequences of mental acts (320163). In fact. in order t o  produce a 

"The term 'attitude' is used by Ryle to describe phenomena such as brlief, doubt, e t c .  in hi* 
copious notes to Reinaeh's essay (preserved in the margins of his copy of the f;erommrlre 
Selrriften in the library of tinacre College. Oxford: cf. p. 75). One unfortunate charactcrislie 
of analytic philosophical inquiries in semantics and cognitive theory. from Rusrcll onwa~ds, ir 
the tendency to run together under this term phenomena which, in Reinach'r theory, are kept 
c~refully separate. 



theory that is adequate to the various dimensions of strdcture in consciousness it 
is necessary to  distinguish between at least three different categories3' 

1. events (which are punctual in nature) - for example an act ofjudging or 
deciding; 

2.  procesey (which take rime but in such a way that their successive phases 
are not homogeneous) - for example a process of deliberating or follow- 
ing an argument; 

3. states o r  conditions (which take time but in such a way that their success- 
ive phases are homogeneous) - catepoly 3 being further divided into 
actual and non-actual cases. 

Here we are concerned more specifically with that kind of conviction or belief 
which develops on the basis of the apprehension of states of affairs. As we have 
seen, such conviction can outlive the apprehension on which it is founded; indeed 
it can endure even when the state of affairs in question no longer obtains. Just as 
apprehending is the core act in which we become related to states of  affairs, the act 
in which we become related to  states of affairs in the standard case, so conviction 
founded in apprehending is the core condition in which we continue to be so related 
for a longer or shorter period of time thereafter. 

Conviction, in the standard case. is founded on apprehension. It might therefore 
be supposed that we muld conceive conviction and apprehension as bound together 
by a one-sided relation of dependence ofjust the sort that holds between apprehen- 
sion and presentation - with the single difference that conviction is an enduring 
condition (state, Zustand, hexis), where apprehension is a punctual act. Closer 
reflection suggests, however, that an act which might putatively be described asone 
of apprehension which did not immediately give rise lo a conviction of the corre- 
sponding content would have all the marks of a non-standard case (compare a 
putative promise which did not immediately give rise to mutually correlated claim 
and obligation). For what would it be like for me lo apprehend, say, that it is 
raining, and yet not believe it, not even momentarily? 

This suggests the principle: 

(p3) An act of apprehending is necessarily such that it cannot exist unless an 
associated conviction, relating to  one and the same Sachverhnh, comes 
into being wtlh the performance of the act in question. 

Given that we also have: 

( ~ 4 )  A state of conviction is necessarily such that it cannot exist unless an 
associated act of apprehension exists or has existed, 

it follows that conviction, or more precisely that type of standard conviction which 
is here at issue, stands to apprehension in a relation of mutual foundation. 

"Cf. Ingarden 1964I65,esp. wl. 1,md Mullignnand Smith 1986 

We might conceive the act of apprehension as something like the threshold from 
presentation to conviction. Apprehension is also, as we shall conceive matters. 
founded one-sidedly on the apprehended state of affairs," and this in turn - 
according to  the account to be presented below - is founded on associated objects. 
Further, like conviction and presentation, apprehension is founded on the relevant 
subject. This gives rise to a structure somewhat as follows: 

Diagram 4" 

"Again Reinach's Platonism, as well ar the fact that he doer not embrace any relation stronger 
than mere co-EXistence between act and object. ruler out far him 0 visw of this sort. 
"The reader will note that asaerlion. convierinn, appehcnrian snd prssntation are such that - 
in addition to the unity which accrues to them by virtu, of inhering in a single subject - they 
arc united together also by foundation relations in their own right. TIC mbject as guarantor of 
the unity of condousners ir to this extent ~edundanl, and indeed the views here presented 
would be compatible. in principle, with a n o d f  theory of mental acts and processes of the sort 
that is defended by the early Hvssnl and by the Witlgenstein of the mcrorus. To he taken 
aerioualy, however, such a theory would have to establish that an extra unifying principle such 
a1 1 soul or subject can b. dispensed with entirely, by providing a precise and detailed account 
of the foundation relatianr holding between mental acts and states of the vuiour different 
varietirr and between these and (for example) bodily actions. 



We might read this diagram as follows: 

- subject and objects exist independently;w 
- the act of assertion is founded one-sidedly on the subject, on his state of 

conviction, and on the relevant state of affairs? 
- the state of conviction is founded one-sidedly o n  the subject and on the 

state of affairs, and mutually on the act of apprehending?' 
- the act of apprehending is founded one-sidedly on subject, state of affairs 

and presentation, and mutually on the state of conviction to  which it gives 
rise; 

- the presentation is founded one-sidedly on the subject and on the objects 
perceived; 

- the state of affairs is founded one-sidedly on the objects which it com- 
prehends. 

There are different routes through this diagram. When a conviction has been 
established, then it continues to  be referred to  (berogen mf) oneand thesame state 
of affairs, but there will normally come a time when this objectual reference is no 
longer mediated through apresentation of the given state of affairs. 

g l l  DERIVATIVE FORMS OF CONVICTION 

The most common variety of non-standard conviction is that which is established 
on the basis of an apprehension that is false: 

I f  I d~scern from afar the approach of a cycltst, thenspeakrngpurel) dert~ptrvely 
thrs 1s an appcehens~on even should it he the case that m realrty it js not x rycl~st 
at all who n approaching but raher,  say, a con (375190. n 26) 

Reinach all states of affairs, both positive and negative, subsisting and non- 
subsisting, on the same ontological level, drawing distinctions between them only in 
regard to the manner of our cognitive access. Hence in regard to  the distinction 
between true and false apprehension - as the distinction between apprehension of 
subsisting and non-subsisting states of affairs - he has very little to  say. In what 
follows, however, we shall find it indispensable to  emphasise the difference between 
true and false judgements (and between their respective ontological correlates) - 
and to  see the latter as derivative of the former -and then, given thegeneral aims 
of the present essay, it will be incumbent upon us to concentrate the bulk of our 
attentions on the non-derivative case. 

+'This assumption may of course be dropped in specific cars (or indeed globally, in reflection 
of non.standard metaphydcal vicwd. 
4llf as a matter of empirical fact an instance of the kind orrertion exists, then as a matter of 
necesitv there exist also intaneel Of the kinds con~iavr mb/eer. stare oJconvic~Ion and rIaIe ..~ , 

ofoffain. 
.'Convictions will of w U r E  be founded also on a network of other, prior mental actsand states. 

Reinach does provide a detailed treatment of a related family o f  non-central 
cases of cognitive access, cases involving negotive conviction: 

If we simply look out at the world which surrounds us, we are confronted by a 
plenitude of states of affairs which we behold, and towardswhichour convictions 
are subsequently related. It is clear that only positive convictions can develop in 
this way. A negative conviclion could never arise through a simple reading off of 
a state of affairs from without; lor such a conviction always presupposes that we 
approach an existing state of affairs with a prior intellectual attitude relating to  a 
second, conflicting state of affairs. The conflicting state of affairs may be, for 
example. believed, conjectured, doubted, or merely put  into question, but as we 
behold the other state of affairs the original positive conviction or conjectore. 
doubt. uncertainty or question becomes transmuted into or finds its answer in a 
negative conviction or disbelief (3331751.). 

First comes prior conviction in some non-obtaining state of affairs S; then comes 
apprehension of a conflicting state of affairs S';and this in turn brings about a dis. 
belief (negative conviction) in S: Diagrammatically, this might be represented as 
follows: 

Un terl;qpnde 
fachlirhe 
Tetbmandr- 
material lobjecttl 

Diagram 5" 

This negative conviction in a positive state of affairs is to  be contrasted, on 
Reinach's theory, with the case of positive conviction in a negative state of affairs. 
The latter presupposes the apprehension of an associated positive state of affairs, as 
lor example when we acquire the positive conviction that John is not smaller than 
Tom. This can come about, Reinach would argue, only on the basis of the  appre. 
hension that Tom is taller than (or has the same height as) John. The difference 
between this and the former case lies in the fact that 

"Note that our talk of nonmbsisting slates of affairs is a J~qon deprler only; it has no onto- 
logical commitments. Thus the putative nanwbsiating state of affairs S is not depicted in our 
dlrgram: the elements of such diagrams are intended in every csrc lo correspond to exisling 
enlitia only. 



there it was necessary that a state of affairs be apprehended which stood in con- 
flict with the judged positive state of affairs. Here in contrast the judged negative 
state o f  affairs . . . stands with the apprehended [positive] state of affairs . . . in 
a relation of necessary connection of such a kind that the subsistence of the one 
is directly bound up with the subsistence of the other (353/96).# 

It is not our business here to  deal with the detailed implications of Reinach's subtle 
and original theory of the different possible combinations of positive and negative 
conviction and judgement. Suffice it to point out that he distinguishes two principal 
ways in which negation may play a role in our cognitive experience. On the one 
hand we have what he calls the simple negative judgment (simple negative assertion), 
resting o n  a positive conviction in a negative state of affairs. And on the other hand 
we have the polemical negative judgment, resting on a negative conviction and 
directed not towards a state of affairs but towards another judgement, one which is 
taken to  embody error. As Reinach points out,  this latter, polemical negative judge- 
ment plays by far the more prominent role in the practice of science. Science has 
little room for simple negative judgements: it is concerned to establish how things 
are, not how they are not. 

There is one further non-standard variety of conviction which it is perhaps worth 
mentioning in passing. Diagram 4 dep~cts  conviction and apprehension as mutually 
dependent on each other. There is however a broader notion of 'conviction'which 
results when this restriction is abandoned: one can perfectly well be convinced of 
something in this wider sense without oneself having apprehended that it is the case. 
The process of education, we might suppose, consists primarily in instilling convic- 
tions of this derivative sort, and Cartesian philosophy. rests on the presupposition 
that it is possible to  eliminate all such derivative convictions in favour ofconvictions 
that are well-founded in apprehending acts. An intermediate case between well- 
founded and instilled conviction would be the case where one acquires convictions 
through the reading of a text or the following of an argument. To the extent, how- 
ever, that such reading gives rise to conviction in the strict and proper sense, then 
apprehensions on the part of the reader are involved. I leave aside here consideration 
of those religious dogmas - e.g. the dogma of the Trinity -in relation to which it 
is sometimes claimed that conviction may obtain without even the possibility of 
apprehension. 

g I2 ASSERTION 

Returning, now, to the standard cases of cognitive access, it is time to  address our- 
selves to rhe structures that are involved when the conviction directed to a state of 
affairs becomes expressed in an assertion. Assertion relates to apprehension in the 

+Will further caws would have to be dirtinguirhcd in liiht of the fact that the two incomprtibk 
states of affairs involved in such a structure need not be contradictory opposites. as they are in 
the exsmplcr which Reinach treats. There is no less incompttibility between, for erampk. 
Henry is o mommd and Hcnry is#lirh. Compare the dlrruulon in Mulligsn, Simonr and Smith 
1984 of the way in which states of alfairs (or truth-mPkers in general) may include each other 
as part to whole. and the wgcrtion in Smith 1983 as to the possibility of isolating sminiml 
truth-maker. 

sphere of judgement in very much the way that Meinen relates to  presentation in 
the sphere of object-directed acts. An apprehending is distingnished by the fact that 
the correlated state of affairs is 'in the fullest sense, there for me, where in an 
assertion it is in contrast merely meant'(344/89). An assertion, that is to  say, gains 
its directedness to objects, and therefore also to  states of affairs, only via linguistic 
proxies. Assertions are 'made', Reinach says; they are put together out o f  words. 
Thus an assertion 'is totaily different from any . . .condition, and is much rather to  
be characterised as a spontaneous act'(320162). Even if apprehension and assertion 
should take place simultaneously, we should have to deal with two distinct acts. 
one involving Meinen, the other involving presentation. From the point of view or 
the dependence structures involved, apprehension comes first. Apprehension gives 
rise to conviction, on the foundation of which an assertion may then be erected in 
turn. Indeed an assertion must, according to Reinach, be built up on the basis of a 
condition of belief in the relevant state of affairs. Where such conviction is lacking 
we have not assertion hut some other, derivative phenomenon. As Reinach puts it: 

No assertion is possible which is not accompanied by an underlying conviction 
which 1s such that both the assertion and the belief relate to something strictly 
identical..lt is, in contrast, not necessary that every conviction or belief founds 
an assertion, and it is even excluded that an assertion should underlie a con- 
viction (320162). 

This conviction must in addition beposirive: 

It belongs to the essence of assertion (assertive positing) that that which is 
asserted is believed; thus if there should develop in the sphere of conviction a 
disbelief then it must be transmuted into a belief in the contradictory state of 
affairs before an assertion can develop out of it (355197). 

Even a negative assertion must be founded on a positive conviction (otherwise it is 
not an assertion but some other, derivative phenomenon). This was acknowledged 
also by Frege, whose Begri/fsschri/t recognises only one (positive) moment o f  
assertive force. 

Now Brentano, as is well known, claimed that every judgement is necessarily 
founded on a presentation (cf. 330/73f.)?' This is clearly not so, Reinach argues, 
if the term yudgement'is used in the sense of assertion: 

Here one must not allow oneself to be led astray by the apparently self-evident 
thesis that I can only judge about that which I know, and which is, therefore. 
somehow present to  me (329172). 

Certainly I must be related in some way -and in some sense - to that about  which 
I make an assertion, but it is not only presentalion which can provide such a relation. 
As we have seen, 1 can be related to  objects also in acts ofMeinen - a variety o f  act 
which is not recognised by Brentano, whose understanding of the celation o f  language 

Brentnno even went so far as to claim that judgement and pesentrtion 
see Mulligan and Smith 198Sa foz further discussion of this paint. 

must be simultaneous: 



and thinking is in general less sophisticated than that of either Husserl or Reinach. 
Indeed an act or acts of Meinen, as Reinach points out, 'constitute the necessary 
foundation for every act of assertion' (329172). 

Yet from following through Reinach's own analyses, we can see that there is a 
grain of truth in Brentano's claim. Consider, first, that central case of assertion 
which is founded on conviction rooted in perceptual apprehension - the case 
illustrated in Diagram 4. Here it is certainly true that there is a route from assertion 
t o  state o f  affairs (and from there to  objects judged about) which does not involve 
the mediation of presentation. But it is still true that the assertion is founded, 
mediately, on a presentation - even though the presentation is typically one that 
existed in the past. It is therefore only in regard to the derivative cases, where con- 
viction is founded not on perceptual apprehension but e.g. on memory or on what 
Reinach calls 'knowing about', that Brentano's claim ma? be called into doubt (cf. 
330/73f.). But even here there is some route back to  presentations and to  the 
convictions associated therewith, even though these presentations need not be one's 
own (they may be, for example, those of the author of an article in anencyclopedia). 
Such a route would seem to  be entirely lacking only in cases where, for example, a 
fictional text is mistakenly interpreted as fact, or where an assertion is made by 
someone on the basis of the acceptance as truth of someone else's lie. And even in 
the latter. deviant cases there will always be some presentations involved (for 
example presentations of the corresponding pieces of language). Assertion cannot 
spring from out of nowhere. 

$13 ASSERTION AND SACHVERHALT 

Regarding the srmcfure of an assertion, Reinach tells us that we may distinguish 
'the specific moment of assertion on  the one hand from the constituent of meaning 
or intending (Meinen) on the other' (330172). 'It is the moment of assertion which 
makes the negative judgment, just as much as the positive judgment, into a judgment 
at all' (3621105). The moment of assertion in the Reinachian framework is therefore 
equivalent to  Frege's 'assertive force'. The assertion is constituted from both 
moment of assertion and total meaning (Cesumrmeinen)," the former being 
founded on the latter. This total meaning may also be governed by, for example, 
the moment of questioning (356198). 

The moment of assertion attains lhrough the meaning-component its relation to 
the relevant state of affairs - its 'foothold in the facts', to  use Ryle's expression?' 
It thereby attains its relation t o  the relevant objects through the signs used in the 
making of the assertion. In the simplest possible case this gives rise to  a structure 
something like this (the reader is asked to  suppose that the assertion in question is 
made by someone who has in mind, o r  in sight, some one particular hit): 

46What Rylc calls the'moment of thought': see his nates to pp. 721. of Reinach's text 
''Lac. eft. 

I asser- 
tion 

convic- 
tion. efs. 
Ire. Dia- 
gram 4) n 

Diagram 6 

As already stated in connection with Diagram I ,  objects pictured by discrete frames 
in such a diagram need not themselves be discrete. Normally it is clear f rom the 
nature of the objects represented whether or not they may overlap(or stand in other 
mereological relations). Thus in Diagram 3, for exan~ple, act of presentation and 
used name are clearly discrete from each other. 111 the present case, however, our 
diagram involves in this respect two important ambiguities, not so easily resolved. 

The diagram is first o! all consistent both with a view according t o  which the 
Cesamlmeinen is discrete from the respective intendings of names, and also with a 
view according to  which it includes these intendings as proper parts. The latter view 
- which sees the assertion as just a certain determinately formed complex of 
intendings of names governed by a certain assertive force - is clearly in a certain 
sense more economical. Yet it has the consequence that it rules out any conception 
of the act of assertion as a temporally punctual event, since the separate acts of 
intending which would then be its parts succeed each other in time. That an act of 
assertion is punctual is something which Reinach takes for granted (cf. 320162). 
and it seems clear that such an act is at least phenomenologically not capable of 
being interrupted. For this reason, therefore, we prefer to  view the assertion as 
being discrete from the acts of intending of names (and o f  course of expressions of 
other sorts - to  be dealt with shortly) upon which it is founded. Even this inter- 
pretation leaves us however with the question: when does the assertion take place? 



With the execution of the first act of Meinen? Of the last act? We shall not seek to  
answer this question here. We note only that exactly the same question arises with 
regard to  the hearing of a melody: do we hear the melody already when we hear 
the first note? Only when we have registered all the notes? 

The second, parallel ambiguity turns on the question whether the Sachverhalt is 
to be conceived as discrete from the respective founding objects or as being such as 
to include these objects as parts. Of course, given our diagrammatic conventions, we 
could retain an open mind on this question, merely notingonce again that anexactly 
parallel question arises in relation to  the melody that we hear. (Does it comprehend 
its notes as parts? Or is it rather, as Ehrenfels argued, a special Gestalt quality, 
founded on the notes but discrete therefrnml*) Even a somewhat rudimentary 
treatment of this problem will however bring us a long way towards an adequate 
positive conception of states of affairs. 

Reinach himself is clear that Sachverhalle are built up out of elements. He points 
out, for example, that 'states of affairs, as these constitute themselves in assertion, 
cannot be simply stuck together, as it were,oul ofarbitrary elements: they are rather 
subject to definite laws of constitution.'(367/I I I)  It would be wrong, however, t o  
infer from passages such as this that Reinach himself identifies the elements in 
question with objects in the real world. For it seems that if Sachverhalre were to 
have real parts, then they would inherit from these parts the character of existing 
in time (or at least of possessing a history), and this is incompatible with Reinach's 
Platonism. Reinachian Sochverhnlrselemenle are peculiar categorial counterparts of 
objects in the world." Having unburdened ourselves of this Platonistic side of 
Reinach's philosophy, however, there is nothing standing in the way of our con- 
ceiving Sachverhaltselemenle as objects existing in lealily, and of working out the 
implications, within this more modest framework, of the idea that in a Sachverhalt 
objects are not merely linked together but also 'comprehended' [aufgefassl] in 
some special way. 

$14 HOW ARE OBJECTS BOUND TOGETHER IN A SACHVERHALT? 

To answer this question we must first of all consider in more detail the relation 
between Sachverhalle and corresponding assertions. It is possible to  distinguish two 
broad positions in this regard. Theone sees Sachverhalre as dependent on assertions, 
awarding priority to  the logical (or logico-grammatical) structures of the sentences 
used to express the latter. Logical structures are as i t  were read intoSachverhalte. 
which are reduced to  the status of mere intentional correlates of acts of judgement. 
The other Jees assertions as in some sense - t o  be more closely explained - depen- 
dent on or merely correlated with corresponding Sachverholre, and therefore awards 

"See Mulligan and Smith I985 for a more detsiled treatment of this i~sue 
"Comp~c the suggclitiom in Breltlcr 1973,62, 1191. 

priority to ontological, as opposed to logical, structures. This gives rise t o  a view 
according to which l l ~ z  parts of the assertion (and thereby also, derivatively, the 
elements of the used sentence) have different functions corresponding to  the differ- 
ent ways in which the elements ofthecorrelated state of affairsare related tocether.? - ~~~ 

Reinach's works contain perhaps the most sophisticated treatment of this second 
position, and - even after abstracting from the Platonistic elements in this work - 
we can learn a great deal concerning what such a position might involve from what 
he has to  say. 

The acts of meaning which are involved in the making o f  an assertion, Reinach 
tells us, do  not 'appear side by side, unrelated to each other - as little as d o  the 
successive experiences o f  hcaring the noler of a rnclody' 0 5 6  081 To, Keina;h. 
however, it is the unit) t,f the Sochwrhah w h ~ h  n m l t a m ?  Ihr b u i i J i r ~ ~  UI, 01 30 

~ ~ U .  

act of assertion and makes possible that peculiar sort of unity which such an act 
involves. Of course, this does not mean that every assertion gains its unity from a 
corresponding Sachverhalt. Some assertions - for example assertionsin mathematics. 
or false or metaphorical assertions - may correspond directly to no Sachverhalle 
at all. Rather, we can say, the furms of unity available to  us in the making of as- 
sertions are derivative of the forms of unity manifested by the simple Sachverhalle 
with which we come into contact in standard cases o f  cognitive access. This is in 
part a matter of developmental psychology: we become acquainted, in our  infancy, 
not merely with different sorts of simple objects, but also with different varieties 
of simple Sachverhnlfe, and we learn to associate with the latter simple assertions 
from a relatively restricted repertoire of canonical sentence-patterns." At thisstage, 
then, there is a direct constraining connection between Sachverholr and utterance. 
Later we learn to  make assertions independently of direct experience, and even t o  
extend the learned sentenlial forms in ways which rule ou t  the possibility of corre- 
sponding Sachverhahe. 

It is only one aspect of the contrast between simple and derived assertions which 
is of interest to us here, however. In the literature on Snchverhalle in the analytic 
tradition it has normally been assumed 

"The overwhelming majority of analytic phila~ophical writings in somantics has in effect 
embmced the first of these two positions - normally conceiving that in virtue of which a givcn 
judgement is true in terms of set-theoretical hodcls'whose relation lo the underlying objects it  
rarely, if ever, investigated. Wittgenatein's nmrorus may be said to have put forwards neutral 
view, midway between the lwo extremes, according to which neither Sarr nor Snchverhdr has 
priority, though lhe resulting simplification implies that neither logical nor ontological struclure 
is commensurately dealt with. (Cf. Mulligan 1985. 1691.) Recent American work in sernanlicr, 
a1 illuatratcd above all by the socaUed 'sibation semantics' of Barwise and Perry, has moved 
Mlme way towards the second, realist position here dernibed. Since, however, much of this 
work mntinues to treat the external correlates of sentences or judgements with 0 n t d o ~ i ~ U y  
relatively crude set-theoretic means, it cannot be wid to have freed itself entirely from the 
logicking tcndencicr of a remantin of the old.fashioned sort. 
"See the discussion of canonical event patterns in Slobin 1982. 



1) that there is a division between logically simple and logically complex 
assertions, 

and 
2) that this division - at least for those assertions which are true -gives rise 

to  an exactly corresponding division between atomic and molecular states 
of affairs. 

Criticisms of both these assumptions from the realist perspective have been set 
forth elsewhere?' For our present purposes, however, it will do  no harm if we 
assume that expressions like 'and', 'hence' and 'not' as applied to  sentences reflect 
certain corresponding forms of unity in complex states of affairs. But the logical 
constants do  not  represent. This charactertstically Tractariao thesis is expressed 
by Reinach as follows: 

Words such as 'and', 'but', 'also', 'hence', 'not', and so on, are understood in the 
course of the understanding utterance of sentences without our being able to  say 
that they are guided by acts of meaning objectual correlates - as are, say, the 
words 'Socrates' or 'tree'. It is indubitable that when I utter one of these words 
understandingly in the context of a sentence then there is something more than 
the utterance itself which is involved . . . hut it is equally indubitable that this 
something more is not a direction towards something objectual in the sense 
earlier delineated. For what could this objectual something be, which would 
correspond to  'also' or 'but'? (358/101.) 

Words like 'and', 'hence'and 'not' express rather certain functions. for example the 
function of combining two or more states of affairs to  form a single complex. 
(359f./IOlf..) T o  see precisely what this involves, we need to  consider the structures 
of atomic states of affairs, states of affairs which correspond to  assertions expressed 
by sentences involving no logical  constant^?^ 

The first kind of unity which is manifested by atomic Sachverhalfe. I shall argue. 
is the unity of foundation relations. If John has a headache, then that process or 
condition which is John's headache stands in a single relation of one-sided foun- 
dation to  the substance which is John. If Mary kisses John, then that process which 
is Mary's kissing stands in two relations of one-sided foundation, to  John and to  
Mary. Following through this idea in the obvious way gives rise to  a taxonomy of 
possible forms of atomic Sachverhalfe, somewhat as follows: 

s s ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ j ~ j ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ o n a  and smith 1984, where the discusion of logical and ontological dm- 
pBcity is formuhtd not ~pccifically in terms of .%chvcrhdtc but in terms of truth-making 
entities in general. 
'Them structures have hardly been investigated. Even Ingarden's huge work on realist ontology, 
f i r  Snrir urn d ; ~  Exi~tenz dw WeN, concrntrstcs on the dirtinctions between different aorts 
of &chwrkBe (eg. bctwccn autonomous and intentiand .%chICrh~Zlre), at the expense of pro- 
~iding m account of haw .%chverhalrc are constituted in the most simple cars. 

Diagram 7" 

In a state of affairs objects fit into one another like the links of a chain. Each 
atomic Sachverhalt is what we might call an inregral chain, in the sense that the 
associated diagrammatic representation is such that if any frame is removed then 
either ( I )  there results a splitting of the diagram into disconnected pieces, o r  (2) 
the resultant is ill-formed in the sense that it contains dependent frames not con- 
nected to their fundamenta. 

Non-atomic Snchverhalre can therefore arise in one of three sorts of ways: 

I. a Sachverhalr may lack unity in the sense that there are elements not 
connected to  each other by dependence relations, either mediate or 
immediate. (For example the Sachverhalt, if there is one, which would 
make true the judgment 'John is jumping and Mary has a mig~aine'.) '~ 

11. a Sachverhalr may possess unity - all its elements are connected - , b u t  
it is unity of a sort which results when two or more distinct but overlapping 
Sachverhalte are run together into a single whole ('John is hungry and 
has a headache'). 

111. a Sachverhalt may contain 'inessential elements', elements which can be 
removed without detriment to :he residue. 

The states of affairs in categories I. and 11. correspond t o  logically complex Sach- 
verhalte as these are normally understood (though the fact that there are, even a t  
this level of generality, two ontologically distinct sorts of logical complexity is 
rarely recognised). Those in category 111. may be illustrated as foUows (the inessen- 
tial elements being marked with an asterisk): 

-The problem of extending this taxonomy in a systematic way, and in such a way as toembrace 
arbitrarily large complexes of elements standing to each other in 3.. 4-and n-sided dependence 
relations, belongs effectively to the theory of directed graphs. 
"See e.8. the diagrams on p. 90 of Smith and Mulligan 1982. Here the relevant diagram is a 
disconnected graph. 



Diagram 8 

Cascs of the sort depicted in Diagram 8 are discussed by Reinach in some detail: 

When the building up of a state of affairs hasonce begun, this cannot be arbitrarily 
h m k r n  nff or hrnwht to  an end but demands the addition of definite elements, " - ~ 

elements prercr~bed hy laws relating not to  content but to form. qulte parallel 
to the situatio~l which we encounter in the butldmgup of a melody We cannot, 
for examole in the caw of a state of affairs whlrh has begun ulth 'the rose is'. 
arbitrarily break off at this point; some element or other, perhaps of the form of 
a [predicate] must join up to complete it, and that element is, t o  that extent, a 
necessary element of the state of affairs . . . . In the judgment 'the car has travelled 
quickly', in contrast, the 'quickly' is not a necessary element but rather one 
which is inessential to  the formal constitution of the state of affairs. (36711 1 

$15 COMPLEX ANDSACHVERHALT 

Our taxonomy of atomic and non-atomic Sachverhalre in terms of foundation 
relations between objects does not go far enough, howevei, t o  provide a positive 
account of the specific nature of the Sachverhalt. For each of the fonns depicted 
in Diagrams 7 and 8 could serve equally well as a representation of a corresponding 
complex object: the mereological sum (if there is one) of John and his headache, 
or of Mary, John, and a particular process of kissing. Indeed, someone like Reinach 
who admits also one-membered Sachverhalre, corresponding for example to  the 
meteombgica~ '  would have no option but t o  rewgnise some additional feature o r  
features peculiar to  Sachverhalre, since otherwise he would have no means of 
distinguishing, in such a one-membered case, between Sllrhverhalf and correspond- 
ing object?' 

"There is some confusion in this passage as betwccnSvhvcrhdt and judgement. More specific- 
ally, Reinach seems to have no clear idea ar lo the relation between the state of affais as 
correlate of apprehendon and the state of affairs sr correlate of atartion. On the one hand 
these 'must be nrricrly idenrieol' (320/62), but on the other hand he admits that in an assertion 
the very same state of affairs 

which stood before ur in one blow in our apprehending conviction of it, now acquires . . . a  
pculiar modllication of its form, becoming articulated into the elements now sucmsively 
constituting themselves. (356198) 

"'It israining',ctc. - 346ff.Ilt7ff. 
"In hisNmrbmks o f  191416, Wittgenstein goes out of hisway toempharisethal Sachvrrholtr 
or Tatwehen are to be distinguished from corresponding complex objects - reeSimons 1985, 
Mulligan 1985. In the DdctomI. however, it isles obvious that he was concerned lo draw such 
a distinction. 

We can get some idea as to what this additional feature might be, if we compare 
the elements of the Sachverholt: John hirsMary in Diagram 6. with the correspond- 
ing elements of the sentence used to make the assertion in question. The objects 
(John, Mary and the hit) are homogeneous: each is entirely singular. On the side of 
the assertion, however, there isin this respect a heterogeneity asbetween the singular 
expressions 'John' and 'Mary' and the general expression 'hits'. Could this hetero- 
geneity be eliminated? That is, could we imagine the 'hits' as being replaced by an 
expression in the same prammalicai category which has been somehow stripped of 
its generality - an expression which would relate to that individual event which is 
John's specific hit in just the way that the proper names 'John' and 'Mary' relate to  
their respective bearers? Cuuld we ~ ~ o t  baptise this event by means of what we 
might call a proper verb (an expression which would stand to normal verbs in the 
way that proper names stand to expressions like 'a man', 'the man', etc.)? This 
would result in sentences like 'David Gustaved', 'John Williamed Mary' and so 
sentences which would be isomorphic to the corresponding states of affairslcom- 
piexes in just the sense of the picture theory of the Tractorus. The complexity of 
the Sachverhalt would consist entirelv in this. that the narticular obiects mentioned ~, 
in the sentence stand in the foundation relations dictated by the logical grammar 
t h e r e ~ f . ~  

Our problem can now be restated as follows: what is it. on the side o f  the 
Sachverhalt, which corresponds to the distinction on the side of the assertion 
between 'John Williamed Mary' and 'lohn hit Mary'? Consider the parallel difference 
between 'John is kissing Mary' and 'a man is kissing Mary'. When I say, 'John is 
kissing Mary', then my use of 'John' seems, as it were, to  refer to the whole man, t o  
that entire specific object known to me as John. When, on the other hand, l say 'a 
man is kissing Mary', then it seems that I refer to John. if at all, only as a represent- 
ative of the species man: it is as if I make appeal only to some sort of conceptually 
restricted torso of John, in which everything specific has been removed. 

Reinach himself offers a partial account of such 'conceptual comprehension' in 
his paper "Die obersten Regeln der Vernunftschliisse bei Kant" of 191 1, from 
which I shall quote at length. 

He considers first the difference between the objectual correlate of a proper 
name such as 'John' taken alone and of a proper name which is associared with a 
concept-expression, as in 'the man lohn'. 'the man Caius', etc. 

In the judgment 'Caius is mortal', a quite determinate individual object o f  the 
real world is intended by the subject-term, one that is different from all other 
objects. If 1 now say: 'the man Caius is mortal', then I intend once more the 
same determinate object. This time however I do not aim towards it in the  way 
appropriate to  a simple naming (in schlichter Namennennung); rather, i t  is in 
addition conceptually comprehended (bpgrifflh gefas~t): it is referred t o  as a 
man. Thus already in the subject place there is a concept at work. It is no t  as if 

"Such sentences sound add, since it isnormally only continuants. not eventsand processes, to 
which proper referring expressions come to be altsrhed. For i f  ;$only in respect of continuants 
that there is a task o f  re-location to be performed. 
" A  grammar of the appropriate sort might be that outlined by Perlmutter in his 1980. 



this concept were itself the subject. The assertion is after all not about it, but 
about the individual that is comprehended under it (welches er urrter sich 
begreiff). But this individual is already posited in the subject place as belonging 
to  this concept; it comes complete with its conceptual form: 'the - man - Caius 
is etc.' . . . The object serving as subject, which is already determined in itself, 
is here in addition subordinated to  a concept. (224f./CS, 47)61 

We might describe conceptual comprehending of the sort here at issue as a sui 
renuis variety of drawing boundaries. The entitiescircumscribed by such boundaries 
are on the one hand autonomous: that region of reality through which the boundary 
is drawn - for example the complex of objects and events which are involved in 
John's kissjng Mary - exists in and of itself. regardless of our judging activity, and 
so do  all its constituent regions. Such entities are also in a certain sense however 
dependent on our judgments: in the absence of the judging activity through which 
the conceptual comprehending is effected, an entity of the given sort would in no 
way be demarcated from its surroundings. 

As we shall see, the bounded structures which are picked out through our 
judging activity are quite different from those generated by, for example, the maker 
of maps or of jigsaw puzzles. For the results of these latter varieties of drawing 
what we might call mereological boundaries are ontologically homogeneous with 
the materials with which one starts, something which does not hold of the entities 
circumscribed by the sentence-shaped boundaries involved in conceptual compre- 
hending. 

It is with a (relatively indeterminate) mereological boundaly with which we have 
to  deal when, for example, I point out of my window and say 'that out there is my 
property'. But here we have an additional feature: the comprehending in question, 
expressed by 'out there', is in this case indispensable if an object is to  be marked 
out at all. When I point out of my window and say 'out there', then it is as if my 
action takes something entirely indeterminate and, by means of a mereological 
comprehension, makes out of it a (half-way) determinate object. The conceptual 
comprehension expressed by 'the man' in 'the manCaius'isdearly not indispensable 
in this sense: the name 'Caius' is alone sufficient to pick out the relevant object. 
There are however certain cases where conceptual comprehending is indispensable, 
where such comprehending is alone responsible for the fact that an object is picked 
out at all. Such cases are brought most clearly into light when we consider general 
(or generic) assertions like 'man is mortal', 'the lion is a carnivore', etc. A concept, 
according to Reinach, 

can make out of the indeterminate something (der Cegensriindlichkeit schlechthin) 
a determinately delineated objectivity. Such a comprehending would be made 
explicit by means of the words: 'that which is (a) man or (a) tree or, and so 
on, is . . .';and where we choose not to  be so explicit we have the words '(the) 
man', '(the) tree'. If I say 'man is mortal' then the subject is that something 
which a comprehended and determined through the concept man. No deter- 

"References in this form are to the I91 1 edition of Reinach's paper in Kanr.Srudien. and to 
the 1921 reprint, respectively. The translation$ are my own. 
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minate individual object is here intended, i.e. nothing is intended which is then 
conceptually comprehended in a supernumerary way. Nor do  I relate myself to  
a number of objects separate from each other which I would then conceptually 
comprehend. Rather, I mean the indeterminate something which falls under the 
concept man - and it remains thereby quite open whether this is one or several 
or very many objects. 1 mean precisely that which is (a) man - or, if we especially 
want to  emphasise that nothing is here to  beexcluded: thatwhichissubordinated 
t o  the concept man, all of that which is man. The concept does not here effect a 
supernumerary comprehending, as in our earlier example, but rather a determi- 
nation that is indhpensable to the very constitution of the subject. (225f./GS, 
48)" 

And similarly, now, if I say 7ohn kissed Mary'. Here the objectual correlate of  the 
verb is that indete~minatesonething - theindeterminate transitive action, let us say 
- which (leaving tense aside) is comprehended through the conceot kiss. No deter- - 
minate individual action is here intended, i.e. nothing is intended which is then 
conceptually comprehended in a supernumerary way. Rather, I mean the indeter- 
minate action which falls under the concept kiss - and it remains quite open 
whether this is one or several actions. 

Note that Reinach is not putting forward a view according to  which judgements 
containing general terms are about concepts: 

It is not the concept which functions as subject in the judgement 'man is mortal', 
but that objectual something which is formed and delimited through the concept. 
It is not the concept man which is mortal, but that which is man, i.e. that objec- 
tual something which belongs to  the concept man. As in the judgement about 
individual objects, so also in judgements such as this, the  concept occurring in 
the subJect-place has a real objectual carrier, and it is this which ought in truth 
t o  be seen as the subject: it is merely that in the former case the carrier is a 
determinate individual object, which the concept determines still further, where 
here it is the indeterminate something which functions as the carrier insofar as it 
acquires a determinate delineation through the concept. (226/GS, 49) 

And similarly, we can say, it is not the concept kiss which functions as correlate of 
the verb in the judgement 'John kisses Mary'. Here, too, the concept expressed by 
this verb has a real objectual carrier, and it is this which would serve as element in 
the corresponding state of affairs. 

Reinach's theory of conceptual comprehending provides some of the elements 
necessary to  an adequate account of the structures of simple states of affairs. But it 
is far from being satisfactory as it stands, and it does not even provide an unambig- 
uous answer to our question as to  the part-whole relations between Sorhverhalte 
and their objects. For it provides us with no clear notion of  what these peculiar 
entities are, which result through 'conceptual comprehending'. Reinach's own 
account of this matter, which involves appeal to  peculiar general objects: tree as 
such, man as such, etc., and to 'the indeterminate something', moves too far in the 
direction of that Platonism already rejected above: 

"Compare Heyer (forthmrning).and also Fine 1985 



Tree as such is nothing coloured and material and extended, it differs funda- 
mentally from every individual object of the external world. And yet it is not 
'nothing'. Indeed there are entirely valid statements about such peculiar objec- 
tivities, they present their own logical demands and prohibitions: the tree is a 
plant, the tree is not an animal, and so on. We therefore have to  acknowledge 
that, beside the individual objects of the physical and psychical world, objects 
with which we are already familiar and which are, as it were, closer to us, there 
are also quite differently constituted objectivities of which we can assert all 
kindsof things, both positively and negatively. (221/GS, 43) 

We can perhaps avoid a Platonism of this sort, if we take as our starting point 
exclusively those conceptually comprehended objects which appear in the objectual 
correlates of singular judgments ('Mary has a migraine') of the sort already treated 
above. For in relation to these cases it is possible to take quite literally the idea that 
the conceptually comprehended object is in some sense a slimmed-down torso of 
the object taken in nanrra. For where a concept like man, horse, kiss, heodoche can 
correctly be applied to an individual object, this is because there is some auton- 
omously but not independently existing part or moment of the object in question 
to  which the concept-expression directly corresponds. It  is in virtue of such parts or 
moments - called 'logical parts' by Brentano and Husserlb3 - that the given con- 
cepts can correctly be applied. They serve as the fwrdamenro in re for the concepts 
in question. 

The suggestion now is that such logical parts can serve as bounded objects of 
conceptual comprehension, and then the Snchvcrhalte corresponding to singular 
judgments would consist in such bounded objects linked to  ordinary objects by 
relations of foundation. Bchverholte, thus conceived,would be circumscribed or 
bounded parts of complexes, having exactly the appropriate amount of content to  
serve as truth-makers of the corresponding judgements. Yet they would exist auton- 
omously, not as mere intentional correlates of sentence-using acts. 

Even granted the assumption that such a view of conceptual comprehension can 
be coherently developed, however, is it enough to understand the ontological 
structure of the Bchverhalr exclusively in terms of foundation relations between 
objects and logical parts? Or are there additional features or groups of features 
peculiar to states of affairs which have so far not been treated? On the strength of 
Reinach's own work we can suggest two such features: number and tense. In regard 
to  the former it must suffice here to  draw attention to  Reinach's suggestion that it 
~ o u l d  be possible to replace Frege's defective concept-based theory of number with 
a ~chverholf-based theory, to  see numbers as formations which are at home only 
within the context of a ~nchverhalr." In regard to the latter, we shall here simply 
recall the idea already mentioned in 0.30 above, to  the effect that Bchverhahe are 
the locus of existence of the past and of the future. A more subtle version of this 

"See Mullipan and Smith 1985a. 
64Ser the account of Reinaeh's Marbure lecture in the biography of Reinrch by Schuhmann and 
Smith in this volume; cf, atso the pasrsgcs on Frsgc in "wbcr Ph~nomenalogie" (CS. 391; 
trans. 206). where Reinach points out that similar idus could be applied also to the quantifiers 

'same', 'only',clc. (Brettler 1973, conlainaa more detailed treatment of this issue.) 

f idea has been put forward by Kevin Mulligan in the form of a thesis to  the effect 
that we can establish a feature truly characteristic ofslates of affairs if we look not 
to tense, which has to  do with relations between autonornousevents and sentence. 
using subjects, but to phenomena of aspccr, which have to do  with the 'internal 
temporal constituency' of the events themselves (Comry 1976). 

Differences of aspect are manifested, for example, in oppositions such as that 
between 'John ran'/'John was runningS/'John slopped running', 'Mary suddenly sat I down9/?'Mary was suddenly sitting down'/'Mary was still sittingdown3/*'Mary still 
sat down', etc. Thus consider that factual material which is John kissing Mary on a I given occasion. This cansistr, we might suppose. of two objects: John and Mary, 

f~ 
together with a certain temporally extended process of kissing (and a large number 

a of other, peripheral events and processes taking place, e.g., in the bodily organs of 
John and Mary). We have. already seen that this factual material can he compre- 
hended in Sachverholfe in different ways, reflecting different sorts of conceptual 1 comprehension. But the same factual material can be variously comprehended also 

b along another dimension - the dimension of aspect - and it will thereby make true 
a series of different judgements (judgements which we can conc~ive as having been 

[ articulated by different observers all of whom enjoy simultaneous perceptual access 

I to the objects in question). This fsctual material can be comprehended, for exan~ple 
t as: 

John is kissing Mary, 
John kisses Mary:5 
John has just begun to kiss Mary, 
John is still kissing Mary, 
John is repeatedly kissing Mary, 

and so on. 
The differences here illustrated are real: the states of affairsin question are not 

identical. Yet these differences seem not to correspond, in the given case, to any 
differences of conceptual comprehension, nor to  differences in the objects them- 
selves. 

$16 EPILOGUE: REINACH AND WlTIGENSTElN 

There are of course a number of features of Reinach's theory of the Sochverholr 
which awaken echoes of the theory put forward by Wittgenstein in the Tkacurus. 
Both Wittgenstein and Reinach see the name-object relation as the point of contact 
between a judger and the world. Both place the notion of state of affairs at the 
centre of their philosophies, and both conceive the state of affairs not as an abstract 
proposition or judgement-content but rather as the ontological covelare of an act 
ofjudgement, as that in the world in virtue of which a used sentence is true or false. 

"The 'dramatic prerent'. 



Reinach and Wittgenstein share also the recognition that there are, above the level 
of states of affairs, two further levels - a linguistic level, and a psychological level 
of thoughts or acts of judgement. Of course, Wittgenstein goes considerably further 
than Reinach in exploiting the theory of Sachverhalre as a means of throwing light 

~ ~ 

on the logical structures of associated sentences. But I suggest that this is only at 
thecost of ontologicalsimplification, or idealisation, at all three levels, simplification 
of a sort which is absent from Reinach's treatment 
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nen, da6 sich Dr. Reinach in den seminaristischen Obungen ah  gewandter Sprecher 
emiesen hat, der es voauglich versteht, seine Gedanken frei und geordnet zu 
disponieren. 

So kann ich deM die Zulassung des Dr. Reinach nur aufs warmste empfehlen. 

Gottingen, am 20. Febr. 1909 E. Husserl 

Husserl and Reinach on Hume's "Treatise" 

GEORGE DAVIE 

51 SUBlECTlVlSM VS. OBlECnVlSM 

In 1929 Husserl wrote that Hume's real greatness was still unrecognised in its most 
important aspect. Now I believe that the contribution to Hume studies by Husserl 
- as conveyed by Jean Laporte in France and Kemp Smith in Britain - and by his 
pupil Reinach, have gone a long way towards changing this state of affairs, because 
of a new way of reading Hume's Trmtise that they introduced. 1 fist set out 
Husserl's early views on Hun~e and then turn to Reinach's paper on Hume, which 
builds on this work, but also goes a long way beyond it and isolates the most im- 
portant aspect of Hume's achievement. 

I will start from the crisis which stimulated the intellectual activity of Hum11 
on the subject - the contrast, namely, between the subjectivist evaluation of 
Hume's doubts as the deepest thing in philosophy. which, consummated by Hamil- 
ton, had made a considerable impression on the German-speaking world of Hussed's 
youth and, as against this, the impatiently objectivist dismissal of the whole tra. 
dition of subjectivising academicism by thinken like Gottlob Frege. Such objecti. 
vists, though sympathetic in their own way to the idea of common sense in philo- 
sophy, were nevertheless totally out of sympathy with the paradoxical defence 
of it offered by Hamilton, according to which common sense is a t  once unshakably 
authoritative and yet a tissue of logical contradictions. Hamilton agrees at the 
outset with the truth of the common sense view that I know how to distinguish 
in the sharpest possible way between the bodies I observe on the one hand andmy 
observation of them on the other. But he goes on to insist that whenever one gets 
down, in a professional way, to the reflective analysis of the facts of conscious- 
ness involved in the cognitive situation, this apparently clear contrast between the 
body ohsewed and my observation of it becomes extraordinarily cloudy and diffi- 
cult to draw. Hamilton calls attention to the relevance of the paradox brought up 
by Hume in one of those often overlooked passages towards the end of the lkmtise 
chapter on the senses. An analysis of the perception of a body which seeks, in the 
favourite Hamiltonian phrase, to take into account 'the facts, the whole facts 
and nothing but the facts of consciousnesr' - especially the odd and illusory cases, 
side by side with the normal - reveals a sort of ineradicable inconsistency between 
one's natural belief of a naively realistic kind in the direct perception of a body a1 
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independent of the perceiver and one's equally natural belief in the regularity of 
the causal connectedness as between one aspect of the whole experience and 
another. The argument for common sense, Hamilton says, in a characteristic genera- 
lisation of the Humean result, "founds on the assumption that our original beliefs 
are selfconsistent with one another and are not selfcontradictory"' , but Hume has 
shorn in a de fucto ad hominem way that, as expounded by the classic philo. 
sophers, the thesis of the consistency of our natural beliefs with one another and 
with the facts of consciousness in general is impossible to justify. No doubt, Hamil- 
ton goes on, on coming now to the second and less familiar part of the argument 
which is going to concern us, we can, leaving aside this particular difficulty, try 
as philosophers to give some foundation to the distinction between the object of 
perception on the one hand and the perception of the object on the other by 
some sort of abstractive act, somewhat similar to what happens when, with a shift 
of attention, we can concentrate on the coloured aspect of a coloured shape to the 
exclusion of the aspect of visual extension or again, concentrate on the visual 
extension side to the exclusion of the colour aspect. But, while this kind of ab- 
straction by a shift of attention does enable us to make some kind of contrast 
between the subjective and the objective, the perceiving and the object perceived. 
nevertheless the distinction it draws, Hamilton goes on, is incapable of endowing 
the object-pole with the independence of the subject-pole which is demanded by 
our common sense about the external world. No doubt the practised introspec- 
tionist r i d s  tightly inseparable relationships like that of ego and nonego, or 
of equihterality and equiangukrity, no more difficult to break down by a shift 
of attention than the somewhat different and looser kind of inseparability which 
obtains as between colour and visible shape. But the separation so affected is not 
the separation demanded by our belief in the independence of an external world, 
since in dl three cases the separation is logical or mental only and not real. In 
this way, Hamilton found himself finally entangled in a whole series of para- 
doxes which he could only defend by reference to the authoritative statement of 
Hume that the sharp common sense distinction between the body experienced and 
our experience of it, while it is impossible to draw, is also impossible to deny. 

Now this kind of extreme subjectivism, which was very widespread at the time 
in Europe and which Hamilton was notable for defending in the most provocative 
manner possible, was to be contemptuously pushed aside by Frege in the prelimi. 
naries of his philosophy of arithmetic. No doubt Frege felt the danger to science 
of this intrusion into its investigations of a reflective subjectivism. If science was to 
achieve the desired objectivity in regard to nature, it was essential to keep our 
discussion of the natural qualities of the properties of bodies quite free and disen- 
tangled from our discussion of the experiences involved in getting to know these. 
Now there was nothing in all this, of course, with which Hamilton would disagree 
since he too, in his capacity as Clerk Maxwell's chief philosophical mentor as well 
as in his published defence of Duncan Gregory's still important paper on meRaol 

'Sir William Hsmilton, DUNuions on PhiloWPhy and Literature, wcond edition, 1853, 
90. 

Nature of  Symbolicul Akebra (1838) was perfectly aware of the responsibility 
of science to be clearly objective. So far then the only disagreement between 
Hamilton and Frege is simply as to the degree of difficulty involved in the prob- 
lem of separating perception from the perceived, and the real opposition between 
them about fundamentals only leaps to light where Frege, speaking perhaps as a 
sort of plain man, draws attention to the weakness of this theory of abstraction 
through shifts of attention which Hamilton had used to prop up his doctrine 
of the impossibility of ultimately distinguishing the experiencing from the ex- 
perienced. Looking into himself by the intellectual introspective method of the 
philosophers he is criticising, Frege is unable to discover any trace of "this won- 
derful faculty of not paying attention".' whch philosophers like Hamilton had 
relied on so heavily in their psychologistic treatment of the problem of knowledge 
and perception. The psychologistic fallacy is thus due in large part - ' to quote 
Dummett - to "the faulty theory of concept-formation due to rhe British Em- 
piricists"? 

$2 HUSSERL AND MEINONG ON ABSTRACTION AND DISTINCTIONS OF REASON 

It was at this point in the 90's flint Husserl was inevitably drawn into the argument 
because his Philosophy of Arithmetic had been singled out by Frege as a peculiarly 
appropriate target for the general attack on psychologism and on the attentionist 
type of abstractionism which was used to underpin it. Acquiescing to a considerable 
extent in the justice of Frege's attack on the psychologism as well as o n  'the faulty 
theory of concept-formation' associated with the British Empiricists, Hussed never- 
theless, as a man with a philosophical as well as a mathematical training, was 
more sensitive than Frege to the difficulties spotlighted by Hume and Hamilton. 
He saw how difficult it is to draw the desired distinction between, on the one hand, 
the discussion of the subjective experiences involved in the acquisition and use of 
the common sense concepts of body, and, on the other hand, the objective des- 
criptions of body which are given by scientists with the help of these same sub- 
jectively worked up concepts. In consequence, Husserl was led into a kind of a 
post-mortem on the theory of abstraction - that is. the theory of drawing dis- 
tinctions between inseparables - which, though begun in a spirit o f  sympathy 
with Frege, was soon to lead in a quite different direction. The turning point 
came with Husserl's realisation, in the second of his Logical Investigations, that 
Hume's theory of abstraction - the distinctions of reason theory - was immensely 
superior, from the point of view of the problems canvassed by Frege, to the Hamil- 
tonian theory of abstraction, not only because the Humean theory disassociated 
itself from the 'bonderful" faculty of inattention appealed to by Hamilton amid 

'G. Frege, Posthumwr Wrirings. trsnrlaled by P. Long and R. White. Oxford 1975, 70-71; 
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mockery from Frege, but also because it avoided the faulty theory of conception. 
formation alluded to by Mr Dummett, according to which knowledge begins with 
acquaintance with purely unclassified individuals and then subsequently goes on to 
classify them. that is to say to form general concepu of them through noting 
their resemblances and differences. 

No doubt there was much that was objectionable about Hume's use of the 
theory but that did not prevent Husserl from '\indicating the glory" of Hume's 
achievement which, properly modified and corrected, might hope to illuminate 
profoundly the basic epistemological distinctions between universal and particular 
on the one hand, and appearance and reality on the other. Whatever Frege and his 
present-day admirers might say, these are still genuine problems for the i'oundationa 
of the natural sciences. Seen in this light, Husserl's discussion of the Humean 
theory of abstraction was an essential moment in the breakthrough to phenomeno- 
logy. Postponing his original programme of exploring the foundations of logic on 
lines opened out by Frege, Husserl set about re.thinking the Treatise of Human 
Nature, Book I ,  using as his principle of investigation what one might call the de- 
atomised version of impressions and ideas rkhich results from the application of 
the distinctions of reason technique, as thia had been evolved by Hume himself. 

The picture given here of the stimulating effect of the Treatise on Husserl's 
intellectual development - often overlooked by phenomenologisli as well as by 
Hume scholars - becomes very difficult to disown as soon as one institutes a 
comparison between Meinong'r discussion of the problem of abstraction in British 
Empiricism in the Hume-Studies of 1874' and Husserl's discussion of the same sub. 
ject published gome 25 years after Meinong in Vol. 2 of Logical Investigations in 
the second Investigation 'The Ideal Unity of the Species and Modem Theories 
of Abotraction", in Chapter 5 of the latter under the heading 'A Phenomenological 
Study of Hume's Theory of Abstraction'. 

Hundred-pagelong treatises of comparable elaboration, both essays are con. 
cerned with precisely the same contrast between the distinctions of reason theory 
of abstraction as developed by Hume on the one hand, and the theory of abstrac- 
tion by shifts of attention as worked up in lucid detail by Hamilton (though origin. 
ally due, Meinongsuggests, to Berkeley) on the other hand. And the central difference 
between their otherwise parallel discussions is that whereas Meinong sets aside the 
Humean theory of the distinctions of reason in favour of the theory of abstraction 
by shifts of attention as developed by Hamilton and Berkeley, in Husserl's opinion, 
the Humean theory should be acknowledged as the really successful effort of the 
two. It is Hume who comes very near to solving the problem of abstraction, at 

'A. Meinong "HumeStudien I. Zur Gexhichte und Krilik dcr modernen Nominalismus" (Cirt 
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least as far as the genetic aspects of the problem are concerned, whereas the 
Berkeley-Hamilton theory is ranked by Husserl as being inferior t o  Hume's and as 
possessing intellectual value only in so far as it asks the right question without 
giving the right answer. Read by itself in isolation from Meinong, Husserl's severely 
critical treatment of the theories of abstraction in British Empiricism, because of 
all his balancing acts, might well give the impression, to the unwary reader, that 
he is no more sympathetic to Hume's theory than to the other theory. But read 
in comparison with Meinong, Husserl's growing identification with Hume ilands 
out with unmistakable clarity. 

Let us get down to our problem by contrasting these two remarkable German. 
language discussions of English-language philosophy. An exegetical study which 
mingles in a most lively way the history of ideas with their philosophical asses- 
ment, Humdtudies I aims to defend the Berkeley-Hamilton theory of abstraction 
via shifts of attention by destroying Hume's attempt to produce an alleged case 
of the experience of a body in which attention could not possibly distinguish 
between its inseparable aspects of shape and colour. The climax of Meinong's 
argument consists in his trying to convict Hume of an infinite regress. Hume had 
advanced the startling claim that, if a globe of white marble is contemplated in 
relation to an adjacent globe of black marble and a cube of white, we can become 
aware of the first object as being of a dual character and so can be in a position to 
attend alternately to the colour aspect and the shape aspect, in virtue of our ncog- 
nising it as resembling the one object in the one way and the other in another. But, 
Hume argues, if we consider the white globe of marble by itself, putting out of 
court the resemblance relationships which provide us with our evidence of its 
duality. we lose the evidence for differentiating between the shape and the colour 
and so lose the ability to attend to either. The point thus made, Meinong pays, is 
no doubt highly ingenious, but it b no good at aU as an nrgument. Hume has failed 
to see that if it is impossible for our vision to shift the attention as between the 
shape and the colour when we are confronted with them in a single object because 
the colour and the shape are given simultaneously and inseparably t o  sight, it is, 
by the same token, equally impossible for our vision, when faced by the three 
objects in a row, to shift its attention from the shape relations t o  the colour re- 
lations because the shape relations and the colour relations of the three bodies 
as given to our vision, possess the same sort of simultaneity and inseparability as 
was possessed by the colour aspect and the shape aspect in the single object. Hume's 
solution of the problem, according to Meinong, has ended in a vicious regress.' 

When, twenty-five years later, Husserl discusses the same passages in Hume, he 
is also concerned.with the possibility ofa vicious regress, but in contrast to Meinong, 
he proceeds in a much more discriminating manner. The conditions in which 
Hume's analysis of the white globe case might be cleared of these Implications of a 
vicious regress are made plain by Husserl in the light of a comparison with a con- 
trasting set of conditions in which an incorrect development of Hume does indeed 
lead to an infinite regress. 

'Meinong 1969.60. 



The danger of the vicious regress, Husserl insists, lies in a reductionist inter. 
pretation of the distinctions of reason theory. Taking up Hume's theory. German 
empiricists like Cornelius, says Husserl (Logical investigations, Vol. I, Investi- 
gation 11, $39 and Appendix 6) draw the consequence that the distinction between 
shape and colour is a mere fiction and that there is neither colour in the coloured 
thing nor shape in the shaped thing, our perception of the distinction between the 
two being nothing but the perception of the various resemblance relationships in 
which the thing considered is involved. But this way of developing Hume, Husserl 
points out, at once leads to the contradiction complained of by Meinong, since if 
a philosopher wished 'Yo maintain that when we think we perceive, eg .  the property 
of whte, we really only perceive, or otherwix present to ourselves, a resemblance 
between the apparent object and other objects, then such a man has involved 
himself in an infinite regress since talk of this presented resemblance calls for a 
corresponding re-interpretation." (ibid. 537,411). 

But as against all this, the distinctions of reason theory, Husserl proceeds, can be 
freed from the fatally reductive implications pointed out by Meinong if it is re. 
stated in terms of a more sophisticated theory of perception that Hume's, accor. 
ding to which the globe of white marble, even when considered alone and without 
reference to the black globe and the white cube, does not present itself as a simple 
undifferentiated object but, even in this relatively isolated state, shows itself to 
p e s s  a highly complicated range of distinctive properties, already inclusive of the 
very distinction denied by Hume himself, namely that of colour and shape. Ac. 
cording to Husserl, for the natural attitude, or common sense, the marble globe 
offers itself as simultaneously and inseparably white and spherical with a constant 
colour and a constant shape. But reflective analysis, which digs beneath common 
sense, reveals a whole series of semi.conscious differentiations and identifications, 
missed alike by Meinong (ibid. 5 532-23; Note 2 to 537) and by Hume himself. 
In these the perceiver finds himself engaged by turns in the analogous but con- 
trasting, and to some extent alternating process of discounting 

(i) changes in the globe's illumination - e.g. from white to grey - as due, not to 
any change on the part of the globe itself, but to the overshadowing effect of 
his own bodily movements as perceiver; 

(ii) the changes in the appearances presented by the globe - e.g. from round to 
oval - as caused not by a real shapealteration in it but once again by his own 
change from a full frontal gaze to a sidelong glance. 

It is because Hume does not go the full length of this reflective analysis but remains 
in the naive and natural attitude here that he comes to view the colour and shape of 
the solitary globe as presenting themselves as undifferentiated or as one and the 
same. 

Husserl now goes on to restore the balance. Hume, he insists, is not wholly 
wrong in his analysis since the colour-shape difference as originarily presented by 
the solitary object, by way of the afforementioned perceptual Abschatnmgen, is 
a rudimentary difference which exhibits the contrasting aspects as still tightly 
bound up in a sort of interdependence, and conceals their separateness. The aspect- 
difference thus revealed is emphatically characterised by Husserl (§§  38, 39 
especially 418 top) as 'Vague but clear", "rough but selfcvident" in much the 
same way as a uniformly and unbrokenly white expanse as perceived originarily, 
is divided up into spatial demarcations only in the light of the ever-present but 
normally neglected experience of the illusive shifting boundaries which briefly 
and fleetingly make their appearance and disappear a w n ,  as the result of the 
aforementioned perceptual shadings (Abxhaffungen). Such demarcations have 
about them nothing of the objective defmiteness of division brought into beingin 
the unbroken white expanse when lines are d ram across it or when for some reason 
half of it turns red, the rest remaining white (539,418-9). Hume himself no doubt 
takes no notice whatever of the vague spatiality already contained in the first ex. 
perience of the unbroken white expanse or - to take his own example - an en- 
circling gloom, de~cribing this latter as "without parts, without composition, in- 
variable and indinsible" ('harise, 57)', hence non-spatial, just as in the corres- 
ponding passage on the globe of white marble, he treats the colour and the shape as 
originariiy one and indistinguishable and takes no notice of the rudimentary type 
of distinction, spotlighted by Husserl, which begins to prise the two aspects apart 
without however effecting a proper separation. But, at the same time, Husserl's 
listing of these oversights by Hume has the effect of bringing out by contrast that 
part of the problem which Hume really had grasped. What Hume has illuminated 
is the traditionally very difficult point as to how we can talk about a thing's colour 
without talking about its visible shape or vice-versa though the two are always 
given together in a sort of interdependence, or how we can talk meaningfully of the 
encircling gloom, or the blue of the sky (Treatise 56) as if they were measurable 
objects capable of definite demarcation like the star-spangled night sky when.em. 
pirically speaking, or considered in themselves, - prior t o  the appearance of the 
stars - they have no such properties. TO have discovered all this is no  mean achieve. . . 
ment on Hume's part, Husserl makes clear, even though in deference t o  the enemies On the one hand, we are concerned with the sphere ifselfand its inner properties, 

e.g. its uniform white colouring: on the other hand we are concerned with the of philosophical analysis we have to call it psychology. 
apparance of the sphere and the complex of sensations immanent in it, among Regarded from Husserl's standpoint. Meinong's criticism of Hume's distinctions 
which is, ex. the continuously graded abschrrffende sensation 01 white - the of reason as involving a regress would seem, then, to miss the mark completely. 
subjective correlate of the objective white which is uniformly apparent in Consider, first, the vital question whether, as Meinong alleges, Hume was wrong in 
perception. Here as elsewhere, Hume left this difference quite unnoticed; for claiming that whereas it is impossible to distinguish by shifts of attention between 
him, appearance and the apparent phenomenon coalere. (ibid. 536,409). 
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the colour and shape of a white globe when it is presented in isolation, it becomes 
possible to switch the attention from the one to the other when, instead of a soli- 
tary object, we pee the object compared and flanked with the other two objects. 
Husserl's answer would seem to be that Hume is plainly right if one takes into 
account, what Hume's language surely implies, but what Meinong failed to note, 
that when we have the three objects before us we can look at them in different 
ways, taking in aU three in our gaze, or concentrating on two and leaving the 
other in the background etc. in a way which cannot happen when the one object 
is presented to us by itself. That is to say, from Hussed's point of view, the case 
of the three objects permits, in addition to the comparisons, a shift of perspec. 
tives which makes the separation possible as between the two inseparable aspects. 

In the second place, if, in order to justify Hume against Meinong, it is permitted 
to take into account the eye movements etc. in addition to the comparisons then 
surely we are also entitled to take them into account when we contemplate the 
globe of white marble by itself. thus making possible the shifts of perspective 
view which enable us to distinguish in a rudimentary way within the solitary 
object a colour aspect as well as a shape aspect in a way that Hume did not suspect. 
In this way the critical re-working over of Meinong's refutation of Hume, not 
only reinstates Hume against Meinong but prepares the way for Husserl's famous 
Abschathmgen. 

In all this, Husserl, without perhaps realising what he was doing, is clearly 
getting far away from Frege and is beginning to reach out towards a re-discovered 
and renovated Hume, not the old subjectivist Hume of Hamilton's article on 
Brown,' but the Hume buried in the unread pages of the Treatise, which had 
never seen the light of day since the book had fallen dead-born from the press. 
At the m e  time, however, Husserl's re-discovery of Hume is still impeded by the 
anxiety, not to say irritation, communicated from Frege about the sceptical im- 
plications of the Humean approach. These over-sophisticated speculations of 
Hume about an experience which entirely confounds the essential distinction 
between shape and colour, are they not a gratuitous attack on common sense 
which, if pushed too far, would make objective science impossible? In his anxiety 
to keep at bay the scepticism which will perversely identify shape and colour, 
Husserl takes refuge in the great fact of common sense which, according to him, 
Humean scepticism wantonly controverts - namely, that "we deceive ourselves" 
only about details i.e. only ''when we leave the sphere of gross differences". "Just 
as the difference between a cockchafer and a pine-tree . . . has genuine self- 
evidence", so we believe with a genuine selfevidence, likewise, in a colour-moment 
as being "really there in our unitary intuition helping to build up the latter and 
quite different from the moment of shape that is likewise present". (LI, 413). 
No doubt, the colour and the shape, Husserl goes on, are bound up with one 
another in some sort of inseparable relation, but it is nonsense to suggest, as Hume 
seems to do, that because of the fact of their inseparability the colour and shape 
are more liable than the pine-tree and the cockchafer to be confused together in 

'Sir W. Hamiltoq. "The Philomphy of Rrccption"in Hamilton 1853.86-99, 

a false identification. As if proud of this earthy example of the cockchafer and the 
pine-tree, Husserl employs it in a heavy-handed manner no less than three times 
with the same object in view as Professor Austin had, according to Ved Mehta. in 
the more light-hearted example of the cocktail glass and the swivel-stick - to 
silence the misplaced scepticism of the Humeans and to restore Fregean good sense. 

In all this however, Husserl has not yet established the closer rapport with Hume 
which was later to develop, and, in his critique of this s o 4 l e d  scepticism, seems to 
me to go very far astray. The fact of the matter is - I believe - that, in speaking of 
the possibility of failing to differentiate the colour and shape of a thing. Hume was 
not on a sceptical tack at all, but was raising a too often neglected and quite real 
question which has worried other Scottish philosophers -notably Hamilton (1853, 
695-6) in his controversy with de Morgan - the question namely, as to what is 
meant by saying "the colour is distinct from the shape" or, for that matter, "the 
cockchafer is different from the pine-tree'. What Hume is driving at is simply that 
if one knows what one means when one pronounces A to be distinct from B one 
must also by the same token be able to make sense, in an empirical kind of way, of 
the counter-assertion that A is not different from B. That is to say, the understand- 
ing of what is meant by the denial and the assertion of the same distinctionis not 
merely a verbal matter, and one must be able to specify the empirical conditions 
in which the distinction appears in contrast to the empirical conditions in which 
it fails to materialise. When therefore Treatise I(34, line 14) cites an outd-the-way 
experience in which the colour shape distinction seems impossible t o  make - in 
his very first visual experience a blind man who can suddenly see catches a glimpse 
of a bright yellow moon suddenly appearing out of a previously quite dark sky. 
without having the memory or experience of any other visual object to compare 
it with - Hume is not concerned to shake our conlidence in the power of our 
knowledge, but simply to make the same sort of point as Georges vnn Riet. (in a 
circulated type-script of a lecture that contained various materials on the Thomistic 
Theory of Abstraction) perhaps had in mind when he says that if every brazen ob- 
ject werespherical andevery spherical object were brazen the difference between the 
two would not materialise in language. Hume's point is thus that the distinction in 
question is not merely a matter of verbal convention, but depends on experience and 
he goes to great lengths to bring this out by exhibiting other peculiar cases -as for 
example. the odd case, mentioned in l h t i ; e  Bkl. R r t  2, Section 111 (34) of our 
having as our original objects of vision nothing but purple shapes, shining no doubt 
out of the darkandindistinguishable background of nothingness discussed in Section 
V, but "afternards having experience of theother wbursofviolet,green, red,white, 
black". The object of such examples is, apparently, to suggest that in spite of the 
inseparability of colour and visual shape, there could be languages where there were 
colour-words but no shape-words, or shape-words with no colour-words, e.g. in 
which the shape (called by Hume "the composition of colour points") was constant 
and the colour varied. or in which the colour (e.g. purple) was constant and the 
shape varied. Moreover, it docs not make any difference to the principle at stake 
whether we are dealing with inseparables like colour and shape or separables like 



Husserl's cockchafer and pine-tree or the proverbial chalk and cheese, since the 
analogous principle applies in these latter cases too in the sense that a distinction 
of the cockchafer as a body independent of the pine-tree could hardly be in evi. 
dence if the world was so arranged that every such tree had that kind of beetle 
perched on its top and there wasn't any beetle of that sort found anywhere else. 
Far from mischievously seeking to undermine common sense or pervert our under. 
standing of the distinctions of ordinary language, Hume is simply engaging in the 
philosopher's work of the analysis of the familiar -an analysis which, as he pointp 
out in Section 1 of the Enquiry concerning Human Understanding (last five para. 
graphs) cannot be carried through without making the familiar look very unfamiliar, 
that is to say, without warping ordinary language. 

In making these claims for Hume, 1 do not mean to imply that, in the last 
analysis, Husserl goes entirely astray. On the contrary, the objection to be brought 
against him is that his treatment of Hume is unilluminating not in the sense of 
giving an unjustifiable interpretation, but rather in the sense of givingan ambiguous 
one. On the one hand, Husserl is engaged in pointing out that the element of an 
extreme and indefensible scepticism first makes its appearance in the Treatise in 
the passage where Hume is speaking of the empirical foundations of the spatial 
demarcations attributed by common sense to the experience of the blue of the 
sky9 or the dark indistinguishability of night, whereas in the discussion in the 
Treatise of the separation of shape from colour, the analytic procedures of the dis- 
tinctions of reason are used in a moderate manner which is philosophically fruitful. 
But on the other hand, in the midst of all this, Husserl is also quite consciously 
propounding the alternative suggestion that the radical kind of scepticism which 
vitiates the discussion of how we demarcate the night sky is already present in 
the diiussion of the colour-shape case, and confounds a distinction which ought 
to be as plain as that of the cockchafer and the pine-tree. Thus, I-lusserl starts 
perceptively from a position which sees the root-problem of the Treatise as arising 
out of the difficulty of tracing the relationship between the developed experience 
in which this or that distinction between inseparables - e.g. particular and general, 
or appearance and reality - manifests itself, on the one hand, and the contrasting 
simplified experience in which the same distinction disappears from view, on the 
other hand. Husserl then proceeds to oscillate between a favourable interpretation 
and an unfavourable interpretation, of Hume's analytic method. On the favourable 
view, the Treatise begins successfully enough by exhibiting the colour-shape separa- 
tion as a fiction cum /undomento in re, i.e. as a fiction having some genuine foun- 
dation in reality, and only gets entangled in confusion and contradiction when the 
Humean analysis represents the spatial partition of the dark indistinguishability of 
the night as being a fiction sine fundamento in re, i.e. as a kind of association- 
manufactured illusion. But alternating with this lenient judgement, a correspon. 
dingly unfavourable view of Hume's procedures makes itself heard according to 
which the search for the empirical basis of these distinctions without a separation, 
because of its being uncritically used, gets the Treatise entangled from the very 

'Hume 7hVin. Baok I ,  Put  2, Section V, 56, h e r  27-35. 

start in the kind of vicious regress spoken of by Meinong even in the case of the 
colour-shape distinction. Thus, the difficulty with the Logical Investigations here 
is that Husserl fmds himself in two minds as to whether or not the method of 
analysis deployed by Hume in Trwtise I - the distinctions of reason method - 
is or is not a legitimate and fruitful procedure in philosophy, and in the event. 
this prince of modern rationality, otherwise so noteworthy for the unvarying 
serenity of his intellectual selfconfidence, is obliged - We many another - t o  
confess himself as being in a quandary over Hume's intentions. "1 am not really 
sure," Husserl finally admits, "whether I have hit off Hume's own view" (LI 409- 
ID) because of the difficulty of knowing what he means by calling the globe of 
white marble a simple object. If he meam by this that the contrasting characters 
already exist in the object in an inseparable unity prior to the comparison and that 
the function of the comparison is simply to make them thinkable independently of 
one another, then plainly his problem has a good sense, but if what he means is 
that prior to the comparison the contrasting characters have no existence whatever 
in the object, and that the comparison has the function of bringing them into 
being, then his problem is a spurious one. After all his meticulous examination 
of the texts, Husserl is unable to decide whether Hume is carrying on, where 
Berkely left off, the valuable work of rediscovering the reality of the old re- 
lation of distinguishability between what is inseparable against that of mere se- 
parability, or whether the object of the Trwtise discussion is simply to eliminate 
altogether the scholastic abstractw by reducing it to a sepomtio (LI 410,411). 

$3 REINACH ON HUME AND 'A PRIORI' TRUTHS 

So far, what Husserl chiefly values the distinctions of reason passage for is that, 
unintentionally or otherwise, Hume's discovery (or rather, re-discovery - following 
Berkeley), there and elsewhere, of propodtions of the "synthetic apriori" typo 
like d o u r  involves extension, shows up very clearly the short-comings of the 
normal doctrine of British empiricists from i. S. Mill onwards. to the effect that 
there are only two types of proposition - the purely analytic or verbal sort like 
bachelors = unmarried men, and the purely synthetic sort like no smoke without 
fwe. And yet, along with this reluctant admiration, Husvrl continued t o  be severely 
critical of the Humean philosophy for its failure to allow a place for the more 
difficult and recondite distinctions of reason which had been the object of "meta- 
physical abstraction" in the Scholastic times - e.g. the relation of distinguishability 
but inseparability as holding between the apparent and the real, or, what more 
immediately concerns us, between the general and the particular. Far from using 
the distinctions of reason technique to vindicate the complicated position of thc 
general as at once independent of the particular, and yet interdependent with it, 
the Humean philosophy, as Husserl understood it, had the consciously anti-metn- 
physical aim of seeking to eliii?ate the former item in the contrast - viz. the 
general - by reducing it to the particular, conceived in an atomistic manner. 

Adolf Reinach's very remarkable article on Kant's Undernanding o f  the Humean 



~ l o b l e m ' ~  or, as it might be more fitly titled. Kant's Misunderanding of 
Human Problem showed clearly that Hume's doctrine of the universal 
ductive. Hume, according to Reinach, was not merely a philosopher of the em. 
piricist party who was committed on his official self-conscious position to ib idc, 
of the tautology as the only kind of a priori, and whose chief merit consirta 
a blind groping towards a different and more complex kmd of non-tautoloak 
necessity, implicit in the discussion of colour and shape, without really bowing 
what exactly he was doing and without in the least coming near Kant's profound 
insights into the necessary proposition as an a prwri synthesis. Digging deep into 
that extraordinary section on Knowledge which serves as the introduction to h r t  3 
of 7kmtise I, Adolf Reinach in an article which to the German quality of thorough. 
ness adds a crispness, clarity and wit unexpected in German philosophy, cm. 
founded the stereotyped views of the Trmtise by pointing out that far from yo pin^ 
unconsciously towards a more adequate idea of necessary truth and univemlity, 
Hume had already consciously reached this goal. Far from requiring to be pati* 
nised for having tentatively prepared the way for Kant's more solid achievement rn 
reference to necessary and general truth, he had already omdistanced Kant, at my 
rate in respect of explaining a very fundamental part of the field of necessary tnuh 
which Kant himself had left unvisited. The first point Reinach makes is the in&. 
fensibility of the Kantian claim, still too widely accepted, that Hume misses Ihr 
synthetic character of the necessary truths of mathematics through an ovenighl. 
and holds them to be simply analytic. Kant's view of the matter, Reinachgoeaon. 
is completely at variance with the plainly enunciated doctrine of Treatise I. Bock 
3, Section I, which draws a highly original and far reaching distinction between 
necessary propositions and contingent propositions. Hume here shows that in tk 
case of contingent propositions, relations can vary without variation in the related 
objects - as occurs in a change of place relations where a billiard ball, on being 
pushed to the other end of the table is not altered in its general character by the 
movements which destroy its side-by-side relations with another billiard ball. But. 
Hume goes on, necessary propositions deal with relations which cannot change ex. 
cept in virtue of a change in the character of the related objects. Thus, in a right. 
angled triangle, the relation of equality between the square on the hypotenuse and 
the sum of the squares on the other two sides is such that it cannot be changed 
without a change in the character of the related objects, - as, by changing the 
rightangle into an obtuse angle, one brings it about that the sum of the sqwrn 
on the two unchanged sides is less than the square on the now longer hypotenuu. 
Can it be objected that this example of the hypotenuse case gets Hume away from 
the idea that a geometrical proposition is analytic, only at the price of represenh6 
it to be a contingent proposition in the ordinary sense? But Adolf Reinach d a b  
with this objection by pointing to a salient, too little noticed fact about this ppcvg 
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in the Trmtise. Namely, that as instances of the peculiar sort of proposition under 
conideration, in which the "relation is invariable as long as our idea [of the ob. 
iecu] remains the same" (Trmrise Book I, Part 3, Section I, 9,70), Hume includes 
,,t only geometrical and arithmetical propositions, but also propositions about 
be resemblance relations of qualities, such as red is like orange, which are not 
contingent in the ordinary sense. Thus, just as the relation between the square 
on the hypotenuse and the sum of the squares on the other two sides alters if one 
~ b g e s  the right angle into an acute or obtuse angle, the same is true of two ana. 
(ogws examples in another sphere. Remach's red resembles orange and Hume's 
Mue resembles green The latter relationship, cited by Hume in an important f w t -  
note" is explained by him as meaning that blue and green resemble one another 
by comparison with scarlet. The relation, that is, alters as soon as one changes the 
objects or ideas under consideration to the extent of substituting for the scarlet 
I bluey-green mid.shade, for the result of this is that the blue and green instead of 
resembling one another become different or unlike, considered in relation t o  the 
rn~d.shade. But then it becomes impossible to claim that Hume has got away from 
Ihc view that geometrical propositions are analytic by treating them as contingent 
propositions in the sense of being propositions about the external relations of 
objects, for the case of the relationship between the green and the blue and the 
rarlet shows quite clearly that the class of relationships intended when Hume 
speaks of the relations as remaining invariable so long as the ideas remain the same 
ue not external relations at all - as in the case of the billiard balls that d o  not 
change their quality in changing their position -but internal relations. An example 
of an internal relation cited by Hume in the same important appendix-addition 
is the fact that 'particular sounds . . . admit of infinite resemblances upon general 
appearance and comparison'," i.e. that, as I understand it, a given sound will 
aund somewhat different according to the different sounds it is heard along with. 
Rrinach has found in this passage in the Trmrise upon the internal relatedness 
of colour qualities a doctrine, which, consciously entertained by Hume, approxi- 
mates to the phenomenologist's favourite example of a material a priori prin- 
ciple mlour involves physical extension Opening up the hidden places in the 
liearise, Reinach shows that Hume has already anticipated the doctrine of the 
LO@CO/ Investigations, not merely with the non.tautological tie-up of colour and 
extension, not merely with the internal relatedness of red, yellow and orange but 
dm in the passage on the missing shade of blue.l3 For in this passage Hume had 
already adumbrated the characteristically Husserlian claim that, even if by some 
technical expertise, all of the colour orange had been blotted out of the world so 
that none was visible it would still remain true that orange is midway between red 
n d  yellow. 

In the Obituary article written by Husserl on Reinach's death in World War 1, 
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the fnst principal item is a wann personal acknowledgen~ent of the great value of 
what he has to say in "Kant's UnJerstandingoftheHumean ~roblem"." Hussel him- 
self, as we now know, had in fact anticipated Reinach's criticism of Kant. In a text 
that was probably written no later than 1903 Husserl had pointed out that in the 
Treatise Hume denies that mathematics consists of tautologie~.~~ 

For Hume, as for Husserl, the contingency and surprise of which the world was 
full, was itself limited by necessity, at least in the sense that the shape and colour 
of thing, though themselves ascertainable only a posferwri in their changes, must 
nevertheless in all their variations cpnfonn to certain fixed laws of shape relation 
and colour relation. These laws are discoverable a priori by an intuition made 
possible by a reflective analysis on experience of just the type pioneered in the 
Humean distinctions of reason. Thus for the observation of the world on which 
science depends, the colour and shape of things involved with one another in 
the inseparable necessity of an interdependence nevertheless allows, up to a point, 
the colour variations to be relatively independent of the shape variations and vice 
versa. But in addition, just as the shape variations in three dimensions - to lake 
the familiar case - have to operate under conditions of internal relatedness which 
geometry seeks to unfold a priori, so too, in a somewhat analogous way colour 
changes have to take place within the fixed laws of an internal relatedness such as 
the position of orange between red and yellow. Thus it is true that what is to 
happen to the shape of a baby's head in later life or to the colour of its complexion 
is a contingent fact to be ascertained only by recording and preserving observations. 
But as Hume has already realised, or come near to realising and as Husserl points 
out at the very beginning of ldas  I, the question as to whether the baby's head 
is to remain round or become oval or whether its complexion is to be ruddy or 
pale or sallow can only be intelligibly canvassed provided the laws regulating 
the relations of the shape qualities or again of the colour qualities are themselves 
not contingent and still less conventional, but f iedly rooted in the nature of 
things. Yielding up its secrets to Adolf Reinach's inspired interpretation, Ptntise 
I reveals itself as containing in its hidden depths a vein of phenomenological analy- 
0s which has two great merits. Not only does it vindicate, in the face of a one- 
sided empiricism, a place for universality and necessity. Within the sphere of the 
universal and the necessary, the Trmfise also establishes as against a monistic 
reductivism like Bradley's, the rights of the 'abstract' perspective on relations 
like shape and colour. These are, in a certain way, independent and extensional. 
Yet though the rights of the 'concrete' perspective on the same relations as being, 
in a certain way, internal and intensional, are also defended, the former are not 
depreciated in comparison with the latter in the favourite Hegelian fashion. 

Reinach's stimulating but tantalisingly incomplete exhibition of the range 
and novelty of the whole Humean treatment of a priori as applying to mathc 
matics and causal necessity over and above regional necessity had the effect of 
awakening a new curiosity and even hope that more pertinacious research might 
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disclose in Treatise I other intellectual riches, equally relevant to the phenomeno- 
logical programme. 

$4 SALMON AND KEMP SMITH ON ABSTRACnON 

In 1929 Husserl printed the doctoral thesis of his Oxonian pupil C.V. Salmon16 
in his Jahrbuch side by side with F o m l e  und Panuendenr@le Logik. Salmon 
entirely breaks with the view - still common among phenomenologists - that 
Hume's notion of analysis in Treatise I is atomistic. On the contrary, as Salmon 
argues in this thesis that was so highly praised by Husserl, there is nothing wrong 
with Hume's method of analysis, which in fact, is not atomistic, but abstractive 
in somewhat the same sense as Husserl's. 

What makes the Trtntise analysis go astray, and end in scepticism about the 
external world is simply Hume's failure to stick consistently to the abstractive 
method which he had discovered in an inspired moment of philosophical genius. 
Properly understood. Hume's theory of abstraction. Salmon says, is a remarkable 
bit of philosophy in the sense of its opening up a fruitful field of phenomenology 
which Husserl was later to explore in detail. Illustrating by a textual study more 
careful than any other I know, the numerous passages in the Treatise which show 
Hume on the point of breaking through to the Husserlian distinctions of noesis/ 
nwma, protentionlretention. Salmon argues very convincingly that Hume ul- 
timately missed phenomenology only because he was not resolute enough in 
consistently carrying through the inward turn of subjectivisation. 

Published in Germany in 1929, in the conscious hope - as Professor Wm. 
Kneale remembers" - of introducing the English-speaking world to phenomeno- 
logy, Salmon's 'Central Problem of David Hume's Philosophy" did not, in the 
event, do anything for Husserl's reputation in Britain or America, but. instead, 
was to exercise a decisive stimulus on Hume studies, on account of Norman Kemp 
Smith's admiration for it. Not only was Kemp Smith's review in Mind (1930) 
the place where the importance of Hume's theory of abstraction - the distinction 
of reasons theory - was first brought to the notice of the English speaking world in 
the present century, but it is plain enough from Kemp Smith's acknowledgements 
in the preface and from the detailed discussion in the text that the main inspiration 
of his The Philosophy of Dovid Hurne is the cross-fertilisation between his own 
1905 commonsense interpretation of the Treatise on the one hand, and the pheno- 
menological vein in Hume's theory of abstraction as revealed not only by Salmon, 
but also by Meinong's HurneStudies, and Mrs Maund's Meinongian book on 
Hume," to all of which Kemp Smith confesses indebtedness. 

In my opinion, the most valuable contribution of Kemp Smith is that his power- 
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ful mind, using the phenomenologists' insights into Hun~e, succeeds in taking up 
from where the phenomenologists left off the problem of disentangling what is 
fruitful from what is false in the theory of abstraction which constitutes Hume's 
starting point. 

Though Hume has here (in discussing abstraction) gone back on his principles 
that only the separable is distinguishable, he has not gone back - so far i s  the 
example here is concerned - upon his other principles that every perception 
is absolutely determinate. What he is allowing, therefore, is that within the 
absolutely determinate distinctions can be drawn; and so he in effect under. 
cuts all reason for denying the distinction between the determinate and the 
determinable. In this wav the examole he uses (the 'elobe of white marble') 
obscures the real extent o f  the admksions made and-conceals from him&; 
inconsistencies and insufficiencies of hrs argument.i9 

Of the two points made by Kemp Smith, the one about determinability is much 
more important, from the standpoint of this paper, than that about separability. 
When Norman Kemp Smith makes the point that Hume does not give up his thesis 
that all impressions or perceptions are determinate, the value of this observation 
is that it clarifies and reinforces the sound part of the criticism of Hume made by 
Husserl in the Logical Investigations Starting from the remarkable insight that the 
knowledge of new qualities in perception arises from out of the way comparisons 
like that in which Newton saw the falling apple as a kind of moon, David Hume, 
according to Kemp Smith and Husserl, goes astray when, in trying to explain 
this fact of discovery by comparison, he sees the role of comparisons not as making 
explicit or perceptible qualities of a body which, previous to the comparisons. 
were implicit and imperceptible but rather as creating by association a new and 
additional quality which was not there before. Rior to the comparison with the 
globe of black marble and the cube of white, the shape and colour of the original 
object, the globe of white marble, were one and indistinguishable but the result of 
these comparisons enables us to do what we could not do before - classify this 
globe of white marble in two different ways -with respect to the shape and colour. 
So far Hume, for Norman Kemp Smith and Husserl, is very profound, and the 
weakness sets in with his associationistic explanations of the transition from an 
awareness of the object as undifferentiated to an awareness of it as differentiated. 
Instead of speaking of qualities added by association, Hume should have accepted 
the idea of hidden qualities, at present unobservable but waiting to be discovered. 
No doubt, this idea might have seemed difficult for Hume to adapt to his em- 
piricism, but the disadvantage of the associationistic line he chooses instead is 
that it leads to his view of the associatively produced qualities as fictitious, and, in 
that way, gives rise to the scepticivn of Book I. 

The especial value of Kemp Smith's point in connexion with Husserl's insights 
is that it does not relate just to the one case of the globe of white marble dis- 
cussed in connection with the problem of the relation of the general to the 
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individual, but applies to Hume's treatment of all the main distinctions of Treatise 1 
between hodies as filling space and empty space, between causality and casuality, 
between a body as it exists in my experience, and a body as it exists for itself, out- 
side experience, not to mention the distinction over which Hume consciously 
admitted defeat - the distinction between objects of consciousness, impressions 
and ideas, on the one hand, and the self or continuing subject to which they are 
referred on the other. 

So much for Kemp Smith on the determinable/determinate distinction. Kemp 
Smith's other assertion is that in his discussion of the globe of white marble Hume 
has given up his principle that what is dislinguishable is separable or separately 
given. Here, I am afraid, I must demur. Hume, as I see him, never gives up this 
principle, and the point Norman Kemp Smith was making ought rathe! t o  be 
restated. First, in the globe of white marble case and various other parallel cases - 
the distinction between the length and breadth of a highway, or the various qua- 
lities inherent in a sound, such as pitch, timbre and loudness - Hume, by the pro- 
cess of double comparisons, gives a very "tolerable"" elucidation o f  how ex- 
perience can make possible the shifts of attention which here enable us t o  separate 
the distinguishable aspects which, in the object considered in isolation, are in- 
separable. But secondly, in a great many other more complicated cases, notably 
those which arise about personal identity and immateriality of the soul, where 
his scheme selfconfessedly breaks down, Hume fmds it is impossible in principle 
to discover the empirical comparisons his method of distinctions of reason requires. 

I should however add that in my view the shipwreck of the voyage taken in 
Book I does not mean the shipwreck of the ' lhtise as a whole. In Books 11 and 
111 of the l h t i s e ,  Hume returns to this problem of separating the inseparable. 
The distinctions of reason which elude his Cartesian solitary search into the 
nature of mind and self in Book I suddenly come into view when, in Books 11 
and 111, he approaches the problem of self-knowledge from the standpoint of 
social experience and of intersubjectivity. Here too Hume's argument is full of 
confusion, but this time it is not, as in the latter part of Book I, barren, but fruit- 
ful. The result is an approach to the problem of self-knowledge in conscience 
and in social ethics which is not only carried further by Hume himself in the 
two EnquLies and in the Disserfation on the Passions where he conscioudy but 
silently corrects some of his 7kntise confusions, but which provides a starting 
point for Adam Smith's social philosophy and Thomas Reid's philosophy of com- 

i mon sense. But t o  pursue this further would require another paper dealing with a 
third article which has made the same unforgettable impression on me as  Reinach's 

/ and Salmon's - viz. Maxime Chastaing's "Thomas Reid. La philosophie du sens 

i commun et le p r o b l b e  de la connaissance d'autrui"." 
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Wdtten for the 1976 Hume Congress at Edinburgh, but withheld from publication, the present 
paper has gained con~idcrably in value in the intend,  because of the unexpected camplr 
mcnting and corrobomtion of its thesis in 1980 with the appllrancc of Richa~d T. Murphy'r 
Hvmc and Husrerl: rowrds radical subjecliviw (The Hague: NijhofD. Both of  us tell in our 
different ways the story as to haw the inward turn in which Huueri, under Cartesian influence, 
set aside his clrlier objectivism ultimately led him beyond Descarter to David Hums. Central 
LO ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ' s  work rr to mine is the claim that the apparent change in Hutsed's position war 
due in large part t o  his going back to the critique of Hume'r Theory of Abstraction which 
WPI formulated s t  the beginning of the century in the second of the Log'col Invesligolionr. 
F ~ U Y ,  what ir very remarkable, in understanding and assessing the part of Hume which was 
vi1.l far Husrerl, Murphy, like mysell, was yeaUy helped by the sections on the distinction 
of reason in The Philosophy ofLmidHume (263-270) by my teacherNorman Kemp Smith. 

Coinciding with me ar regards his gcnoral line, Murphy differs in the sense that, severely 
analytical, his chief concern is to show the role of Hurserl's reversion to the Logiml Inwsti. 
g d o n r  dircvraion of Hume in the move from the "descriptive" phenomenology of the earlkr 
period to the "genetic" phenomenology of the final period. 

Adolf Reinachs Vortrag iiber die Grundbegriffe der 
Ethik 

KARL SCHUHMANN 

81 HlSTORlSCHE BEMERKUNGEN 

Mit Blick auf Reinachs 'Theorie des negativen Urteils" von 1911 sagte Barry 
Smith einmal: "Der Begriff des Sachverhalts spielt in Rcinachs Philosophie eine 
dergestalt zentrale RoUe wie viellcicht nur noch in Wittgensteins i%cratur"' 
In dem unten als Text Nr. N abgedmckten Brief an Husserl vom 27. Juli 1906, 
dem einzigen erhalten gebliebenen Zeugnis von Reinach selber iiber seinen Vortrag 
"Ober die Grundbegriffe der Ethik", legt Reinach u.a. die direkte Queue seiner 
Bemuhungen urn den Sachverhaltsbegriff offen: es ist die Philosophie von Johames 
Lhubert. In Reinachs Dissertation (me? deu Ursachenbegrif im geltenden SmI/1 
rechr von Ende 1904 spielte, wohl auch durch das Thema bedingt, die Untcr- 
rheidung von Gegenstand und Sachverhalt keine RoUe. Dagegen bildete sie einen 
Hauptpunkt schon des friihesten philosophischen Manuskripts, dm wir von Johannes 
Daubert besitmn, niimlich seines Vortrags "Zur Rychologie dcr Appeneption und 
des Urteils", den er im Juli 1902 im "Akademischen Verein f& Rychologie". 
der Institution der Miinchener LippsSchWer und Phanomenologen, gehalten hatte. 
Der "Verein" pflegte wfihrend des Semesters einmal in der Woche, meist frei- 
tags, zu tagen und von Mitgltedem gehaltenc Vortrage zu diskutieren. Vor d m  

/ "Verein" hat auch Reinach. und zwar am 6. Juli 1906. seinen als Text Nr. I unten , in Rekonstmktion abgedruckten Vortrag gehalten. Darin ist ebenfalls die Scheidung 
zwischen Gegenstand und Sachverhalt grundlegend. Reinach hat sich offcnbar 
wahrend des Sommersemesters 1905, als er im Zug der sog. "MUnchener Invasion" I .. 

1 mit Daubert und cinigen anderen Lippsschiern zum Studium bei Husserl in Got- 
tingen weilte,  her an Daubert angeschlossen. "Wir Miinchencr kommen hie: 
vie1 zusamrnen", schrieb er am 16. Juni 1905 xincm in Miinchen zurikkgebliebenen 
Freuud Theodor Conrad. Im gleichen Atem riihmt er Husserls geduldiie Arbeitr- 
We& und fiigt hinzu: "Die hat Daubert mit ihm gemein."' Vom Wintersemester 
1905106 ab waren Daubert wit Reinach wieder in Miinchen. Daubert selber wandte 
Eich im Rahmen einer erneuten Beschaftigung mit seinem "alten Thema der 

' B w  Smith. "Introduction to AdoU Reinach, 'On the Theory of Ncpstivc Judycmcnt". In 
dem van ihm hrse.  Bd. B r r r m d  Mommlr, Munchen 1982,293. 
'Brief im Nachld Theodor Conrpdc in dm hycrirchcn Stutrbibliothck MUnchcn. 

Speech Act and Snehverhdl. edited hy Kevin Mulli8.n 275 
0 Maninus Nijhaff Publirhsn. Dordmhl-  Printed in lhc Netherlands 



William James and Pragmatism 

ADOLF REINACH 

5 1 TRANSLATOR'S NOTE 

What follows is an annotated translation of an obituary of James which appeared 
in the feuilleton Welr u t ~ d  Wissen. Hannoversche Blatrcr fir  Kunsf, Literarur u n d  
Leben (Beilage zum Honnoverschen Courier), Nr. 198. on 28th September 1 9 1 0  
(James died on the 27th August). The original is to  appear in the new Philosophia 
edition of Reinach's works. 

The unearthing of the text - which was unknown to the editors of Reinach's 
Cesommelte Schrifren - involved a certain amount of detective work. Firrt indi- 
cations of its existence were to  be found in a letter to Theodor Conrad which 
Reinach had written on an acceptance slip from the Hannoverscher Courier dated 
7 September 1910. After preparatory investigations by E. Avd-Lallernant and  
Karl Schuhniann, acopy of the  journal containing the essay was finally unearthed - 
in Hanover - b y  Kevin Mulligan. 

Why the essay on James appeared at all and how it should have been com- 
missioned, written and accepted in such a short time, remains unexplained. It  is 
first of all not clear why Reinach should have contacted the editors of Welr und  
Wissen with the offer of an obituary; but nor is there any obvious reason why - a t  
a time when the pragmatic movement was acquiring a certain notoriety in Germany 
- the editors should have contacted Reinach, a relatively obscure Privatdozent 
who had hitherto published nothing on pragmatism.1 

The essay is a modest but well-structured account of pragmatism, as expounded 
in James' Pmgmofism of 1907.' Reinach's criticism is sometimes rather dogmatic, 
though as a reaction to  James' shallow and somewhat racy prose in this work i t  is 
almost certainly justified. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the piece is its conclusion, which puts the 
descriptive science of phenomenology on the side of Goethe and against Newton. 

' I t  seems llkely lhat Reinach had leclurcd on James In hls course on "Introduction to the 
T3lheory of Cognltlon" of the winter semester 1909/10. 
'PIlynatism; A New Name for Old Woyr of Thinking, Popubr Leelures on Philorophy, New 
York: Longrnsnr, Green and Co.. 1907. Gcrman trans, by W. Jerusalem, Plqmatisrnus. Ein 
neuer Name fur alre Denkrnerhoden. Leipzlg: Klinkhardt, 1908; new edition edited by K. 
Oehlcr, Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1977. 

Speech Act and Sachvcrhalt. cditcd by Kevin Mulligan 
O Marlinvr Nijhclll Publishers. Dordrcchf - Printcd in ihc  Ncchcrland~ 



Reinach's friend Conrad evidently did not appreciate this aspect of the piece. In 
a second letter t o  Conrad from the end of 1910, Reinach wrote: 'That you find the 
fine and good essay in the H. C.* neither fine nor good is very distressing,' and he 
closes his letter with the following remark: 

1 insist that there is a phenomenology of light and of colour; Goethe was after 
something of the sort in his Farbenlehre. A physics of light is something quite 
different. I didn't want to  make anything more than this obvious point. In par- 
ticular, I didn't want to define phenomenology as something which would be 
contrasted with the natural sciences. 

It  is perhaps not entirely redundant to point out that this idea of a phenomenology 
of colour, an idea which Reinach pursued in a seminar given in the summer of 1913 
- and even the reference to  Goethe - is something which Reinach shares in com- 
mon with his near contemporary, Ludwig ~ittgenstein.' 

All the notes have been supplied by the translator. 

82 REINACH'S TEXT 

The death of William lames (he died on the 27th of August 1910) has found an 
echo far beyond the scientific world to which he himself belonged. He has long 
been familiar to  the community of science as a most important psychologist, above 
all because he was gifted with a lively sense of the richness and manifold character 
of the human psyche and because, unlike so many others, he made n o  attempt to  
force this multiplicity into the narrow framework of a small number of inherited 
concepts, thereby artificially simplifying and falsifying it. What protected him from 
such a procedure was his robust sense of reality. James always had a deep aversion 
to  everything that is constructed and alien to  the phenomena; he always insisted 
that the content of a scientilic theory must find its verification in that which is 
factually given. 

It is from such tendencies that there arose the book on pragmatism which 
brought him recognition also outside scientific circles and which has been the 
subject of intensive concern in Germany, too, especially since the Philosophy 

*H.[annavcrsehcr] C.lourler1 
'The writings of bolh Rcinsch and Wittgenstcin (G.E.M. Anrcombe, ed.. Uber FmbenlRcmarkr 
on Colour. Oxford: B1ack:wU. 1977, e.g. I, 5 556.70-73.11, 8 126) exhlbll importrnt psrallell 
in this respect also to the work of Stumpl. 

Congress in Heidelberg in 1908' The name 'pragmatism' signifies a new philo- 
sophical movement which was, to be sure. not founded by James, but through 
the wise, generous and penetrating manner of his presentation he has made him- 
self its leading spokesman. 

If one is simply confronted with the central ideas of this pragmatism on their 
own. they will at first seem rather strange. The concept of truth, pragmatism 
holds, has to be constituted anew from the ground up: truth is not  the corres- 
pondence of a judgement or of a presentation with some absolute reality; what we 
call truth is rather that which proves itself to  be beneficial and useful for man. 
Truth is usefulness. Even for the philoaaphical layman all of this must sound 
somewhat disconcerting. And yet it is precisely in the intuition of the  layman 
that pragmatism finds its starting point and its prime support. There is an age-old 
tendency to complain about the unfruitfulness and 'uselessness' of many scientific 
- and most especially philosophical - questions and investigations. The pragmatic 
idea that only those problems are real whose solutions promise tangible practical 
consequences will therefore find ready agreement among many, and the new con- 
cept of true developed by James finds an echo in a number of related tendencies 
especially here in Germany. Thus the new movement in jurisprudence has called 
itself the 'Freirechrsschule'.' The judge, according to this movement, is supposed t o  
give his judgement not according to  the letter of the law, according t o  lifeless, 
scholastic concepts: he should rather take account of the interests o f  the parties 
involved, his judgement should accommodate itself t o  these interests in a lively 
fashion. It is not that judgement which corresponds to  some abstract norm which 
IS  correct 01 itue. hut that wh~rh  prornotes the interests rhe parries in a Lorlect 
manner. Thus accordinp. to thls vlew the 'trurh'oi the leeal ~udecment is rcdused t o  - u ,  u 

its beneficiality, precisely as the pragmatists maintain. A related connecting link 
is to  be found also in certain ways of thinking in the natural sciences. By a hypo- 
thesis we understand a proposition or a theory which is of such a kind that  it does 
not allow direct testing and verification in relation t o  the facts. We put  forward 
a hypothesis because it is the best way of summarising and explaining a large num- 
ber of facts, and we hold on to it when we are able to derive from it further facts 

'See T. Ellenham, ed., Beriehr "be, den 111. Kongrcj3 fur Philorophh ru Heidelberg I .  his 5. 
September 1908. Heidelberg: Winter, 1909. Rclnach is not Ilsted among the participants in 
this conference, though hi3 Munich colleague Gelger is. The first major speech at the conrercnce 
was given by Josiah Royce, '"The Problem of Truth in the Light of Recent Discussion" (62- 
901, and James' translator Wilhelm Jcruralem and T.C.S. Schillcr were among those who took 
part in the dirrurslon. Takr of Schiller ("Der rationalistische Wahrheitsbegriff') and A.C. 
Armstronc ("The Evolution o f  Praernatism") thcn cave rise to a much loneer senera1 dlscusrion 

rcmurk: 'I conclude then that pragmatism is not only immoral but  also untrue' (p.670). 
'One of the members of this "Tree Law Movcmcnt" was Rclnach's ~ludent hicnd Herman" 
Kanturowicz. k e  the biography of Rcinach by Schuhmann and Smith in this volumc. 



whose reality is corroborated in experience. A hypothesis counts as correct for us 
if it allows the derivation of as much new knowledge as possible. And once again 
a pragmatist can point out that the truth of a proposition here signifies nothing 
other than the usefulness and beneficiality of this proposition for certain of our 
efforts. It is from these and similar considerations that pragmatism takes its starting 
~ o i n t ,  and on this basis i t  erects two principles which stand at the very centre of 
James' system. The first principle runs as follows: 

the meaning of a thought consists merely in the actions which i t  is capable of 
calling forth: there is no meaning other than this practical one! 

The phiiosophical problems inherited from the past are t o  be measured against this 
basic principle. Thus for millenia it has been debated whether or not the will is free. 
Pragmatism asks first of all: what is the meaning of this problem, i.e. how will our 
actions, our entire behaviour, be affected if we accept that the will is free or un- 
free.' That is the question which must precede every philosophical investigation, 
in order that one can establish from the very start whether it is a real problem that 
is at issue or a dead pseudo-problem, not worth investigating. It is above all, as 
James says, a matter of determining the 'cash value' of philosophical t e r m s . 9 0  
this extent pragmatism is not a theory at all, but rather a method. 

Once the 'meaning' of a concept has been established in this way, then of course 
a second and still more important question will present itself, the question whether 
the concept in question is justified, whether or not it is 'true'. And now the second 
basic principle of pragmatism comes into force, an idea we have touched upon 
already above: 

the truth of a concept or of a proposition or of a theory is exhausted by 
its usefulness or beneficiality? 

If the thesis that the will is free is such that its assumption will yield certain useful 
consequences for us, if we can gain from it new knowledge, if it is in conformity 
with the stock of knowledge we have hitherto acquired, if i t  spurs us on to actions 
beneficial to life," then this thesis is to that extent true: n o  other sort of test 
exists. 

Now of course there are far-reaching objections to  such a conception which will 
immediately make themselves felt. If everything which is uxful to  us is true, then 
it seems that we Peed only think out a perfect world theoretically and then this 
worid - if it has indeed been thought out as having absolute perfection and bene- 
ficiality - is thereby also assured of absolute reality and truth. A iimitless 

ljamcr, mprnrisrn, p. 45: 'The pragmatic method . . . is to try to interpret each notion by 
tncing its respective pracriul m n q u c n n . '  
7 ~ ~ s  wjll is d i s e u d  by lames on pp. IIJff. Reinach dealt with the problem in his lecture 
muneofSummn 1911. 

p. 53: 'You must bring out of each word its ptactiml a s h  vduc, re1 it at work within 
the stream of your cxpcrirnce'. 
.Reinaeh is concct to impute to Imcl  the somewhat confu$ed idea of 'truth of a concept': cf. 
e.g, pp. 73ff. 
'DJarncr talks of 'vital benefits' an pp. 76f. 

arbitrariness seems to  be called forth by the pragmatic conception. And a single 
glance at the unalterable world with its obstinate imperfections, its suffering and 
weakness seems to  suffice to  sweep away in its entirety the lofty conceptual struc- 
ture of the pragmatists. James however believes that he can meet these objections. 
and what he has to  say will lead us closer to the heart of his way of thinking. He is 
not at all of the opinion that the world can be shaped or formed according to our 
theories quite arbitrarily and as we wish. There exist certain resistances. which we 
must simply accept, without being able to change them in any way." These rc- 
sistances are in the first place sense perceptions: these are forced upon us, we d o  
not know where they originate," and they are in themselves neither true nor false. 
hut simply ore. And in the second place they are the relations which obtain be- 
tween such perceptions, both the mutable spatial and temporal relations and 
the immutable 'eternal' relations which are rooted in the essence of the objects 
of perception themselves, such as similarity, difference and the like. There is here a 
realm of necessity, to which one must accommodate oneself. However, as soon as 
knowing human beings come into confrontation with this realm, it turns out that 
alongside and above it is a realm of infinite freedom. For the worid of reality, 
however merciless and brutal its reality might be, nevertheless admits of the various 
conceptions and interpretations on the part of man. We can conceive the number 
27 as the cube of 3, or as the product of 3 and 9, or 26 plus I ,  or 100 minus 73, 
or in countless other waysI3 - and every one of  these conceptions is as true as 
every other. One can regard a chess-board as made up of black squares on a white 
ground or of white squares on a black ground, and neither conception is false. 
One can say of a straight Une that it runs from west to  east or from east to  west - 
the line per se accepts both descriptions without rebelliag.14 In all these cases we  
humanly make an addition to  the uninterpreted and compelling reality by which we  
are first confronted, and this reality tolerates these additions. Where in regard t o  
reality we are slaves, in its interpretation we are entirely free.lS 

It is already a part of common sense to interpret our sensory perceptions in a 
certain way, to bring order into the unsettled weather of perceptions by sorting 
them into genus and species, by considering them in terms o f  things and their 
properties, by establishing causal connections within them, and so on. Critical 
science then takes this process further and improves upon it where necessary. 
All of this is not a matter of what is immediately given, as are the contents o f  
sensory perception, but rather a matter of humanising additions. And the justifi- 
cation and tenability of all of these additions of concepts and categories is based 
on the fact that they prove themselves to  be beneficial for the continuation o f  
experience and for human life in general. This is the thesis of  the 'malleability' 

"James talks on p. 243 of 'the prctena of resisting factorr in every actual experience of truth- 
making, of which the new-made special truth mutt take account, and with which it hu perforce 
to * 
"Cf. James. p. 244. 
"Cf. James, p. 251. 
"Cf. Jnmer, p. 252. 
" T h e  allusion is to Goethe's Fnurr (fin1 appearance of Mephistopheles): 'Dar entc steht unr 
frcl, bcim awcitcn rind wir Kncchte.' 
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of the world, the thesis that we are at first confronted with a raw material which 
we cannot decline to  acknowledge, but which is so plastic that the mind which con. 
fronts i t  has the widest possible free play for creative activity on its own account. 

Certainly it is not the case that each and every one of us who confronts the 
world would be able to  begin this free process of creation from the very beginning. 
Tried and tested concepts and theories are passed on from generation t o  generation; 
they are precipitated in the theories of science, as in the 'common sense' of the 
unscientific man. They are not something that we can simply ignore; each and every 
new truth that we discover must be as far as po?,sible brought into line with them, 
so that the whole should remain free of contradictions. 

It is common t o  define truth as corrcspondence with reality. And there is a 
sense in which pragmatism can agree with this, insofar as its truths, too, must 
correspond to  the pregiven contents of perception and their interrelations and to  
those truths which are already available. But the rationalist definition is meant to  
be understood in a quite different way. Rationalism assumes a world which is 
ready-made and complete!6 so that the only task remaining for cognition is that 
of simply and faithfully depicting it. Pragmatism is however opposed to this ratio- 
nalist conception in the bluntest possible way. The world is not complete, but 
rather comes into being for us only through the interpretation that is applied by 
us to  the malleable stuff of what is given; knowledge is not a matter of depiction, 
but a creative pressing forward into the future." Instead of the rationalist's 
static concept of truth the pragmatist puts forward a dynamic concept: he calls 
true those creations of the mind which prove themselves in the course of experience 
to  be beneficial to life. Science is then conceived not as a photographic depiction 
but as an 'enhancing of that which is pregiven."' 

James emphasises at all points the empiricist character of his system. Abstrac. 
tions are never of value for him in themselves, but only so far as they lead directly 
or indirectly to  verifications, so far as they have palpable practical consequences 
of some sort. Yet the pragmatic approach allows one also to  have an opinion in 
relation to  the problems of religion - which is otherwise, James believes, open 
only to  rationalistic modes of thought. For pragmatism is not at all opposed to  
the concept of God; it applies its methodological instruments to  this concept, 
just as it does to  other concepts. If this concept is suited to  explaining reality, 
if i t  allows itself to be merged in a unified way with other truths,19 if i t  proves 
itself to  be beneficial to life, then pragmatism will have to  accept it, then it will 
be true that God exists. Seen from this perspective pragmatism is able to  construct 
a religious system, though clearly nothing remains therein of the obscurity and 
mystery of religion. God is a hypothesis, like the kinetic theory of gases, and at  

'4Cf. James, p. 251. 
"James, D. 257: 'reality . . . is still in the making, and awaits p r t  ofitr mmplexion from the 
future.' 
' " ~ ~ h ~ h u n g  der vorgefundenen Dareins': James quotes thit phrase from R. Eucken, in German 

". 256.  llnfort~natclv he doer not plve the source. It is almost ccrtlinly taken f m n  ....,, ...r. -~~ - 

Euckcn's (;n$,#ge Slrornun#Pn der (;cgm*wrt, laipzlg. Vclt. 1904.p 36 the eonapt  of uuth 
.IS not P matt~r of  mne depleting IAufnehmrnI, but of an enhancing of thal which is prc.g!vm.' 
'sJamcs, p. 299: ' . l o  that i t  will combtnc latnrfaclonly w t h  dl  the other workins truth1 ' 

any time another, better hypothesis might be found to  replace it. It is impossible 
here to speak any more of properly religious concepts. Nowhere does the prag- 
matic disposition reveal itself more clearly than at  this point. The world, according 
to  this American theory, has become a large banking house." A certain definite 
capital is there - no more, no less. And one has to make up  one's mind how it 
should be best invested; there is nothing real outside this capital, and all considera- 
tions are devoted exclusively to  the task of getting from it the very best return. 
Everything that promises utility and benefit is good and worthy of being acknow- 
ledged. Everything that does not admit of such practical application is left aside. 
It could only get in the way of business. Thriving depends not so much on the capi- 
tal itself, as on the way it is managed. And this is a further peculiarity of  the prag- 
matic theory, that it lays emphasis not on the given, unbendingreality, but on the 
free creative shaping and forming of this reality by man. It is the freedom they find 
here which gives the proponents of this theory their feeling of elation. Pragmatism, 
James tells us, has a democratic character; it bows to  n o  authority, is full of the 
joys of life, is ready to consider every hypothesis and is allowed to  take that it can 
use from all of the various competing docrines?' I t  has and is in need of  n o  support 
from a world which would be given from the start, and which would impose its own 
laws, as rationalism teaches. For it builds the world up for itself in the  course of 
its experience, without any sort of prescriptive authority and here, too, in full 
consciousness of its freedom. Thus it believes itself to  take up  a standpoint which 
surpasses all others, both through its freedom from prejudices and through the 
power which i t  bestows on man. 

We must acknowledge that in the pragmatic philosophy we are confronted with 
an interesting and quite unique way of thinking a n d  it is of course n o  accident 
that this way of thinking should find such approval in America. Its substantial 
truth-content is not, however, something that we shall be able to set too  highly. 
Precisely the central idea of this theory, the new concept of truth, is untenable. 
It is certainly false that the truth of a proposition should mean the same as its 
usefulness. That the meaning of these two words is not identical is something we 
can convince ourselves of at any time, as a matter of self-evidence. But i t  is just as 

"On the banking house analogy, compare the following passager from J a m d  work: 

Truth lives, in fact, Tor the most part on a credit system. Our thoughts and beliefs 'pass.' 
so long as nothing challenges them, just as bank-notes passso long as nobody refuser them. 
But thit all points to direct face-to-face verifications somewhere, without which the fabric 
o f  truth mllapscs like a financial system with no cash4asir whatever. (pp. 207f.) 
Men's beliefs at any time arc so much experience funded. But the beliefs are themrelvca 
parts of the sum total of the world's experience. and become matter, therefore, for the 
next day's funding operations. (p. 224) 

H. Plesmer relates that Hurserl frequently employed the metaphor o f  cashing ou l  a term or 
claim, and that he liked to make the point that 'if a word han a circulation-value [Umloufr- 
werr), then it must have a surety [Deckunbl in the content of the thlngr it refers to' (Huswrl 
in Garringen. GBttingcn: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, pp. 7. 23). 
3% Compare James' remarks on 'unstiffening our theories' at the close of Lectures 11 and IV. 



senseless to  want to  replace the one by the other. A judgement is true if the state 
of affairs t o  which it is directed obtains. Whether this state of affairs is or is not 
useful for anything or anybody is a quite different question. Pragmatism fails to 
recognise this, mainly because it has arbitrarily limited the concept of truth to  
judgemenls which interpret facts, whereas the judgements which simply express 
such facts are just as true and true in just the same sense. That rid and green are 
different - this proposition has just as good a claim to  truth as the most compli- 
cated hypothesis. Yet for such a proposition it ohvinusly makes no sense to reduce 
its truth to any sort of usefulness. But matters are n o  different in the case of 
hypotheses. A hypothesis counts for us as true if it makes intelligible a multi- 
plicity of other items of knowledge, but this means nothing other than that we 
take a state of affairs to obtain when a series of other obtaining states of affairs 
presupposes it. It can only lead to  confusion to introduce here the concept of 
utility. The second basic principle of pragmatism, too, - that one should accord 
significance only to those problems from which practical consequences are to  be 
expected - is also very dubious. And whilst James' desire to  banish empty verbal 
disputes from philosophy is commendable, the limitation he wants to  impose upon 
scientific inquiry is no less questionable. James' own generous interpretation of the 
concept of practical utility took it in its widest possible sense; there is however a 
danger that the lesser minds who follow in his footsteps will dismiss all those pro- 
blems as useless whose meaning they do  not understand. 

There is one service which one will not be able to deny to  pragmatism. It quite 
mrrectly emphasisis that science in no way consists in a simple 'picturing' ['Abbil- 
den'] of its objects, that it everywhere forms and shapes its material, simplifying 
and modifying i t  according to  its own particular lights. The colourless, odourless 
and tasteless world af natural science is not a depiction of our world. There is 
another important side to  this indubitable fact, however, of which lames has not 
taken account. For there remains the task of filling in those parts which the indi- 
vidual sciences have left open. A science must he developed which is separate from 
these and which does not go beyond the phenomena by forming and shaping them, 
but rather has the single aim of adequately and faithfully grasping these phenomena 
themselves. Alongside the goal of Newtonian optics there remains also the quite 
proper task which Goethe set himself in his theory of colours. There remains, to  
put it quite generally, the task of pure phenomenology. 

(Translated from the German by Barry Smith) 

Adolf Reinach: An Annotated Bibliography 

BARRY SMITH 

When the present volume ,was first conceived, it was confidently believed that a 
survey of the literature on Reinach's thou&t could be kept within comfortable 
limits. It rapidly became clear. however, that this was not !he case. Reinach's dis- 
coveries in the sphere of speech act theory have, it is true, gone aln~ost unnoticed. 
Reinach has nevertheless enjoyed an enduring notoriety among those working in 
the philosophy of law, and ever since its appearance in 1913, Reinach's work on 
"Die apriorischen Grundlagen des burgerlichen Rechtes" has served as the principal 
representative of phenomenologicd, aprioristic and ontologicallrealist approaches 
in this discipline. His name accordingly appears in the majority of the more sub- 
stantial general treatises in the discipline (or at least in those treatises and reference 
works published In countries whose law and philosophy have been influenced by 
the Germanic tradition: Edwards' great Encyclopedia of Philosophy does not 
contain even a mention of Reinach). 

The goal of completeness has therefore been abandoned in what follows, and 
items containing merely passing references to Reinach's work have been listed 
only where they are of  particular historical importance o r  bear evidence of  some 
more substantial influence. The list has been compiled with the assistance of N. 
Bokhove, A.C. Contc and M.-E. Conte, 1. Crosby, N. Duxhury, J .  Joerden, S. 
Paulson, H. Spiegelberg and the indefatigable librarians of the University of Er- 
langen. 

B I WORKS BY REINACH 

Under the Sigil Ana 379, C I (Reimch) the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek has pre- 
served a short review (by Reinach?) of F. Berolzheimer, System der Rechts- und 
Wwfschafrsphilosophie, vol. I (Munich: Beck, 1904). the original publication and 
author of which has not been traced. Two further questions concerning possible 
Reinach publications remain unanswered: I )  In a letter t o  Conrad of September 
1910 Reinach refers to  his plans to  publish an article t o  be entitled "Natur und 
Freiheit", but this has not been found; 2) Dietrich von Hildebrand, in his Momlia 
(1980, p. 247), refers t o  a 'nicht erhalten gebliebenen Aufsatz [by Reinach] "ber 
Gesinnung'. Further details as to  Reinach's Nachlnss can be found on  p. 27 above, 
and in Av6Lallemant 1975. 



1905 Uber den Urmhenbegriff im geltenden Strafrecht, Leipzig: Barth (Disser- 
tation, Munich). Psychology, Reinach argues, is capable of assisting in the 
clarification of the legal meaning of the concept of cause via appeal to  the 
notion of a psychic regubriry. This same notion can help also in the clarifi- 
cation of the probable intent of specific laws. From the point of view of 
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categorial intuition 16 
categories, theory of 23, 25, 74, 87, 253 
causality, legal 7. 254, Reinach 1905 
certainty 38, 45. 63, 115, 121, 204, 230, 

247. 255 
Chamberlam. llourlon Slcwart 18 
Chasta~ng, Maxlmc ?73 
Chnrholm. Rodrrtck M 73 

choral singing 04 
Civil Code (B~irgerliches Ceserrbud) 

46, 142, 149-151, 168 
civil law 4. 20. 22, 284; Reinach 1913 
civil procedure, German code o l  10, 

138 
claim 43, 45. 601.. 63, 83, 93, 102, 104, 

112, 116, 120, 122, 125, 127, 138, 
143f.. 156-160, 165. 167, 171; 
Huaserl. G.  

fulfilment of I M  
see also: waiving 

Clark, Edwin C. 136 
co-existence 195, 207 
cognition (Erkennmir, Erkmnm) 18, 

189, 203, 243, 247, 254; Ach; 
Karelitzki; Lipp. H.; Seifert 

theory of 14. 17, 25 
Cohen. Herman" 8, 10, 18. 240 
colour 16, 22, 199, 202, 229,258, 

261-263, 266. 292 
wmmands, orders 21, 30, 33, 371.. 40, 

42f.. 46, 56, 58, 61, 68, 70, 79, 82, 
93, 107, 109f.. 120-122, 124, 129, 
134f.. 138. 146, 1491.. 152, I58f.. 
147, 189, Stein 

commitment IW 

varieties of 60 
camparison 267, 269, 272f. 
Comry. 0. 223 
concept 13, 166, 222, 231, 278, 295; 

Engixh; Ritzel 
creation of 143. 259 

conceptual comprehension 214, 
219-223, 263 

concession 148 
wndition 22, 47. 50, 53, 631.. 75. 1081, 

121, 12X,  182f.. 190, 192f.. 197, 
206. 21 1, 229; Basxnge 

psychic 54. 92. 122. 124, 183, 186 
(sae also: conviction) 

condoling 124f., 130 
conferring 30 
congratulating 122. 124. 130 
conjecture 205, 209 
connections, see: essential connections 
Conrad, Theodor 3, 6. 8. 9, 13. 17. 228. 

241-243.251.2751.. 2791.. 289, 

consciousness, pure consciousness 
2%253, 255. 257, 273 

Con~tativ~s. see Statements 
constitution 250. 252f. 
Conte. Amedeo G .  307 
Conte, Maria-Elisabeth 34f.. 307 
content 391, 59, 70. 92, 104, 1121.. 122, 

149, 157, 159, 161, 164166,  169, 
235 -~ ~ 

propositional 76, 177, 179, 182f.3 see 
also: act 

continuanl. see: substance 
continuum 25; Reinach l 9 2 l b  Stein 
contract Iklf., 286; Gralla 
convention 94f.  144; Nauhaus 

copula 255 
Cornelius. Hans 262, 277 
Cornulier, B, de 49. 81 
correctness 161f.. 168. 276. 284 
correlativily 112,' 144f.. 157. 236. 276 
Cosrio. Carlos 307 
Courant, Richard 18 
crime, types of 10-12 
criminal law 10, 84, 137 
Crosby, John F. 3. 136, 145. 156, 173. 

308 ... 
Crusius 18 

varieties of 63 
declaratives 31, I67 
delinilinn 701 -. . . . . . . . . . . -. . 
deliberation (ffberlegun~) 12, 19, 30, 63, 

109, 237,243. 247, 281; Reinach 

Dempe. A. 21 
Dempc, Hellmuth 308 
denial 55 
Dennctt. D.C. 182 
dependence. foundation 11, 35, 49-53. 

5942 ,  6 H 8 ,  73-75, 80-83, 86, 152. 
157. 163, 195-198, 205f.. 216218,  
222, 229, 236236, 263, 266 



Descartes, RenC I8,22f., 25, 59, 2731. 
desiring 34, 58 
determinate/deteminable 51, 56, 59, 

76, 272 
deviations, deviant instances, see: 

standard/non-standard 
Diderot, Denis 4 
Diedler, Daniel 309 
directive 146, 158 
disavowal 124 
disbelief 55, 61 
dispositions 5, 63f., 205, 238 
Dobretsberger, Josef 309 
Dombois, Hans 309 
Donius, Charles 309 
Donnellan, Keith 177, 179 
doubt 2041, 209 
dreaming 54 
Dreier, Ralf 309 
Ducrot, 0. 32 
Dummett, Michael 58, 81, 259C 
duty 99, 155, 157, 161, 164, 169 

absolute/relative 165 
moral 1-59. 165 

Edlin, Gregor 309 
Ehrenfels. Christian von 311.. 214 
(Eikema) Hommes, Hendrik Jan 

(van) 309 
Elsenhana. Theodor 309 
Emgc, Carl August 310 
emotion 40, 58, 63, 65 
empathy 17,278 
emphasis 37. 255 
empowcrmcnl 128-131. 139, 141 
enactment 30, 38, 40. 421.. 45-48, 68, 

7or. 80, 135, 148 
varieties of 64 
see also: issued norm 

Engisch, Karl 11, 133, 1401, 310 
entertaining 58 
entreaty 37 
episode. see event 
Erhard. Hermann 8 
eswnce 42. 67, 86. 94. 105, 107, 211, 

249. 253, 295; Hering 
essential connections 50, 105, I I I, IM) 

168, 170, 199, 209, 2811 
essential insieht ( Wesensschoul 93. 105. 

114, 116:  I S S ~ . ,  161, I ~ ~ ; ' B I O C ~  
essential laws 9% 99, IOZf., 105, 107. 

160, 163f., 166f.. 169, 191, 248 
essential necessity 35f. 50, 96, 114, 116, 

129. 167f.. 270 

essential possibilities 107, 114 
essential relations I1 1 
ethics 16, 23, 26, 99, 120, 131, 15S74, 

171, 254, 273, 275-89, ethical sphere 
vs. legal sphere 1641.; Reinach 
1912113; Gardies; Hildebrand; 
Larenz; Stawnhagen; Winter 

see also: correctness, value 
Eucken, Rudolf 296 
eudemonism 22 
Euler, Leanhard 197 
event 12, 36,491, 541, 63, 76, 79, 

179f., 193, 223 
evidence 22.98. 111. 231. 261. 264 . . 
excusing 146 
exhorting I20 
exislena 161, 163, 236, 282, 287 
experience 92, 116, 127, 157, 183f. 
expression 30, 34, 92, 195, 205, 210, 

245 

factual material (Talbesfond) 12, 201f., 
205, 223, 234, 255 

Falkenkru, Gabriel 54. 72. 31 1 

Fechner. Erich 1956 
feelings 23, 125, 255 
Feies. Anton 20 

Fischcr, Aloys 5 
fit. see: fulfilmenl 
foLgiving 23, 42, 63. 109. I2Of.. 147 
formations (Gebildc) 160. 184, 201, 222. 

23h. 254f -...-. ~. 
legal 12. 13. 1041.. 116. 14S145, 169. 

190. 201; Reinach 1913; Schapp, I. 
linguistic 21 
logical 214. 229 
of being and so-being 235 
origin of I64 
of thought 230 

Franck. D. 128 ~ - ~ 

Frank. Jeromc 136 
Frege, Gotllob 231.. 41, 52, 55, 67, 75, 

1161.. 176, 178, 180, 192, 202, 212, 
222. 257-260. 264f. 

Friedmann. Wolfgang 31 I 
fulfilment (ErfWung) 39, 41, 4 M 8 ,  56, 

69-71. 79. 164f.. 171, 197 

Fuller, 1.0" L. 145, I53 
function 235 

'and'-function 216 

Galileo 18 
Gambetta, Lion 3f. 
Garcia-Barb, Migucl 31 1 
Gardia ,  49, 54. 67, 80, 82, 84, 

107-117, 136. 311 
Garvcr, Newton 75 
Geach, Peter T .  55, 74 
Geiger, Morilr 51.. 9, 14, 19. 227, 241. 

248, 293 
Geyser, losef 312 
geometry 5. 22, 269; Becker 
generality 20. 278 
Gestalt 8, 30, 32, 57, 681. 
Geyser. Josef 312 
Gilson. E. 4' 
Goethe. Johann Wolfgang 291. 295. 

298 
Galdman, A.I. 190 
Goyard-Fabre. Simane 312 
Gralla. Erhardt 312 
Gregory. Duncan 258 
Grelling, Kurt 293 
GrHtz. Lea 14 
Grice, H.P. 44, 77 
Griffiths, A.P. I28 
Grimme, Adolf 244 
Gutmiller, Max 312 
Gysin. Arnold 312 

Habk l ,  Irmingard 312 
Habermas, Jiirgen 124 
Hacker. P.M.S. 66 
Haesaert, Jean 312 
Haw, Karl 312 
Hamilton, Sir William 257-261, 2Mf. 
Hare, R.M. 52 
Hart, H.L.A. 139 
Hartmann, Leopold 313 
Hartmann, Nicolai 313 
Heal, J .  78 
Heck, Philipp 10, 313 
Hedenius, 1. 481.. 63 
Hegel, G.W.F. 270 
Heideggcr, Martin 240 
Heller, Ernsl 227 
Henkel, Heinrich 313 
hereby 34t ,  45.49, 80 
Hering, Jean 313 
Heringer, H:J. 81 
Heyer. Gerd 221 

Hildcbrand. Dielrich von 13, 1619 .  
241-243, 28&282. 299. 313 

Hippel. Ernst von 3 14 
Hirsch. Rudolf 5 
history 9. 13. 17. 170 
Hoblns, Thomas 20, 138, 170: Gysin 
Hochc. H.-U. 35 
HoRmann. Klaus 91-106, 136, 156 
HBfler, Alois 32, 73 
Holenstein. Elmar 76, 191 
Holldack. Felix 314 
honesty, see: sincerity 
Hruschka. Elisakth 314 
Hruschka. Joachim 314 
Hiibener. Wolfgang 3 14 
Hume. David 5. 18. 20. 25. 34. 158, 

163f.. 2451.. 255-274; Reinach 1911; 
Gysin 

Husserl. Edmund 3, 6, 9, 10, 13-15, 17. 
19. 27, 34, 38-41, 65, 70, 184, 192, 
196, 198, 201, 207, 212, 222, 227f.. 
239-74, 27Sf, 281, 297, 314f.; 
Cossio; Davie; (Eikema) Hommes; 
Mulligan. Simons and Smith; 
Waldenfels 

Idtm 1 23. 2391.. 246C, 25&252, 270 
Logical InvesIigorion.~ 8, 16, 18, 20, 

35, 40, 43. 49-59. 66f., 70-76, 80, 
83. 86. 144. 152, 177, 179, 183-185, 
1911.. 200. 231, 233, 236, 239f., 241, 
244-247. 25@-254, 259f.. 262. 267, 
269, 272, 274, 277 

Husserl, Gerhart 315; Wolf; 
Wiirtenberger 

idealism 241, 252 
identity 175, 177. 181 
illocutionary acts 31. 1671 
illocutionary force 31, 37-39, 45, 49. 

66, 92 
images, imagining 52. 199 
imparting, see: communication 
imperatives 21. 32, 34. 37. 137-140. 

152. 166; Cossio 
imprsonalia 5, 16, 18, 218, 255; 

Reinach 1921c 
imputation 18f. 
incompatibility/necessary exclusion 51. 

54, 80, 210, 233 
indcxicality 49, 75. 175-177, 179, 186, 

195. 199. 203 
~nforming. see: communication 
Ingardcn, Roman 16, 23, 59, 63, 68, 

203, 206, 216, 2431, 315f. 



insight, see: essential insight 
( Wesemschau) 

insincerity, see: sincerity 
institutions 95.98L 102f.. 154 
intelligibility 102 
mtention 121, 125, 128 

declaration of 158, 173 
see also meaninghtending 

mtentionalily 92, 94, 175, 184, 193-196, 
203, 21 1 

intentional matter 231 
interest 166, 171, 233, 286, 293 

knowledge-interest 
(Kennmisinleresse) 233f.. 236 

intcrnal/external aspecD/elements 
of action 12, 331 
of legal formations 13 
of obligation 103 
s n  also: social act 

intimation (Kundgebwg) 32-34, 37, 40, 
42, 109, 183, 230 

intuition 16. 199. 204. 235 
ethical 166 
see also: essential insight 

invitation 129f. 
Ireland, Gordon 316 
Isay, Hermann 316 
islought question 991.; Crosby; Gardies 
issued norm (Bmimmung) 1341.. 139, 

141, 1 6 1 5 2 ,  166-170, 173; Larenz; 
Stein 

Johrbueh 19f,  22, 227, 243 
Jakabson. Roman 76. 87, 191 
James, William 13. 18. 291-298; 

Reinach 1910 
Jerusalem, Wilhclm 5, 15, 293 
Jahansson, lngvar 66. 68 
Jones, J. Walter 134. 316 
Jorrin, Miguel 316 
Josephus Flavius 4 
judgement 20, 51, 57, 751.. 177, 183, 

189. 203. 212.220. 223. 251. 293; 
~ c i s e r ;  Kareliuki 

as act 19, 24, 179, 206, 229. 233, 237. 
79R -.- 

analytic 245; Ritul 
ethical 98, 286 
existential 22. 231, 286 
hypothetical 46, 142 
negative 2W, 210, 228. 231, 233f.. 

2391.. 255: Rcinach 191 1 b 
Blu~enfcld; Hiibencr 

phenomenology of 237,241. 276 

338 

qualities of 231, 255 
and question 229, 234 
theory of 9, 14, 23t .  178, 191, 238, 

246f. 
see also: conviction, impersonalia 

Kant, lmmanuel 8, 10, 14, 18, 22f., 25, 
29, 116, 164, 166, 245, 252, 268, 277, 
279, 287; Reinach 1911; Reinach 
191 la; Rieder 

Kantianismlneo-Kantianism 24 
Kantorowicz. Hermann 6, 293. 316; 

Muscheler 
Kaplan. David 175f.. 178, 181 
Karelitrki. Arnold 316 
K a t s  David 16 
Katz, Jerrold J. 158 
Kaufmann, Arthur 317 
Kaufmann, Felix 318; Husserl, G .  
Kaufmann, Fritz 318 
Kelsen, Hans 134. 137, 1391. 318; 

Hcck; Kaufmann, Felix; Marcic 
Kemp Smith, Norman 257, 271f., 274 
Kenny, Antony 35. 78 
Kern. Iso 246 

.. , 
Kluckhohn, Paul 19 
Kncale. William 271 
Kocbncr 318 
Korhmiedcr. E. 34 
KoyrC, Aleaandre 16. 18. 25. 243. 318 
Kran, Julius 318 
Krauss. Heinrich 318 
Krioke. Saul 179. 186 
~ u d 3 , ~ l a d i m i r  319 
Kiilpc. Oswald 5. 7 
Kiinne, Wolfgang 75, 17>187 
Kuroda. S.-Y. 73f. 

Ladd-Franklin. Christine 293 
Lambert, Johann Heinrich 18 
Landsberg. Ernst 319 
language 204, Dempe 

ordinary 31, 266 
use of 21, 33, 53, 59, 65, 67. 73-75, 

83, 86, 102. 159, 170f.. 193, 197, 
7 I V  

Lapr te ,  Jean 257 
Larenz. Karl 134-136. 14W142. 319 
Largeault. 1. 42 
law. philosophy of 18. 32, 299, Battifol; 

Binder; Dobrctsberger; Edlin; 

(Eikema) Hommes; Emge; Engixh; 
Fas.6; Fechner: Gardies; Hcnkel; 
Ireland; Kaufmann. A ;  Krauss; 
Kubel: Legaz y Lacambra; 
Llambiar dc Azevedo; Miinch; 
Olivecrona; Peschka; Pctraxhek; 
Radbruch; Reale; Salomon; Saucr; 
Spiegclberg; Troller; Vcrdross; 
Victor 

laws 137, 144. 245; Reinach 1905; 
Rcinach 191 la;  Hartmann. L.; 
Holldack; Waldstcin 

see also: o piori, civil law. criminal 
law, essential laws; penal law, 
positive law 

legal conceptualism 133 
legal hermeneutics 7. 254: Reinach 

1905; Baeyer: Hruschka, J. 
lcgal norm 139. 141-143, 150. 152: hay  
legal person 129 
legal positivism 137. 143. 152: Maihofer 
legal subject 137 
legal theory 133-154. 155. 163. 1661.. 

248f.: ~ m s c l e k ;  Friedmann; 
Haesaert: Heck Jones; Otaka 

Legaz y ~acambra ,  iu is  320 
Leibholz. Gerhard 320 
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm 25f,  175 
Leinweber, Adolph 320 
Lemman, E.J. 481. 
Levinson, S. 31, 45. 81 
Lewin. Kurt 32 
Lewy, Casimir 72 
Licbert, Arthur 239 
Linke, Paul Ferdinand 20f.. 320: 

Dempe; Hartmann, L. 
Lipps, Hans 25. 320f. 
Lipps, Theodor 66, 8, 13f ,  17. 20, 

152, 163f., 2271, 236, 240, 244, 253, 
275-280. 284-286.289 

Llambiaz de Azevedo. Juan 321 
Locke, John 20.25 
logic 131.. 31, 59. 64, 19If.. 202, 216. 

276, 288; Reinach 191 la; Reinach 
191 1b: Geyser; Hiibener; Kaufmann, 
Felix 

see also: laws 
logical parts 51. 222 
Lotze, Hermann 254 
L6w, Friedrich 227 
Liibbe. Hermann 13 
Lukasiewicz, Jan 13 
Lundstedt, Vilhelm 136 
lying 72, 74, 212, 230; F; 

MacCormick. Neil 144 
McGinn, Colin 175 
McKay. Tom 175f. 
mapniludcs 6 
Maier. Heinrich 10 
Maihofer. Werner 321 
Mally. Ernst 293 
Marcic, Renl 321 
Marly, Anton 16. 32. 34. 39. 44. 46. 49, 

58. 7&74. 77. 86C. 201f. 
mathematics 105. 117. 246. 268. 270 

philosophy of 9. 14 
Maund, C. 271 
Maxwell. James Clerk 258 
Maya. Bernard 124 
meaning 179. 181. 282. 294 

knowledge of 94 
theory of 19f. 

meaninglintending (Meinen) 7. 39. 53. 
194. 197-199. 2031, 21 I ,  247 

successive meaning 230. 233: Smith - 
total meaning 2121.. 233 

Mehta, Ved 265 
Meinang. Alexius 6. 8. 19. 31. 39. 641.. 

192. 200. 202. 231. 259-264. 267, 
271, 276, 278, 286 

melody 8. 2141 
messenger 126 
Messer, August 7, 248 
M i ,  J .  267 
modification 11. 21, 72--85. 92, 127. 

168, 173, 196. 200, 218 
varieties of 76 
see also: social act 

Montoro Ballestoros. A lk r to  321 
Moore. G.E. 54, 72. 124. 282 
Morgan, Augustas de 265 
Moskicwicz, Georg 23 
movcrnent 17, 24f.. 244. 268; Reinach 

1921b; Ajdukiewicz 
Miiller, Georg Elias 141. 17, 242 
Mulligan, Kevin 29-90, 136, 156, 192, 

195, 189, 200f., 203, 206, 21 1, 
215-218, 223, 321f.. 329 

Miinch, Fritz 322 
Munich school 5, 20, 21, 23, 152, 192, 

227f., 240, 253, 2751, 278-280; 
AvC-Lallemant; Schmiicker; Smith; 
Wenisch 

Murphy, Richard T. 274 
Muscheler, Karlheinr 6, 322 

names 175, 178, 1831, 193-196. 203. 
205. 219, 223 
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used 197. 213 
Natanson, Maurice 322 
Natorp. Paul 7. 8.24, 2391.. 245. 247L; 

Reinach 1914 
natural law theory 133, 144; Baratta; 

Rloch; Dombois; Doniu~; Hruxhka. 
E.; KrauO; Landsberg; Leinweber; 
Maihofcr; Wolf; Wiirtcnberger 

nature of things (Nalur der Sache) 133; 
Dreier; Gutzwillcr: Maihofer: 
Poulankas; Radbruch; Schambak 

Nauhaus. Walter 322 
necessity 50, 186, 268, 270; Hartmann, 

L. 
causal 270 
conditional 191 
see also: essential necessity 

negation, see: judgement 
Nehring, Alfons 21 
Neisser, Hans P. 322 
Nelson. Leonard 293 
Newton, Isaac 18, 272, 292, 298 
naesislnoema 271 
nominalism 20 
norm 142, 167f.. 293; Cossio 

see also: issued norm, lcgal norm 
normative reductionism 134E. 137-140, 

142, 146, 152f. 
Novalis 19 
number 8,23f., 120, 198, 222 

Hnd act 207 
ethical value of 161, 281, 286-288 
determinatelindetcrminalc 2 l S 2 2 l  
general 221 
mental I20 
and name 194L. 223 

120 
and state of affairs 5, 189, 201, 214, 

229, 282,288 
temporal 104,223 
theory of objects 50. 250. 252, 288 

oblstmsm 257.274 
ob&ivity, sn: formation 
obligation 45, MK., 64. 79, 831.. 91-93, 

95, 97-106, 112, 117, 120, 1221.. 127, 
13S144 

absolutelrelativc 163 
assuming 30 
wnveying 30 
ethical 15S174 

Oertcrreichcr. John M. 4, 322 
oRering (a bargain. etc.) 30 

officials 137f., 170 
Olivecrona, Karl 322 
ontology 10, 13. 22, 50. 59, 64. 69, 152. 

189f., 192. 201, 248; Ingarden; 
Kaufmann. A,; KubeS: Mulligan; 
Smith: Spiegelberg; Walther 

formal 50. 59 
material, regional 248-250 

Ortega y Gasset. Jose 323 
Ortmann, Margarete 18, 27 
Otaka, Tomoo 323 
ought, see: islough1 question 
ownership, property 114f., 122, 1431.. 

157, 169; Baratta; Bassenge 

part-whale relations 8, 35, 49f., 56, 66, 
76, 86, 197, 213, 218, 220f., 263 

see also: conceptual comprehension. 
logical part 

past and future 201 
Paulson, Stanley L. 32, 13S154 
penal law, penology 7, IF IZ .  254, 284; 

Kaufmann, A.; Kaufmann. Felix 
perception 5, 20, 34, 52, 120, 186, 189, 

1961.. 200. 203, 231, 236, 257f., 
262-264 295f. ~. ~~ 

performance 94, 1211, 127, 171 
apparent 116. 124 

perfarmalives 31. 46, 1091. 
erplicit/implicit 36f. 

Perlmutter, D. 219 

Peters, Kurt 34 
Petraxhek. Karl 324 
Wander, Alexander 8, 9, 13, l8f., 2Il., 

32. 1621. 192. 2271.. 243. 278. 282f.. . , . . . -  . 
28k288; Karclitzki 

phenomenology IS, 20, 22, 24, 26, 102, 
107, 114. 134. 153, 160, 173f., 192, 
237, 240,244-249. 2tQ. 272, 277. 
287. 291f.. 298; Bobbio; 
Bodenheimcr; Brimo; Elsenhans; 
Garcia-Bar& Goyard-Fabrc; 
Hmxhka,  E.; Jorrin; Kclsen; Krafi; 
Larcnr; Linke: Pexhka: Poulantzas: 
~ ~ i e ~ c i b e r ~  

ontological. realistic 250. 253; 
Reinach 1913: Rcinach I921a: 
~ v & ~ a l l e m a r k  Hruxhka,  J. ' 

P~kler, 1. 293 

Plato, Platonism 4, 8, 17f.. 52, 671.. 70, 
182, 201-204, 207, 215, 222, 231 

Plesmer, H. 297 
positing, set: acts 
position-taking (Slellungnohmr) 54, 

231, 243, 247, 286 Stavcnhagen 
positive law 105, 116, 119, 122, 130, 

134, 1441.. I55f.. 166168, 170. 173, 
2481.; Kantorowicz 

Poulantzas, Nicos A. 324 
Pound, Roscoe 137 
power 138. 143 

conferral of 142 
pragmatism 291-298: Reinach 1910; 

Conte, M.-E. 
praising 48, 63, 146 
praying 30. 107, 166 
premeditation 12, 150, 171; Reinach 

191111? . . . - , . - 
presentation 62f., 68, 86, 196199, 204, 

207, 2121.; Smith 
presumption (Zurnulung) 233. 235, 255 
pretending 78 
process l I .  22, 50, 54, 63, 66, 146. 

152-154, 193. 206, 223 
promise. promising 20, 29, 31. 38, 40, 

42, 45, 56. 58, 601.. 63, 67, 91-106, 
107, 109, 112-115, 126, 128f.. 
ISSIM), 16&166, 171, 189, 191; 
Bassenge; Gysin; Lipps, H.; Runkel; 
Stella 

acceptance of 30, 36 
essence of 95 
fulfilment of 43, 56, 70 
promising on stage 771. 
rejection of 56 
request for acceptance of 68 
see also: revocation 

promulgation 148 
properly 182-185, 233f., 262 

see also: ownership 114 
proposition (Sali) 24, 31, 41, 67, 92, 

159, 267. 294 
constituents of 177, 179 

- 
proxy, sn: representative 
psychologism 5, 115f.. 171, 192, 202, 

240, 245. 259 
lcgal IS3 

psychology 5, 8, 31, 254, 263. 283, 292: 
Rsinach 1905; Reinach 1914 
Elsenhans; Gcyar:  H a q  Orlega y 

Gasset; Selz; Stein 
dcrcriptivc 22. 30. 37, 63. 67, 87 
experimental 6 

punctual event 36, 66. 92, 206. 213, 216 
punctual act/expcriencc 53, 59, 65. 86, 

108, 198, 2M. 230, 237 

qualities 269 
questions 201, 30. 33. 38, 4f-49, 57f.  

107, 109, 115, 146f., 150. 209, 212. 
2281. 237f. 

conventional 124 
pseudo-questions 72, 77, 11 5, 124 
rhetorical 11 5 
varieties of 60 

Radbrueh. Gustav 6f.. 133. 324f. 
Ram, Paul 8. 276 
Ramsey, Frank P. 63 
Raz, Joseph 137 
Rcale, Miguel 325 
realism 23 1 
RCcanati, F 35 
RecasCns Siches, Luis 325 
registering (Vernehmen). see: social acts 
regret 122, 146 
Reid. Thomas 33f. 273 
Reinach, Adolf 

1905 (Ober den Urraehenbegnffl 241, 
2441.. 253, 2751.; Radbruch 
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Urtcils")] 14, 242, 2ZJf. 

1910 ("William lames und der 
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191 1 ("Kana AuKassung des 
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267-270, 275 

191 l a  ("Die obersten Regeln dcr 
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200, 22&222, 246 
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Urtcils") 18, 39, 45, 53-55, 63, 68, 
76, 86, 184, 191-224. 227. 237, 239. 
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